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What Pythonistas Say About Python Basics: A Practical In-troduction to Python 3

“I love [the book]! The wording is casual, easy to understand, andmakes the information ow well. I never feel lost in the material, andit’s not too dense so it’s easy for me to review older chapters over andover.
I’ve looked at over 10 di erent Python tutorials/books/online courses,and I’ve probably learned the most from Real Python!”
— ThomasWong

“Three years later and I still return to my Real Python books when Ineed a quick refresher on usage of vital Python commands.”
— Rob Fowler

“I oundered for a long time trying to teach myself. I slogged throughdozens of incomplete online tutorials. I snoozed through hours of bor-ing screencasts. I gave up on countless crufty books from big-timepublishers. And then I found Real Python.
The easy-to-follow, step-by-step instructions break the big conceptsdown into bite-sized chunks written in plain English. The authorsnever forget their audience andare consistently thoroughanddetailedin their explanations. I’m up and running now, but I constantly referto the material for guidance.”
— Jared Nielsen



“I love the book because at the end of each particular lesson there arereal world and interesting challenges. I just built a savings estimatorthat actually re ects my savings account – neat!”
—Drew Prescott

“As a practice of what you taught I started building simple scripts forpeople on my team to help them in their everyday duties. When mymanagers noticed that, I was o ered a new position as a developer.
I know there is heaps of things to learn and there will be huge chal-lenges, but I nally started doing what I really came to like.
Once again: MANY THANKS!”
—Kamil

“What I found great about the Real Python courses compared to othersis how they explain things in the simplest way possible.
A lot of courses, in any discipline really, require the learning of a lot ofjargon when in fact what is being taught could be taught quickly andsuccinctly without too much of it. The courses do a very good job ofkeeping the examples interesting.”
— Stephen Grady

“After reading the rst Real Python course Iwrote a script to automateamundane task at work. What used to takeme three to ve hours nowtakes less than ten minutes!”
— Brandon Youngdale



“Honestly, throughout this whole process what I found was just melooking really hard for things that couldmaybe be added or improved,but this tutorial is amazing! You do a wonderful job of explaining andteaching Python in away that people likeme, a complete novice, couldreally grasp.
The ow of the lessonsworks perfectly throughout. The exercises trulyhelped along the way and you feel very accomplished when you nishup the book. I think you have a gift for making Python seem moreattainable to people outside the programming world.
This is something I never thought I would be doing or learning andwith a little push from you I am learning it and I can see that it will benothing but bene cial to me in the future!”
— Shea Klusewicz

“The authors of the courses have NOT forgotten what it is like to bea beginner – something that many authors do – and assume noth-ing about their readers, which makes the courses fantastic reads. Thecourses are also accompanied by some great videos as well as plentyof references for extra learning, homework assignments and examplecode that you can experiment with and extend.
I really liked that there was always full code examples and each lineof code had good comments so you can see what is doing what.
I now have a number of books on Python and the Real Python onesare the only ones I have actually nished cover to cover, and theyare hands down the best on the market. If like me, you’re not a pro-grammer (I work in online marketing) you’ll nd these courses to belike a mentor due to the clear, u -free explanations! Highly recom-mended!”
— Craig Addyman
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Foreword
Hello, and welcome to Python Basics: A Practical Introduction toPython 3. I hope you’re ready to learn why so many professional andhobbyist developers are drawn to Python and how you can beginusing it on your own projects, small and large, right away.
This book is targeted at beginners who either know a little program-ming but not the Python language and ecosystem or are starting freshwith no programming experience whatsoever.
If you don’t have a computer science degree, don’t worry. David, Dan,Joanna, and Fletcher will guide you through the important comput-ing concepts while teaching you the Python basics and, just as impor-tantly, skipping the unnecessary details at first.
Python Is a Full-Spectrum Language
When learning a new programming language, you don’t yet have theexperience to judge howwell it will serve you in the long run. If you’reconsidering learning Python, let me assure you that this is a goodchoice. One key reason is that Python is a full-spectrum language.
What do I mean by this? Some languages are very good for beginners.They hold your hand and make programming super easy. We can goto the extreme and look at visual languages such as Scratch.
In Scratch, you get blocks that represent programming concepts likevariables, loops, method calls, and so on, and you drag and drop themon a visual surface. Scratch may be easy to get started with for sim-
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ple programs, but you cannot build professional applications with it.Name one Fortune 500 company that powers its core business logicwith Scratch.
Come up empty? Me too, because that would be insanity.
Other languages are incredibly powerful for expert developers. Themost popular one in this category is likely C++ and its close relative,C. Whichever web browser you used today was likely written in C orC++. Your operating system running that browser was very likely alsobuilt with C/C++. Your favorite first-person shooter or strategy videogame? You nailed it: C/C++.
You can do amazing things with these languages, but they are whollyunwelcoming to newcomers looking for a gentle introduction.
You might not have read a lot of C++ code. It can almost make youreyes burn. Here’s an example, a real albeit complex one:
template <typename T>

_Defer<void(*(PID<T>, void (T::*)(void)))

(const PID<T>&, void (T::*)(void))>

defer(const PID<T>& pid, void (T::*method)(void))

{

void (*dispatch)(const PID<T>&, void (T::*)(void)) =

&process::template dispatch<T>;

return std::tr1::bind(dispatch, pid, method);

}

Please, just no.
Both Scratch and C++ are decidedly not what I would call full-spectrum languages. With Scratch, it’s easy to start, but you have toswitch to a “real” language to build real applications. Conversely, youcan build real apps with C++, but there’s no gentle on-ramp. Youdive headfirst into all the complexity of the language, which exists tosupport these rich applications.
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Python, on the other hand, is special. It is a full-spectrum language.We often judge the simplicity of a language based on the Hello, Worldtest. That is, what syntax and actions are necessary to get the languageto output Hello, World to the user? In Python, it couldn’t be simpler:
print("Hello, World")

That’s it! However, I find this an unsatisfying test.
The Hello, World test is useful but really not enough to show the poweror complexity of a language. Let’s try another example. Not every-thing here needs to make total sense—just follow along to get the Zenof it. The book covers these concepts andmore as you go through. Thenext example is certainly something you could write as you get nearthe end of the book.
Here’s the new test: What would it take to write a program that ac-cesses an externalwebsite, downloads the content to your app inmem-ory, then displays a subsection of that content to the user? Let’s trythat experiment using Python 3 with the help of the requests package(which needs to be installed—more on that in chapter 12):
import requests

resp = requests.get("http://olympus.realpython.org")

html = resp.text

print(html[86:132])

Incredibly, that’s it! When run, the program outputs something likethis:
<h2>Please log in to access Mount Olympus:</h2>

This is the easy, getting-started side of the Python spectrum. A fewtrivial lines can unleash incredible power. Because Python has accessto so many powerful but well-packaged libraries, such as requests, it’soften described as having batteries included.
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So there you have a simple yet powerful starter example. On the real-world side of things, many incredible applications have been writtenin Python as well.
YouTube, the world’s most popular video streaming site, is written inPython and processes more than amillion requests per second. Insta-gram is another example of a Python application. Closer to home, weeven have realpython.com and my sites, such as talkpython.fm.
This full-spectrum aspect of Python means that you can start withthe basics and adopt more advanced features as your application de-mands grow.
Python Is Popular
You might have heard that Python is popular. It may seem that itdoesn’t really matter how popular a language is so long as you canbuild the app you want to build with it.
But, for better or worse, the popularity of a programming languageis a strong indicator of the quality of libraries you’ll have available aswell the number of job openings you’ll find. In short, you should tendto gravitate toward more popular technologies as there will be morechoices and integrations available.
So, is Python actually that popular? Yes it is. You’ll find a lot ofhype and hyperbole, but there are plenty of stats backing this claim.Let’s look at some analytics presented by stackoverflow.com, a popu-lar question-and-answer site for programmers.
StackOverflow runs a site called StackOverflowTrendswhere you canlook at the trends for various technologies by tag. When you compare
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Python to the other likely candidates you could pick to learn program-ming, you’ll see one is unlike the others:

You can explore this chart and create similar charts to this one over atinsights.stackoverflow.com/trends.
Notice the incredible growth of Python compared to the flat or evendownward trend of the other usual candidates! If you’re betting yourfuture on the success of a given technology, which one would youchoose from this list?
That’s just one chart—what does it really tell us? Well, let’s look atanother. Stack Overflow does a yearly survey of developers. It’s com-prehensive and very well done. You can find the full 2020 results atinsights.stackoverflow.com/survey/2020.
From that writeup, I’d like to call your attention to a section titled“Most Loved, Dreaded, and Wanted Languages.” In the “MostWanted” section, you’ll find data on the share of “developers who arenot developing with the language or technology but have expressedinterest in developing with it.”
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Again, in the graph below, you’ll see that Python is topping the chartsand is well above even second place:

If you agree with me that the relative popularity of a programminglanguage matters, then Python is clearly a good choice.
We Don’t Need You to Be a Computer Scientist
One other point that I want to emphasize as you start your Pythonlearning journey is that we don’t need you to be a computer scientist.If that’s your goal, then great. Learning Python is a powerful stepin that direction. But the invitation to learn programming is oftenframed as “We have all these developer jobs going unfilled! We needsoftware developers!”
That may or may not be true. But, more importantly, programming(even a little programming) can be a personal superpower for you.
To illustrate this idea, suppose you are a biologist. Should you dropout of biology and get a job as a front-end web developer? Probablynot. But skills such as the one I opened this foreword with, using re-quests to get data from theWeb, can be incredibly powerful for you asas a biologist.
Rather than manually exporting and scraping data from the Web orfrom spreadsheets, you can use Python to scrape thousands of datasources or spreadsheets in the time it takes you to do just one man-
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ually. Python skills can take your biology power and amplify it wellbeyond your colleagues’ to make it your superpower.
Dan and Real Python
Finally, let me leave you with a comment on your authors. Dan Baderand the other Real Python authors work day in and day out to bringclear and powerful explanations of Python concepts to all of us viarealpython.com.
They have a unique view into the Python ecosystem and are keyed intowhat beginners need to know.
I’m confident leaving you in their hands on this Python journey. Goforth and learn this amazing language using this great book. Mostimportantly, remember to have fun!
—Michael Kennedy, Founder of Talk Python (@mkennedy)
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Welcome to Real Python’s Python Basics book, fully updated forPython 3.9! In this book, you’ll learn real-world Python program-ming techniques, illustrated with useful and interesting examples.
Whether you’re a new programmer or a professional software devel-oper looking to dive into a new language, this book will teach you allthe practical Python that you need to get started on projects of yourown.
No matter what your ultimate goals may be, if you work with a com-puter at all, then you’ll soon be finding endless ways to improve yourlife by automating tasks and solving problems through Python pro-grams that you create.
But what’s so great about Python as a programming language? Forone, Python is open source freeware, meaning you can download itfor free and use it for any purpose, commercial or not.
Python also has an amazing community that has built a number ofuseful tools that you can use in your own programs. Need to workwith PDF documents? There’s a comprehensive tool for that. Want tocollect data from web pages? No need to start from scratch!
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1.1. Why This Book?
Python was built to be easier to use than other programming lan-guages. It’s usually much easier to read Python code and much fasterto write code in Python than in other languages.
For instance, here’s some basic code written in C, another commonlyused programming language:
#include <stdio.h>

int main(void)

{

printf("Hello, World\n");

}

All the program does is show the text Hello, World on the screen. Thatwas a lot of work to output one phrase! Here’s the same programwrit-ten in Python:
print("Hello, World")

That’s pretty simple, right? The Python code is faster to write andeasier to read. We find that it looks friendlier andmore approachable,too!
At the same time, Python has all the functionality of other languagesandmore. Youmight be surprised byhowmanyprofessional productsare built on Python code: Instagram, YouTube, Reddit, Spotify, toname just a few.
Python is not only a friendly and fun language to learn, but it also pow-ers the technology behind multiple world-class companies and offersfantastic career opportunities for any programmer who masters it.

1.1 Why This Book?
Let’s face it: there’s an overwhelming amount of information aboutPython on the Internet. But many beginners studying on their ownhave trouble figuring out what to learn and in what order to learn it.
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1.1. Why This Book?
You may be asking yourself, What should I learn about Python in thebeginning to get a strong foundation? If so, then this book is for you,no matter if you’re a complete beginner or if you’ve already dabbledin Python or other languages.
Python Basics is written in plain English and breaks down the coreconcepts that you really need to know into bite-sized chunks. Thismeans you’ll learn enough to be dangerous with Python, fast.
Instead of just going through a boring list of language features, you’llsee exactly how the different building blocks fit together and what’sinvolved in building real applications and scripts with Python.
Step by step, you’llmaster fundamental Python concepts thatwill helpyou get started on your journey toward learning Python.
Many programming books try to cover every last possible variationof every command, which makes it easy for readers to get lost in thedetails. This approach is great if you’re looking for a referencemanual,but it’s a horrible way to learn a programming language. Not only doyou spend most of your time cramming things into your head thatyou’ll never use, but you also don’t have any fun!
This book is built on the 80/20 principle, which suggests that you canlearn most of what you need to know by focusing on a few crucial con-cepts. We’ll cover the commands and techniques used in the vast ma-jority of cases and focus on how to program real-world solutions toeveryday problems.
This way, we guarantee that you will:
• Learn useful programming techniques quickly
• Spend less time struggling with unimportant complications
• Find more practical uses for Python in your own life
• Have more fun in the process
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1.2. About Real Python
Once you’ve mastered the material in this book, you will have gaineda strong enough foundation that venturing out on your own intomoreadvanced territory will be a breeze.
What you’ll learn here is based on the first part of the original RealPython Course initially released in 2012. Over the years, this Pythoncurriculum has been battle-tested by thousands of Pythonistas, datascientists, and developers working for companies big and small, in-cluding Amazon, Red Hat, and Microsoft.
For Python Basics, we’ve thoroughly expanded, refined, and updatedthematerial so you can build your Python skills quickly and efficiently.

1.2 About Real Python
At Real Python, you’ll learn real-world programming skills from acommunity of professional Pythonistas from all around the world.
The realpython.com website launched in 2012 and currently helpsmore than two million Python developers each month with books,programming tutorials, and other in-depth learning resources.
Everyone who worked on this book is a Python practitioner recruitedfrom the Real Python team with several years of professional experi-ence in the software industry.
Here’s where you can find Real Python on the Web:
• realpython.com
• @realpython on Twitter
• The Real Python Newsletter
• The Real Python Podcast
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1.3. How to Use This Book
1.3 How to Use This Book
The first half of this book is a quick but thorough overview of all thePython fundamentals. You don’t need any prior experience with pro-gramming to get started. The second half is focused on finding practi-cal solutions to interesting, real-world coding problems.
If you’re a beginner, then we recommend that you go through the firsthalf of this book from beginning to end. The second half covers topicsthat don’t overlap as much, so you can jump around more easily, butthe chapters do increase in difficulty as you go along.
If you’re amore experienced programmer, then youmay find yourselfheading toward the second part of the book right away. But don’t ne-glect getting a strong foundation in the basics first, and be sure to fillin any knowledge gaps along the way.
Most sections within a chapter are followed by review exercises tohelp youmake sure that you’vemastered all the topics covered. Thereare also a number of code challenges, which are more involved andusually require you to tie together several different concepts from pre-vious chapters.
The practice files that accompany this book also include full solutionsto the challenges as well as some of the trickier exercises. But to getthemost out of thematerial, you should try your best to solve the chal-lenge problems on your own before looking at the example solutions.
If you’re completely new to programming, then you may want to sup-plement the first few chapters with additional practice. We recom-mend working through the entry-level tutorials available for free atrealpython.com to make sure you’re on solid footing.
If you have any questions or feedback about the book, you’re alwayswelcome to contact us directly.
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1.4. Bonus Material and Learning Resources
Learning by Doing
This book is all about learning by doing, so be sure to actually typein the code snippets you encounter in the book. For best results, werecommend that you avoid copying and pasting the code examples.
You’ll learn the concepts better and pick up the syntax faster if youtype out each line of code yourself. Plus, if you screw up—which is to-tally normal andhappens to all developers on adaily basis—the simpleact of correcting typos will help you learn how to debug your code.
Try to complete the review exercises and code challenges on your ownbefore getting help from outside resources. With enough practice,you’ll master this material—and have fun along the way!
How LongWill It Take to Finish This Book?
If you’re already familiar with a programming language, then youcould finish this book in as little as thirty-five to forty hours. If you’renew to programming, then you may need to spend up to one hundredhours or more.
Take your time and don’t feel like you have to rush. Programming is asuper-rewarding but complex skill to learn. Good luck on your Pythonjourney. We’re rooting for you!

1.4 Bonus Material and LearningResources
This book comes with a number of free bonus resources that you canaccess at realpython.com/python-basics/resources. On this web pageyou can also find an errata list with correctionsmaintained by theRealPython team.
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1.4. Bonus Material and Learning Resources
Interactive Quizzes
Most chapters in this book come with a free online quiz to check yourlearning progress. You can access the quizzes using the links providedat the end of the chapter. The quizzes are hosted on the Real Pythonwebsite and can be viewed on your phone or computer.
Each quiz takes you through a series of questions related to a particu-lar chapter in the book. Some of them are multiple choice, some willask you to type in an answer, and some will require you to write ac-tual Python code. As you make your way through each quiz, it willkeep score of which questions you answered correctly.
At the end of the quiz, you’ll receive a grade based on your result. Ifyou don’t score 100 percent on your first try, don’t fret! These quizzesare meant to challenge you. It’s expected that you’ll go through themseveral times, improving your score with each run.
Exercises Code Repository
This book has an accompanying code repository on the Web contain-ing example source code as well as the answers to exercises and codechallenges. The repository is broken up by chapter, so you can checkyour code against the solutions provided by us after you finish eachchapter. Here’s the link:
realpython.com/python-basics/exercises
Example Code License
The example Python scripts associated with this book are licensed un-der a Creative Commons Public Domain (CC0) License. This meansthat you’re welcome to use any portion of the code for any purpose inyour own programs.
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1.4. Bonus Material and Learning Resources
Note
The code found in this book has been tested with Python 3.9 onWindows, macOS, and Linux.

Formatting Conventions
Code blocks will be used to present example code:
# This is Python code:

print("Hello, World")

Terminal commands follow the Unix format:
$ # This is a terminal command:

$ python hello-world.py

(The dollar signs are not part of the command.)
Monospace text will be used to denote a filename: hello-world.py.
Bold text will be used to denote a new or important term.
Keyboard shortcuts will be formatted as follows: Ctrl + S

Menu shortcuts will be formatted as follows: File New File

Notes and alert boxes appear as follows:
Note
This is a note filled in with placeholder text. The quick brownfox jumps over the lazy dog. The quick brown Python slithersover the lazy hog.
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1.4. Bonus Material and Learning Resources
Important
This is an alert also filled in with placeholder text. The quickbrown fox jumps over the lazy dog. The quick brown Pythonslithers over the lazy hog.

Feedback and Errata
We welcome ideas, suggestions, feedback, and the occasional rant.Did you find a topic confusing? Did you find an error in the text orcode? Did we leave out a topic that you’d love to know more about?
We’re always looking to improve our teaching materials. Whateverthe reason, please send in your feedback at the URL below:
realpython.com/python-basics/feedback
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Chapter 2
Setting Up Python
This book is about programming computers with Python. You couldread this book from cover to cover without ever touching a keyboard,but you’d miss out on the fun part—coding!
To get the most out of this book, you need a computer with Pythoninstalled on it and a way to create, edit, and save Python code files.
In this chapter, you’ll learn how to:
• Install the latest version of Python 3 on your computer
• Open IDLE, Python’s built-in Integrated Development andLearning Environment

Let’s get started!
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2.1. A Note on Python Versions
2.1 A Note on Python Versions
Many operating systems, including macOS and Linux, come withPython preinstalled. The version of Python that comes with youroperating system is called the system Python.
The systemPython is used by your operating system and is usually outof date. It’s essential that you have the most recent version of Pythonso that you can successfully follow along with the examples in thisbook.

Important
Do not attempt to uninstall the system Python!

You can have multiple versions of Python installed on your computer.In this chapter, you’ll install the latest version of Python 3 alongsideany system Python that may already exist on your machine.
Note
Even if you already have Python 3.9 installed, it’s still a goodidea to skim this chapter to double-check that your environ-ment is set up for following along with this book.

This chapter is split into three sections: Windows, macOS, andUbuntu Linux. Find the section for your operating system and followthe steps to get set up, then skip ahead to the next chapter.
If you have a different operating system, then check out Real Python’s“Python 3 Installation & Setup Guide” to see if your OS is covered.Readers on tablets andmobile devices can refer to the “Online PythonInterpreters” section for some browser-based options.
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2.2. Windows
2.2 Windows
Follow these steps to install Python 3 and open IDLE on Windows.

Important
The code in this book is tested only against Python installed asdescribed in this section.
Be aware that if you have installed Python through some othermeans, such asAnacondaPython, youmay encounter problemswhen running some of the code examples.

Install Python
Windows doesn’t typically come with a system Python. Fortunately,installation involves little more than downloading and running thePython installer from the Python.org website.
Step 1: Download the Python 3 Installer
Open a web browser and navigate to the following URL:
https://www.python.org/downloads/windows/
Click Latest Python 3 Release - Python 3.x.x located beneath the“Python Releases for Windows” heading near the top of the page. Asof this writing, the latest version was Python 3.9.
Then scroll to the bottom and click Windows x86-64 executable in-staller to start the download.

Note
If your system has a 32-bit processor, then you should choosethe 32-bit installer. If you aren’t sure if your computer is 32-bitor 64-bit, stick with the 64-bit installer mentioned above.
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2.2. Windows
Step 2: Run the Installer
Open your Downloads folder in Windows Explorer and double-clickthe file to run the installer. A dialog that looks like the following onewill appear:

It’s okay if the Python version you see is greater than 3.9.0 as long asthe version is not less than 3.
Important
Make sure you select the box that says Add Python 3.x to PATH.If you install Python without selecting this box, then you canrun the installer again and select it.

Click Install Now to install Python 3. Wait for the installation to finish,then continue to open IDLE.
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2.2. Windows
Open IDLE
You can open IDLE in two steps:
1. Click the Start menu and locate the Python 3.9 folder.
2. Open the folder and select IDLE (Python 3.9).
IDLE opens a Python shell in a new window. The Python shell is aninteractive environment that allows you to type in Python code andexecute it immediately. It’s a great way to get started with Python!

Note
While you’re free to use a code editor other than IDLE if youprefer, note that some chapters, especially chapter 7, “Findingand Fixing Code Bugs,” do contain material specific to IDLE.

The Python shell window looks like this:

At the top of the window, you can see the version of Python that isrunning and some information about the operating system. If you seea version less than 3.9, then you may need to revisit the installationinstructions in the previous section.
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2.3. macOS
The >>> symbol that you see is called a prompt. Whenever you seethis, it means that Python is waiting for you to give it some instruc-tions.

Interactive Quiz
This chapter comes with a free online quiz to check your learn-ing progress. You can access the quiz using your phone or com-puter at the following web address:
realpython.com/quizzes/pybasics-setup

Now that you have Python installed, let’s get straight into writing yourfirst Python program! Go ahead and move on to chapter 3.

2.3 macOS
Follow these steps to install Python 3 and open IDLE on macOS.

Important
The code in this book is tested only against Python installed asdescribed in this section.
Be aware that if you have installed Python through some othermeans, such asAnacondaPython, youmay encounter problemswhen running some of the code examples.

Install Python
To install the latest version of Python 3 on macOS, download and runthe official installer from the Python.org website.
Step 1: Download the Python 3 Installer
Open a web browser and navigate to the following URL:
https://www.python.org/downloads/mac-osx/
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2.3. macOS
Click Latest Python 3 Release - Python 3.x.x located beneath the“Python Releases for Mac OS X” heading near the top of the page. Asof this writing, the latest version was Python 3.9.
Then scroll to the bottom of the page and clickmacOS 64-bit installerto start the download.
Step 2: Run the Installer
Open Finder and double-click the downloaded file to run the installer.A dialog box that looks like the following will appear:

Press Continue a few times until you are asked to agree to the softwarelicense agreement. Then click Agree .
You’ll be shown a window that tells you where Python will be installedand howmuch space it will take. Youmost likely don’t want to changethe default location, so go ahead and click Install to start the installa-tion.
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2.3. macOS
When the installer is finished copying files, click Close to close theinstaller window.
Open IDLE
You can open IDLE in three steps:
1. Open Finder and click Applications.
2. Double-click the Python 3.9 folder.
3. Double-click the IDLE icon.
IDLE opens a Python shell in a new window. The Python shell is aninteractive environment that allows you to type in Python code andexecute it immediately. It’s a great way to get started with Python!

Note
While you’re free to use a code editor other than IDLE if youprefer, note that some chapters, especially chapter 7, “Findingand Fixing Code Bugs,” do contain material specific to IDLE.

The Python shell window looks like this:
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2.4. Ubuntu Linux

At the top of the window, you can see the version of Python that isrunning and some information about the operating system. If you seea version less than 3.9, then you may need to revisit the installationinstructions in the previous section.
The >>> symbol that you see is called a prompt. Whenever you seethis, it means that Python is waiting for you to give it some instruc-tions.

Interactive Quiz
This chapter comes with a free online quiz to check your learn-ing progress. You can access the quiz using your phone or com-puter at the following web address:
realpython.com/quizzes/pybasics-setup

Now that you have Python installed, let’s get straight into writing yourfirst Python program! Go ahead and move on to chapter 3.

2.4 Ubuntu Linux
Follow these steps to install Python 3 and open IDLE on UbuntuLinux.

Important
The code in this book is tested only against Python installed asdescribed in this section.
Be aware that if you have installed Python through some othermeans, such asAnacondaPython, youmay encounter problemswhen running some of the code examples.
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2.4. Ubuntu Linux
Install Python
There’s a good chance that your Ubuntu distribution already hasPython installed, but it probably won’t be the latest version, and itmay be Python 2 instead of Python 3.
To find out what version(s) you have, open a terminal window and trythe following commands:
$ python --version

$ python3 --version

One or more of these commands should respond with a version, asbelow:
$ python3 --version

Python 3.9.0

Your version number may vary. If the version shown is Python 2.xor a version of Python 3 that is less than 3.9, then you want to in-stall the latest version. How you install Python on Ubuntu dependson which version of Ubuntu you’re running. You can determine yourlocal Ubuntu version by running the following command:
$ lsb_release -a

No LSB modules are available.

Distributor ID: Ubuntu

Description: Ubuntu 18.04.1 LTS

Release: 18.04

Codename: bionic

Look at the version number next to Release in the console output, andfollow the corresponding instructions below.
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2.4. Ubuntu Linux
Ubuntu 18.04 or Greater
Ubuntu version 18.04 does not come with Python 3.9 by default, butit is in the Universe repository. You can install it with the followingcommands in the Terminal application:
$ sudo apt-get update

$ sudo apt-get install python3.9 idle-python3.9 python3-pip

Note that because the Universe repository is usually behind thePython release schedule, you may not get the latest version of Python3.9. However, any version of Python 3.9 will work for this book.
Ubuntu 17 and Lower
For Ubuntu versions 17 and lower, Python 3.9 is not in the Universerepository. You need to get it from a Personal Package Archive (PPA).To install Python from the deadsnakes PPA, run the following com-mands in the Terminal application:
$ sudo add-apt-repository ppa:deadsnakes/ppa

$ sudo apt-get update

$ sudo apt-get install python3.9 idle-python3.9 python3-pip

You can check that the correct version of Python was installed by run-ning python3 --version. If you see a version number less than 3.9, thenyou may need to type python3.9 --version. Now you can open IDLEand get ready to write your first Python program.
Open IDLE
You can open IDLE from the command line by typing the following:
$ idle-python3.9
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2.4. Ubuntu Linux
On some Linux installations, you can open IDLE with the followingshortened command:
$ idle3

IDLE opens a Python shell in a new window. The Python shell is aninteractive environment that allows you to type in Python code andexecute it immediately. It’s a great way to get started with Python!
Note
While you’re free to use a code editor other than IDLE if youprefer, note that some chapters, especially chapter 7, “Findingand Fixing Code Bugs,” do contain material specific to IDLE.

The Python shell window looks like this:

At the top of the window, you can see the version of Python that isrunning and some information about the operating system. If you seea version less than 3.9, then you may need to revisit the installationinstructions in the previous section.
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2.4. Ubuntu Linux
Important
If you open IDLEwith the idle3 command and see a version lessthan 3.9 displayed in the Python shell window, then you’ll needto open IDLE with the idle-python3.9 command.

The >>> symbol that you see in the IDLE window is called a prompt.Whenever you see this, it means that Python is waiting for you to giveit some instructions.
Interactive Quiz
This chapter comes with a free online quiz to check your learn-ing progress. You can access the quiz using your phone or com-puter at the following web address:
realpython.com/quizzes/pybasics-setup

Now that you have Python installed, let’s get straight into writing yourfirst Python program! Go ahead and move on to chapter 3.
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Chapter 3
Your First Python Program
Now that you have the latest version of Python installed on your com-puter, it’s time to start coding!
In this chapter, you will:
• Write your first Python program
• Learn what happens when you run a program with an error
• Learn how to declare a variable and inspect its value
• Learn how to write comments

Ready to begin your Python journey? Let’s go!
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3.1. Write a Python Program
3.1 Write a Python Program
If you don’t already have IDLE open, then go ahead and open it. Thereare twomain windows that you’ll work with in IDLE: the interactivewindow, which is the one that opens when you start IDLE, and theeditor window.
You can type code into both the interactive window and the editor win-dow. The difference between the two windows is in how they executecode. In this section, you’ll learn how to execute Python code in bothwindows.
The Interactive Window
IDLE’s interactive window contains a Python shell, which is a tex-tual user interface used to interact with the Python language. You cantype a bit of Python code into the interactive window and press Enter
to immediately see the results. Hence the name interactive window.
The interactive window opens automatically when you start IDLE.You’ll see the following text, with some minor differences dependingon your setup, displayed at the top of the window:
Python 3.9.0 (tags/v3.9.0:1b293b6)

[MSC v.1916 32 bit (Intel)] on win32

Type "help", "copyright", "credits" or "license" for more information.

>>>

This text shows the version of Python that IDLE is running. Youcan also see information about your operating system and somecommands you can use to get help and view information aboutPython.
The >>> symbol in the last line is called the prompt. This is whereyou’ll type in your code.
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3.1. Write a Python Program
Go ahead and type 1 + 1 at the prompt and press Enter :
>>> 1 + 1

2

>>>

Python evaluates the expression, displays the result (2), then displaysanother prompt. Every time you run some code in the interactive win-dow, a new prompt appears directly below the result.
Executing Python in the interactive window can be described as a loopwith three steps:
1. Python reads the code entered at the prompt.
2. Python evaluates the code.
3. Python prints the result and waits for more input.
This loop is commonly referred to as a read-evaluate-print loop andis abbreviated asREPL. Python programmers sometimes refer to thePython shell as the Python REPL, or just “the REPL” for short.
Let’s try something a little more interesting than adding numbers. Arite of passage for every programmer is writing a program that printsthe phrase “Hello, World” on the screen.
At the prompt in the interactive window, type the word print followedby a set of parentheses with the text "Hello, World" inside:
>>> print("Hello, World")

Hello, World
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3.1. Write a Python Program
A function is code that performs some task and can be invoked by aname. The above code invokes, or calls, the print() function with thetext "Hello, World" as input.
The parentheses tell Python to call the print() function. They also en-close everything that gets sent to the function as input. The quotationmarks indicate that "Hello, World" really is text and not somethingelse.

Note
IDLE highlights parts of your code in different colors as youtype to make it easier for you to identify the different parts.
By default, functions are highlighted in purple and text is high-lighted in green.

The interactive window executes a single line of code at a time. Thisis useful for trying out small code examples and exploring the Pythonlanguage, but it has a major limitation: you have to enter your codeone line at a time!
Alternatively, you can save Python code in a text file and execute all ofthe code in the file to run an entire program.
The Editor Window
You’ll write your Python files using IDLE’s editor window. You canopen the editor window by selecting File New File from the menu atthe top of the interactive window.
The interactive window stays open when you open the editor window.It displays the output generated by code in the editorwindow, so you’llwant to arrange the two windows so that you can see them both at thesame time.
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3.1. Write a Python Program
In the editor window, type in the same code you used to print "Hello,
World" in the interactive window:
print("Hello, World")

IDLE highlights code typed into the editor window just like in the in-teractive window.
Important
When you write code in a Python file, you don’t need to includethe >>> prompt.

Before you run your program, you need to save it. Select File Save
from the menu and save the file as hello_world.py.

Note
On some systems, the default directory for saving files in IDLEis the Python installation directory. Do not save your files tothis directory. Instead, save them to your desktop or to a folderin your user’s home directory.

The .py extension indicates that a file contains Python code. In fact,saving your file with any other extension removes the code highlight-ing. IDLE only highlights Python code when it’s stored in a .py file.
Running Python Programs in the Editor Window
To run your program, select Run Run Module from the menu in theeditor window.

Note
Pressing F5 also runs a program from the editor window.

Program output always appears in the interactive window.
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3.2. Mess Things Up
Every time you run code from a file, you’ll see something like the fol-lowing output in the interactive window:
>>> =================== RESTART ===================

IDLE restarts the Python interpreter, which is the computer programthat actually executes your code, every time you run a file. This makessure that programs are executed the same way each time.
Opening Python Files in the Editor Window
To open an existing file in IDLE, select File Open from the menu,then select the file you want to open. IDLE opens every file in a neweditor window, so you can have several files open at the same time.
You can also open a file from a file manager, such as WindowsExplorer or macOS Finder. Right-click the file icon and select
Edit with IDLE to open the file in IDLE’s editor window.
Double-clicking on a .py file from a file manager executes the pro-gram. However, this usually runs the file with the system Python,and the program window disappears immediately after the programterminates—often before you can even see any output.
For now, the best way to run your Python programs is to open themin IDLE’s editor window and run them from there.

3.2 Mess Things Up
Everybody makes mistakes—especially while programming! In caseyou haven’t made any mistakes yet, let’s get a head start and messsomething up on purpose to see what happens.
Mistakes in programs are called errors. You’ll experience two maintypes of errors: syntax errors and runtime errors.
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3.2. Mess Things Up
Syntax Errors
A syntax error occurs when you write code that isn’t allowed in thePython language.
Let’s create a syntax error by removing the last quotation mark fromthe code in the hello_world.py file that you created in the last section:
print("Hello, World)

Save the file and press F5 to run it. The code won’t run! IDLE dis-plays an alert box with the following message:
EOL while scanning string literal.

There are two terms in this message that may be unfamiliar:
1. A string literal is text enclosed in quotation marks. "Hello,

World" is a string literal.
2. EOL stands for end of line.
So, the message tells you that Python got to the end of a line whilereading a string literal. String literals must be terminated with a quo-tation mark before the end of a line.
IDLE highlights the line containing print("Hello, World) in red to helpyou quickly find the line of code with the syntax error. Without thesecond quotation mark, everything after the first quotation mark—including the closing parenthesis—is part of a string literal.
Runtime Errors
IDLE catches syntax errors before a program starts running. In con-trast, runtime errors only occur while a program is running.
To generate a runtime error, remove both quotation marks in the
hello_world.py file:
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3.2. Mess Things Up
print(Hello, World)

Did you notice how the text color changed to black when you removedthe quotation marks? IDLE no longer recognizes Hello, World as text.What do you think will happen when you run the program? Press F5
to find out!
The following text displays in red in the interactive window:
Traceback (most recent call last):

File "/home/hello_world.py", line 1, in <module>

print(Hello, World)

NameError: name 'Hello' is not defined

Whenever an error occurs, Python stops executing the program anddisplays several lines of text called a traceback. The traceback showsuseful information about the error.
Tracebacks are best read from the bottom up:
• The last line of the traceback tells you the name of the error andthe error message. In this case, a NameError occurred because thename Hello is not defined anywhere.
• The second to last line shows you the code that produced the error.There’s only one line of code in hello_world.py, so it’s not hard toguess where the problem is. This information is more helpful forlarger files.
• The third to last line tells you the name of the file and the line num-ber so you can go to the exact spot in your code where the erroroccurred.

In the next section, you’ll see how to define names for values in yourcode. Before you move on, though, you can get some practice withsyntax errors and runtime errors by working on the review exercises.
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3.3. Create a Variable
Review Exercises
You can nd the solutions to these exercises and many other bonusresources online at realpython.com/python-basics/resources
1. Write a program that IDLEwon’t run because it has a syntax error.
2. Write a program that crashes only while it’s running because it hasa runtime error.

3.3 Create a Variable
In Python, variables are names that can be assigned a value and thenused to refer to that value throughout your code.
Variables are fundamental to programming for two reasons:
1. Variables keep values accessible: For example, you can as-sign the result of some time-consuming operation to a variable sothat your programdoesn’t have to perform the operation each timeyou need to use the result.
2. Variables give values context: The number 28 couldmean lotsof different things, such as the number of students in a class, thenumber of times a user has accessed a website, and so on. Givingthe value 28 a name like num_students makes the meaning of thevalue clear.
In this section, you’ll learn how to use variables in your code, aswell assome of the conventions Python programmers follow when choosingnames for variables.
The Assignment Operator
An operator is a symbol, such as +, that performs an operation onone or more values. For example, the + operator takes two numbers,one to the left of the operator and one to the right, and adds themtogether.
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3.3. Create a Variable
Values are assigned to variable names using a special symbol calledthe assignment operator (=) . The = operator takes the value to theright of the operator and assigns it to the name on the left.
Let’s modify the hello_world.py file from the previous section to assignsome text in a variable before printing it to the screen:
>>> greeting = "Hello, World"

>>> print(greeting)

Hello, world

On the first line, you create a variable named greeting and assign it thevalue "Hello, World" using the = operator.
print(greeting) displays the output Hello, World because Python looksfor the name greeting, finds that it’s been assigned the value "Hello,

World", and replaces the variable name with its value before callingthe function.
If you hadn’t executed greeting = "Hello, World" before executing
print(greeting), then you would have seen a NameError like you didwhen you tried to execute print(Hello, World) in the previous section.

Note
Although = looks like the equals sign frommathematics, it has adifferent meaning in Python. This distinction is important andcan be a source of frustration for beginner programmers.
Just remember, whenever you see the = operator, whatever is tothe right of it is being assigned to a variable on the left.

Variable names are case sensitive, so a variable named greeting isnot the same as a variable named Greeting. For instance, the followingcode produces a NameError:
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3.3. Create a Variable
>>> greeting = "Hello, World"

>>> print(Greeting)

Traceback (most recent call last):

File "<stdin>", line 1, in <module>

NameError: name 'Greeting' is not defined

If you have trouble with an example in this book, double-check thatevery character in your code—including spaces—matches the exampleexactly. Computers have no common sense, so being almost correctisn’t good enough!
Rules for Valid Variable Names
Variable names can be as long or as short as you like, but there are afew rules that you must follow. Variable names may contain upper-case and lowercase letters (A–Z, a–z), digits (0–9), and underscores(_), but they cannot begin with a digit.
For example, each of the following is a valid Python variable name:
• string1

• _a1p4a

• list_of_names

The following aren’t valid variable names because they start with adigit:
• 9lives

• 99_balloons

• 2beOrNot2Be

In addition to English letters and digits, Python variable names maycontain many different valid Unicode characters.
Unicode is a standard for digitally representing characters used inmost of the world’s writing systems. That means variable names cancontain letters from non-English alphabets, such as decorated letters
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3.3. Create a Variable
like é and ü, and even Chinese, Japanese, and Arabic symbols.
However, not every system can display decorated characters, so it’s agood idea to avoid them if you’re going to share your code with peoplein different regions.

Note
You’ll learn more about Unicode in chapter 12.
You can also read about Python’s support for Unicode in theofficial Python documentation.

Just because a variable name is valid doesn’t necessarily mean thatit’s a good name.
Choosing a good name for a variable can be surprisingly difficult. For-tunately, there are some guidelines that you can follow to help youchoose better names.
Descriptive Names Are Better Than Short Names
Descriptive variable names are essential, especially for complexprograms. Writing descriptive names often requires using multiplewords. Don’t be afraid to use long variable names.
In the following example, the value 3600 is assigned to the variable s:
s = 3600

Thename s is totally ambiguous. Using a full wordmakes it a lot easierto understand what the code means:
seconds = 3600
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3.3. Create a Variable
seconds is a better name than s because it provides more context. Butit still doesn’t convey the full meaning of the code. Is 3600 the numberof seconds it takes for a process to finish, or is it the length of a movie?There’s no way to tell.
The following name leaves no doubt about what the code means:
seconds_per_hour = 3600

When you read the above code, there’s no question that 3600 is thenumber of seconds in an hour. seconds_per_hour takes longer to typethan both the single letter s and the word seconds, but the payoff inclarity is massive.
Although naming variables descriptively means using longer variablenames, you should avoid using excessively long names. A good ruleof thumb is to limit variable names to three or four words maximum.
Python Variable Naming Conventions
In many programming languages, it’s common to write variablenames in mixedCase. In this system, you capitalize the first letterof every word except the first and leave all other letters in lowercase.For example, numStudents and listOfNames are written in mixedCase.
In Python, however, it’s more common to write variable names inlower_case_with_underscores. In this system, you leave everyletter in lowercase and separate each word with an underscore. Forinstance, both num_students and list_of_names are written using thelower_case_with_underscores system.
There’s no rule mandating that you write your variable names inlower_case_with_underscores. The practice is codified, though, in adocument called PEP 8, which is widely regarded as the official styleguide for writing Python.
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Note
PEP stands for Python Enhancement Proposal. A PEP is a de-sign document used by the Python community to propose newfeatures to the language.

Following the standards outlined in PEP 8 ensures that your Pythoncode is readable by most Python programmers. This makes sharingcode and collaborating with other people easier for everyone involved.
Review Exercises
You can nd the solutions to these exercises and many other bonusresources online at realpython.com/python-basics/resources
1. Using the interactive window, display some text using print().
2. Using the interactive window, assign a string literal to a variable.Then print the contents of the variable using the print() function.
3. Repeat the first two exercises using the editor window.

3.4 Inspect Values in the InteractiveWindow
Type the following into IDLE’s interactive window:
>>> greeting = "Hello, World"

>>> greeting

'Hello, World'

When you press Enter after typing greeting a second time, Pythonprints the string literal assigned to greeting even though you didn’tuse the print() function. This is called variable inspection.
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Now print the string assigned to greeting using the print() function:
>>> print(greeting)

Hello, World

Can you spot the difference between the output displayed by using
print() and the output displayed by just entering the variable nameand pressing Enter ?
When you type the variable name greeting and press Enter , Pythonprints the value assigned to the variable as it appears in your code.You assigned the string literal "Hello, World" to greeting, which is why
'Hello, World' is displayed with quotation marks.

Note
String literals can be created with single or double quotationmarks in Python. At Real Python, we use double quotes wher-ever possible, whereas IDLE output appears in single quotes bydefault.
Both "Hello, World" and 'Hello, World' mean the same thing inPython—what’smost important is that yoube consistent in yourusage. You’ll learn more about strings in chapter 4.

On the other hand, print() displays amore human-readable represen-tation of the variable’s value which, for string literals, means display-ing the text without quotation marks.
Sometimes, both printing and inspecting a variable produce the sameoutput:
>>> x = 2

>>> x

2

>>> print(x)

2
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Here, you assign the number 2 to x. Both using print(x) and inspecting
x display output without quotation marks because 2 is a number andnot text. In most cases, though, variable inspection gives you moreuseful information than print().
Suppose you have two variables: x, which is assigned the number 2,and y, which is assigned the string literal "2". In this case, print(x)and print(y) both display the same thing:
>>> x = 2

>>> y = "2"

>>> print(x)

2

>>> print(y)

2

However, inspecting x and y shows the difference between each vari-able’s value:
>>> x

2

>>> y

'2'

The key takeaway here is that print() displays a readable representa-tion of a variable’s value, while variable inspection displays the valueas it appears in the code.
Keep in mind that variable inspection works only in the interactivewindow. For example, try running the following program from theeditor window:
greeting = "Hello, World"

greeting

The program executes without any errors, but it doesn’t display anyoutput!
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3.5 Leave Yourself Helpful Notes
Programmers sometimes read code they wrote a while ago and won-der, “What does this do?” When you haven’t looked at code in a while,it can be difficult to remember why you wrote it the way you did!
To help avoid this problem, you can leave comments in your code.Comments are lines of text that don’t affect the way a program runs.They document what code does or why the programmer made certaindecisions.
How toWrite a Comment
The most common way to write a comment is to begin a new line inyour code with the # character. When you run your code, Python ig-nores lines starting with #.
Comments that start on a new line are called block comments. Youcan also write inline comments, which are comments that appearon the same line as the code they reference. Just put a # at the end ofthe line of code, followed by the text in your comment.
Here’s an example of a program with both kinds of comments:
# This is a block comment.

greeting = "Hello, World"

print(greeting) # This is an inline comment.

Of course, you can still use the # symbol inside a string. For instance,Python won’t mistake the following for the start of a comment:
>>> print("#1")

#1

In general, it’s a good idea to keep comments as short as possible, butsometimes you need towritemore than reasonably fits on a single line.In that case, you can continue your comment on a new line that alsobegins with the # symbol:
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# This is my first program.

# It prints the phrase "Hello, World"

# The comments are longer than the code!

greeting = "Hello, World"

print(greeting)

You can also use comments to comment out code while you’re test-ing a program. Putting a # at the beginning of a line of code lets yourun your program as if that line of code didn’t exist, but it doesn’t ac-tually delete the code.
To comment out a section of code in IDLE, highlight one ormore linesto be commented and press:
• Windows: Alt + 3

• macOS: Ctrl + 3

• Ubuntu Linux: Ctrl + D

To remove comments, highlight the commented lines and press:
• Windows: Alt + 4

• macOS: Ctrl + 4

• Ubuntu Linux: Ctrl + Shift + D

Now let’s look at some common conventions for code comments.
Conventions and Pet Peeves
According to PEP 8, comments should always be written in completesentences with a single space between the # and the first word of thecomment:
# This comment is formatted to PEP 8.

#this one isn't

For inline comments, PEP 8 recommends at least two spaces between
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the code and the # symbol:
phrase = "Hello, World" # This comment is PEP 8 compliant.

print(phrase)# This comment isn't.

PEP 8 recommends that comments be used sparingly. A major petpeeve among programmers is comments that describe what is alreadyobvious from reading the code.
For example, the comment in the following code is unnecessary:
# Print "Hello, World"

print("Hello, World")

The comment is unnecessary because the code itself explicitly de-scribes what’s happening. Comments are best used to clarify codethat may be difficult to understand or to explain why something iscoded a certain way.

3.6 Summary and Additional Resources
In this chapter, you wrote and executed your first Python program!You wrote a small program that displays the text "Hello, World" usingthe print() function.
Then you learned about syntax errors, which occur before IDLE ex-ecutes a program that contains invalid Python code, and runtimeerrors, which only occur while a program is running.
You saw how to assign values to variables using the assignmentoperator (=) and how to inspect variables in the interactive window.
Finally, you learned how to write helpful comments in your code forwhen you or someone else looks at it in the future.
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Interactive Quiz
This chapter comes with a free online quiz to check your learn-ing progress. You can access the quiz using your phone or com-puter at the following web address:
realpython.com/quizzes/pybasics-first-program

Additional Resources
To learn more, check out the following resources:
• “11 Beginner Tips for Learning Python Programming”
• “Writing Comments in Python (Guide)”
For links and additional resources to further deepen your Pythonskills, visit realpython.com/python-basics/resources
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Chapter 4
Strings and String Methods
Many programmers, regardless of their specialty, deal with text on adaily basis. For example, web developers work with text input fromweb forms. Data scientists process text to extract data and performtasks like sentiment analysis, which can help identify and classifyopinions in a body of text.
Collections of text in Python are called strings. Special functionscalled string methods are used to manipulate strings. There arestring methods for changing a string from lowercase to uppercase, re-moving whitespace from the beginning or end of a string, replacingparts of a string with different text, and much more.
In this chapter, you’ll learn how to:
• Manipulate strings with string methods
• Work with user input
• Deal with strings of numbers
• Format strings for printing

Let’s get started!
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4.1 What Is a String?
In chapter 3, you created the string "Hello, World" and printed it inIDLE’s interactive window using print(). In this section, you’ll get adeeper look into exactly what strings are and the various ways you cancreate them in Python.
The String Data Type
Strings are one of the fundamental Python data types. The term datatype refers to what kind of data a value represents. Strings are usedto represent text.

Note
There are several other data types built into Python. For exam-ple, you’ll learn about numerical data types in chapter 5 andBoolean data types in chapter 8.

We say that strings are a fundamental data type because they can’tbe broken down into smaller values of a different type. Not all datatypes are fundamental. You’ll learn about compound data types, alsoknown as data structures, in chapter 9.
The string data type has a special abbreviated name in Python: str.You can see this by using type(), which is a function used to determinethe data type of a given value.
Type the following into IDLE’s interactive window:
>>> type("Hello, World")

<class 'str'>

The output <class 'str'> indicates that the value "Hello, World" is aninstance of the str data type. That is, "Hello, World" is a string.
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Note
For now, you can think of the word class as a synonym for datatype, although it actually refers to something more specific.You’ll see just what a class is in chapter 10.

type() also works for values that have been assigned to a variable:
>>> phrase = "Hello, World"

>>> type(phrase)

<class 'str'>

Strings have three important properties:
1. Strings contain individual letters or symbols called characters.
2. Strings have a length, defined as the number of characters thestring contains.
3. Characters in a string appear in a sequence, which means thateach character has a numbered position in the string.
Let’s take a closer look at how strings are created.
String Literals
As you’ve already seen, you can create a string by surrounding sometext with quotation marks:
string1 = 'Hello, World'

string2 = "1234"

You can use either single quotes (string1) or double quotes (string2)to create a string as long as you use the same type at the beginningand end of the string.
Whenever you create a string by surrounding text with quotationmarks, the string is called a string literal. The name indicates thatthe string is literally written out in your code. All the strings you’veseen thus far are string literals.
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Note
Not every string is a string literal. Sometimes strings are inputby a user or read from a file. Since they’re not typed out withquotation marks in your code, they’re not string literals.

The quotes surrounding a string are called delimiters because theytell Python where a string begins and where it ends. When one type ofquotes is used as the delimiter, the other type can be used inside thestring:
string3 = "We're #1!"

string4 = 'I said, "Put it over by the llama."'

After Python reads the first delimiter, it considers all the charactersafter it part of the string until it reaches a second matching delimiter.This is why you can use a single quote in a string delimited by doublequotes, and vice versa.
If you try to use double quotes inside a string delimited by doublequotes, you’ll get an error:
>>> text = "She said, "What time is it?""

File "<stdin>", line 1

text = "She said, "What time is it?""

^

SyntaxError: invalid syntax

Python throws a SyntaxError because it thinks the string ends after thesecond ", and it doesn’t know how to interpret the rest of the line. Ifyou need to include a quotation mark that matches the delimiter in-side a string, then you can escape the character using a backslash:
>>> text = "She said, \"What time is it?\""

>>> print(text)

She said, "What time is it?"
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Note
When you work on a project, it’s a good idea to use only singlequotes or only double quotes to delimit every string.
Keep inmind that there really isn’t a right or wrong choice! Thegoal is to be consistent because consistency helps make yourcode easier to read and understand.

Strings can contain any valid Unicode character. For example, thestring "We're #1!" contains the pound sign (#) and "1234" contains num-bers. "×Pýŧħøŋ×" is also a valid Python string!
Determine the Length of a String
The number of characters contained in a string, including spaces, iscalled the length of the string. For example, the string "abc" has alength of 3, and the string "Don't Panic" has a length of 11.
Python has a built-in len() function that you can use to determine thelength of a string. To see how it works, type the following into IDLE’sinteractive window:
>>> len("abc")

3

You can also use len() to get the length of a string that’s assigned to avariable:
>>> letters = "abc"

>>> len(letters)

3

First, you assign the string "abc" to the variable letters. Then you use
len() to get the length of letters, which is 3.
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Multiline Strings
The PEP 8 style guide recommends that each line of Python code con-tain no more than seventy-nine characters—including spaces.

Note
PEP 8’s seventy-nine-character line length is a recommenda-tion, not a rule. Some Python programmers prefer a slightlylonger line length.
In this book, we’ll strictly follow PEP 8’s recommended linelength.

Whether you follow PEP 8 or choose a longer line length, sometimesyou’ll need to create string literals withmore characters than your cho-sen limit.
To deal with long strings, you can break them up across multiple linesinto multiline strings. For example, suppose you need to fit thefollowing text into a string literal:

This planet has—or rather had—a problem, which wasthis: most of the people living on it were unhappy forpretty much of the time. Many solutions were suggestedfor this problem, but most of these were largely con-cerned with the movements of small green pieces ofpaper, which is odd because on the whole it wasn’t thesmall green pieces of paper that were unhappy.
— Douglas Adams, The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy

This paragraph contains far more than seventy-nine characters, soany line of code containing the paragraph as a string literal violatesPEP 8. So, what do you do?
There are a couple of ways to tackle this. Oneway is to break the stringup acrossmultiple lines and put a backslash (\) at the end of all but the
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last line. To be PEP 8 compliant, the total length of the line, includingthe backslashes, must be seventy-nine characters or fewer.
Here’s how you could write the paragraph as a multiline string usingthe backslash method:
paragraph = "This planet has—or rather had—a problem, which was \

this: most of the people living on it were unhappy for pretty much \

of the time. Many solutions were suggested for this problem, but \

most of these were largely concerned with the movements of small \

green pieces of paper, which is odd because on the whole it wasn't \

the small green pieces of paper that were unhappy."

Notice that you don’t have to close each line with a quotation mark.Normally, Python would get to the end of the first line and complainthat you didn’t close the string with a matching double quote. With abackslash at the end, you can keep writing the same string on the nextline.
When you print() a multiline string that’s broken up by backslashes,the output is displayed on a single line:
>>> long_string = "This multiline string is \

displayed on one line"

>>> print(long_string)

This multiline string is displayed on one line

You can also create multiline strings using triple quotes (""" or ''') asdelimiters. Here’s how to write a long paragraph using this approach:
paragraph = """This planet has—or rather had—a problem, which was

this: most of the people living on it were unhappy for pretty much

of the time. Many solutions were suggested for this problem, but

most of these were largely concerned with the movements of small

green pieces of paper, which is odd because on the whole it wasn't

the small green pieces of paper that were unhappy."""
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Triple-quoted strings preserve whitespace, including newlines. Thismeans that running print(paragraph) would display the string on mul-tiple lines, just as it appears in the string literal. This may or may notbe what you want, so you’ll need to think about the desired outputbefore you choose how to write a multiline string.
To see how whitespace is preserved in a triple-quoted string, type thefollowing into IDLE’s interactive window:
>>> print("""An example of a

... string that spans across multiple lines

... and also preserves whitespace.""")

An example of a

string that spans across multiple lines

and also preserves whitespace.

Notice how the second and third lines in the output are indented inexactly the same way as the string literal.
Review Exercises
You can nd the solutions to these exercises and many other bonusresources online at realpython.com/python-basics/resources
1. Print a string that uses double quotation marks inside the string.
2. Print a string that uses an apostrophe inside the string.
3. Print a string that spans multiple lines with whitespace preserved.
4. Print a string that is coded on multiple lines but gets printed on asingle line.

4.2 Concatenation, Indexing, andSlicing
Now that you know what a string is and how to declare string literalsin your code, let’s explore some of the things you can do with strings.
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In this section, you’ll learn about three basic string operations:
1. Concatenation, which joins two strings together
2. Indexing, which gets a single character from a string
3. Slicing, which gets several characters from a string at once
Let’s dive in!
String Concatenation
You can combine, or concatenate, two strings using the + operator:
>>> string1 = "abra"

>>> string2 = "cadabra"

>>> magic_string = string1 + string2

>>> magic_string

'abracadabra'

In this example, the string concatenation occurs on the third line. Youconcatenate string1 and string2 using +, and then you assign the re-sult to the variable magic_string. Notice that the two strings are joinedwithout any whitespace between them.
You can use string concatenation to join two related strings, such asjoining a first name and a last name into a full name:
>>> first_name = "Arthur"

>>> last_name = "Dent"

>>> full_name = first_name + " " + last_name

>>> full_name

'Arthur Dent'

Here, you use string concatenation twice on the same line. First, youconcatenate first_name with " " to ensure a space appears after thefirst name in the final string. This produces the string "Arthur ", whichyou then concatenate with last_name to produce the full name "Arthur

Dent".
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String Indexing
Each character in a string has a numbered position called an index.You can access the character at the nth position by putting the numbern between two square brackets ([]) immediately after the string:
>>> flavor = "fig pie"

>>> flavor[1]

'i'

flavor[1] returns the character at position 1 in "fig pie", which is i.
Wait. Isn’t f the first character of "fig pie"?
In Python—and in most other programming languages—counting al-ways starts at zero. To get the character at the beginning of a string,you need to access the character at position 0:
>>> flavor[0]

'f'

Important
Forgetting that counting starts with zero and trying to accessthe first character in a string with the index 1 results in an o -by-one error.
Off-by-one errors are a common source of frustration for begin-ning and experienced programmers alike!

The following figure shows the index for each character of the string
"fig pie":

| f | i | g | | p | i | e |

0 1 2 3 4 5 6
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If you try to access an index beyond the end of a string, then Pythonraises an IndexError:
>>> flavor[9]

Traceback (most recent call last):

File "<pyshell#4>", line 1, in <module>

flavor[9]

IndexError: string index out of range

The largest index in a string is always one less than the string’s length.Since "fig pie" has a length of seven, the largest index allowed is 6.
Strings also support negative indices:
>>> flavor[-1]

'e'

The last character in a string has index -1, which for "fig pie" is theletter e. The second to last character i has index -2, and so on.
The following figure shows the negative index for each character inthe string "fig pie":

| f | i | g | | p | i | e |

-7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1

Just like with positive indices, Python raises an IndexError if you try toaccess a negative index less than the index of the first character in thestring:
>>> flavor[-10]

Traceback (most recent call last):

File "<pyshell#5>", line 1, in <module>

flavor[-10]

IndexError: string index out of range

Negative indices may not seem useful at first, but sometimes they’rea better choice than a positive index.
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For example, suppose a string input by a user is assigned to the vari-able user_input. If you need to get the last character of the string, howdo you know what index to use?
One way to get the last character of a string is to calculate the finalindex using len():
final_index = len(user_input) - 1

last_character = user_input[final_index]

Getting the final character with the index -1 takes less typing anddoesn’t require an intermediate step to calculate the final index:
last_character = user_input[-1]

String Slicing
Suppose you need a string containing just the first three letters of thestring "fig pie". You could access each character by index and con-catenate them like this:
>>> first_three_letters = flavor[0] + flavor[1] + flavor[2]

>>> first_three_letters

'fig'

If you need more than just the first few letters of a string, then get-ting each character individually and concatenating them together isclumsy and long-winded. Fortunately, Python provides a way to dothis with much less typing.
You can extract a portion of a string, called a substring, by insertinga colon between two index numbers set inside square brackets likethis:
>>> flavor = "fig pie"

>>> flavor[0:3]

'fig'
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flavor[0:3] returns the first three characters of the string assigned to
flavor, startingwith the character at index 0 and going up to but not in-cluding the character at index 3. The [0:3] part of flavor[0:3] is calleda slice. In this case, it returns a slice of "fig pie". Yum!
String slices can be confusing because the substring returned bythe slice includes the character whose index is the first number butdoesn’t include the character whose index is the second number.
To remember how slicing works, you can think of a string as a se-quence of square slots. The left and right boundaries of each slot arenumbered sequentially from zero up to the length of the string, andeach slot is filled with a character in the string.
Here’s what this looks like for the string "fig pie":

| f | i | g | | p | i | e |

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

So, for "fig pie", the slice [0:3] returns the string "fig", and the slice
[3:7] returns the string " pie".
If you omit the first index in a slice, then Python assumes you want tostart at index 0:
>>> flavor[:3]

'fig'

The slice [:3] is equivalent to the slice [0:3], so flavor[:3] returns thefirst three characters in the string "fig pie".
Similarly, if you omit the second index in the slice, then Python as-sumes you want to return the substring that begins with the character
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whose index is the first number in the slice and endswith the last char-acter in the string:
>>> flavor[3:]

' pie'

For "fig pie", the slice [3:] is equivalent to the slice [3:7]. Since thecharacter at index 3 is a space, flavor[3:9] returns the substring thatstarts with the space and ends with the last letter: " pie".
If you omit both the first and second numbers in a slice, you get astring that starts with the character at index 0 and ends with the lastcharacter. In other words, omitting both numbers in a slice returnsthe entire string:
>>> flavor[:]

'fig pie'

It’s important to note that, unlike with string indexing, Python won’traise an IndexError when you try to slice between boundaries that falloutside the beginning or ending boundaries of a string:
>>> flavor[:14]

'fig pie'

>>> flavor[13:15]

''

In this example, the first line gets the slice from the beginning of thestring up to but not including the fourteenth character. The stringassigned to flavor has a length of seven, so you might expect Pythonto throw an error. Instead, it ignores any nonexistent indices and re-turns the entire string "fig pie".
The third line showswhat happens when you try to get a slice in whichthe entire range is out of bounds. flavor[13:15] attempts to get thethirteenth and fourteenth characters, which don’t exist. Instead ofraising an error, Python returns the empty string ("").
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Note
The empty string is called empty because it doesn’t contain anycharacters. You can create it by writing two quotation markswith nothing between them:
empty_string = ""

A string with anything in it—even a space—is not empty. All thefollowing strings are non-empty:
non_empty_string1 = " "

non_empty_string2 = " "

non_empty_string3 = " "

Even though these strings don’t contain any visible characters,they are non-empty because they do contain spaces.
You can use negative numbers in slices. The rules for slices with nega-tive numbers are exactly the same as the rules for slices with positivenumbers. It helps to visualize the string as slots with the boundarieslabeled with negative numbers:

| f | i | g | | p | i | e |

-7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1

Just like before, the slice [x:y] returns the substring starting at index
x and going up to but not including y. For instance, the slice [-7:-4]returns the first three letters of the string "fig pie":
>>> flavor[-7:-4]

'fig'

Notice, however, that the rightmost boundary of the string does nothave a negative index. The logical choice for that boundary wouldseem to be the number 0, but that doesn’t work.
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Instead of returning the entire string, [-7:0] returns the empty string:
>>> flavor[-7:0]

''

This happens because the second number in a slice must correspondto a boundary that is to the right of the boundary corresponding to thefirst number, but both -7 and 0 correspond to the leftmost boundaryin the figure.
If you need to include the final character of a string in your slice, thenyou can omit the second number:
>>> flavor[-7:]

'fig pie'

Of course, using flavor[-7:] to get the entire string is a bit odd consid-ering that you can use the variable flavor without the slice to get thesame result!
Slices with negative indices are useful, though, for getting the last fewcharacters in a string. For example, flavor[-3:] is "pie".
Strings Are Immutable
To wrap this section up, let’s discuss an important property of stringobjects. Strings are immutable, which means that you can’t changethem once you’ve created them. For instance, see what happens whenyou try to assign a new letter to one particular character of a string:
>>> word = "goal"

>>> word[0] = "f"

Traceback (most recent call last):

File "<pyshell#16>", line 1, in <module>

word[0] = "f"

TypeError: 'str' object does not support item assignment
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Python throws a TypeError and tells you that str objects don’t supportitem assignment.
If you want to alter a string, then you must create an entirely newstring. To change the string "goal" to the string "foal", you can use astring slice to concatenate the letter "f" with everything but the firstletter of the word "goal":
>>> word = "goal"

>>> word = "f" + word[1:]

>>> word

'foal'

First, you assign the string "goal" to the variable word. Then you con-catenate the slice word[1:], which is the string "oal", with the letter "f"to get the string "foal". If you’re getting a different result here, thenmake sure you’re including the colon character (:) as part of the stringslice.
Review Exercises
You can nd the solutions to these exercises and many other bonusresources online at realpython.com/python-basics/resources
1. Create a string and print its length using len().
2. Create two strings, concatenate them, and print the resultingstring.
3. Create two strings, use concatenation to add a space between them,and print the result.
4. Print the string "zing" by using slice notation to specify the correctrange of characters in the string "bazinga".
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4.3 Manipulate Strings With Methods
Strings come bundled with special functions called string methodsthat you can use to work with and manipulate strings. There are nu-merous string methods available, but we’ll focus on some of the mostcommonly used ones.
In this section, you’ll learn how to:
• Convert a string to uppercase or lowercase
• Remove whitespace from a string
• Determine if a string begins or ends with certain characters

Let’s go!
Converting String Case
To convert a string to all lowercase letters, you use the string’s .lower()method. This is done by tacking .lower() onto the end of the stringitself:
>>> "Jean-Luc Picard".lower()

'jean-luc picard'

The dot (.) tells Python that what follows is the name of a method—the lower() method in this case.
Note
We’ll refer to string methods with a dot (.) at the beginning oftheir names. For example, .lower() is written with a leading dotinstead of as lower().
This makes it easier to differentiate functions that are stringmethods from built-in functions like print() and type().
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String methods don’t just work on string literals. You can also use
.lower() on a string assigned to a variable:
>>> name = "Jean-Luc Picard"

>>> name.lower()

'jean-luc picard'

The opposite of .lower() is .upper(), which converts every character ina string to uppercase:
>>> name.upper()

'JEAN-LUC PICARD'

Compare the .upper() and .lower() string methods to the len() func-tion you saw in the last section. Aside from the different results ofthese functions, the important distinction here is how they’re used.
len() is a stand-alone function. If you want to determine the length ofthe name string, then you call the len() function directly:
>>> len(name)

15

On the other hand, .upper() and .lower()must be used in conjunctionwith a string. They do not exist independently.
RemovingWhitespace From a String
Whitespace is any character that is printed as blank space. This in-cludes things like spaces and line feeds, which are special charactersthat move output to a new line.
Sometimes you need to remove whitespace from the beginning or endof a string. This is especially useful when working with strings thatcome fromuser input, whichmay include extra whitespace charactersby accident.
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There are three stringmethods that you can use to remove whitespacefrom a string:
1. .rstrip()

2. .lstrip()

3. .strip()

.rstrip() removes whitespace from the right side of a string:
>>> name = "Jean-Luc Picard "

>>> name

'Jean-Luc Picard '

>>> name.rstrip()

'Jean-Luc Picard'

In this example, the string "Jean-Luc Picard "has five trailing spaces.You use .rstrip() to remove trailing spaces from the right-hand sideof the string. This returns the new string "Jean-Luc Picard", which nolonger has the spaces at the end.
.lstrip() works just like .rstrip(), except that it removes whitespacefrom the left-hand side of the string:
>>> name = " Jean-Luc Picard"

>>> name

' Jean-Luc Picard'

>>> name.lstrip()

'Jean-Luc Picard'

To remove whitespace from both the left and the right sides of thestring at the same time, use .strip():
>>> name = " Jean-Luc Picard "

>>> name

' Jean-Luc Picard '

>>> name.strip()

'Jean-Luc Picard'
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It’s important to note that none of .rstrip(), .lstrip(), or .strip() re-moves whitespace from the middle of the string. In each of the previ-ous examples, the space between "Jean-Luc" and "Picard" is preserved.
Determine If a String Starts or EndsWith aParticular String
When you work with text, sometimes you need to determine if a givenstring starts with or ends with certain characters. You can use twostring methods to solve this problem: .startswith() and .endswith().
Let’s look at an example. Consider the string "Enterprise". Here’s howyou use .startswith() to determine if the string starts with the letters
e and n:
>>> starship = "Enterprise"

>>> starship.startswith("en")

False

You tell .startswith() which characters to search for by providing astring containing those characters. So, to determine if "Enterprise"starts with the letters e and n, you call .startswith("en"). This returns
False. Why do you think that is?
If you guessed that .startswith("en") returns False because "En-

terprise" starts with a capital E, then you’re absolutely right! The
.startswith() method is case sensitive. To get .startswith() toreturn True, you need to provide it with the string "En":
>>> starship.startswith("En")

True

You can use .endswith() to determine if a string ends with certain char-acters:
>>> starship.endswith("rise")

True
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Just like .startswith(), the .endswith() method is case sensitive:
>>> starship.endswith("risE")

False

Note
The True and False values are not strings. They are a special kindof data type called a Boolean value. You’ll learn more aboutBoolean values in chapter 8.

String Methods and Immutability
Recall from the previous section that strings are immutable—theycan’t be changed once they’ve been created. Most string methodsthat alter a string, like .upper() and .lower(), actually return copies ofthe original string with the appropriate modifications.
If you aren’t careful, this can introduce subtle bugs into your program.Try this out in IDLE’s interactive window:
>>> name = "Picard"

>>> name.upper()

'PICARD'

>>> name

'Picard'

When you call name.upper(), nothing about name actually changes. Ifyou need to keep the result, then you need to assign it to a variable:
>>> name = "Picard"

>>> name = name.upper()

>>> name

'PICARD'

name.upper() returns a new string "PICARD", which is reassigned to the
name variable. Thisoverrides the original string "Picard" that you firstassigned to name.
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Use IDLE to Discover Additional String Methods
Strings have lots of methods associated with them, and the methodsintroduced in this section barely scratch the surface. IDLE can helpyou find new string methods. To see how, first assign a string literalto a variable in the interactive window:
>>> starship = "Enterprise"

Next, type starship followed by a period, but do not hit Enter . Youshould see the following in the interactive window:
>>> starship.

Now wait for a couple of seconds. IDLE displays a list of every stringmethod, which you can scroll through using the arrow keys.
A related shortcut in IDLE is the ability to use Tab to automaticallyfill in text without having to type long names. For instance, if youtype only starship.u and hit Tab , then IDLE automatically fills in star-

ship.upper because only one method that begins with a u belongs to
starship.
This even works with variable names. Try typing just the first few let-ters of starship and pressing Tab . If you haven’t defined any othernames that share those first letters, then IDLE completes the name
starship for you.
Review Exercises
You can nd the solutions to these exercises and many other bonusresources online at realpython.com/python-basics/resources
1. Write a program that converts the following strings to lowercase:

"Animals", "Badger", "Honey Bee", "Honey Badger". Print each lower-case string on a separate line.
2. Repeat exercise 1, but convert each string to uppercase instead oflowercase.
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3. Write a program that removes whitespace from the followingstrings, then print out the strings with the whitespace removed:

string1 = " Filet Mignon"

string2 = "Brisket "

string3 = " Cheeseburger "

4. Write a program that prints out the result of .startswith("be") oneach of the following strings:
string1 = "Becomes"

string2 = "becomes"

string3 = "BEAR"

string4 = " bEautiful"

5. Using the same four strings from exercise 4, write a program thatuses string methods to alter each string so that .startswith("be")returns True for all of them.

4.4 Interact With User Input
Now that you’ve seen how to work with string methods, let’s makethings interactive!
In this section, you’ll learn how to get some input from a user with
input(). You’ll write a program that asks a user to input some text andthen displays that text back to them in uppercase.
Enter the following into IDLE’s interactive window:
>>> input()

When you press Enter , it looks like nothing happens. The cursormoves to a new line, but a new >>> doesn’t appear. Python is waitingfor you to enter something!
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Go ahead and type some text and press Enter :
>>> input()

Hello there!

'Hello there!'

>>>

The text you entered is repeated on a new line with single quotes.That’s because input() returns as a string any text entered by the user.
To make input() a bit more user-friendly, you can give it a prompt todisplay to the user. The prompt is just a string that you put betweenthe parentheses of input(). It can be anything you want: a word, asymbol, a phrase—anything that is a valid Python string.
input() displays the prompt and waits for the user to type something.When the user hits Enter , input() returns their input as a string thatcan be assigned to a variable and used to do something in your pro-gram.
To see how input() works, type the following code into IDLE’s editorwindow:
prompt = "Hey, what's up? "

user_input = input(prompt)

print("You said: " + user_input)

Press F5 to run the program. The text Hey, what's up? displays in theinteractive window with a blinking cursor.
The single space at the end of the string "Hey, what's up? "makes surethatwhen the user starts to type, the text is separated from the promptwith a space. When the user types a response and presses Enter , theirresponse is assigned to the user_input variable.
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Here’s a sample run of the program:
Hey, what's up? Mind your own business.

You said: Mind your own business.

Once you have input from a user, you can do something with it. Forexample, the following program takes user input, converts it to upper-case with .upper(), and prints the result:
response = input("What should I shout? ")

shouted_response = response.upper()

print("Well, if you insist..." + shouted_response)

Try typing this program into IDLE’s editor window and running it.What else can you think of to do with the input?
Review Exercises
You can nd the solutions to these exercises and many other bonusresources online at realpython.com/python-basics/resources
1. Write a program that takes input from the user and displays thatinput back.
2. Write a program that takes input from the user and displays theinput in lowercase.
3. Write a program that takes input from the user and displays thenumber of characters in the input.
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4.5 Challenge: Pick Apart Your User’sInput
Write a program named first_letter.py that prompts the user for in-put with the string "Tell me your password:". The program should thendetermine the first letter of the user’s input, convert that letter to up-percase, and display it back.
For example, if the user input is "no", then the program should displaythe following output:
The first letter you entered was: N

For now, it’s okay if your program crashes when the user enters noth-ing as input—that is, when they just hit Enter instead of typing some-thing. You’ll learn a couple of ways to deal with this situation in anupcoming chapter.
You can nd the solutions to this code challenge andmany other bonusresources online at realpython.com/python-basics/resources

4.6 WorkingWith Strings and Numbers
When you get user input using input(), the result is always a string.There are many other situations in which input is given to a programas a string. Sometimes those strings contain numbers that need to befed into calculations.
In this section, you’ll learn how to deal with strings of numbers. You’llsee howarithmetic operationswork on strings andhow they often leadto surprising results. You’ll also learn how to convert between stringsand number types.
Using Strings With Arithmetic Operators
You’ve seen that string objects can hold many types of characters, in-cluding numbers. However, don’t confuse numerals in a string with
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actual numbers. For instance, try this bit of code out in IDLE’s inter-active window:
>>> num = "2"

>>> num + num

'22'

The + operator concatenates two strings together, which is why theresult of "2" + "2" is "22" and not "4".
You can multiply strings by a number as long as that number is aninteger or whole number. Type the following into the interactive win-dow:
>>> num = "12"

>>> num * 3

'121212'

num * 3 concatenates three instances of the string "12" and returns thestring "121212".
Compare this operation to arithmetic with numbers. When you mul-tiply the number 12 by the number 3, the result is the same as addingthree 12s together. The same is true for a string. That is, "12" * 3 canbe interpreted as "12" + "12" + "12". In general, multiplying a stringby an integer n concatenates n copies of that string.
You canmove the number on the right-hand side of the expression num

* 3 to the left, and the result is unchanged:
>>> 3 * num

'121212'

What do you think happens if you use the * operator between twostrings?
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Type "12" * "3" in the interactive window and press Enter :
>>> "12" * "3"

Traceback (most recent call last):

File "<stdin>", line 1, in <module>

TypeError: can't multiply sequence by non-int of type 'str'

Python raises a TypeError and tells you that you can’t multiply a se-quence by a non-integer.
Note
A sequence is any Python object that supports accessing ele-ments by index. Strings are sequences. You’ll learn about othersequence types in chapter 9.

When you use the * operator with a string, Python always expects aninteger on the other side of the operator.
What do you think happens when you try to add a string and a num-ber?
>>> "3" + 3

Traceback (most recent call last):

File "<stdin>", line 1, in <module>

TypeError: can only concatenate str (not "int") to str

Python throws a TypeError because it expects the objects on both sidesof the + operator to be of the same type.
If an object on either side of + is a string, then Python tries to performstring concatenation. It will only perform addition if both objects arenumbers. So, to add "3" + 3 and get 6, youmust first convert the string
"3" to a number.
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Converting Strings to Numbers
The TypeError examples in the previous section highlight a commonproblem when applying user input to an operation that requires anumber and not a string: type mismatches.
Let’s look at an example. Save and run the following program:
num = input("Enter a number to be doubled: ")

doubled_num = num * 2

print(doubled_num)

If you entered the number 2 at the prompt, then you would expect theoutput to be 4. But in this case, you would get 22. Remember, input()always returns a string, so if you input 2, then num is assigned the string
"2", not the integer 2. Therefore, the expression num * 2 returns thestring "2" concatenated with itself, which is "22".
To perform arithmetic on numbers contained in a string, you mustfirst convert them from a string type to a number type. There are twofunctions that you can use to do this: int() and float().
int() stands for integer and converts objects into whole numbers,whereas float() stands for oating-point number and converts ob-jects into numbers with decimal points. Here’s what using each onelooks like in the interactive window:
>>> int("12")

12

>>> float("12")

12.0

Notice how float() adds a decimal point to the number. Floating-point numbers always have at least one decimal place of precision. Forthis reason, you can’t change a string that looks like a floating-pointnumber into an integer because you would lose everything after thedecimal point.
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Try converting the string "12.0" to an integer:
>>> int("12.0")

Traceback (most recent call last):

File "<stdin>", line 1, in <module>

ValueError: invalid literal for int() with base 10: '12.0'

Even though the extra 0 after the decimal place doesn’t add any valueto the number, Python won’t change 12.0 into 12 because it would re-sult in a loss of precision.
Let’s revisit the program from the beginning of this section and seehow to fix it. Here’s the code again:
num = input("Enter a number to be doubled: ")

doubled_num = num * 2

print(doubled_num)

The issue is on the line doubled_num = num * 2 because num is a stringand 2 is an integer.
You can fix the problem by passing num to either int() or float(). Sincethe prompts asks the user to input a number, and not specifically aninteger, let’s convert num to a floating-point number:
num = input("Enter a number to be doubled: ")

doubled_num = float(num) * 2

print(doubled_num)

Now when you run this program and input 2, you get 4.0 as expected.Try it out!
Converting Numbers to Strings
Sometimes you need to convert a number to a string. You might dothis, for example, if you need to build a string from some preexistingvariables that are assigned to numeric values.
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As you’ve already seen, concatenating a number with a string pro-duces a TypeError:
>>> num_pancakes = 10

>>> "I am going to eat " + num_pancakes + " pancakes."

Traceback (most recent call last):

File "<stdin>", line 1, in <module>

TypeError: can only concatenate str (not "int") to str

Since num_pancakes is a number, Python can’t concatenate it with thestring "I'm going to eat". To build the string, you need to convert
num_pancakes to a string using str():
>>> num_pancakes = 10

>>> "I am going to eat " + str(num_pancakes) + " pancakes."

'I am going to eat 10 pancakes.'

You can also call str() on a number literal:
>>> "I am going to eat " + str(10) + " pancakes."

'I am going to eat 10 pancakes.'

str() can even handle arithmetic expressions:
>>> total_pancakes = 10

>>> pancakes_eaten = 5

>>> "Only " + str(total_pancakes - pancakes_eaten) + " pancakes left."

'Only 5 pancakes left.'

In the next section, you’ll learn how to format strings neatly to displayvalues in a nice, readablemanner. Before youmove on, though, checkyour understanding with the following review exercises.
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Review Exercises
You can nd the solutions to these exercises and many other bonusresources online at realpython.com/python-basics/resources
1. Create a string containing an integer, then convert that string intoan actual integer object using int(). Test that your new object isa number by multiplying it by another number and displaying theresult.
2. Repeat the previous exercise, but use a floating-point number and

float().
3. Create a string object and an integer object, then display them sideby side with a single print statement using str().
4. Write a program that uses input() twice to get two numbers fromthe user, multiplies the numbers together, and displays the result.If the user enters 2 and 4, then your program should print thefollowing text:

The product of 2 and 4 is 8.0.

4.7 Streamline Your Print Statements
Suppose you have a string, name = "Zaphod", and two integers, heads
= 2 and arms = 3. You want to display them in the string "Zaphod has

2 heads and 3 arms". This is called string interpolation, which isjust a fancy way of saying that you want to insert some variables intospecific locations in a string.
One way to do this is with string concatenation:
>>> name + " has " + str(heads) + " heads and " + str(arms) + " arms"

'Zaphod has 2 heads and 3 arms'

This code isn’t the prettiest, and keeping track of what goes inside oroutside the quotes can be tough. Fortunately, there’s another way ofinterpolating strings: formatted string literals, more commonly
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4.7. Streamline Your Print Statements
known as f-strings.
The easiest way to understand f-strings is to see them in action. Here’swhat the above string looks like when written as an f-string:
>>> f"{name} has {heads} heads and {arms} arms"

'Zaphod has 2 heads and 3 arms'

There are two important things to notice about the above example:
1. The string literal starts with the letter f before the opening quota-tion mark.
2. Variable names surrounded by curly braces ({}) are replaced bytheir corresponding values without using str().
You can also insert Python expressions between the curly braces. Theexpressions are replaced with their result in the string:
>>> n = 3

>>> m = 4

>>> f"{n} times {m} is {n*m}"

'3 times 4 is 12'

It’s a good idea to keep any expressions used in an f-string as simpleas possible. Packing a bunch of complicated expressions into a stringliteral can result in code that is difficult to read and difficult to main-tain.
f-strings are available only in Python version 3.6 and above. In ear-lier versions of Python, you can use .format() to get the same results.Returning to the Zaphod example, you can use .format() to format thestring like this:
>>> "{} has {} heads and {} arms".format(name, heads, arms)

'Zaphod has 2 heads and 3 arms'

f-strings are shorter and sometimes more readable than using .for-

mat(). You’ll see f-strings used throughout this book.
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For an in-depth guide to f-strings and comparisons to other string for-matting techniques, check outReal Python’s “Python 3’s f-Strings: AnImproved String Formatting Syntax (Guide).”
Review Exercises
You can nd the solutions to these exercises and many other bonusresources online at realpython.com/python-basics/resources
1. Create a float object named weight with the value 0.2, and createa string object named animal with the value "newt". Then use theseobjects to print the following string using only string concatena-tion:

0.2 kg is the weight of the newt.

2. Display the same string by using .format() and empty {} placehold-ers.
3. Display the same string using an f-string.

4.8 Find a String in a String
One of the most useful string methods is .find(). As its name implies,this method allows you to find the location of one string in anotherstring—commonly referred to as a substring.
To use .find(), tack it to the end of a variable or a string literal withthe string you want to find typed between the parentheses:
>>> phrase = "the surprise is in here somewhere"

>>> phrase.find("surprise")

4

The value that .find() returns is the index of the first occurrence of thestring you pass to it. In this case, "surprise" starts at the fifth characterof the string "the surprise is in here somewhere", which has index 4because counting starts at zero.
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If .find() doesn’t find the desired substring, it will return -1 instead:
>>> phrase = "the surprise is in here somewhere"

>>> phrase.find("eyjafjallajökull")

-1

Keep in mind that this matching is done exactly, character by char-acter, and is case sensitive. For example, if you try to find "SURPRISE",then .find() returns -1:
>>> "the surprise is in here somewhere".find("SURPRISE")

-1

If a substring appears more than once in a string, then .find() returnsthe index of only the first appearance, starting from the beginning ofthe string:
>>> "I put a string in your string".find("string")

8

There are two instances of "string" in "I put a string in your string".The first is at index 8, and the second is at index 23, but .find() returnsonly 8.
.find() will only accept a string as its input. If you want to find aninteger in a string, then you need to pass the integer to .find() as astring. Otherwise, Python raises a TypeError:
>>> "My number is 555-555-5555".find(5)

Traceback (most recent call last):

File "<stdin>", line 1, in <module>

TypeError: must be str, not int

>>> "My number is 555-555-5555".find("5")

13
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Sometimes you need to find all occurrences of a particular substringand replace them with a different string. Since .find() returns theindex of the first occurrence of a substring, you can’t easily use it toperform this operation. But strings have a .replace() method that re-places each instance of a substring with another string.
Just like with .find(), you tack .replace() onto the end of a variable orstring literal. In this case, though, you need to put two strings insidethe parentheses in .replace() and separate them with a comma. Thefirst string is the substring to find, and the second string is the stringwith which to replace each occurrence of the substring.
For example, the following code replaces each occurrence of "the

truth" in the string "I'm telling you the truth; nothing but the truth"with the string "lies":
>>> my_story = "I'm telling you the truth; nothing but the truth!"

>>> my_story.replace("the truth", "lies")

"I'm telling you lies; nothing but lies!"

Since strings are immutable objects, .replace() doesn’t alter my_story.If you immediately type my_story into the interactive window after run-ning the above example, then you’ll see the original string, unaltered:
>>> my_story

"I'm telling you the truth; nothing but the truth!"

To change the value of my_story, you need to reassign it with the newvalue returned by .replace():
>>> my_story = my_story.replace("the truth", "lies")

>>> my_story

"I'm telling you lies; nothing but lies!"

.replace() replaces every instance of the substring with the replace-ment text. If you want to replace multiple substrings in a string, thenyou need to use .replace() multiple times:
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>>> text = "some of the stuff"

>>> new_text = text.replace("some of", "all")

>>> new_text = new_text.replace("stuff", "things")

>>> new_text

'all the things'

You’ll have some fun with .replace() in the challenge in the next sec-tion.
Review Exercises
You can nd the solutions to these exercises and many other bonusresources online at realpython.com/python-basics/resources
1. In one line of code, display the result of trying to .find() the sub-string "a" in the string "AAA". The result should be -1.
2. Replace every occurrence of the character "s"with "x" in the string

"Somebody said something to Samantha."

3. Write a program that accepts user input with input() and displaysthe result of trying to .find() a particular letter in that input.

4.9 Challenge: Turn Your User Into aL33t H4x0r
Write a program called translate.py that asks the user for some inputwith the following prompt:
Enter some text:

Use .replace() to convert the text entered by the user into leetspeakby making the following changes to lowercase letters:
• The letter a becomes 4

• The letter b becomes 8

• The letter e becomes 3
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• The letter l becomes 1

• The letter o becomes 0

• The letter s becomes 5

• The letter t becomes 7

Your program should then display the resulting string as output. Be-low is a sample run of the program:
Enter some text: I like to eat eggs and spam.

I 1ik3 70 347 3gg5 4nd 5p4m.

You can nd the solutions to this code challenge andmany other bonusresources online at realpython.com/python-basics/resources

4.10 Summary and AdditionalResources
In this chapter, you learned the ins and outs of Python string objects.You learnedhow to access different characters in a string using indicesand slices as well as how to determine the length of a string with len().
Strings come with numerous methods. The .upper() and .lower()methods convert all characters of a string to uppercase and lowercase,respectively. The .rstrip(), .lstrip(), and .strip() methods removewhitespace from strings, and the .startswith() and .endswith()methods tell you if a string starts or ends with a given substring.
You also saw how to capture input from a user as a string using the in-

put() function, and how to convert that input to a number using int()and float(). To convert numbers and other objects to strings, you use
str().
Finally, you saw how to use the .find() and .replace()methods to findthe location of a substring and replace a substring with a new string.
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4.10. Summary and Additional Resources
Interactive Quiz
This chapter comes with a free online quiz to check your learn-ing progress. You can access the quiz using your phone or com-puter at the following web address:
realpython.com/quizzes/pybasics-strings

Additional Resources
To learn more, check out the following resources:
• “Python String Formatting Best Practices”
• “Splitting, Concatenating, and Joining Strings in Python”
For links and additional resources to further deepen your Pythonskills, visit realpython.com/python-basics/resources
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Chapter 5
Numbers and Math
You don’t need to be a math whiz to program well. The truth is, fewprogrammers need to know more than basic algebra.
Of course, how much math you need to know depends on the applica-tion you’re working on. In general, the level of math required to be aprogrammer is lower than you might expect.
Although math and computer programming aren’t as correlated assome people might believe, numbers are an integral part of any pro-gramming language, and Python is no exception.
In this chapter, you’ll learn how to:
• Create integers and floating-point numbers
• Round numbers to a given number of decimal places
• Format and display numbers in strings

Let’s get started!
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5.1. Integers and Floating-Point Numbers
5.1 Integers and Floating-PointNumbers
Python has three built-in numeric data types: integers, floating-pointnumbers, and complex numbers. In this section, you’ll learn about in-tegers and floating-point numbers, which are the twomost commonlyused number types. You’ll learn about complex numbers in section5.7.
Integers
An integer is a whole number with no decimal places. For example,
1 is an integer, but 1.0 isn’t. The name for the integer data type is int,which you can see with type():
>>> type(1)

<class 'int'>

You can create an integer by typing the desired number. For instance,the following assigns the integer 25 to the variable num:
>>> num = 25

When you create an integer like this, the value 25 is called an integerliteral because the integer is literally typed into the code.
In chapter 4, you learned how to convert a string containing an inte-ger to a number using int(). For example, the following converts thestring "25" to the integer 25:
>>> int("25")

25

int("25") is not an integer literal because the integer value is createdfrom a string.
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5.1. Integers and Floating-Point Numbers
When youwrite large numbers by hand, you typically group digits intogroups of three separated by a commaor a decimal point. The number1,000,000 is a lot easier to read than 1000000.
In Python, you can’t use commas to group digits in integer literals, butyou can use underscores (_). Both of the following are valid ways torepresent the number one million as an integer literal:
>>> 1000000

1000000

>>> 1_000_000

1000000

There’s no limit to how large an integer can be, which might be sur-prising considering that computers have a finite amount of memory.Try typing the largest number you can think of into IDLE’s interactivewindow. Python can handle it with no problem!
Floating-Point Numbers
A oating-point number, or oat for short, is a number with adecimal place. 1.0 is a floating-point number, as is -2.75. The nameof the floating-point data type is float:
>>> type(1.0)

<class 'float'>

Like integers, floats can be created from oating-point literals orby converting a string to a float with float():
>>> float("1.25")

1.25
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5.1. Integers and Floating-Point Numbers
There are three ways to represent a floating-point literal. Each of thefollowing creates a floating-point literal with a value of one million:
>>> 1000000.0

1000000.0

>>> 1_000_000.0

1000000.0

>>> 1e6

1000000.0

The first two ways are similar to the two techniques for creating in-teger literals. The third approach uses E notation to create a floatliteral.
Note
E notation is short for exponential notation. You may haveseen this notation used by calculators to represent numbersthat are too big to fit on the screen.

To write a float literal in E notation, type a number followed by theletter e and then another number. Python takes the number to theleft of the e and multiplies it by 10 raised to the power of the numberafter the e. So 1e6 is equivalent to 1×10⁶.
Python also uses E notation to display large floating-point numbers:
>>> 200000000000000000.0

2e+17

The float 200000000000000000.0 gets displayed as 2e+17. The + sign in-dicates that the exponent 17 is a positive number. You can also usenegative numbers as the exponent:
>>> 1e-4

0.0001
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5.1. Integers and Floating-Point Numbers
The literal 1e-4 is interpreted as 10 raised to the power -4, which is1/10000, or 0.0001.
Unlike integers, floats do have a maximum size. The maximumfloating-point number depends on your system, but something like
2e400 ought to be well beyond most machines’ capabilities. 2e400 is2×10⁴⁰⁰, which is far more than the total number of atoms in theuniverse!
When you reach themaximum floating-point number, Python returnsa special float value, inf:
>>> 2e400

inf

inf stands for infinity, and it just means that the number you’ve triedto create is beyond themaximum floating-point value allowed on yourcomputer. The type of inf is still float:
>>> n = 2e400

>>> n

inf

>>> type(n)

<class 'float'>

Python also uses -inf, which stands for negative infinity and repre-sents a negative floating-point number that is beyond the minimumfloating-point number allowed on your computer:
>>> -2e400

-inf

You probably won’t come across inf and -inf very often as a program-mer unless you regularly work with extremely large numbers.
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5.2. Arithmetic Operators and Expressions
Review Exercises
You can nd the solutions to these exercises and many other bonusresources online at realpython.com/python-basics/resources
1. Write a program that creates two variables, num1 and num2. Both

num1 and num2 should be assigned the integer literal 25000000, onewritten with underscores and one without. Print num1 and num2 ontwo separate lines.
2. Write a program that assigns the floating-point literal 175000.0 tothe variable num using E notation and then prints num in the interac-tive window.
3. In IDLE’s interactive window, try to find the smallest exponent Nfor which 2e<N>, where <N> is replaced with your number, returns

inf.

5.2 Arithmetic Operators andExpressions
In this section, you’ll learn how to do basic arithmetic, such asaddition, subtraction, multiplication, and division, with numbers inPython. Along the way, you’ll learn some conventions for writingmathematical expressions in code.
Addition
Addition is performed with the + operator:
>>> 1 + 2

3

The two numbers on either side of the + operator are calledoperands.In the above example, both operands are integers, but operands don’tneed to be the same type.
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5.2. Arithmetic Operators and Expressions
You can add an int to a float with no problem:
>>> 1.0 + 2

3.0

Notice that the result of 1.0 + 2 is 3.0, which is a float. Anytime a floatis added to a number, the result is another float. Adding two integerstogether always results in an int.
Note
PEP 8 recommends separating both operands from an operatorwith a space.
Python can evaluate 1+1 just fine, but 1 + 1 is the preferred for-mat because it’s generally easier to read. This rule of thumbapplies to all the operators in this section.

Subtraction
To subtract two numbers, just put a - operator between them:
>>> 1 - 1

0

>>> 5.0 - 3

2.0

Just like adding two integers, subtracting two integers always resultsin an int. Whenever one of the operands is a float, the result is also a
float.
The - operator is also used to denote negative numbers:
>>> -3

-3
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5.2. Arithmetic Operators and Expressions
You can subtract a negative number from another number, but as youcan see below, this can sometimes look confusing:
>>> 1 - -3

4

>>> 1 --3

4

>>> 1- -3

4

>>> 1--3

4

Of the four examples above, the first is the most PEP 8 compliant.That said, you can surround -3 with parentheses to make it evenclearer that the second - is modifying 3:
>>> 1 - (-3)

4

Using parentheses is a good idea because it makes your code moreexplicit. Computers execute code, but humans read code. Anythingyou can do to make your code easier to read and understand is a goodthing.
Multiplication
To multiply two numbers, use the * operator:
>>> 3 * 3

9

>>> 2 * 8.0

16.0

The type of number you get frommultiplication follows the same rules
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5.2. Arithmetic Operators and Expressions
as addition and subtraction. Multiplying two integers results in an int,and multiplying a number with a float results in a float.
Division
The / operator is used to divide two numbers:
>>> 9 / 3

3.0

>>> 5.0 / 2

2.5

Unlike addition, subtraction, and multiplication, division with the /operator always returns a float. If you want to make sure that you getan integer after dividing two numbers, you can use int() to convertthe result:
>>> int(9 / 3)

3

Keep in mind that int() discards any fractional part of the number:
>>> int(5.0 / 2)

2

5.0 / 2 returns the floating-point number 2.5, and int(2.5) returns theinteger 2 with the .5 removed.
Integer Division
If writing int(5.0 / 2) seems a little long-winded to you, Python pro-vides a second division operator called the integer division operator(//), also known as the oor division operator:
>>> 9 // 3

3
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5.2. Arithmetic Operators and Expressions
>>> 5.0 // 2

2.0

>>> -3 // 2

-2

The // operator first divides the number on the left by the number onthe right and then rounds down to an integer. This might not give thevalue you expect when one of the numbers is negative.
For example, -3 // 2 returns -2. First, -3 is divided by 2 to get -1.5.Then -1.5 is rounded down to -2. On the other hand, 3 // 2 returns 1because both numbers are positive.
The above example also illustrates that // returns a floating-pointnumber when one of the operands is a float. This is why 9 // 3returns the integer 3, and 5.0 // 2 returns the float 2.0.
Let’s see what happens when you try to divide a number by 0:
>>> 1 / 0

Traceback (most recent call last):

File "<stdin>", line 1, in <module>

ZeroDivisionError: division by zero

Python gives you a ZeroDivisionError, letting you know that you justtried to break a fundamental rule of the universe.
Exponents
You can raise a number to a power using the ** operator:
>>> 2 ** 2

4

>>> 2 ** 3

8
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5.2. Arithmetic Operators and Expressions
>>> 2 ** 4

16

Exponents don’t have to be integers. They can also be floats:
>>> 3 ** 1.5

5.196152422706632

>>> 9 ** 0.5

3.0

Raising a number to the power of 0.5 is the same as taking the squareroot, but notice that even though the square root of 9 is an integer,Python returns the float 3.0.
For positive operands, the ** operator returns an int if both operandsare integers and a float if any one of the operands is a floating-pointnumber.
You can also raise numbers to negative powers:
>>> 2 ** -1

0.5

>>> 2 ** -2

0.25

Raising a number to a negative power is the same as dividing 1 by thenumber raised to the positive power. So, 2 ** -1 is the same as 1 / (2

** 1), which is the same as 1 / 2, or 0.5. Similarly, 2 ** -2 is the sameas 1 / (2 ** 2), which is the same as 1 / 4, or 0.25.
The Modulus Operator
The % operator, or the modulus, returns the remainder of dividingthe left operand by the right operand:
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5.2. Arithmetic Operators and Expressions
>>> 5 % 3

2

>>> 20 % 7

6

>>> 16 % 8

0

3 divides 5 once with a remainder of 2, so 5 % 3 is 2. Similarly, 7 divides
20 twice with a remainder of 6. In the last example, 16 is divisible by
8, so 16 % 8 is 0. Anytime the number to the left of % is divisible by thenumber to the right, the result is 0.
One of the most common uses of % is to determine whether one num-ber is divisible by another. For example, a number n is even if andonly if n % 2 is 0. What do you think 1 % 0 returns? Let’s try it out:
>>> 1 % 0

Traceback (most recent call last):

File "<stdin>", line 1, in <module>

ZeroDivisionError: integer division or modulo by zero

This makes sense because 1 % 0 gives the remainder of dividing 1 by 0.But you can’t divide 1 by 0, so Python raises a ZeroDivisionError.
Note
When you work in IDLE’s interactive window, errors like Ze-

roDivisionError don’t cause much of a problem. The error isdisplayed and a new prompt pops up, allowing you to continuewriting code.
However, when Python encounters an error while running aprogram, the execution stops. In other words, the programcrashes. In chapter 8, you’ll learn how to handle errors sothat your programs don’t crash unexpectedly.
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5.2. Arithmetic Operators and Expressions
Things get a little tricky when you use the % operator with negativenumbers:
>>> 5 % -3

-1

>>> -5 % 3

1

>>> -5 % -3

-2

Although potentially shocking at first glance, these results are theproduct of a well-defined behavior in Python. To calculate theremainder r of dividing a number x by a number y, Python uses theequation r = x - (y * (x // y)).
For example, to find 5 % -3, Python first finds (5 // -3). Since 5 / -3 isabout -1.67, that means 5 // -3 is -2. Now Python multiplies that by
-3 to get 6. Finally, Python subtracts 6 from 5 to get -1.
Arithmetic Expressions
You can combine operators to form complex expressions. An expres-sion is a combination of numbers, operators, and parentheses thatPython can compute, or evaluate, to return a value.
Here are some examples of arithmetic expressions:
>>> 2*3 - 1

5

>>> 4/2 + 2**3

10.0

>>> -1 + (-3*2 + 4)

-3
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5.3. Challenge: Perform Calculations on User Input
The rules for evaluating expressions are the same as in everyday arith-metic. In school, you probably learned these rules under the nameorder of operations.
The *, /, //, and % operators all have equal precedence, or priority,in an expression, and each of these has a higher precedence than the +and - operators. This iswhy 2*3 - 1 returns 5 andnot 4. 2*3 is evaluatedfirst, because * has higher precedence than the - operator.
You may notice that the expressions in the previous example do notfollow the rule for putting a space on either side of all of the operators.PEP 8 says the following about whitespace in complex expressions:

If operators with different priorities are used, consideradding whitespace around the operators with the lowestpriority(ies). Use your own judgment; however, neveruse more than one space, and always have the sameamount of whitespace on both sides of a binary operator.
— PEP 8, “Other Recommendations”

Another good practice is to use parentheses to indicate the order inwhich operations should be performed, even if the parentheses aren’tnecessary. For instance, (2 * 3) - 1 is potentially clearer than 2*3 - 1.

5.3 Challenge: Perform Calculations onUser Input
Write a programcalled exponent.py that receives twonumbers from theuser and displays the first number raised to the power of the secondnumber.
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5.4. Make Python Lie to You
Here’s sample run of what the program should look like, includingexample input from the user:
Enter a base: 1.2

Enter an exponent: 3

1.2 to the power of 3 = 1.7279999999999998

Keep the following in mind:
1. Before you can do anything with the user’s input, you’ll have toassign both calls to input() to new variables.
2. input() returns a string, so you’ll need to convert the user’s inputinto numbers to do arithmetic.
3. You can use an f-string to print the result.
4. You can assume that the user will enter actual numbers as input.
You can nd the solutions to this code challenge andmany other bonusresources online at realpython.com/python-basics/resources

5.4 Make Python Lie to You
What do you think 0.1 + 0.2 is? The answer is 0.3, right? Let’s seewhatPython has to say about it. Try this out in the interactive window:
>>> 0.1 + 0.2

0.30000000000000004

Well, that’s . . . almost right. What in the heck is going on here? Isthis a bug in Python?
No, it’s not a bug! It’s a oating-point representation error, andit has nothing to do with Python. It’s related to the way floating-pointnumbers are stored in a computer’s memory.
The number 0.1 can be represented as the fraction 1/10. Both thenumber 0.1 and its fraction 1/10 are decimal representations, orbase-10 representations. Computers, however, store floating-
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5.4. Make Python Lie to You
point numbers in base-2 representation, more commonly calledbinary representation.
When represented in binary, something familiar yet possibly unex-pected happens to the decimal number 0.1. The fraction 1/3 has nofinite decimal representation. That is, 1/3 = 0.3333... with infinitelymany 3s after the decimal point. The same thing happens to the frac-tion 1/10 in binary.
The binary representation of 1/10 is the following infinitely repeatingfraction:
0.00011001100110011001100110011...

Computers have finite memory, so the number 0.1 must be stored asan approximation and not as its true value. The approximation thatgets stored is slightly higher than the actual value and looks like this:
0.1000000000000000055511151231257827021181583404541015625

You may have noticed, however, that when asked to print 0.1, Pythonprints 0.1 and not the approximated value above:
>>> 0.1

0.1

Python doesn’t just chop off the digits in the binary representation for
0.1. What actually happens is a little more subtle.
Because the approximation of 0.1 in binary is just that—anapproximation—it is entirely possible that more than one deci-mal number has the same binary approximation.
For example, both 0.1 and 0.10000000000000001 have the same binaryapproximation. Python prints out the shortest decimal number thatshares the approximation.
This explains why, in the first example of this section, 0.1 + 0.2 doesn’tequal 0.3. Python adds together the binary approximations for 0.1 and
0.2, which gives a number that is not the binary approximation for 0.3.
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5.5. Math Functions and Number Methods
If all this is starting to make your head spin, don’t worry! Unlessyou’re writing programs for finance or scientific computing, you don’tneed to worry about the imprecision of floating-point arithmetic.

5.5 Math Functions and NumberMethods
Python has a few built-in functions that you can use toworkwith num-bers. In this section, you’ll learn about three of the most common:
1. round(), for rounding numbers to some number of decimal places
2. abs(), for getting the absolute value of a number
3. pow(), for raising a number to some power
You’ll also learn about a method you can use with floating-point num-bers to check whether they have an integer value.
Let’s go!
The round() function
You can use round() to round a number to the nearest integer:
>>> round(2.3)

2

>>> round(2.7)

3

round() has some unexpected behavior when the number ends in .5:
>>> round(2.5)

2

>>> round(3.5)

4
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5.5. Math Functions and Number Methods
2.5 is rounded down to 2, and 3.5 is rounded up to 4. Most peopleexpect a number that ends in .5 to be rounded up, so let’s take a closerlook at what’s going on here.
Python 3 rounds numbers according to a strategy called roundingties to even. A tie is any number whose last digit is five. 2.5 and
3.1415 are ties, but 1.37 is not.
When you round ties to even, you first look at the digit one decimalplace to the left of the last digit in the tie. If that digit is even, thenyou round down. If the digit is odd, then you round up. That’s why
2.5 rounds down to 2 and 3.5 rounds up to 4.

Note
Rounding ties to even is the rounding strategy recommendedfor floating-point numbers by the IEEE (Institute of Electricaland Electronics Engineers) because it helps limit the impactthat rounding has on operations involving lots of numbers.
The IEEE maintains a standard called IEEE 754 for dealingwith floating-point numbers on a computer. It was publishedin 1985 and is still commonly used by hardware manufacturers.

You can round a number to a given number of decimal places by pass-ing a second argument to round():
>>> round(3.14159, 3)

3.142

>>> round(2.71828, 2)

2.72

The number 3.14159 is rounded to three decimal places to get 3.142,and the number 2.71828 is rounded to two decimal places to get 2.72.
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5.5. Math Functions and Number Methods
The second argument of round() must be an integer. If it isn’t, thenPython raises a TypeError:
>>> round(2.65, 1.4)

Traceback (most recent call last):

File "<pyshell#0>", line 1, in <module>

round(2.65, 1.4)

TypeError: 'float' object cannot be interpreted as an integer

Sometimes round() doesn’t get the answer quite right:
>>> # Expected value: 2.68

>>> round(2.675, 2)

2.67

2.675 is a tie because it lies exactly halfway between the numbers 2.67and 2.68. Since Python rounds ties to the nearest even number, youwould expect round(2.675, 2) to return 2.68, but it returns 2.67 instead.This error is the result of a floating-point representation error, not abug in round().
Dealing with floating-point numbers can be frustrating, but this frus-tration isn’t specific to Python. All languages that implement the IEEEfloating-point standard have the same issues, including C/C++, Java,and JavaScript.
In most cases, though, the little errors encountered with floating-point numbers are negligible, and the results of round() are perfectlyuseful.
The abs() Function
Theabsolute value of a number n is just n if n is positive and -n if n isnegative. For example, the absolute value of 3 is 3, while the absolutevalue of -5 is 5.
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5.5. Math Functions and Number Methods
To get the absolute value of a number in Python, you use abs():
>>> abs(3)

3

>>> abs(-5.0)

5.0

abs() always returns a positive number of the same type as its argu-ment. That is, the absolute value of an integer is always a positiveinteger, and the absolute value of a float is always a positive float.
The pow() Function
In section 5.2, you learned how to raise a number to a power using the
** operator. You can also use pow() to achieve the same result.
pow() takes two arguments. Thefirst argument is thebase, or the num-ber to be raised to a power, and the second argument is the exponent,or the power to which the number is to be raised.
For example, the following uses pow() to raise 2 to the exponent 3:
>>> pow(2, 3)

8

Just like with **, the exponent in pow() can be negative:
>>> pow(2, -2)

0.25

So, what’s the difference between ** and pow()?
The pow() function accepts an optional third argument that computesthe first number raised to the power of the second number, then takesthe modulo with respect to the third number. In other words, pow(x,
y, z) is equivalent to (x ** y) % z.
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5.5. Math Functions and Number Methods
Here’s an example in which x = 2, y = 3, and z = 2:
>>> pow(2, 3, 2)

0

First, 2 is raised to the power 3 to get 8. Then 8 % 2 is calculated, whichis 0 because 2 divides 8 with no remainder.
Check If a Float Is Integral
In chapter 3 you learned about string methods like .lower(), .upper(),and .find(). Integers and floating-point numbers also have methods.
Number methods aren’t used very often, but there is one that can beuseful. Floating-point numbers have an .is_integer()method that re-turns True if the number is integral—meaning it has no fractionalpart—and otherwise returns False:
>>> num = 2.5

>>> num.is_integer()

False

>>> num = 2.0

>>> num.is_integer()

True

The .is_integer() method can be useful for validating user input. Forexample, if you were writing an online ordering app for a pizzeria,then you would want to check that the quantity of pizzas the customerinputs is a whole number. You’ll learn how to do these kinds of checksin chapter 8.
Review Exercises
You can nd the solutions to these exercises and many other bonusresources online at realpython.com/python-basics/resources
1. Write a program that asks the user to input a number and then
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5.6. Print Numbers in Style
displays that number rounded to two decimal places. When run,your program should look like this:
Enter a number: 5.432

5.432 rounded to 2 decimal places is 5.43

2. Write a program that asks the user to input a number and thendisplays the absolute value of that number. When run, yourprogram should look like this:
Enter a number: -10

The absolute value of -10 is 10.0

3. Write a program that asks the user to input two numbers by using
input() twice, then displays whether the difference between thosetwo numbers is an integer. When run, your program should looklike this:
Enter a number: 1.5

Enter another number: .5

The difference between 1.5 and .5 is an integer? True!

If the user inputs two numbers whose difference is not integral,then the output should look like this:
Enter a number: 1.5

Enter another number: 1.0

The difference between 1.5 and 1.0 is an integer? False!

5.6 Print Numbers in Style
Displaying numbers to a user requires inserting numbers into a string.In chapter 3, you learned how to do this with f-strings by surroundinga variable assigned to a number with curly braces:
>>> n = 7.125

>>> f"The value of n is {n}"

'The value of n is 7.125'
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5.6. Print Numbers in Style
Those curly braces support a simple formatting language that you canuse to alter the appearance of the value in the final formatted string.
For example, to format the value of n in the above example to twodecimal places, replace the contents of the curly braces in the f-stringwith {n:.2f}:
>>> n = 7.125

>>> f"The value of n is {n:.2f}"

'The value of n is 7.12'

The colon (:) after the variable n indicates that everything after it ispart of the formatting specification. In this example, the formattingspecification is .2f.
The .2 in .2f rounds the number to two decimal places, and the f tellsPython to display n as a xed-point number. This means that thenumber is displayed with exactly two decimal places, even if the orig-inal number has fewer decimal places.
When n = 7.125, the result of {n:.2f} is 7.12. Just like with round(),Python rounds ties to even when formatting numbers inside strings.So, if you replace n = 7.125 with n = 7.126, then the result of {n:.2f} is
7.13:
>>> n = 7.126

>>> f"The value of n is {n:.2f}"

'The value of n is 7.13'

To round to one decimal place, replace .2 with .1:
>>> n = 7.126

>>> f"The value of n is {n:.1f}"

'The value of n is 7.1'

When you format a number as fixed point, it’s always displayed withthe precise number of decimal places that you specify:
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5.6. Print Numbers in Style
>>> n = 1

>>> f"The value of n is {n:.2f}"

'The value of n is 1.00'

>>> f"The value of n is {n:.3f}"

'The value of n is 1.000'

You can insert commas to group the integer part of large numbers bythe thousands with the , option:
>>> n = 1234567890

>>> f"The value of n is {n:,}"

'The value of n is 1,234,567,890'

To round to some number of decimal places and also group by thou-sands, put the , before the . in your formatting specification:
>>> n = 1234.56

>>> f"The value of n is {n:,.2f}"

'The value of n is 1,234.56'

The specifier ,.2f is useful for displaying currency values:
>>> balance = 2000.0

>>> spent = 256.35

>>> remaining = balance - spent

>>> f"After spending ${spent:.2f}, I was left with ${remaining:,.2f}"

'After spending $256.35, I was left with $1,743.65'

Another useful option is %, which is used to display percentages. The %optionmultiplies a number by 100 anddisplays it in fixed-point format,followed by a percentage sign.
The % option should always go at the end of your formatting specifica-tion, and you can’t mix it with the f option. For example, .1% displaysa number as a percentage with exactly one decimal place:
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>>> ratio = 0.9

>>> f"Over {ratio:.1%} of Pythonistas say 'Real Python rocks!'"

"Over 90.0% of Pythonistas say 'Real Python rocks!'"

>>> # Display percentage with 2 decimal places

>>> f"Over {ratio:.2%} of Pythonistas say 'Real Python rocks!'"

"Over 90.00% of Pythonistas say 'Real Python rocks!'"

The formatting mini language is powerful and extensive. You’ve onlyseen the basics here. For more information, you are encouraged toread the official documentation.
Review Exercises
You can nd the solutions to these exercises and many other bonusresources online at realpython.com/python-basics/resources
1. Print the result of the calculation 3 ** .125 as a fixed-point numberwith three decimal places.
2. Print the number 150000 as currency with the thousands groupedwith commas. Currency should be displayed with two decimalplaces.
3. Print the result of 2 / 10 as a percentage with no decimal places.The output should look like 20%.

5.7 Complex Numbers
Python is one of the few programming languages that provides built-in support for complex numbers. While complex numbers don’t oftencome up outside the domains of scientific computing and computergraphics, Python’s support for them is one of its strengths.
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5.7. Complex Numbers
Note
Feel free to skip this section if you have no interest in workingwith complex numbers in Python. No other part of the bookdepends on the information in this section.

If you’ve ever taken a precalculus or higher-level algebra math class,then youmay remember that a complex number is a number with twodistinct components: a real part and an imaginary part.
To create a complex number in Python, you simply write the real part,then a plus sign, then the imaginary part with the letter j at the end:
>>> n = 1 + 2j

When you inspect the value of n, you’ll notice that Python wraps thenumber with parentheses:
>>> n

(1+2j)

This convention helps eliminate any confusion that the displayed out-put may represent a string or a mathematical expression.
Imaginary numbers comewith two properties, .real and .imag, that re-turn the real and imaginary components of the number, respectively:
>>> n.real

1.0

>>> n.imag

2.0

Notice that Python returns both the real and imaginary componentsas floats, even though they were specified as integers.
Complex numbers also have a .conjugate() method that returns thecomplex conjugate of the number:
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>>> n.conjugate()

(1-2j)

For any complex number, its conjugate is the complex number withthe same real part and an imaginary part that is the same in absolutevalue but with the opposite sign. So in this case, the complex conju-gate of 1 + 2j is 1 - 2j.
Note
The .real and .imag properties don’t need parentheses afterthem like .conjugate() does.
The .conjugate() method is a function that performs an actionon a complex number, whereas .real and .imag don’t performany action—they just return some information about the num-ber.
The distinction between methods and properties is an impor-tant aspect of object-oriented programming, which you’lllearn about in chapter 10.

Except for the floor division operator (//), all the arithmetic operatorsthat work with floats and integers will also work with complex num-bers. Since this isn’t a math book, we won’t discuss the mechanics ofcomplex arithmetic. Instead, here are some examples of using com-plex numbers with arithmetic operators:
>>> a = 1 + 2j

>>> b = 3 - 4j

>>> a + b

(4-2j)

>>> a - b

(-2+6j)
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>>> a * b

(11+2j)

>>> a ** b

(932.1391946432212+95.9465336603415j)

>>> a / b

(-0.2+0.4j)

>>> a // b

Traceback (most recent call last):

File "<stdin>", line 1, in <module>

TypeError: can't take floor of complex number.

Interestingly, although not surprising from a mathematical point ofview, int and float objects also have .real and .imag properties as wellas the .conjugate() method:
>>> x = 42

>>> x.real

42

>>> x.imag

0

>>> x.conjugate()

42

>>> y = 3.14

>>> y.real

3.14

>>> y.imag

0.0

>>> y.conjugate()

3.14

For floats and integers, .real and .conjugate() always return the num-ber itself, and .imag always returns 0. One thing to notice, however, isthat n.real and n.imag return an integer if n is an integer and a float if
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n is a float.
Now that you’ve seen the basics of complex numbers, you might bewondering when you would ever need to use them. If you’re learningPython for web development, data science, or general-purpose pro-gramming, the truth is that you may never need to use complex num-bers.
On the other hand, complex numbers are important in domains suchas scientific computing and computer graphics. If you ever work inthose domains, then you may find Python’s built-in support for com-plex numbers useful.

5.8 Summary and Additional Resources
In this chapter, you learned all about working with numbers inPython. You saw that there are two basic types of numbers—integersand floating-point numbers—and that Python also has built-insupport for complex numbers.
First, you saw how to do basic arithmetic with numbers using the +, -,
*, /, and % operators. You learned how to write arithmetic expressionsand the best practices in PEP 8 for formatting arithmetic expressionsin your code.
Then you learned about floating-point numbers and how they maynot always be 100 percent accurate. This limitation has nothing to dowith Python. It’s a fact of modern-day computing related to the wayfloating-point numbers are stored in a computer’s memory.
Next, you saw how to round numbers to a given decimal place with
round() and learned that round() rounds ties to even, which is differentfrom the way most people learned to round numbers in school. Youalso saw numerous ways to format numbers for display.
Finally, you learned about Python’s built-in support for complex num-bers.
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5.8. Summary and Additional Resources
Interactive Quiz
This chapter comes with a free online quiz to check your learn-ing progress. You can access the quiz using your phone or com-puter at the following web address:
realpython.com/quizzes/pybasics-numbers

Additional Resources
To learn more, check out these resources:
• “Basic Data Types in Python”
• “How to Round Numbers in Python”
For links and additional resources to further deepen your Pythonskills, visit realpython.com/python-basics/resources
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Chapter 6
Functions and Loops
Functions are the building blocks of almost every Python program.They’re where the real action takes place!
You’ve already seen how to use several functions, including print(),
len(), and round(). These are all built-in functions because theycome built into the Python language itself. You can also create user-de ned functions that perform specific tasks.
Functions break code into smaller chunks and are great for definingactions that a program will execute several times throughout yourcode. Instead of writing the same code each time the program needsto perform the same task, just call the function!
But sometimes you do need to repeat some code several times in a row.This is where loops come in.
In this chapter, you’ll learn:
• How to create user-defined functions
• How to write for and while loops
• What scope is and why it’s important

Let’s dive in!
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6.1 What Is a Function, Really?
In the past few chapters, you used the functions print() and len() todisplay text and determine the length of a string. But what is a func-tion, really?
In this section, you’ll take a closer look at len() to learn more aboutwhat a function is and how it’s executed.
Functions Are Values
One of the most important properties of functions in Python is thatfunctions are values that can be assigned to a variable.
In IDLE’s interactive window, inspect the name len by typing the fol-lowing at the prompt:
>>> len

<built-in function len>

Python tells you that len is a built-in function. Just like integer val-ues have a type called int, and strings have a type called str, functionvalues also have a type:
>>> type(len)

<class 'builtin_function_or_method'>

The name len, though, can be assigned to a different value if you like:
>>> len = "I'm not the len you're looking for."

>>> len

"I'm not the len you're looking for."

Now len has a string value, and you can verify that its type is str with
type():
>>> type(len)

<class 'str'>
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6.1. What Is a Function, Really?
Even though you can change the value of the name len, it’s usually abad idea to do so. Changing the value of len can make your code con-fusing because it’s easy tomistake the new len for the built-in function.The same goes for any built-in function.

Important
If you typed in the previous code examples, then you nolonger have access to the built-in len function in IDLE.
You can get it back with the following code:
>>> del len

The del keyword is used to unassign a variable from a value. del standsfor delete, but it doesn’t delete the value. Instead, it detaches thenamefrom the value and deletes the name.
Normally, after using del, trying to use the deleted variable nameraises a NameError. But in this case, the name len doesn’t get deleted:
>>> len

<built-in function len>

Because len is a built-in function name, it gets reassigned to the orig-inal function value.
So what does all of this show you? Functions have names, but thosenames are only loosely tied to the function and can be assigned todifferent values.
When youwrite your own functions, be careful not to give themnamesused by built-in functions.
How Python Executes Functions
Now let’s take a closer look at how Python executes a function.
The first thing to notice is that you can’t execute a function by typing
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just its name. You must call the function to tell Python to actuallyexecute it.
Let’s look at how this works with len():
>>> # Typing just the name doesn't execute the function.

>>> # IDLE inspects the variable as usual.

>>> len

<built-in function len>

>>> # Use parentheses to call the function.

>>> len()

Traceback (most recent call last):

File "<pyshell#3>", line 1, in <module>

len()

TypeError: len() takes exactly one argument (0 given)

In this example, Python raises a TypeErrorwhen len() is called because
len() expects an argument.
An argument is a value that gets passed to the function as input.Some functions can be called with no arguments, and some can takeas many arguments as you like. len() requires exactly one argument.
When a function is done executing, it returns a value as output. Thereturn value usually—but not always—depends on the values of anyarguments passed to the function.
The process for executing a function can be summarized in threesteps:
1. The function is called, and any arguments are passed to the func-tion as input.
2. The function executes, and some action is performed with thearguments.
3. The function returns, and the original function call is replacedwith the return value.
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Let’s look at this in practice and see howPython executes the followingline of code:
>>> num_letters = len("four")

First, len() is called with the argument "four". The length of the string
"four" is calculated, which is the number 4. Then len() returns thenumber 4 and replaces the function call with the value.
You can imagine that, after the function executes, the line of codelooks like this:
>>> num_letters = 4

Then Python assigns the value 4 to num_letters and continues execut-ing any remaining lines of code in the program.
Functions Can Have Side E ects
You’ve learned how to call functions and that they return a value whenthey’re done executing. Sometimes, though, functions do more thanjust return a value.
When a function changes or affects something external to itself, it issaid to have a side e ect. You’ve already seen one function with aside effect: print().
When you call print() with a string argument, the string is displayedin the Python shell as text. But print() doesn’t return any text as avalue.
To see what print() returns, you can assign the return value of print()to a variable:
>>> return_value = print("What do I return?")

What do I return?

>>> return_value

>>>

When you assign print("What do I return?") to return_value, the string
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"What do I return?" is displayed. However, when you inspect the valueof return_value, nothing is shown.
print() returns a special value called None that indicates the absence ofdata. None has a type called NoneType:
>>> type(return_value)

<class 'NoneType'>

>>> print(return_value)

None

When you call print(), the text that gets displayed is not the returnvalue. It’s a side effect of print().

6.2 Write Your Own Functions
As you write more complex programs, you may find that you need torepeatedly use the same few lines of code. For instance, you mightneed to calculate the same formula with different values several timesin your code.
Youmight be tempted to copy and paste similar code to other parts ofyour program and modify it as needed, but this is usually a bad idea!If you find amistake in code that’s been copied and pasted all over theplace, then you’ll have to apply the fix everywhere the codewas copied.That’s a lot of work!
In this section, you’ll learn how to define your own functions so thatyou can avoid repeating yourself when you need to reuse code.
The Anatomy of a Function
Every function has two parts:
1. The function signature defines the name of the function andany inputs it expects.
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2. The function body contains the code that runs every time thefunction is used.
Let’s start by writing a function that takes two numbers as input andreturns their product. Here’s what this function might look like, withthe signature and body identified in comments:
def multiply(x, y): # Function signature

# Function body

product = x * y

return product

It might seem odd to make a function for something as simple as the
* operator. In fact, multiply() probably isn’t a function that you wouldwrite in a real-world scenario. But it makes a great first example forunderstanding how functions are created!

Important
When you define a function in IDLE’s interactive window, youneed to press Enter twice after the line containing return forPython to register the function:
>>> def multiply(x, y):

... product = x * y

... return product

... # <--- Hit Enter a second time here.

>>>

Let’s break the function down to see what’s going on.
The Function Signature
The first line of code in a function is called the function signature.It always starts with the def keyword, which is short for define.
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Let’s look more closely at the signature of multiply():
def multiply(x, y):

The function signature has four parts:
1. The def keyword
2. The function name, multiply
3. The parameter list, (x, y)

4. A colon (:) at the end of the line
When Python reads a line beginning with the def keyword, it createsa new function. The function is assigned to a variable with the samename as the function name.

Note
Since function names become variables, they must follow thesame rules for variable names that you learned in chapter 3.
So, a function name can only contain numbers, letters, and un-derscores, and it must not begin with a number.

The parameter list is a list of parameter names surrounded by paren-theses. It defines the function’s expected inputs. (x, y) is the param-eter list for multiply(). It creates two parameters, x and y.
A parameter is sort of like a variable, except that it has no value.It’s a placeholder for actual values that will be provided whenever thefunction is called with one or more arguments.
Code in the function body can use parameters as if they were variableswith real values. For example, the function body may contain a lineof code with the expression x * y.
Since x and y have no value, x * y has no value. Python saves theexpression as a template and fills in the missing values when the func-tion is executed.
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A function can have any number of parameters, including no param-eters at all!
The Function Body
The function body is the code that runs whenever the function isused in your program. Here’s the function body for multiply():
def multiply(x, y):

# Function body

product = x * y

return product

multiply is a pretty simple function. Its bodyhas only two lines of code!
The first line of the function body creates a variable called product andassigns to it the value x * y. Since x and y have no values yet, this lineis really a template for the value that will be assigned to product whenthe function is executed.
The second line in the function body is called a return statement.It starts with the return keyword and is followed by the variable prod-

uct. When Python reaches the return statement, it stops running thefunction and returns the value of product.
Notice that both lines of code in the function body are indented. Thisis vitally important! Every line that is indented below the functionsignature is understood to be part of the function body.
For instance, the print() function in the following example is not partof the function body because it’s not indented:
def multiply(x, y):

product = x * y

return product

print("Where am I?") # Not in the function body
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If you indent print(), then it becomes part of the function body evenif there’s a blank line between print() and the previous line:
def multiply(x, y):

product = x * y

return product

print("Where am I?") # In the function body

There is one rule that you must follow when indenting code in afunction’s body: every line must be indented by the same number ofspaces.
Try saving the following code to a file called multiply.py and runningit from IDLE:
def multiply(x, y):

product = x * y

return product # Indented with one extra space

IDLE won’t run the code! A dialog box appears with the error “unex-pected indent.” Python expects the return statement to be indentedthe same number of spaces as the line above it.
Another error occurs when a line of code is indented less than the lineabove it, and the indentation doesn’t match any previous lines. Mod-ify the multiply.py file to look like this:
def multiply(x, y):

product = x * y

return product # Indented less than previous line

Now save and run the file. IDLE stops it with the error unindent does

not match any outer indentation level. The return statement isn’t in-dented the same number of spaces as any other line in the functionbody.
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Note
Although Python has no rules for how many spaces to indentcode in a function body, PEP8 recommends indentingwith fourspaces.
We follow this convention throughout this book.

Once Python executes a return statement, the function stops runningand returns the value. If any code appears below the return statementand is indented like it’s part of the function body, then it will neverrun.
For instance, print() will never be executed in the following function:
def multiply(x, y):

product = x * y

return product

print("You can't see me!")

This version of multiply() never prints the string "You can't see me!"

Calling a User-De ned Function
You call a user-defined function just like any other function: type thefunction name followed by a list of arguments enclosed by parenthe-ses.
For instance, to call multiply()with the argument 2 and 4, just type thefollowing:
multiply(2, 4)

Unlike built-in functions, user-defined functions are not available un-til they’ve been defined with the def keyword. You must define thefunction before you call it.
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Type the following program into IDLE’s editor window:
num = multiply(2, 4)

print(num)

def multiply(x, y):

product = x * y

return product

Save thefile andpress F5 . Since multiply() is called before it’s defined,Python doesn’t recognize the name multiply and raises a NameError:
Traceback (most recent call last):

File "C:Usersdaveamultiply.py", line 1, in <module>

num = multiply(2, 4)

NameError: name 'multiply' is not defined

To fix the error, move the function definition to the top of the file:
def multiply(x, y):

product = x * y

return product

num = multiply(2, 4)

print(num)

Save the file again and press F5 to run the program. This time, thevalue 8 is displayed in the interactive window.
Functions With No Return Statement
All functions in Python return a value, even if that value is None. How-ever, not all functions need a return statement.
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For example, the following function is perfectly valid:
def greet(name):

print(f"Hello, {name}!")

greet() has no return statement but works just fine:
>>> greet("Dave")

Hello, Dave!

Even though greet() has no return statement, it still returns a value:
>>> return_value = greet("Dave")

Hello, Dave!

>>> print(return_value)

None

The string "Hello, Dave!" is printed even when the result of
greet("Dave") is assigned to a variable. If you weren’t expectingto see "Hello, Dave!" printed, then you just experienced one of theissues with side effects. They can be unexpected!
When you create your own functions, you should always documentwhat they do. That way, other developers can read the documentationto know how to use the functions and what to expect from them.
Documenting Your Functions
To get help with a function in IDLE’s interactive window, you can use
help():
>>> help(len)

Help on built-in function len in module builtins:

len(obj, /)

Return the number of items in a container.

When you pass a variable name or function name to help(), it displayssomeuseful information about the variable or function in question. In
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this case, help() tells you that len() is a built-in function that returnsthe number of items in a container.

Note
A container is a special name for an object that contains otherobjects. A string is a container because it contains characters.
You’ll learn about other container types in chapter 9.

Let’s see what happens when you call help() on multiply():
>>> help(multiply)

Help on function multiply in module __main__:

multiply(x, y)

help() displays the function signature, but there isn’t any informationabout what the function does. To better document multiply(), we needto provide a docstring. A docstring is a triple-quoted string literalplaced at the top of the function body.
Docstrings are used to document what a function does andwhat kindsof parameters it expects:
def multiply(x, y):

"""Return the product of two numbers x and y."""

product = x * y

return product

Rewrite your multiply() function with the docstring. Now you can use
help() in the interactive window to see the docstring:
>>> help(multiply)

Help on function multiply in module __main__:

multiply(x, y)

Return the product of two numbers x and y.
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PEP 8 doesn’t say much about docstrings, except that every functionshould have one.
There are a number of standardized docstring formats, but we won’tget into them here. Some general guidelines for writing docstringscan be found in PEP 257.
Review Exercises
You can nd the solutions to these exercises and many other bonusresources online at realpython.com/python-basics/resources
1. Write a function called cube() that takes one number parameterand returns the value of that number raised to the third power.Test the function by calling your cube() function on a few differentnumbers and displaying the results.
2. Write a function called greet() that takes one string parametercalled name and displays the text "Hello <name>!", where <name> isreplaced by the value of the name parameter.

6.3 Challenge: Convert Temperatures
Write a program called temperature.py that defines two functions:
1. convert_cel_to_far(), which takes one float parameter represent-ing degrees Celsius and returns a float representing the same tem-perature in degrees Fahrenheit using the following formula:

F = C * 9/5 + 32

2. convert_far_to_cel(), which takes one float parameter represent-ing degrees Fahrenheit and returns a float representing the sametemperature in degrees Celsius using the following formula:
C = (F - 32) * 5/9

The program should do the following:
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1. Prompt the user to enter a temperature in degrees Fahrenheit andthen display the temperature converted to Celsius
2. Prompt the user to enter a temperature in degrees Celsius and thendisplay the temperature converted to Fahrenheit
3. Display all converted temperatures rounded to two decimal places
Here’s a sample run of the program:
Enter a temperature in degrees F: 72

72 degrees F = 22.22 degrees C

Enter a temperature in degrees C: 37

37 degrees C = 98.60 degrees F

You can nd the solutions to this code challenge andmany other bonusresources online at realpython.com/python-basics/resources

6.4 Run in Circles
One of the great things about computers is that you can make themdo the same thing over and over again, and they never complain!
A loop is a block of code that repeatedly executes either a specifiednumber of times or until some condition ismet. Python has two kindsof loops: while loops and for loops. In this section, you’ll learn howto use both.
The while Loop
while loops repeat a section of code while some condition is true.There are two parts to every while loop:
1. The while statement starts with the while keyword, followed by atest condition, and ends with a colon (:).
2. The loop body contains the code that gets repeated at each stepof the loop. Each line is indented four spaces.
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When Python executes a while loop, it evaluates the test condition anddetermines if it is true or false. If the test condition is true, thenPython executes the code in the loop body and returns to check thetest condition again. Otherwise, it skips the code in the body and exe-cutes the rest of the program.
Let’s look at an example. Type the following code into the interactivewindow:
>>> n = 1

>>> while n < 5:

... print(n)

... n = n + 1

...

1

2

3

4

First, the integer 1 is assigned to the variable n. Then a while loop iscreated with the test condition n < 5, which checks whether the valueof n is less than 5.
If n is less than 5, then the body of the loop is executed. There are twolines of code in the loop body. In the first line, the value of n is printedon the screen. In the second line, n is incremented by 1.
The loop execution takes place in five steps:
Step # Value of n Test Condition What Happens

1 1 1 < 5 (true) Prints 1; n increments to 22 2 2 < 5 (true) Prints 2; n increments to 33 3 3 < 5 (true) Prints 3; n increments to 44 4 4 < 5 (true) Prints 4; n increments to 55 5 5 < 5 (false) Nothing; loop ends

If you aren’t careful, you can create an in nite loop. This happens
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when the test condition is always true. An infinite loop never termi-nates. The loop body keeps repeating forever.
Here’s an example of an infinite loop:
>>> n = 1

>>> while n < 5:

... print(n)

...

The only difference between this while loop and the previous one isthat n is never incremented in the loop body. At each step of the loop,
n is equal to 1. That means the test condition n < 5 will always be true,and the number 1 will print over and over again forever.

Note
Infinite loops aren’t inherently bad. Sometimes they’re exactlythe kind of loop you need.
For example, code that interacts with hardware may use an in-finite loop to constantly check whether a button or switch hasbeen activated.

If you run a program that enters an infinite loop, you can force Pythonto quit by pressing Ctrl + C . Python stops running the program andraises a KeyboardInterrupt error:
Traceback (most recent call last):

File "<pyshell#8>", line 2, in <module>

print(n)

KeyboardInterrupt

Let’s look at an example of a while loop in practice. One use for a whileloop is to check whether a user inputmeets some condition and, if not,repeatedly ask the user for new input until valid input is received.
For instance, the following program continuously asks a user for apositive number until a positive number is entered:
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num = float(input("Enter a positive number: "))

while num <= 0:

print("That's not a positive number!")

num = float(input("Enter a positive number: "))

First, the user is prompted to enter a positive number. The test con-dition num <= 0 determines whether num is less than or equal to 0.
If num is positive, then the test condition fails. The body of the loop isskipped and the program ends.
Otherwise, if num is 0 or negative, then the body of the loop executes.The program notifies the user that their input was incorrect andprompts them again to enter a positive number.
while loops are perfect for repeating a section of code while some con-dition is met. They aren’t well suited, however, for repeating a sectionof code a specific number of times.
The for Loop
A for loop executes a section of code once for each item in a collectionof items. The number of times that the code is executed is determinedby the number of items in the collection.
Like its while loop counterpart, the for loop has two main parts:
1. The for statement begins with the for keyword, followed by amembership expression, and ends in a colon (:).
2. The loop body contains the code to be executed at each step ofthe loop. Each line is indented four spaces.
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Let’s look at an example. The following for loop prints each letter ofthe string "Python" one at a time:
for letter in "Python":

print(letter)

In this example, the for statement is for letter in "Python". The mem-bership expression is letter in "Python".
At each step of the loop, the variable letter is assigned the next letterin the string "Python", and then the value of letter is printed.
The loop runs once for each character in the string "Python", so theloop body executes six times. The following table summarizes the ex-ecution of this for loop:

Step # Value of letter What Happens
1 "P" Prints P2 "y" Prints y3 "t" Prints t4 "h" Prints h5 "o" Prints o6 "n" Prints n

To see why for loops are better for looping over collections of items,let’s rewrite the for loop in the previous example as a while loop.
To do so, we can use a variable to store the index of the next characterin the string. At each step of the loop, we’ll print out the character atthe current index and then increment the index.
The loop will stop once the value of the index variable is equal to thelength of the string. Remember, indices start at 0, so the last index ofthe string "Python" is 5.
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Here’s how you might write that code:
word = "Python"

index = 0

while index < len(word):

print(word[index])

index = index + 1

That’s significantly more complex than the for loop version!
Not only is the for loop less complex, but the code itself looks morenatural. It more closely resembles how you might describe the loopin English.

Note
You may sometimes hear people describe some code as beingparticularly “Pythonic.” The term Pythonic is generally usedto describe code that is clear, concise, and uses Python’s built-infeatures to its advantage.
Accordingly, using a for loop to loop over a collection of itemsis more Pythonic than using a while loop.

Sometimes it’s useful to loop over a range of numbers. Python has ahandy built-in function, range(), that produces just that—a range ofnumbers!
For example, range(3) returns the range of integers from 0 up to butnot including 3. That is, range(3) is the range of numbers 0, 1, and 2.
You can use range(n), where n is any positive number, to execute a loopexactly n times. For instance, the following for loop prints the string
"Python" three times:
for n in range(3):

print("Python")
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You can also give a range a starting point. For example, range(1, 5)is the range of numbers 1, 2, 3, and 4. The first argument is the start-ing number, and the second argument is the endpoint, which is notincluded in the range.
Using the two-argument version of range(), the following for loopprints the square of every number from 10 up to but not including 20:
for n in range(10, 20):

print(n * n)

Let’s look at a practical example. The following program asks the userto input an amount and then displays how to split that amount be-tween two, three, four, and five people:
amount = float(input("Enter an amount: "))

for num_people in range(2, 6):

print(f"{num_people} people: ${amount / num_people:,.2f} each")

The for loop loops over the numbers 2, 3, 4, and 5 and prints the num-ber of people and the amount each person should pay. The formattingspecifier ,.2f formats the amount as a fixed-point number rounded totwo decimal places and with thousands grouped by commas.
Running the programwith the input 10 produces the following output:
Enter an amount: 10

2 people: $5.00 each

3 people: $3.33 each

4 people: $2.50 each

5 people: $2.00 each

for loops are generally used more often in Python than while loops.Most of the time, a for loop is more concise and easier to read than anequivalent while loop.
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Nested Loops
As long as you indent the code correctly, you can even put loops insideother loops.
Type the following into IDLE’s interactive window:
for n in range(1, 4):

for j in range(4, 7):

print(f"n = {n} and j = {j}")

When Python executes the first for loop, it assigns the value 1 to thevariable n. Then it executes the second for loop and assigns the value
4 to j. The first result printed is n = 1 and j = 4.
After executing print(), Python returns to the inner for loop, assigns 5to j, and prints n = 1 and j = 5. Python doesn’t return to the outer forloop because the inner for loop, which is inside the body of the outer
for loop, isn’t done executing.
Next, Python assigns 6 to j and prints n = 1 and j = 6. At this point,the inner for loop is done executing, so control returns to the outer
for loop. Python assigns the value 2 to the variable n, and then theinner for loop executes a second time. This process repeats a thirdtime when n is assigned the value 3.
The final output looks like this:
n = 1 and j = 4

n = 1 and j = 5

n = 1 and j = 6

n = 2 and j = 4

n = 2 and j = 5

n = 2 and j = 6

n = 3 and j = 4

n = 3 and j = 5

n = 3 and j = 6

A loop inside another loop is called a nested loop, and it comes up
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more often than youmight expect. You can nest while loops inside forloops and vice versa. You can even nest loops more than two levelsdeep!

Important
Nesting loops inherently increases the complexity of your code.You can see that illustrated by the dramatic increase in stepsrun in the above example as compared to the previous exampleswith a single for loop.
Using nested loops is sometimes the only way to get somethingdone, but too many nested loops can have a negative effect ona program’s performance.

Loops are a powerful tool. They tap into one of the greatest advan-tages that computers provide as tools for computation: the ability torepeat the same task a vast number of times without tiring and with-out complaining.
Review Exercises
You can nd the solutions to these exercises and many other bonusresources online at realpython.com/python-basics/resources
1. Write a for loop that prints out the integers 2 through 10, each ona new line, using range().
2. Write a while loop that prints out the integers 2 through 10. (Hint:You’ll need to create a new integer first.)
3. Write a function called doubles() that takes a number as its inputand doubles it. Then use doubles() in a loop to double the number 2three times, displaying each result on a separate line. Here’s somesample output:

4

8

16
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6.5 Challenge: Track Your Investments
In this challenge, you’ll write a program called invest.py that tracksthe growing amount of an investment over time.
The initial deposit for an investment is called the principal amount.Each year, the amount increases by a fixed percentage, called the an-nual rate of return.
For example, a principal amount of $100.00 with an annual rate ofreturn of 5 percent increases the first year by $5.00 for a new amountof $105.00. The second year, the increase is 5 percent of $105.00, or$5.25, bringing the total to $110.25.
Write a function called invest with three parameters: the principalamount, the annual rate of return, and the number of years to calcu-late. The function signature might look something like this:
def invest(amount, rate, years):

The function should then print out the amount of the investment,rounded to two decimal places, at the end of each year for thespecified number of years.
For example, calling invest(100, .05, 4) should print the following:
year 1: $105.00

year 2: $110.25

year 3: $115.76

year 4: $121.55

To finish the program, prompt the user to enter an initial amount, anannual percentage rate, and a number of years. Then call invest() todisplay the calculations for the values entered by the user.
You can nd the solutions to this code challenge andmany other bonusresources online at realpython.com/python-basics/resources
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6.6 Understand Scope in Python
Any discussion of functions and loops in Python would be incompletewithout some mention of the issue of scope.
Scope can be one of the more difficult programming concepts to un-derstand, so in this section you’ll get a gentle introduction to it.
By the end of this section, you’ll know what a scope is and why it’simportant. You’ll also learn the LEGB rule for scope resolution.
What Is a Scope?
When you assign a value to a variable, you’re giving that value a name.Names are unique. For example, you can’t assign the same name totwo different numbers:
>>> x = 2

>>> x

2

>>> x = 3

>>> x

3

When you assign 3 to x, you can no longer recall the value 2 with thename x.
This behavior makes sense. After all, if the variable x had the values 2and 3 simultaneously, then how would you evaluate x + 2? Would itbe 4 or 5?
As it turns out, there is a way to assign the same name to two differentvalues. It just involves a bit of trickery.
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Open a new editor window in IDLE and type out the following pro-gram:
x = "Hello, World"

def func():

x = 2

print(f"Inside 'func', x has the value {x}")

func()

print(f"Outside 'func', x has the value {x}")

In this example, you assign two different values to the variable x:
"Hello, World" at the beginning and 2 inside func().
The code’s output, which you might find surprising, looks like this:
Inside 'func', x has the value 2

Outside 'func', x has the value Hello, World

How does x still have the value "Hello, World" after calling func(),which changes the value of x to 2?
The answer is that func() has a different scope than the code thatexists outside the function. That is, you can give an object inside func()the same name as an object outside func(), and Python can keep thetwo separated.
The function body has what’s known as a local scope, with its ownset of names available to it. Code outside the function body is in theglobal scope.
You can think of a scope as a set of names mapped to objects. Whenyou use a particular name in your code, such as a variable or a func-tionname, Python checks the current scope to determinewhether thatname exists.
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Scope Resolution
Scopes have a hierarchy. For example, consider the following:
x = 5

def outer_func():

y = 3

def inner_func():

z = x + y

return z

return inner_func()

Note
inner_func() is called an inner function because it’s definedinside another function. Just like you can nest loops, you candefine functions within other functions!
You can read more about inner functions in Real Python’s arti-cle “Inner Functions—What Are They Good For?”

The variable z is in the local scope of inner_func(). When Python exe-cutes the line z = x + y, it looks for the variables x and y in the localscope. Neither of them exist there, so Python moves up to the scopeof outer_func().
The scope for outer_func() is an enclosing scope of inner_func(). It’snot quite the global scope, nor is it the local scope for inner_func(). Itlies between the two.
The variable y is defined in the scope for outer_func() and is assignedthe value 3. However, x does not exist in this scope, so Python movesup once again to the global scope. There it finds the name x, whichhas the value 5. Now that the names x and y are resolved, Python canexecute the line z = x + y, which assigns to z the value of 8.
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The LEGB Rule
A useful way to remember how Python resolves scope is with theLEGB rule. LEGB is an initialism for Local, Enclosing, Global,Built-in, which describes the order by which Python resolves scope.
Here’s a quick overview to help you remember how all of this works:
1. Local: The local, or current, scope could be the body of a functionor the top-level scope of a code file. It always represents the scopethat the Python interpreter is currently working in.
2. Enclosing: The enclosing scope is the scope one level up fromthe local scope. If the local scope is an inner function, then theenclosing scope is the scope of the outer function. If the scope isa top-level function, then the enclosing scope is the same as theglobal scope.
3. Global: The global scope is the topmost scope in a program. Itcontains all the names defined in the code that are not containedin a function body.
4. Built-in: The built-in scope contains all the names, such as key-words, that are built into Python. Functions such as round() and

abs() are in the built-in scope. Anything that you can use withoutfirst defining it yourself is contained in the built-in scope.
Scope can be confusing, and it takes some practice for the concept tofeel natural. Don’t worry if it doesn’t make sense at first. Just keeppracticing and use the LEGB rule to help you figure things out.
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Break the Rules
Consider what the output would be for the following code:
total = 0

def add_to_total(n):

total = total + n

add_to_total(5)

print(total)

You would think that the program outputs the value 5, right? Try run-ning it to see what happens.
Something unexpected occurs! You get an error:
Traceback (most recent call last):

File "C:/Users/davea/stuff/python/scope.py", line 6, in <module>

add_to_total(5)

File "C:/Users/davea/stuff/python/scope.py", line 4, in add_to_total

total = total + n

UnboundLocalError: local variable 'total' referenced before assignment

Wait aminute! According to theLEGB rule, Python shouldhave recog-nized that the name total doesn’t exist in the add_to_total() function’slocal scope and thenmoved up to the global scope to resolve the name,right?
The problem here is that the code attempts to make an assignment tothe variable total, which creates a new name in the local scope. Then,when Python executes the right-hand side of the assignment, it findsthe name total in the local scope with nothing assigned to it yet.
These kinds of errors are tricky and are one of the reasons it’s best touse unique variable and function names nomatter which scope you’rein.
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You can get around this issue with the global keyword:
total = 0

def add_to_total(n):

global total

total = total + n

add_to_total(5)

print(total)

This time, you get the expected output 5. Why’s that?
The line global total tells Python to look in the global scope for thename total. That way, the line total = total + n doesn’t create a newlocal variable.
Although this “fixes” the program, the use of the global keyword isconsidered bad form in general.
If you find yourself using global to fix problems like the one above,stop and think if there’s a better way to write your code. Often, you’llfind that there is!

6.7 Summary and Additional Resources
In this chapter, you learned about two of the most essential conceptsin programming: functions and loops.
First, you learned how to define your own custom functions. You sawthat functions are made up of two parts:
1. The function signature, which starts with the def keyword andincludes the name of the function and the function’s parameters
2. The function body, which contains the code that runs wheneverthe function is called
Functions help you avoid repeating similar code throughout your pro-
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gram by creating re-usable components. This helps make your codeeasier to read and maintain.
Then you learned about Python’s two kinds of loops:
1. while loops repeat some code while a given condition remainstrue.
2. for loops repeat some code for each element in a set of objects.
Finally, you learned what a scope is and how Python resolves scopeusing the LEGB rule.

Interactive Quiz
This chapter comes with a free online quiz to check your learn-ing progress. You can access the quiz using your phone or com-puter at the following web address:
realpython.com/quizzes/pybasics-functions-loops

Additional Resources
To learn more about functions and loops, check out the following re-sources:
• “Python ‘while’ Loops (Indefinite Iteration)”
• “Python ‘for’ Loops (Definite Iteration)”
For links and additional resources to further deepen your Pythonskills, visit realpython.com/python-basics/resources
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Chapter 7
Finding and Fixing CodeBugs
Everyone makes mistakes—even seasoned professional developers!
IDLE is pretty good at catching mistakes like syntax errors and run-time errors, but there’s a third type of error that youmay have alreadyexperienced. Logic errors occur when an otherwise valid programdoesn’t do what was intended.
Logic errors cause unexpected behaviors calledbugs. Removing bugsis called debugging, and a debugger is a tool that helps you huntdown bugs and understand why they’re happening.
Knowing how to find and fix bugs in your code is a skill that you willuse for your entire coding career!
In this chapter, you will:
• Learn how to use IDLE’s Debug Control window
• Practice debugging on a buggy function

Let’s go!
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7.1 Use the Debug Control Window
The main interface to IDLE’s debugger is the Debug Control window,which we’ll refer to as the Debug window for short. You can open theDebug window by selecting Debug Debugger from the menu in theinteractive window. Go ahead and open the Debug window.

Important
If the Debug menu is missing from your menu bar, make sureto bring the interactive window into focus by clicking it.

Whenever the Debugwindow is open, the interactive window displays
[DEBUG ON] next to the prompt to indicate that the debugger is open.Now open a new editor window and arrange the three windows onyour screen so that you can see all of them simultaneously.
In this section, you’ll learn how the Debug window is organized, howto step through your code with the debugger one line at a time, andhow to set breakpoints to help speed up the debugging process.
The Debug Control Window: An Overview
To see how the debuggerworks, let’s start bywriting a simple programwithout any bugs. Type the following into the editor window:
for i in range(1, 4):

j = i * 2

print(f"i is {i} and j is {j}")

Save the file, then keep the Debug window open and press F5 . You’llnotice that execution doesn’t get very far.
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The Debug window will look like this:

Notice that the Stack panel at the top of the window contains the fol-lowing message:
> '__main__'.<module>(), line 1: for i in range(1, 4):

This tells you that line 1 (which contains the code for i in range(1,

4):) is about to be run but hasn’t started yet. The '__main__'.module()part of the message refers to the fact that you’re currently in the mainsection of the program, as opposed to being, for example, in a functiondefinition before the main block of code has been reached.
Below the Stack panel is a Locals panel that lists some strange look-ing stuff like __annotations__, __builtins__, __doc__, and so on. Theseare internal system variables that you can ignore for now. As yourprogram runs, you’ll see variables declared in the code displayed inthis window so that you can keep track of their value.
There are five buttons located at the top left-hand corner of the Debug
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window: Go , Step , Over , Out , and Quit . These buttons control howthe debugger moves through your code.
In the following sections, we’ll explore what each of these buttonsdoes, starting with Step .
The Step Button
Go ahead and click Step at the top left-hand corner of the Debug win-dow. The Debug window changes a bit to look like this:

There are two differences to pay attention to here. First, the messagein the Stack panel changes to the following:
> '__main__'.<module>(), line 2: j = i * 2:

At this point, line 1 of your code has run, and the debugger has stoppedjust before executing line 2.
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The second change to notice is the new variable i that is assigned thevalue 1 in the Locals panel. That’s because the for loop in the first lineof code created the variable i and assigned it the value 1.
Continue hitting the Step button to walk through your code line byline, and watch what happens in the debugger window. When youarrive at the line print(f"i is {i} and j is {j}"), you can see theoutput displayed in the interactive window one piece at a time.
More importantly, you can track the growing values of i and j as youstep through the for loop. You can probably imagine how beneficialthis feature is when trying to locate the source of bugs in your pro-grams. Knowing each variable’s value at each line of code can helpyou pinpoint where things go wrong.
Breakpoints and the Go Button
Often, you may know that the bug must be in a particular section ofyour code, but you may not know precisely where. Rather than click-ing the Step button all day long, you can set a breakpoint that tellsthe debugger to continuously run all code until it reaches the break-point.
Breakpoints tell the debugger when to pause code execution so thatyou can take a look at the current state of the program. They don’tactually break anything.
To set a breakpoint, right-click ( Ctrl -click on a Mac) the line of codein your editor window that you would like to pause at and select
Set Breakpoint . IDLE highlights the line in yellow to indicate thatyour breakpoint has been set. To remove a breakpoint, right-clickthe line with the breakpoint and select Clear Breakpoint .
Go ahead and press Quit at the top of the Debug window to turn offthe debugger for now. This won’t close the window, and you’ll wantto keep it open because you’ll be using it again in just a moment.
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Set a breakpoint on the line of code with the print() statement. Theeditor window should now look like this:

Save and run the file. Just like before, the Stack panel of the Debugwindow indicates that the debugger has started and is waiting to exe-cute line 1. Click Go and watch what happens in the Debug window:
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The Stack panel now shows the following message indicating that it’swaiting to execute line 3:
> '__main__'.<module>(), line 3: print(f"i is {i} and j is {j}")

If you look at the Locals panel, then you’ll see that both variables iand j have the values 1 and 2, respectively. By clicking Go , you toldthe debugger to run your code continuously until it reached either abreakpoint or the end of the program. Press Go again. The Debugwindow now looks like this:

Do you see what changed? The same message as before is displayedin the Stack panel, indicating that the debugger is waiting to executeline 3 again. However, the values of the variables i and j are now 2and 4. The interactive window also displays the output from havingrun the line with print() the first time through the loop.
Each time you press the Go button, the debugger runs the code con-tinuously until it reaches the next breakpoint. Since you set the break-
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point on line 3, which is inside the for loop, the debugger stops on thisline each time it goes through the loop.
Press Go a third time. Now i and j have the values 3 and 6. Whatdo you think will happen when you press Go one more time? Sincethe for loop only iterates three times, when you press Go again, theprogram will finish running.
Over and Out
The Over button works sort of like a combination of Step and Go . Itsteps over a function or a loop. In other words, if you’re about to Step
into a functionwith the debugger, then you can still run that function’scode without having to Step all the way through each line of it. The
Over button takes you directly to the result of running that function.
Likewise, if you’re already inside a function or loop, then the Out but-ton executes the remaining code inside the function or loop body andthen pauses.
In the next section, you’ll look at some buggy code and learn how tofix it with IDLE.

7.2 Squash Some Bugs
Now that you’ve gotten comfortablewith using theDebugControlwin-dow, let’s take a look at a buggy program.
The following code defines a function add_underscores() that takes asingle string object word as an argument and returns a new string con-taining a copy of wordwith each character surrounded by underscores.For example, add_underscores("python") should return "_p_y_t_h_o_n_".
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Here’s the buggy code:
def add_underscores(word):

new_word = "_"

for i in range(len(word)):

new_word = word[i] + "_"

return new_word

phrase = "hello"

print(add_underscores(phrase))

Type this code into the editor window, then save the file and press F5
to run the program. The expected output is _h_e_l_l_o_, but insteadall you see is o_, or the letter "o" followed by a single underscore.
If you already see what the problem with the code is, don’t just fix it.The point of this section is to learn how to use IDLE’s debugger toidentify the problem.
If you don’t see what the problem is, don’t worry! By the end of thissection, you’ll have found it and will be able to identify similar prob-lems in other code you encounter.

Note
Debugging can be difficult and time consuming, and bugs canbe subtle and hard to identify.
While this section looks at a relatively simple bug, the methodused to inspect the code and find the bug is the same for morecomplex problems.

Debugging is problem solving, and as you become more experienced,you’ll develop your own approaches. In this section, you’ll learn a sim-ple four-step method to help get you started:
1. Guess which section of code may contain the bug.
2. Set a breakpoint and inspect the code by stepping through the
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buggy section one line at a time, keeping track of important vari-ables along the way.

3. Identify the line of code, if any, with the error and make a changeto solve the problem.
4. Repeat steps 1–3 as needed until the code works as expected.
Step 1: Make a Guess About Where the Bug IsLocated
The first step is to identify the section of code that likely contains thebug. You may not be able to identify exactly where the bug is at first,but you can usually make a reasonable guess about which section ofyour code has an error.
Notice that the program is split into two distinct sections: a functiondefinition (where add_underscores() is defined), and a main code blockthat defines a variable phrase with the value "hello" and then printsthe result of calling add_underscores(phrase).
Look at the main section:
phrase = "hello"

print(add_underscores(phrase))

Do you think the problem could be here? It doesn’t look like it, right?Everything about those two lines of code looks good. So, the problemmust be in the function definition:
def add_underscores(word):

new_word = "_"

for i in range(len(word)):

new_word = word[i] + "_"

return new_word

The first line of code inside the function creates a variable new_wordwith the value "_". You’re all good there, so you can conclude that theproblem is somewhere in the body of the for loop.
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Step 2: Set a Breakpoint and Inspect the Code
Now that you’ve identified where the bug must be, set a breakpointat the start of the for loop so that you can trace out exactly what’shappening inside the code with the Debug window:

Open the Debug window and run the file. Execution still pauses onthe very first line it sees, which is the function definition.
Press Go to run through the code until the breakpoint is encountered.The Debug window will now look like this:
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At this point, the code is paused just before entering the for loop inthe add_underscores() function. Notice that two local variables, wordand new_word, are displayed in the Locals panel. Currently, word hasthe value "hello" and new_word has the value "_" as expected.
Click Step once to enter the for loop. The Debug window changes,and a new variable i with the value 0 is displayed in the Locals panel:

i is the counter used in the for loop, and you can use it to keep trackof which iteration of the for loop you’re currently looking at.
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Click Step one more time. If you look at the Locals panel, then you’llsee that the variable new_word has taken on the value "h_":

This isn’t right. Originally, new_word had the value "_", and on the sec-ond iteration of the for loop it should now have the value "_h_". If youclick Step a fewmore times, then you’ll see that new_word gets set to e_,then l_, and so on.
Step 3: Identify the Error and Attempt to Fix It
The conclusion you can make at this point is that, at each iterationof the for loop, new_word is overwritten with the next character in thestring "hello" and a trailing underscore. Since there’s only one line ofcode inside the for loop, you know that the problem must be with thefollowing code:
new_word = word[i] + "_"

Look at the line closely. It tells Python to get the next character of
word, tack an underscore onto the end of it, and assign this new stringto the variable new_word. This is exactly the behavior you’ve witnessedby stepping through the for loop!
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To fix the problem, you need to tell Python to concatenate the string
word[i] + "_" to the existing value of new_word. Press Quit in the Debugwindow, but don’t close the window just yet. Open the editor windowand change the line inside the for loop to the following:
new_word = new_word + word[i] + "_"

Step 4: Repeat Steps 1–3 Until the Bug Is Gone
Save the new changes to the program and run it again. In the Debugwindow, press Go to execute the code up to the breakpoint.

Note
If you closed the debugger in the previous step without clicking
Quit , then you may see the following error when reopening theDebug window:
You can only toggle the debugger when idle

Always be sure to click Go or Quit when you’re finished with adebugging session instead of just closing the debugger, or youmight have trouble reopening it. To get rid of this error, you’llhave to close and reopen IDLE.
The program pauses just before entering the for loop in add_-

underscores(). Press Step repeatedly and watch what happens to the
new_word variable at each iteration. Success! Everything works asexpected!
Your first attempt at fixing the bugworked, so you don’t need to repeatsteps 1–3 anymore. This won’t always be the case. Sometimes you’llhave to repeat the process several times before you fix a bug.
Alternative Ways to Find Bugs
Using a debugger can be tricky and time consuming, but it’s the mostreliable way to find bugs in your code. Debuggers aren’t always avail-
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able, though. Systems with limited resources, such as small Internetof Things devices, often won’t have built-in debuggers.
In situations like these, you can use print debugging to find bugs inyour code. Print debugging uses print() to display text in the consolethat indicates where the program is executing and what the state ofthe program’s variables are at certain points in the code.
For example, instead of debugging the previous program with the De-bugwindow, you could add the following line to the end of the for loopin add_underscores():
print(f"i = {i}; new_word = {new_word}")

The altered code would then look like this:
def add_underscores(word):

new_word = "_"

for i in range(len(word)):

new_word = word[i] + "_"

print(f"i = {i}; new_word = {new_word}")

return new_word

phrase = "hello"

print(add_underscores(phrase))

When you run the file, the interactive window displays the followingoutput:
i = 0; new_word = h_

i = 1; new_word = e_

i = 2; new_word = l_

i = 3; new_word = l_

i = 4; new_word = o_

o_

This shows youwhat the value of new_word is at each iteration of the forloop. The final line containing just a single underscore is the result ofrunning print(add_underscore(phrase)) at the end of the program.
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By looking at the above output, you can come to the same conclusionyou did while debugging with the Debug window. The problem is that
new_word is overwritten at each iteration.
Print debugging works, but it has several disadvantages over debug-ging with a debugger. First, you have to run your entire program eachtime you want to inspect the values of your variables. This can bean enormous waste of time compared to using breakpoints. You alsohave to remember to remove those print() function calls from yourcode when you’re done debugging!
The example loop in this section may be a good example for illustrat-ing the process of debugging, but it’s not the best example of Pythoniccode. The use of the index i is a giveaway that there might be a betterway to write the loop.
One way to improve this loop is to iterate over the characters in worddirectly. Here’s one way to do that:
def add_underscores(word):

new_word = "_"

for letter in word:

new_word = new_word + letter + "_"

return new_word

The process of rewriting existing code to be cleaner, easier to read andunderstand, or more in line with the standards set by a team is calledrefactoring. Wewon’t discuss refactoringmuch in this book, but it’san essential part of writing professional-quality code.

7.3 Summary and Additional Resources
In this chapter, you learned about IDLE’s Debug window. You sawhow to inspect the values of variables, insert breakpoints, and use the
Step , Go , Over , and Out buttons.
You also got some practice debugging a faulty function using a four-
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step process for identifying and removing bugs:
1. Guess where the bug is located.
2. Set a breakpoint and inspect the code.
3. Identify the error and attempt to fix it.
4. Repeat steps 1–3 until the error is fixed.
Debugging is as much an art as it is a science. The only way to masterdebugging is to get a lot of practice with it!
One way to get some practice is to open the Debug Control windowand use it to step through your code as you work on the exercises andchallenges throughout the rest of this book.

Interactive Quiz
This chapter comes with a free online quiz to check your learn-ing progress. You can access the quiz using your phone or com-puter at the following web address:
realpython.com/quizzes/pybasics-debugging

Additional Resources
For more information on debugging Python code, check out the fol-lowing resources:
• “Python Debugging With pdb” (Article)
• “Python Debugging With pdb” (Video Course)
For links and additional resources to further deepen your Pythonskills, visit realpython.com/python-basics/resources
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Chapter 8
Conditional Logic andControl Flow
Nearly all of the code you’ve seen in this book isunconditional. Thatis, the code does not make any choices. Every line of code is executedin the order that it’s written or in the order that functions are called,with possible repetitions inside loops.
In this chapter, you’ll learn how to use conditional logic to writeprograms that performdifferent actions based on different conditions.Paired with functions and loops, conditional logic allows you to writecomplex programs that can handle many different situations.
In this chapter, you’ll learn how to:
• Compare the values of two or more variables
• Write if statements to control the flow of your programs
• Handle errors with try and except

• Apply conditional logic to create simple simulations
Let’s get started!
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8.1 Compare Values
Conditional logic is based on performing different actions dependingon whether an expression, called a conditional, is true or false. Thisidea is not specific to computers. Humans use conditional logic all thetime to make decisions.
For example, the legal age for purchasing alcoholic beverages in theUnited States is twenty-one. The statement “If you are at least twenty-one years old, then you may purchase a beer” is an example of con-ditional logic. The clause “If you are at least twenty-one years old”is a conditional because it establishes a condition—that you are agetwenty-one or older—which may be either true or false.
In computer programming, conditionals often take the form of acomparison between two values, such as determining if one value isgreater than another or whether two values are equal. A standardset of symbols called Boolean comparators are used to makecomparisons, and most of them may be familiar to you already.
The following table describes these Boolean comparators:

Boolean Comparator Example Meaning
> a > b a greater than b

< a < b a less than b

>= a >= b a greater than or equal to b

<= a <= b a less than or equal to b

!= a != b a not equal to b

== a == b a equal to b

The term Boolean is derived from the last name of the Englishmathematician George Boole, whose works helped lay the founda-tions of modern computing. In Boole’s honor, conditional logic issometimes called Boolean logic, and conditionals are sometimescalled Boolean expressions.
There is also a fundamental data type called the Boolean, or bool for
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short, that can have only one of two values. In Python, these valuesare conveniently named True and False:
>>> type(True)

<class 'bool'>

>>> type(False)

<class 'bool'>

Note that True and False both start with capital letters.
The result of evaluating a conditional is always a Boolean value:
>>> 1 == 1

True

>>> 3 > 5

False

In the first example, since 1 is equal to 1, the result of 1 == 1 is True. Inthe second example, 3 is not greater than 5, so the result is False.
Important
A common mistake when writing conditionals is to use the as-signment operator = instead of == to test whether two values areequal.
Fortunately, Python will raise a SyntaxError if it encounters thismistake, so you’ll know about it before you run your program.

You may find it helpful to think of Boolean comparators as asking aquestion about two values. a == b asks whether a and b have the samevalue. Likewise, a != b asks whether a and b have different values.
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Conditional expressions are not limited to comparing numbers. Youcan also use them to compare values such as strings:
>>> "a" == "a"

True

>>> "a" == "b"

False

>>> "a" < "b"

True

>>> "a" > "b"

False

The last two examples above may look funny to you. How could onestring be greater than or less than another?
The comparators < and > represent the notions of greater than and lessthan when used with numbers, but more generally they represent thenotion of order. In this regard, "a" < "b" checks if the string "a" comesbefore the string "b". But how are strings ordered?
In Python, strings are ordered lexicographically, which is a fancyway of saying they’re ordered as they would appear in a dictionary. Soyou can think of "a" < "b" as asking whether the letter a comes beforethe letter b in the dictionary.
Lexicographic ordering extends to strings of two or more charactersby looking at each component letter of the string:
>>> "apple" < "astronaut"

True

>>> "beauty" > "truth"

False

Since strings can contain characters other than letters of the alphabet,
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the orderingmust extend to those other characters aswell. Every char-acter has a corresponding number called its Unicode code point.When Python compares two characters, it converts the characters totheir code points and then compares those two numbers.
We won’t go into detail about how Unicode code points work. In prac-tice, the < and > comparators are most often used with numbers, notstrings.
Review Exercises
You can nd the solutions to these exercises and many other bonusresources online at realpython.com/python-basics/resources
1. For each of the following conditional expressions, guess whetherthey evaluate to True or False. Then type them into the interactivewindow to check your answers:• 1 <= 1

• 1 != 1

• 1 != 2

• "good" != "bad"

• "good" != "Good"

• 123 == "123"

2. For each of the following expressions, fill in the blank (indicated by
__) with an appropriate Boolean comparator so that the expressionevaluates to True:• 3 __ 4

• 10 __ 5

• "jack" __ "jill"

• 42 __ "42"
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8.2 Add Some Logic
In addition to Boolean comparators, Python has special keywordscalled logical operators that can be used to combine Booleanexpressions. There are three logical operators: and, or, and not.
Logical operators are used to construct compound logical expressions.For themost part, these havemeanings similar to theirmeaning in theEnglish language, although the rules regarding their use in Python aremuch more precise.
The and Keyword
Consider the following statements:
1. Cats have four legs.
2. Cats have tails.
In general, both of these statements are true.
When we combine these two statements using and, the resulting sen-tence “Cats have four legs and cats have tails” is also a true statement.If both statements are negated, then the compound statement “Catsdo not have four legs and cats do not have tails” is false.
Even when we mix and match true and false statements, the com-pound statement is false. “Cats have four legs and cats do not havetails” and “Cats do not have four legs and cats have tails” are bothfalse statements.
When two statements P and Q are combined with and, the truthvalue of the compound statement “P and Q” is true if and only ifboth P and Q are true.
Python’s and operator works exactly the same way. Here are four ex-amples of compound statements with and:
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>>> 1 < 2 and 3 < 4 # Both are True

True

Both statements are True, so their combination is also True.
>>> 2 < 1 and 4 < 3 # Both are False

False

Both statements are False, so their combination is also False.
>>> 1 < 2 and 4 < 3 # Second statement is False

False

1 < 2 is True, but 4 < 3 is False, so their combination is False.
>>> 2 < 1 and 3 < 4 # First statement is False

False

2 < 1 is False, and 3 < 4 is True, so their combination is False.
The following table summarizes the rules for the and operator:

Combination Using and Result
True and True True

True and False False

False and True False

False and False False

You can test each of these rules in the interactive window:
>>> True and True

True

>>> True and False

False

>>> False and True
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False

>>> False and False

False

The or Keyword
When we use the word or in everyday conversation, sometimes wemean an exclusive or. That is, only the first option or the secondoption can be true.
For example, the statement “I can stay or I can go” uses the exclusiveor. I can’t both stay and go. Only one of these options can be true.
In Python, however, the or keyword is inclusive. That is, if P and Qare two expressions, then the statement “P or Q” is true if any of thefollowing are true:
1. P is true.
2. Q is true.
3. Both P and Q are true.
Let’s look at some examples using numerical comparisons:
>>> 1 < 2 or 3 < 4 # Both are True

True

>>> 2 < 1 or 4 < 3 # Both are False

False

>>> 1 < 2 or 4 < 3 # Second statement is False

True

>>> 2 < 1 or 3 < 4 # First statement is False

True

Note that if any part of a compound statement is True, even if the otherpart is False, then the result is always True.
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The following table summarizes the possible combinations withPython’s or keyword:

Combination Using or Result
True or True True

True or False True

False or True True

False or False False

Again, you can verify all of this in the interactive window:
>>> True or True

True

>>> True or False

True

>>> False or True

True

>>> False or False

False

The not Keyword
The not keyword reverses the truth value of a single expression:

Use of not Result
not True False

not False True
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You can verify this in the interactive window:
>>> not True

False

>>> not False

True

One thing to keep in mind with not, though, is that it doesn’t alwaysbehave the way you might expect when combined with comparatorslike ==.
For example, not True == False returns True, but False == not True willraise an error:
>>> not True == False

True

>>> False == not True

File "<stdin>", line 1

False == not True

^

SyntaxError: invalid syntax

This happens because Python parses logical operators according to anoperator precedence, just like arithmetic operators have an orderof precedence in everyday math.
The order of precedence for logical and Boolean operators, from high-est to lowest, is described in the following table. Operators on thesame row have equal precedence.

Operator Order of Precedence (Highest to Lowest)
<, <=, ==, >=, >

not

and

or
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8.2. Add Some Logic
Look again at the expression False == not True. Since not has a lowerprecedence than == in the order of operations, Python first tries to eval-uate False == not, which is syntactically incorrect.
You can avoid the SyntaxError by surrounding not True with parenthe-ses:
>>> False == (not True)

True

Grouping expressions with parentheses is a great way to clarify whichoperators belong to which part of a compound expression. Even ifparentheses aren’t required, it’s a good idea to use them tomake com-pound expressions easier to read.
Building Complex Expressions
You can combine the and, or, and not keywords with True and Falseto create more complex expressions. Here’s an example of a morecomplex expression:
True and not (1 != 1)

What do you think the value of this expression is?
To find out, break the expression down by starting on the right side. 1
!= 1 is False since 1 has the same value as itself. So you can simplifythe above expression as follows:
True and not (False)

Now, not (False) is the same as not False, which is True. So you cansimplify the above expression once more:
True and True

Finally, True and True is just True. So, after a few steps, you can see that
True and not (1 != 1) evaluates to True.
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When working through complicated expressions, the best strategy isto start with the most complicated part of the expression and buildoutward from there.
For instance, try evaluating the following expression:
("A" != "A") or not (2 >= 3)

Start by evaluating the two expressions in parentheses. "A" != "A"is False because "A" is equal to itself. 2 >= 3 is also False because 2is less than 3. This gives you the following equivalent, but simpler,expression:
(False) or not (False)

Since not has a higher precedence than or, the above expression isequivalent to the following:
False or (not False)

not False is True, so you can simplify the expression even further:
False or True

Finally, since any compound expression using or is True when at leastone of the expressions on either side of or is True, you can concludethat ("A" != "A") or not (2 >= 3) is True.
In a compound conditional statement, grouping expressions withparentheses improves readability. Sometimes the parentheses areeven required to produce the expected value.
For example, upon first inspection, most people would expect the fol-lowing to output True, but it actually returns False:
>>> True and False == True and False

False

The reason this is False is that the == operator has a higher precedencethan and, so Python interprets the expression as True and (False ==
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True) and False. Since False == True is False, this is equivalent to True

and False and False, which evaluates to False.
Here’s how to add parentheses so that the expression evaluates to
True:
>>> (True and False) == (True and False)

True

Logical operators and Boolean comparators can be confusing the firsttime you encounter them, so if you don’t feel like the material in thissection comes naturally, don’t worry!
With a little bit of practice, you’ll be able tomake sense of what’s goingon and build your own compound conditional statements when youneed them.
Review Exercises
You can nd the solutions to these exercises and many other bonusresources online at realpython.com/python-basics/resources
1. Figure out what the result will be (True or False) when evaluatingthe following expressions, then type them into the interactive win-dow to check your answers:• (1 <= 1) and (1 != 1)

• not (1 != 2)

• ("good" != "bad") or False

• ("good" != "Good") and not (1 == 1)

2. Add parentheses where necessary so that each of the following ex-pressions evaluates to True:• False == not True

• True and False == True and False

• not True and "A" == "B"
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8.3. Control the Flow of Your Program
8.3 Control the Flow of Your Program
Now that you can compare values to one another with Boolean com-parators and build complex conditional statements with logical opera-tors, you can add some logic to your code so that it performs differentactions for different conditions.
The if Statement
An if statement tells Python to execute a portion of code only if a cer-tain condition is met.
For example, the following if statement will print 2 and 2 is 4 if theconditional 2 + 2 == 4 is True:
if 2 + 2 == 4:

print("2 and 2 is 4")

In English, you can read this as “If two plus two is four, then print 2
and 2 is 4.”
Just like while loops, an if statement has three parts:
1. The if keyword
2. A test condition followed by a colon
3. An indented block of code that is executed if the test condition is

True

In the above example, the test condition is 2 + 2 == 4. Since thisexpression is True, executing the if statement in IDLE displays thetext 2 and 2 is 4.
If the test condition is False (for instance, 2 + 2 == 5), then Pythonskips over the indented block of code and continues execution on thenext non-indented line.
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For example, the following if statement doesn’t print anything:
if 2 + 2 == 5:

print("Is this the mirror universe?")

A universe where 2 + 2 == 5 is True would be pretty strange indeed!
Note
Leaving off the colon (:) after the test condition in an if state-ment raises a SyntaxError:
>>> if 2 + 2 == 4

SyntaxError: invalid syntax

Once the indented code block in an if statement is executed, Pythonwill continue to execute the rest of the program.
Consider the following code:
grade = 95

if grade >= 70:

print("You passed the class!")

print("Thank you for attending.")

The output looks like this:
You passed the class!

Thank you for attending.

Since grade is 95, the test condition grade >= 70 is True and the string
"You passed the class!" is printed. Then Python executes the rest ofthe code and prints the string"Thank you for attending."
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If you change the value of grade to 40, then the output looks like this:
Thank you for attending.

The line print("Thank you for attending.") is executed whether or not
grade is greater than or equal to 70 because it comes after the indentedcode block in the if statement.
A failing student won’t know that they failed if all they see from yourcode is the text "Thank you for attending." Let’s add another if state-ment to tell the student they didn’t pass if their grade is less than 70:
grade = 40

if grade >= 70:

print("You passed the class!")

if grade < 70:

print("You did not pass the class :(")

print("Thank you for attending.")

The output now looks like this:
You did not pass the class :(

Thank you for attending.

In English, we can describe an alternate case with the word otherwise.For instance, “If your grade is seventy or above, then you pass theclass. Otherwise, you do not pass the class.”
Fortunately, there is a keyword that does for Python what the wordotherwise does in English.
The else Keyword
The else keyword is used after an if statement to execute some codeonly if the if statement’s test condition is False.
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The following code uses else to shorten the code in the previous pro-gram for displaying whether a student passed a class:
grade = 40

if grade >= 70:

print("You passed the class!")

else:

print("You did not pass the class :(")

print("Thank you for attending.")

In English, the if and else statements together read as “If the grade isat least seventy, then print You passed the class! Otherwise, print You
did not pass the class :(”
Notice that the else keyword has no test condition and is followed bya colon. No condition is needed because the else statement executesfor any condition that fails the if statement’s test condition.

Important
Leaving off the colon (:) from the else keyword will raise a
SyntaxError:
>>> if 2 + 2 == 5:

... print("Who broke my math?")

... else

SyntaxError: invalid syntax

The above example produces the following output:
You did not pass the class :(

Thank you for attending.

Even if the indented block of code after else is executed, Python willstill run the line that prints "Thank you for attending."
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The if and else keywords work together nicely if you only need to testa condition with exactly two states. Sometimes, though, you need tocheck three or more conditions. For that, you use elif.
The elif Keyword
The elif keyword is short for else if and can be used to add additionalconditions after an if statement.
Just like if statements, elif statements have three parts:
1. The elif keyword
2. A test condition followed by a colon
3. An indented code block that is executed if the test condition eval-uates to True

Important
Leaving off the colon (:) at the end of an elif statement raisesa SyntaxError:
>>> if 2 + 2 == 5:

... print("Who broke my math?")

... elif 2 + 2 == 4

SyntaxError: invalid syntax
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The following program combines if, elif, and else to print the lettergrade that a student earned in a class:
grade = 85 # 1

if grade >= 90: # 2

print("You passed the class with an A.")

elif grade >= 80: # 3

print("You passed the class with a B.")

elif grade >= 70: # 4

print("You passed the class with a C.")

else: # 5

print("You did not pass the class :(")

print("Thanks for attending.") # 6

Both grade >= 80 and grade >= 70 are Truewhen grade is 85, so youmightexpect both elif blocks on the lines marked # 3 and # 4 to be executed.
However, only the first block for which the test condition is True is ex-ecuted. All remaining elif and else blocks are skipped. The programproduces the following output:
You passed the class with a B.

Thanks for attending.

Let’s break the code down step by step:
1. grade is assigned the value 85 in line 1.
2. grade >= 90 is False, so the if statement in line 2 is skipped.
3. grade >= 80 is True, so the block under the elif statement in line 3is executed, and "You passed the class with a B." is printed.
4. The elif and else statements in lines 4 and 5 are skipped since thecondition for the elif statement on line 3 was met.
5. Finally, line 6 is executed and "Thanks for attending." is printed.
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The if, elif, and else keywords are some of the most commonly usedkeywords in the Python language. They allow you to write code thatresponds to different conditions with different behavior.
The if statement allows you to solve more complex problems thancode without conditional logic. You can even nest an if statementinside another one to write code that handles tremendously complexlogic!
Nested if Statements
Just like for and while loops can be nested within each another, youcan nest an if statement inside another if statement to create compli-cated decision-making structures.
Consider the following scenario. Two people play a one-on-one sportagainst each other. You must decide which of the two players winsbased on their scores and the sport they’re playing:
• If the two players are playing basketball, then the player with thegreatest score wins.
• If the two players are playing golf, then the player with the lowestscore wins.
• In either sport, if the two scores are equal, then the game is a draw.
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The following program solves this problemusing nested if statementsthat reflect the conditions established above:
sport = input("Enter a sport: ")

p1_score = int(input("Enter player 1 score: "))

p2_score = int(input("Enter player 2 score: "))

# 1

if sport.lower() == "basketball":

if p1_score == p2_score:

print("The game is a draw.")

elif p1_score > p2_score:

print("Player 1 wins.")

else:

print("Player 2 wins.")

# 2

elif sport.lower() == "golf":

if p1_score == p2_score:

print("The game is a draw.")

elif p1_score < p2_score:

print("Player 1 wins.")

else:

print("Player 2 wins.")

# 3

else:

print("Unknown sport")

This program first asks the user to input a sport and the scores for twoplayers.
The if statement in #1 executes if sport is equal to "basketball". The
.lower() method ensures that user inputs such as "Basketball" or
"BasketBall" are interpreted as the same sport.
If both players’ scores are equal, then the game is a draw. Otherwise,the player with the highest score wins the game.
The if statement in #2 executes if sport is equal to "golf". If the two
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scores are equal, then the game is a draw. Otherwise, the player withthe lowest score wins the game.
The if statement in #3 executes whenever sport is equal to somethingother than "basketball" or "golf". In that case, the message "Unknown

sport" is displayed.
The program’s output depends on the input value. Here’s a sampleexecution using "basketball" as the sport:
Enter a sport: basketball

Player 1 score: 75

Player 2 score: 64

Player 1 wins.

Here’s the output with the same player scores and the sport changedto "golf":
Enter a sport: golf

Player 1 score: 75

Player 2 score: 64

Player 2 wins.

If you enter anything besides basketball or golf for the sport, then theprogram displays Unknown sport.
Altogether, there are seven possible ways that the program can run:

Sport Score values
"basketball" p1_score == p2_score

"basketball" p1_score > p2_score

"basketball" p1_score < p2_score

"golf" p1_score == p2_score

"golf" p1_score > p2_score

"golf" p1_score < p2_scoreeverything else any combination
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Nested if statements createmany possible executionpaths for yourcode. If you have more than a couple of levels of nested if statements,then the number of possible ways the code can execute grows quickly.

Note
The complexity that results from using deeply nested if state-ments may make it difficult to predict how your program willbehave under given conditions.
For this reason, nested if statements are generally discouraged.

Let’s see how to simplify the previous program by removing nested ifstatements.
First, regardless of the sport, the game is a draw if p1_score is equal to
p2_score. So, we can move the check for equality out from the nested
if statements under each sport to make a single if statement:
if p1_score == p2_score:

print("The game is a draw.")

elif sport.lower() == "basketball":

if p1_score > p2_score:

print("Player 1 wins.")

else:

print("Player 2 wins.")

elif sport.lower() == "golf":

if p1_score < p2_score:

print("Player 1 wins.")

else:

print("Player 2 wins.")

else:

print("Unknown sport.")

Now there are only six ways that the program can execute.
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That’s still quite a few ways. Can you think of another way to makethe program simpler?
Here’s one way to simplify it. Player 1 wins if either of the followingconditions is met:
1. sport is "basketball" and p1_score is greater than p2_score.
2. sport is "golf" and p1_score is less than p2_score.
We can describe this with compound conditional expressions:
sport = sport.lower()

p1_wins_bball = (sport == "basketball") and (p1_score > p2_score)

p1_wins_golf = (sport == "golf") and (p1_score < p2_score)

p1_wins = player1_wins_basketball or player1_wins_golf

This code is dense, so let’s walk through it one step at a time.
First, the string assigned to sport is converted to all lowercase so thatwe can compare the value to other strings without worrying about er-rors due to case.
On the next line, we have a structure that might look a little strange.There is an assignment operator (=) followedby an expressionwith theequality comparator (==). This line evaluates the following compoundlogical expression and assigns its value to the p1_wins_bball variable:
(sport == "basketball") and (p1_score > p2_score)

If sport is "basketball" and p1_score score is greater than p2_score, then
p1_wins_bball is True.
Next, a similar operation is done for the p1_wins_golf variable. If sportis "golf" and p1_score is less than p2_score, then p1_wins_golf is True.
Finally, p1_winswill be True if player 1 wins the basketball or golf gameand will be False otherwise.
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Using this code, you can simplify the program quite a bit:
sport = sport.lower()

if p1_score == p2_score:

print("The game is a draw.")

elif (sport == "basketball") or (sport == "golf"):

p1_wins_bball = (sport == "basketball") and (p1_score > p2_score)

p1_wins_golf = (sport == "golf") and (p1_score < p2_score)

p1_wins = p1_wins_bball or p1_wins_golf

if p1_wins:

print("Player 1 wins.")

else:

print("Player 2 wins.")

else:

print("Unknown sport")

In this revised version of the program, there are only four ways theprogram can execute, and the code is easier to understand.
Nested if statements are sometimes necessary. However, if you findyourself writing lots of nested if statements, then it might be a goodidea to stop and think about how you might simplify your code.
Review Exercises
You can nd the solutions to these exercises and many other bonusresources online at realpython.com/python-basics/resources
1. Write a program that prompts the user to enter a word using the

input() function and compares the length of the word to the num-ber five. The program should display one of the following outputs,depending on the length of the user’s input:• "Your input is less than 5 characters long"

• "Your input is greater than 5 characters long"

• "Your input is 5 characters long"

2. Write a program that displays "I'm thinking of a number between 1
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and 10. Guess which one." Then use input() to get a number fromthe user. If the user inputs the number 3, then the program shoulddisplay "You win!" For any other input, the program should display
"You lose."

8.4 Challenge: Find the Factors of aNumber
A factor of a positive integer n is any positive integer less than or equalto n that divides n with no remainder.
For example, 3 is a factor of 12 because 12 divided by 3 is 4 with noremainder. However, 5 is not a factor of 12 because 5 goes into 12 twicewith a remainder of 2.
Write a program called factors.py that asks the user to input a posi-tive integer and then prints out the factors of that number. Here’s asample run of the program with output:
Enter a positive integer: 12

1 is a factor of 12

2 is a factor of 12

3 is a factor of 12

4 is a factor of 12

6 is a factor of 12

12 is a factor of 12

Hint: Recall from chapter 5 that you can use the % operator to get theremainder of dividing one number by another.
You can nd the solutions to this code challenge andmany other bonusresources online at realpython.com/python-basics/resources
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8.5 Break Out of the Pattern
In chapter 6, you learned how to repeat a block of code many timesusing a for or while loop. Loops are useful for performing a repetitivetask and for processing many different inputs in the same way.
In this section, you’ll learn how to write if statements that arenested in for loops. You’ll also learn about two keywords—break and
continue—that allow you to precisely control the flow of executionthrough a loop.
if Statements and for Loops
The block of code in a for loop is just like any other block of code.That means you can nest an if statement in a for loop just like youcan anywhere else in your code.
The following example uses a for loopwith an if statement to computeand display the sum of all even integers less than one hundred:
sum_of_evens = 0

for n in range(101):

if n % 2 == 0:

sum_of_evens = sum_of_evens + n

print(sum_of_evens)

First, sum_of_evens is initialized to 0. Then the program loops over thenumbers 0 to 100 and adds the even values to sum_of_evens. The finalvalue of sum_of_evens is 2550.
break

The break keyword tells Python to literally break out of a loop. Thatis, the loop stops completely and any code that comes after the loop isexecuted.
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For example, the following code loops over the numbers 0 to 3, butstops the loop when the number 2 is encountered:
for n in range(4):

if n == 2:

break

print(n)

print(f"Finished with n = {n}")

Only the first two numbers are printed in the output:
0

1

Finished with n = 2

continue

The continue keyword is used to skip any remaining code in the loopbody and continue on to the next iteration.
For example, the following code loops over the numbers 0 to 3, print-ing each number as is goes but skipping the number 2:
for i in range(4):

if i == 2:

continue

print(i)

print(f"Finished with i = {i}")

All the numbers except for 2 are printed in the output:
0

1

3

Finished with i = 3
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Note
It’s always a good idea to give short but descriptive names toyour variables that make it easy to tell what they’re supposed torepresent.
The letters i, j, k, and n are exceptions because they’re so com-mon in programming.
These letters are almost always usedwhenweneed a throwawayvariable solely for the purpose of keeping count while workingthrough a loop.

To summarize, the break keyword is used to stop a loop if a certaincondition is met, and the continue keyword is used to skip an iterationof a loop if a certain condition is met.
for...else Loops
Although this structure isn’t used very frequently, loops can have theirown else clause in Python. Let’s look at an example:
phrase = "it marks the spot"

for character in phrase:

if character == "X":

break

else:

print("There was no 'X' in the phrase")

The for loop in this example loops over the characters in the phrase
"it marks the spot" and stops if the letter "X" is found. If you run thecode in the example, then you’ll see that There was no 'X' in the phraseis printed to the console.
Now change phrase to the string "X marks the spot". When you run thesame code with this phrase, there’s no output. What’s going on?
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8.5. Break Out of the Pattern
Any code in the else block is executed only if the preceding for loopcompletes without encountering a break statement.
So, when you run the code with phrase = "it marks the spot", the lineof code containing the break statement is never run since there is no
X character in the phrase. Instead, the else block is executed and thestring "There was no 'X' in the phrase" is displayed.
On the other hand, when you run the code with phrase = "X marks the

spot", the line containing the break statement does get executed, so the
else block is never run, and no output gets displayed.
Here’s a practical example that gives a user three attempts to enter apassword:
for n in range(3):

password = input("Password: ")

if password == "I<3Bieber":

break

print("Password is incorrect.")

else:

print("Suspicious activity. The authorities have been alerted.")

This example loops over the numbers 0 to 2. On each iteration, the useris prompted to enter a password. If the password entered is correct,then break is used to exit the loop. Otherwise, the user is told that thepassword is incorrect and is given another attempt.
After three unsuccessful attempts, the for loop terminates withoutever executing the line of code containing break. In that case, the elseblock is executed and the user is warned that the authorities have beenalerted.
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Note
We focused on for loops in this section because they’re generallythe most common kind of loops.
However, everything discussed here also works for while loops.That is, you can use break and continue inside a while loop. whileloops can even have an else clause!

Using conditional logic inside the body of a loop opens up several pos-sibilities for controlling how your code executes. You can stop loopswith the break keyword or skip an iterationwith continue. You can evenmake sure some code runs only if a loop completes without ever en-countering a break statement.
These are some powerful tools to have in your tool kit!
Review Exercises
You can nd the solutions to these exercises and many other bonusresources online at realpython.com/python-basics/resources
1. Using break, write a program that repeatedly asks the user for someinput and quits only if the user enters "q" or "Q".
2. Using continue, write a program that loops over the numbers 1 to

50 and prints all numbers that are not multiples of 3.

8.6 Recover From Errors
Encountering errors in your code might be frustrating, but it’s totallynormal! It happens to even the best programmers.
Programmers often refer to runtime errors as exceptions. So, whenyou encounter an error, congratulate yourself! You’ve just made thecode do something exceptional.
To create robust programs, youneed to be able to handle errors caused
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8.6. Recover From Errors
by invalid user input or any other unpredictable source. In this sec-tion, you’ll learn how to do just that.
A Zoo of Exceptions
When you encounter an exception, it’s useful to know what wentwrong. Python has a number of built-in exception types that describedifferent kinds of errors.
You’ve seen several different errors throughout this book. Let’s collectthem here and add a few new ones to the list.
ValueError

A ValueError occurs when an operation encounters an invalid value.For example, trying to convert the string "not a number" to an integerresults in a ValueError:
>>> int("not a number")

Traceback (most recent call last):

File "<pyshell#1>", line 1, in <module>

int("not a number")

ValueError: invalid literal for int() with base 10: 'not a number'

The last line displays the name of the exception and a description ofthe problem. This is the general format for all Python exceptions.
TypeError

A TypeError occurs when an operation is performed on a value of thewrong type. For example, trying to add a string and an integer willresult in a TypeError:
>>> "1" + 2

Traceback (most recent call last):

File "<pyshell#1>", line 1, in <module>

"1" + 2

TypeError: can only concatenate str (not "int") to str
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NameError

A NameError occurs when you try to use a variable name that hasn’tbeen defined:
>>> print(does_not_exist)

Traceback (most recent call last):

File "<pyshell#3>", line 1, in <module>

print(does_not_exist)

NameError: name 'does_not_exist' is not defined

ZeroDivisionError

A ZeroDivisionError occurs when the divisor in a division operation iszero:
>>> 1 / 0

Traceback (most recent call last):

File "<pyshell#4>", line 1, in <module>

1 / 0

ZeroDivisionError: division by zero

OverflowError

An OverflowError occurs when the result of an arithmetic operation istoo large. For example, if you tried to raise the value 2.0 to the power
1_000_000, then you’d get an OverflowError:
>>> pow(2.0, 1_000_000)

Traceback (most recent call last):

File "<pyshell#6>", line 1, in <module>

pow(2.0, 1_000_000)

OverflowError: (34, 'Result too large')

You may recall from chapter 5 that integers in Python have unlimitedprecision. Thismeans that OverflowErrors can occur only with floating-point numbers. Raising the integer 2 to the value 1_000_000 will notraise an OverflowError!
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A full list of Python’s built-in exceptions can be found in the officialdocs.
The try and except Keywords
Sometimes you can predict that a certain exception might occur. In-stead of letting the program crash, you can catch the error when itoccurs and do something else instead.
For example, youmight need to ask the user to input an integer. If theuser enters a non-integer value, such as the string "a", then you needto let them know that they entered an invalid value.
To prevent the program from crashing, you can use the try and exceptkeywords. Let’s look at an example:
try:

number = int(input("Enter an integer: "))

except ValueError:

print("That was not an integer")

The try keyword indicates a try block and is followed by a colon. Thecode indented after try is executed. In this case, the user is askedto input an integer. Since input() returns a string, the user input isconverted to an integer with int(), and the result is assigned to thevariable number.
If the user inputs a non-integer value, then the int() operation willraise a ValueError. If that happens, then the code indented below theline except ValueError will be executed. So, instead of the programcrashing, the string "That was not an integer" will be displayed.
If the user does input a valid integer value, then the code in the except

ValueError block will never be executed.
However, if a di erent type of exception occurs, such as a TypeError,then the program will crash. The above example handles only onetype of exception—a ValueError.
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8.6. Recover From Errors
You can handle multiple exception types by separating the exceptionnames with commas and putting the list of names in parentheses:
def divide(num1, num2):

try:

print(num1 / num2)

except (TypeError, ZeroDivisionError):

print("encountered a problem")

In this example, divide() takes two parameters, num1 and num2, andprints the result of dividing num1 by num2.
If divide() is called with an argument that is a string, then the divisionoperation will raise a TypeError. Additionally, if num2 is zero, then a
ZeroDivisionError will be raised.
The line except (TypeError, ZeroDivisionError)will handle both of theseexceptions and display the string "encountered a problem" if either ex-ception is raised.
Many times, though, it’s helpful to catch each error individually sothat you can display text that is more helpful to the user. To do this,you can use multiple except blocks after a try block:
def divide(num1, num2):

try:

print(num1 / num2)

except TypeError:

print("Both arguments must be numbers")

except ZeroDivisionError:

print("num2 must not be 0")

In this example, the TypeError and ZeroDivisionError are handled sepa-rately. This way, amore descriptivemessage is displayed if somethinggoes wrong.
If one of num1 or num2 is not a number, then a TypeError is raised and themessage "Both arguments must be numbers" is displayed. If num2 is zero,
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then a ZeroDivisionError is raised and themessage "num2 must not be 0"is displayed.
The Bare except Clause
You can use the except keyword by itself without naming specific ex-ceptions:
try:

# Do lots of hazardous things that might break

except:

print("Something bad happened!")

If any exception is raised while executing the code in the try block,then the except block will run and the message "Something bad

happened!" will be displayed.
This might sound like a great way to ensure your program nevercrashes, but this is actually bad idea and the pattern isgenerally frowned upon!
There are a couple of reasons for this, but the most important reasonfor new programmers is that catching every exception could hide bugsin your code, giving you a false sense of confidence that your codeworks as expected.
If you catch only specific exceptions, thenwhen unexpected errors areencountered, Python will print the traceback and error details, givingyou more information to work with when debugging your code.
Review Exercises
You can nd the solutions to these exercises and many other bonusresources online at realpython.com/python-basics/resources
1. Write a program that repeatedly asks the user to input an integer.If the user enters something other than an integer, then theprogram should catch the ValueError and display the message "Try
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8.7. Simulate Events and Calculate Probabilities
again."

Once the user enters an integer, the program should displaythe number back to the user and end without crashing.
2. Write a program that asks the user to input a string and an integern, then displays the character at index n in the string.

Use error handling to make sure the program doesn’t crashif the user enters something other than an integer or if the indexis out of bounds. The program should display a different messagedepending on which error occurs.

8.7 Simulate Events and CalculateProbabilities
In this section, you’ll apply some of the concepts you’ve learned aboutloops and conditional logic to a real-world problem: simulatingevents and calculating probabilities.
You’ll be running a simple simulation known as a Monte Carlo ex-periment. Each experiment consists of a trial, which is just someprocess that can be repeated, such as flipping a coin. Each trial gen-erates an outcome, such as landing on heads or tails. The trial isrepeated over and over again in order to calculate the probability thata given outcome occurs.
In order to do this, you’ll need to add some randomness to your code.
The random module
Python provides several functions for generating random numbers inthe randommodule. Amodule is a collection of related code. Python’sstandard library is an organized collection of modules that you canimport into your own code to solve various problems.
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8.7. Simulate Events and Calculate Probabilities
To import the random module, type the following into IDLE’s interac-tive window:
>>> import random

Now you can use functions from the random module in your code.
Note
You’ll learnmore about modules and import statements in chap-ter 11, “Modules and Packages.”

The randint() function in the random module has two required param-eters called a and b, both of which must be integers. The function re-turns a random integer that is greater than or equal to a and less thanor equal to b.
For example, the following code produces a random integer between
1 and 10:
>>> random.randint(1, 10)

9

Since the result is random, your output will probably be different than
9. If you type the same code in again, you will likely get a differentnumber.
Since randint() is located in the random module, you must type randomfollowed by a dot (.) and then the function name in order to use it.
When using randint(), it’s important to remember that the two param-eters a and b must both be integers, and the output might be equal to
a, b, or any number in between. For instance, random.randint(0, 1)randomly returns either 0 or 1.
Furthermore, each integer between a and b is equally likely to be re-turned by randint(). So, for randint(1, 10), each integer between 1 and
10 has a 10 percent chance of being returned. For randint(0, 1), thereis a 50 percent chance that 0 will be returned.
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Fair Coins
Let’s see how to use randint() to simulate flipping a fair coin. By faircoinwemean a coin that, when flipped, has an equal chance of landingon heads or tails.
One trial for your experiment will be a single coin flip. The outcomewill be either a heads or a tails. The question is, in general, over manycoin flips, what is the ratio of heads to tails?
Let’s think about how to solve this problem. You’ll need to keep trackof howmany times you get a heads and tails, so you need a heads tallyand a tails tally. Each trial has two steps:
1. Flip the coin.
2. If the coin lands on heads, then update the heads tally. Otherwise,the coin landed on tails, so update the tails tally.
You need to repeat the trial many times, say ten thousand. A for loopover range(10_000) is a good choice for doing something like that.
Now that you have a plan, you can start by writing a function called
coin_flip() that randomly returns the string "heads" or the string
"tails". You can do this using random.randint(0, 1). You can use 0 forheads and 1 for tails.
Here’s the code for the coin_flip() function:
import random

def coin_flip():

"""Randomly return 'heads' or 'tails'."""

if random.randint(0, 1) == 0:

return "heads"

else:

return "tails"

If random.randint(0, 1) returns a 0, then coin_flip() returns "heads".Otherwise, coin_flip() returns "tails".
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Now you can write a for loop that flips the coin ten thousand timesand updates the heads or tails tally accordingly:
# First initialize the tallies to 0

heads_tally = 0

tails_tally = 0

for trial in range(10_000):

if coin_flip() == "heads":

heads_tally = heads_tally + 1

else:

tails_tally = tails_tally + 1

First, the two variables heads_tally and tails_tally are created andboth are initialized to the integer 0.
Then the for loop runs ten thousand times, calling coin_flip() eachtime. If coin_flip() returns the string "heads", then the heads_tallyvariable is incremented by 1. Otherwise tails_tally is incrementedby 1.
Finally, you can print the ratio of heads and tails:
ratio = heads_tally / tails_tally

print(f"The ratio of heads to tails is {ratio}")

If you save the above code to a file and run it a few times, then you’llsee that the result is usually between .98 and 1.02. If you increasethe range(10_000) in the for loop to, say, range(50_000), then the resultsshould get closer to 1.0.
This behavior makes sense. Since the coin is fair, you should expectthat after many flips, the number of heads will be roughly equal to thenumber of tails.
In life, though, things aren’t always fair. A coin may have a slighttendency to land on heads instead of tails, or vice versa. So, how doyou simulate something like an unfair coin?
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Unfair Coins
randint() returns a 0 or a 1 with equal probability. If 0 represents tailsand 1 represents heads, then to simulate an unfair coin, you need away to increase the probability of returning either 0 or 1.
The random() function takes no arguments and returns a floating-pointnumber greater than or equal to 0.0 but less than 1.0. Each possiblereturn value is equally likely. In probability theory, this is known as auniform probability distribution.
One consequence of this is that, given a number n between 0 and 1, theprobability that random() returns a number less than n is just n itself.For example, the probability that random() is less than .8 is .8, and theprobability that random() is less than .25 is .25.
Using this fact, you can write a function that simulates a coin flip butreturns tails with a specified probability:
import random

def unfair_coin_flip(probability_of_tails):

if random.random() < probability_of_tails:

return "tails"

else:

return "heads"

For example, unfair_coin_flip(.7) has a 70 percent chance of return-ing "tails".
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Let’s rewrite the coin flip experiment that you created earlier, using
unfair_coin_flip() to run each trial with an unfair coin:
heads_tally = 0

tails_tally= 0

for trial in range(10_000):

if unfair_coin_flip(.7) == "heads":

heads_tally = heads_tally + 1

else:

tails_tally = tails_tally + 1

ratio = heads_tally / tails_tally

print(f"The ratio of heads to tails is {ratio}")

Running this simulation a few times shows that the ratio of heads totails has gone down from 1 in the experiment with a fair coin to about
.43.
In this section, you learned about the randint() and random() functionsin the randommodule and saw how to use conditional logic and loops towrite some coin toss simulations. Simulations like these are used innumerous disciplines to make predictions and to test computer mod-els of real-world events.
The randommodule provides many useful functions for generating ran-dom numbers and writing simulations. You can learn more about
random inReal Python’s “Generating RandomData in Python (Guide).”
Review Exercises
You can nd the solutions to these exercises and many other bonusresources online at realpython.com/python-basics/resources
1. Write a function called roll() that uses randint() to simulate rollinga fair die by returning a random integer between 1 and 6.
2. Write a program that simulates ten thousand rolls of a fair die anddisplays the average number rolled.
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8.8 Challenge: Simulate a Coin TossExperiment
Suppose you flip a fair coin repeatedly until it lands on heads and tailsat least one time each. In other words, after the first flip, you continueto flip the coin until it lands on the other side.
Doing this generates a sequence of heads and tails. For example, thefirst time you do this experiment, the sequencemight be heads, heads,tails.
On average, how many flips are needed for the sequence to containboth heads and tails?
Write a simulation that runs ten thousand trials of the experiment andprints the average number of flips per trial.
You can nd the solutions to this code challenge andmany other bonusresources online at realpython.com/python-basics/resources

8.9 Challenge: Simulate an Election
With some help from the random module and a little conditional logic,you can simulate an election between two candidates.
Suppose two candidates, Candidate A and Candidate B, are runningfor mayor in a city with three voting regions. The most recent pollsshow that Candidate A has the following chances for winning in eachregion:
• Region 1: 87 percent chance of winning
• Region 2: 65 percent chance of winning
• Region 3: 17 percent chance of winning

Write a program that simulates the election ten thousand times andprints the percentage of times in which Candidate A wins.
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To keep things simple, assume that a candidate wins the election ifthey win in at least two of the three regions.
You can nd the solutions to this code challenge andmany other bonusresources online at realpython.com/python-basics/resources

8.10 Summary and AdditionalResources
In this chapter, you learned about conditional statements and condi-tional logic. You saw how to compare values using comparison oper-ators like <, >, <=, >=, !=, and ==. You also saw how to build complexconditional statements using and, or, and not.
Next, you saw how to control the flow of your program using if state-ments. You learned how to create branches in your program using
if...else and if...elif...else. You also learned how to control pre-cisely how code is executed inside an if block using break and continue.
You learned about the try...except pattern to handle errors that mayoccur during runtime. This is an important construct that allows yourprograms to handle the unexpected gracefully and keep users happythat the program didn’t crash.
Finally, you applied the techniques that you learned in this chapterand used the random module to build some simple simulations.

Interactive Quiz
This chapter comes with a free online quiz to check your learn-ing progress. You can access the quiz using your phone or com-puter at the following web address:
realpython.com/quizzes/pybasics-conditional-logic
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Additional Resources
A wise Vulcan once said:

Logic is the beginning of wisdom . . . not the end.
— Spock, Star Trek

Check out the following resources to learn more about conditionallogic:
• “Operators and Expressions in Python”
• “Conditional Statements in Python”
For links and additional resources to further deepen your Pythonskills, visit realpython.com/python-basics/resources
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Chapter 9
Tuples, Lists, andDictionaries
So far, you’ve been working with fundamental data types like str, int,and float. Many real-world problems are easier to solve when youcombine simple data types into more complex data structures.
A data structure models a collection of data, such as a list of num-bers, a row in a spreadsheet, or a record in a database. Modeling thedata that your program interacts with using the right data structure isoften the key to writing simple and effective code.
Python has three built-in data structures that are the focus of thischapter: tuples, lists, and dictionaries.
In this chapter, you’ll learn:
• How to work with tuples, lists, and dictionaries
• What immutability is and why it’s important
• When to use different data structures

Let’s dive in!
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9.1 Tuples Are Immutable Sequences
Perhaps the simplest compound data structure is a sequence of items.
A sequence is an ordered list of values. Each element in a sequenceis assigned an index, which is an integer that indicates the element’sposition in the sequence. Just like strings, the index of the first valuein a sequence is 0.
For example, the letters of the English alphabet form a sequencewhose first element is A and last element is Z. Strings are alsosequences. The string "Python" has six elements, starting with "P" atindex 0 and ending with "n" at index 5.
Some real-world examples of sequences include the sequence of val-ues measured by a sensor every second, the sequence of a student’stest scores throughout the school year, or the sequence of daily stockprices for some company over a period of time.
In this section, you’ll learn how to use Python’s built-in tuple data typeto create sequences of values.
What Is a Tuple?
The word tuple comes frommathematics, where it’s used to describea finite ordered sequence of values.
Usually, mathematicians write tuples by listing each element, sepa-rated by a comma, inside a pair of parentheses. For example, (1, 2,

3) is a tuple containing three integers.
Tuples areorderedbecause their elements appear in an ordered fash-ion. The first element of (1, 2, 3) is 1, the second element is 2, andthe third is 3.
Python borrows both the name and the notation for tuples frommath-ematics.
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How to Create a Tuple
There are a few ways to create a tuple in Python. We’ll cover two ofthem:
1. Tuple literals
2. The built-in tuple()

Tuple Literals
Just like a string literal is a string that is explicitly created by surround-ing some text with quotes, a tuple literal is a tuple that is written outexplicitly as a comma-separated list of values surroundedby parenthe-ses.
Here’s an example of a tuple literal:
>>> my_first_tuple = (1, 2, 3)

This creates a tuple containing the integers 1, 2, and 3 and assigns it tothe name my_first_tuple.
You can check that my_first_tuple is a tuple by using type():
>>> type(my_first_tuple)

<class 'tuple'>

Unlike strings, which are sequences of characters, tuples may containany type of value, including values of different types. The tuple (1,

2.0, "three") is perfectly valid.
There’s also a special tuple that doesn’t contain any values. This tupleis called the empty tuple and can be created by typing two parenthe-ses with nothing between them:
>>> empty_tuple = ()

At first glance, the empty tuple may seem like a strange and uselessconcept, but it’s actually quite practical.
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For example, suppose you’re asked to provide a tuple containing allintegers that are simultaneously even and odd. No such integer exists,but the empty tuple allows you to provide the requested tuple.
How do you think you would create a tuple with exactly one element?Try out the following in IDLE:
>>> x = (1)

>>> type(x)

<class 'int'>

When you surround a value with parentheses but don’t include anycommas, Python interprets the value not as a tuple but as the type ofvalue inside the parentheses. So, in this case, (1) is a just a weird wayof writing the integer 1.
To create a tuple containing the single value 1, you need to include acomma after the 1:
>>> x = (1,)

>>> type(x)

<class 'tuple'>

A tuple containing a single element might seem as strange as theempty tuple. Can’t you drop all this tuple business and just use thevalue itself?
It all depends on the problem you’re solving.
If you’re asked to provide a tuple of all even prime numbers, then youmust provide the tuple (2,) since 2 is the only even primenumber. Thevalue 2 isn’t a good solution because it isn’t a tuple.
This might seem overly pedantic, but programming often involves acertain amount of pedantry. Computers are, after all, the ultimatepedants.
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The Built-In tuple()

You can also use the built-in tuple() to create a tuple from anothersequence type, such as a string:
>>> tuple("Python")

('P', 'y', 't', 'h', 'o', 'n')

tuple() only accepts a single parameter, so you can’t just list the valuesyou want in the tuple as individual arguments. If you do, then Pythonraises a TypeError:
>>> tuple(1, 2, 3)

Traceback (most recent call last):

File "<pyshell#0>", line 1, in <module>

tuple(1, 2, 3)

TypeError: tuple expected at most 1 arguments, got 3

You’ll also get a TypeError if the argument passed to tuple() can’t beinterpreted as a list of values:
>>> tuple(1)

Traceback (most recent call last):

File "<pyshell#1>", line 1, in <module>

tuple(1)

TypeError: 'int' object is not iterable

The word iterable in the errormessage indicates that a single integercan’t be iterated, which is to say that the integer data type doesn’tcontain multiple values that can be accessed one by one.
The single parameter of tuple() is optional, though, and leaving it outproduces an empty tuple:
>>> tuple()

()

However, most Python programmers prefer to use the shorter () forcreating an empty tuple.
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Similarities Between Tuples and Strings
Tuples and strings have a lot in common. Both are sequence typeswith finite lengths, both support indexing and slicing, both are im-mutable, and both can be iterated over in a loop.
The main difference between strings and tuples is that the elementsof tuples can be any kind of value you like, whereas strings can onlycontain characters.
Let’s look at some of the parallels between strings and tuples in moredepth.
Tuples Have a Length
Both strings and tuples have a length. The length of a string is thenumber of characters in it. The length of a tuple is the number ofelements it contains.
Just like with strings, you can use len() to determine the length of atuple:
>>> numbers = (1, 2, 3)

>>> len(numbers)

3

Tuples Support Indexing and Slicing
Recall from chapter 4 that you can access a character in a string usingindex notation:
>>> name = "David"

>>> name[1]

'a'

The index notation [1] after the variable name tells Python to get thecharacter at index 1 in the string "David". Since counting starts at zero,the character at index 1 is the letter "a".
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Tuples also support index notation:
>>> values = (1, 3, 5, 7, 9)

>>> values[2]

5

Another feature that strings and tuples have in common is slicing. Re-call that you can extract a substring from a string using slice notation:
>>> name = "David"

>>> name[2:4]

"vi"

The slice notation [2:4] after the variable name creates a new stringcontaining the characters in name starting at position 2 and going up tobut not including the character at position 4.
Slice notation also works with tuples:
>>> values = (1, 3, 5, 7, 9)

>>> values[2:4]

(5, 7)

The slice values[2:4] creates a new tuple containing all the integersin values starting from position 2 and going up to but not includingposition 4.
The same rules governing string slices also apply to tuple slices. Youmay want to take some time to review the slicing examples in chapter4 with some of your own examples of tuples.
Tuples Are Immutable
Like strings, tuples are immutable. This means you can’t change thevalue of an element in a tuple once it’s been created.
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If you do try to change the value at some index of a tuple, then Pythonwill raise a TypeError:
>>> values[0] = 2

Traceback (most recent call last):

File "<pyshell#1>", line 1, in <module>

values[0] = 2

TypeError: 'tuple' object does not support item assignment

Note
Although tuples are immutable, there are some situations inwhich the values in a tuple can change.
These quirks and oddities are covered in depth inReal Python’sImmutability in Python video course.

Tuples Are Iterable
Just like strings, tuples are iterable, so you can loop over them:
>>> vowels = ("a", "e", "i", "o", "u")

>>> for vowel in vowels:

... print(vowel.upper())

...

A

E

I

O

U

The for loop in this example works just like the for loops you saw inchapter 6 that loop over a range() of numbers.
On the first step of the loop, the value "a" is extracted from the tu-ple vowels. It’s converted to an uppercase letter using the .upper()stringmethod you learned about in chapter 4 and then displayed with
print().
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The next step of the loop extracts the value "e", converts it to upper-case, and prints it. This continues for each of the values "i", "o", and
"u".
Now that you’ve seen how to create tuples and some of the basic oper-ations they support, let’s look at some common use cases.
Tuple Packing and Unpacking
There’s a third, although less common, way of creating a tuple. Youcan type out a comma-separated list of values and leave off the paren-theses:
>>> coordinates = 4.21, 9.29

>>> type(coordinates)

<class 'tuple'>

It looks like two values are being assigned to the single variable
coordinates. In a sense, they are, although the result is that bothvalues are packed into a single tuple. You can verify that coordinatesis indeed a tuple with type().
If you can pack values into a tuple, then it only makes sense that youcan unpack them as well:
>>> x, y = coordinates

>>> x

4.21

>>> y

9.29

Here the values contained in the single tuple coordinates are un-packed into two distinct variables, x and y.
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By combining tuple packing and unpacking, you can make multiplevariable assignments in a single line:
>>> name, age, occupation = "David", 34, "programmer"

>>> name

'David'

>>> age

34

>>> occupation

'programmer'

This works because first, on the right side of the assignment, the val-ues "David", 34, and "programmer" are packed into a tuple. Then the val-ues are unpacked into the three variables name, age, and occupation, inthat order.
Note
While assigning multiple variables in a single line can shortenthe number of lines in a program, youmay want to refrain fromassigning too many values in a single line.
Assigningmore than two or three variables this way canmake itdifficult to tell which value is assigned to which variable name.

Keep inmind that the number of variable names on the left side of theassignment expression must equal the number of values in the tupleon the right side. Otherwise, Python raises a ValueError:
>>> a, b, c, d = 1, 2, 3

Traceback (most recent call last):

File "<pyshell#0>", line 1, in <module>

a, b, c, d = 1, 2, 3

ValueError: not enough values to unpack (expected 4, got 3)

The errormessage here tells you that the tuple on the right side doesn’thave enough values to unpack into the four variable names on the left.
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Python also raises a ValueError if the number of values in the tupleexceeds the number of variable names:
>>> a, b, c = 1, 2, 3, 4

Traceback (most recent call last):

File "<pyshell#1>", line 1, in <module>

a, b, c = 1, 2, 3, 4

ValueError: too many values to unpack (expected 3)

Now the error message indicates that there are toomany values in thetuple to unpack into three variables.
Checking the Existence of Values With in

You can check whether a value is contained in a tuple with the in key-word.
>>> vowels = ("a", "e", "i", "o", "u")

>>> "o" in vowels

True

>>> "x" in vowels

False

If the value to the left of in is contained in the tuple to the right, thenthe result is True. Otherwise, the result is False.
Returning Multiple Values From a Function
One common use of tuples is to return multiple values from a singlefunction.
>>> def adder_subtractor(num1, num2):

... return (num1 + num2, num1 - num2)

...

>>> adder_subtractor(3, 2)

(5, 1)

The function adder_subtractor() has two parameters, num1 and num2. Itreturns a tuple in which the first element is the sum of the two num-
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bers and the second element is the difference between the two num-bers.
Strings and tuples are just two of Python’s built-in sequence types.Both are immutable and iterable, and both can be used with eitherindex or slice notation.
In the next section, you’ll learn about a third sequence type with onevery big difference from strings and tuples: mutability.
Review Exercises
You can nd the solutions to these exercises and many other bonusresources online at realpython.com/python-basics/resources
1. Create a tuple literal named cardinal_numbers that holds the strings

"first", "second", and "third", in that order.
2. Using index notation and print(), display the string at index 1 in

cardinal_numbers.
3. In a single line of code, unpack the values in cardinal_numbers intothree new strings named position1, position2, and position3. Thenprint each value on a separate line.
4. Using tuple() and a string literal, create a tuple called my_name thatcontains the letters of your name.
5. Check whether the character "x" is in my_name using the in keyword.
6. Create a new tuple containing all but the first letter in my_name usingslice notation.

9.2 Lists Are Mutable Sequences
The list data structure is another sequence type in Python. Just likestrings and tuples, lists contain items that are indexed by integers,starting with 0.
On the surface, lists look and behave a lot like tuples. With lists, you
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can use index and slice notation, check for the existence of an elementusing in, and iterate over elements using a for loop.
Unlike tuples, however, lists are mutable, meaning you can changethe value at a given index even after the list has been created.
In this section, you’ll learn how to create lists and compare themwithtuples.
Creating Lists
A list literal looks almost exactly like a tuple literal, except that it’ssurrounded by square brackets ([]) instead of parentheses:
>>> colors = ["red", "yellow", "green", "blue"]

>>> type(colors)

<class 'list'>

When you inspect a list, Python displays it as a list literal:
>>> colors

['red', 'yellow', 'green', 'blue']

Like tuple values, list values are not required to be of the same type.The list literal ["one", 2, 3.0] is perfectly valid.
Aside from list literals, you can also use the built-in list() to create anew list object from any other sequence. For instance, the tuple (1,

2, 3) can be passed to list() to create the list [1, 2, 3]:
>>> list((1, 2, 3))

[1, 2, 3]

You can even create a list from a string:
>>> list("Python")

['P', 'y', 't', 'h', 'o', 'n']

Each letter in the string becomes an element of the list.
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There’s a more useful way to create a list from a string. You can cre-ate a list from a string of comma-separated list items using the stringobject’s .split() method:
>>> groceries = "eggs, milk, cheese"

>>> grocery_list = groceries.split(", ")

>>> grocery_list

['eggs', 'milk', 'cheese']

The string argument passed to .split() is called the separator. Bychanging the separator, you can split strings into lists in numerousways:
>>> # Split string on semicolons

>>> "a;b;c".split(";")

['a', 'b', 'c']

>>> # Split string on spaces

>>> "The quick brown fox".split(" ")

['The', 'quick', 'brown', 'fox']

>>> # Split string on multiple characters

>>> "abbaabba".split("ba")

['ab', 'ab', '']

In the last example above, the string is split around occurrences of thesubstring "ba", which occurs first at index 2 and again at index 6. Sincethe separator has two characters, only the characters at indices 0, 1, 4,and 5 become elements of the list.
.split() always returns a list whose length is one more than the num-ber of separators contained in the string. The separator "ba" appearstwice in "abbaabba", so the list returned by split() has three elements.
Notice that the last element of the list is the empty string. That hap-pens because the final "ba" isn’t followed by any other characters.
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If the separator isn’t contained in the string at all, then .split() re-turns a list with the string as its only element:
>>> "abbaabba".split("c")

['abbaabba']

In all, you’ve seen three ways to create a list:
1. A list literal
2. The built-in list()

3. The string .split() method
Lists support the same operations supported by tuples.
Basic List Operations
Indexing and slicing operations work on lists the sameway they do ontuples.
You can access list elements using index notation:
>>> numbers = [1, 2, 3, 4]

>>> numbers[1]

2

You can create a new list from an existing one using slice notation:
>>> numbers[1:3]

[2, 3]

You can check for the existence of list elements using the in operator:
>>> # Check existence of an element

>>> "Bob" in numbers

False
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Lists are iterable, which means you can iterate over them with a forloop:
>>> # Print only the even numbers in the list

>>> for number in numbers:

... if number % 2 == 0:

... print(number)

...

2

4

Themajor difference between lists and tuples is that list elements canbe changed, but tuple elements cannot.
Changing Elements in a List
You can think of a list as a sequence of numbered slots. Each slot holdsa value, and every slot must be filled at all times. But you can swapout the value in a given slot with a new one whenever you want.
The ability to swap values in a list for other values is calledmutabil-ity. Lists are mutable. The elements of tuples can’t be swapped fornew values, so tuples are said to be immutable.
To swap one value in a list with another, assign the new value to a slotusing index notation:
>>> colors = ["red", "yellow", "green", "blue"]

>>> colors[0] = "burgundy"

The value at index 0 changes from "red" to "burgundy":
>>> colors

['burgundy', 'yellow', 'green', 'blue']
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You can change several values in a list at once with a slice assign-ment:
>>> colors[1:3] = ["orange", "magenta"]

>>> colors

['burgundy', 'orange', 'magenta', 'blue']

colors[1:3] selects the slots with indices 1 and 2. The values in theseslots are assigned to "orange" and "magenta", respectively.
The list assigned to a slice doesn’t need to have the same length as theslice. For instance, you can assign a list of three elements to a slicewith two elements:
>>> colors = ["red", "yellow", "green", "blue"]

>>> colors[1:3] = ["orange", "magenta", "aqua"]

>>> colors

['red', 'orange', 'magenta', 'aqua', 'blue']

The values "orange" and "magenta" replace the original values "yellow"and "green" in colors at the indices 1 and 2. Then a new slot is created atindex 4 and "blue" is assigned to this index. Finally, "aqua" is assignedto index 3.
If the length of the list assigned to the slice is less than the length ofthe slice, then the overall length of the original list will be reduced:
>>> colors

['red', 'orange', 'magenta', 'aqua', 'blue']

>>> colors[1:4] = ["yellow", "green"]

>>> colors

['red', 'yellow', 'green', 'blue']

The values "yellow" and "green" replace the values "orange" and
"magenta" in colors at the indices 1 and 2. Then the value "blue" fills inat index 3, and index 4 is removed from colors entirely.
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The above examples showhow to change, ormutate, lists using indexand slice notation. There are also several listmethods that you can useto mutate a list.
List Methods for Adding and Removing Elements
Although you can add and remove elements with index or slice nota-tion, list methods provide a more natural and readable way to mutatea list.
We’ll look at several list methods, starting with how to insert a singlevalue into a list at a specified index.
list.insert()

The list.insert() method is used to insert a single new value into alist. It takes two parameters, an index i and a value x, and inserts thevalue x at index i in the list.
>>> colors = ["red", "yellow", "green", "blue"]

>>> # Insert "orange" into the second position

>>> colors.insert(1, "orange")

>>> colors

['red', 'orange', 'yellow', 'green', 'blue']

There are a couple of important observations to make about this ex-ample.
The first observation applies to all list methods. To use them, you firstwrite the name of the list that you want to manipulate, followed by adot (.), and then the name of the list method.
So, to use insert() on the colors list, you must write colors.insert().This works just like string and number methods.
Next, notice that when the value "orange" is inserted at the index 1, thevalue "yellow" and all following values are shifted to the right.
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If the value for the index parameter of .insert() is larger than thegreatest index in the list, then the value is inserted at the end of thelist:
>>> colors.insert(10, "violet")

>>> colors

['red', 'orange', 'yellow', 'green', 'blue', 'violet']

Here the value "violet" is actually inserted at index 5, even though
.insert() was called with 10 for the index.
You can also use negative indices with .insert():
>>> colors.insert(-1, "indigo")

>>> colors

['red', 'orange', 'yellow', 'green', 'blue', 'indigo', 'violet']

This inserts "indigo" into the slot at index -1, which is the last elementof the list. The value "violet" is shifted to the right by one slot.
Important
When you .insert() an item into a list, you don’t need to assignthe result to the original list.
For example, the following code actually erases the colors list:
>>> colors = colors.insert(-1, "indigo")

>>> print(colors)

None

.insert() is said to alter colors in place. This is true for all listmethods that do not return a value.
If you can insert a value at a specified index, then it only makes sensethat you can also remove an element at a specified index.
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list.pop()

The list.pop() method takes one parameter, an index i, and removesthe value from the list at that index. The value that is removed is re-turned by the method:
>>> color = colors.pop(3)

>>> color

'green'

>>> colors

['red', 'orange', 'yellow', 'blue', 'indigo', 'violet']

Here, the value "green" at index 3 is removed and assigned to the vari-able color. When you inspect the colors list, you can see that the string
"green" has indeed been removed.
Unlike .insert(), Python raises an IndexError if you pass an argumentto .pop() that is larger than the last index:
>>> colors.pop(10)

Traceback (most recent call last):

File "<pyshell#0>", line 1, in <module>

colors.pop(10)

IndexError: pop index out of range

Negative indices also work with .pop():
>>> colors.pop(-1)

'violet'

>>> colors

['red', 'orange', 'yellow', 'blue', 'indigo']

If you don’t pass a value to .pop(), it removes the last item in the list:
>>> colors.pop()

'indigo'

>>> colors

['red', 'orange', 'yellow', 'blue']
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Removing the final element by calling .pop() with no specified indexis generally considered the most Pythonic approach.
list.append()

The list.append() method is used to append a new element to the endof a list:
>>> colors.append("indigo")

>>> colors

['red', 'orange', 'yellow', 'blue', 'indigo']

Calling .append() increases the length of the list by one and inserts thevalue "indigo" into the final slot. Note that .append() alters the list inplace, just like .insert().
Using .append() is equivalent to inserting an element at an indexgreater than or equal to the length of the list. The above example alsocould have been written as follows:
>>> colors.insert(len(colors), "indigo")

Using .append() is both shorter and more descriptive than using
.insert() this way, and it’s generally considered the more Pythonicway of adding an element to the end of a list.
list.extend()

The list.extend() method is used to add several new elements to theend of a list:
>>> colors.extend(["violet", "ultraviolet"])

>>> colors

['red', 'orange', 'yellow', 'blue', 'indigo', 'violet', 'ultraviolet']

.extend() takes a single parameter that must be an iterable type. Theelements of the iterable are appended to the list in the same order thatthey appear in the argument passed to .extend().
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Just like .insert() and .append(), .extend() alters the list in place.
Typically, the argument passed to .extend() is another list, but it couldalso be a tuple. For example, the above example could be written asfollows:
>>> colors.extend(("violet", "ultraviolet"))

The four list methods discussed in this sectionmake up themost com-mon methods used with lists. The following table serves to recap ev-erything you’ve seen here:
List Method Description
.insert(i, x) Insert the value x at index i

.append(x) Insert the value x at the end of the list

.extend(iterable) Insert all the values of iterable in order at theend of the list

.pop(i) Remove and return the element at index i

In addition to listmethods, Python has a couple of useful built-in func-tions for working with lists of numbers.
Lists of Numbers
One very common operation with lists of numbers is to add up all thevalues to get the total. You can do this with a for loop:
>>> nums = [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]

>>> total = 0

>>> for number in nums:

... total = total + number

...

>>> total

15

First, you initialize the variable total to 0. Then you loop over eachnumber in nums and add it to total, finally arriving at the value 15.
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Although this for loop is straightforward, there’s a much more suc-cinct way of doing this in Python:
>>> sum([1, 2, 3, 4, 5])

15

The built-in sum() function takes a list as an argument and returns thetotal of all the values in the list.
If the list passed to sum() contains any values that aren’t numeric, thena TypeError is raised:
>>> sum([1, 2, 3, "four", 5])

Traceback (most recent call last):

File "<stdin>", line 1, in <module>

TypeError: unsupported operand type(s) for +: 'int' and 'str'

Besides sum(), there are two other useful built-in functions for work-ing with lists of numbers: min() and max(). These functions return theminimum and maximum values in the list, respectively:
>>> min([1, 2, 3, 4, 5 ])

1

>>> max([1, 2, 3, 4, 5])

5

Note that sum(), min(), and max() also work with tuples:
>>> sum((1, 2, 3, 4, 5))

15

>>> min((1, 2, 3, 4, 5))

1

>>> max((1, 2, 3, 4, 5))

5

The fact that sum(), min(), and max() are all built into Python tells you
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that they’re used frequently. Chances are, you’ll find yourself usingthem quite a bit in your own programs!
List Comprehensions
Yet another way to create a list from an existing iterable is with a listcomprehension:
>>> numbers = (1, 2, 3, 4, 5)

>>> squares = [num**2 for num in numbers]

>>> squares

[1, 4, 9, 16, 25]

A list comprehension is a shorthand for a for loop. In the exampleabove, a tuple literal containing five numbers is created and assignedto the numbers variable. On the second line, a list comprehension loopsover each number in numbers, squares each number, and adds it to anew list called squares.
Creating the squares list using a traditional for loop involves creatingan empty list, looping over the numbers in numbers, and appending thesquare of each number to the list:
>>> squares = []

>>> for num in numbers:

... squares.append(num**2)

...

>>> squares

[1, 4, 9, 16, 25]

List comprehensions are commonly used to convert values in a list toa different type.
For instance, suppose you needed to convert a list of strings contain-ing floating-point values to a list of float objects. The following listcomprehension achieves this:
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>>> str_numbers = ["1.5", "2.3", "5.25"]

>>> float_numbers = [float(value) for value in str_numbers]

>>> float_numbers

[1.5, 2.3, 5.25]

List comprehensions are not unique to Python, but they are one ofits many beloved features. If you find yourself creating an empty list,looping over some other iterable, and appending new items to the list,then chances are you can replace your codewith a list comprehension!
Review Exercises
You can nd the solutions to these exercises and many other bonusresources online at realpython.com/python-basics/resources
1. Create a list named food with two elements, "rice" and "beans".
2. Append the string "broccoli" to food using .append().
3. Add the strings "bread" and "pizza" to food using .extend().
4. Print the first two items in the food list using print() and slice no-tation.
5. Print the last item in food using print() and index notation.
6. Create a list called breakfast from the string "eggs, fruit, orange

juice" using the string .split() method.
7. Verify that breakfast has three items using len().
8. Create a new list called lengths using a list comprehension that con-tains the lengths of each string in the breakfast list.
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9.3 Nesting, Copying, and SortingTuples and Lists
Now that you’ve learned what tuples and lists are, how to create them,and how to perform some basic operations with them, let’s look atthree more concepts:
1. Nesting
2. Copying
3. Sorting
Nesting Lists and Tuples
Lists and tuples can contain values of any type. That means lists andtuples can contain lists and tuples as values. A nested list or tuple isa list or tuple that is contained as a value in another list or tuple.
For example, the following list has two values, both of which are otherlists:
>>> two_by_two = [[1, 2], [3, 4]]

>>> # two_by_two has length 2

>>> len(two_by_two)

2

>>> # Both elements of two_by_two are lists

>>> two_by_two[0]

[1, 2]

>>> two_by_two[1]

[3, 4]

Since two_by_two[1] returns the list [3, 4], you can use double indexnotation to access an element in the nested list:
>>> two_by_two[1][0]

3
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First, Python evaluates two_by_two[1] and returns [3, 4]. Then Pythonevaluates [3, 4][0] and returns the first element, 3.
In very loose terms, you can think of a list of lists or a tuple of tuplesas a sort of table with rows and columns.
The two_by_two list has two rows, [1, 2] and [3, 4]. The columns aremade up of the corresponding elements of each row. So the first col-umn contains the elements 1 and 3, and the second column containsthe elements 2 and 4.
This table analogy is only an informal way of thinking about a list oflists, though. For example, there’s no requirement that all the lists ina list of lists have the same length, in which case this table analogystarts to break down.
Copying a List
Sometimes you need to copy one list into another list. However, youcan’t just reassign one list object to another list object because you’llget this (possibly surprising) result:
>>> animals = ["lion", "tiger", "frumious Bandersnatch"]

>>> large_cats = animals

>>> large_cats.append("Tigger")

>>> animals

['lion', 'tiger', 'frumious Bandersnatch', 'Tigger']

In this example, you first assign the list stored in the animals variableto the variable large_cats, then you add a new string, "Tigger", to the
large_cats list. But when the contents of animals are displayed, youcan see that the original list has also been changed.
This is a quirk of object-oriented programming, but it’s by design.When you say large_cats = animals, the large_cats and animals variablesboth refer to the same object.
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9.3. Nesting, Copying, and Sorting Tuples and Lists
A variable name is really just a reference to a specific location in com-puter memory. Instead of copying all the contents of the list objectand creating a new list, large_cats = animals assigns the memory loca-tion referenced by animals to large_cats. That is, both variables nowrefer to the same object in memory, and any changes made to one willaffect the other.
To get an independent copy of the animals list, you can use slice nota-tion to return a new list with the same values:
>>> animals = ["lion", "tiger", "frumious Bandersnatch"]

>>> large_cats = animals[:]

>>> large_cats.append("leopard")

>>> large_cats

['lion', 'tiger', 'frumious Bandersnatch', 'leopard']

>>> animals

["lion", "tiger", "frumious Bandersnatch"]

Since no index numbers are specified in the [:] slice, every elementof the list is returned from beginning to end. The large_cats list nowhas the same elements as animals, and in the same order, but you can
.append() items to it without changing the list assigned to animals.
If you want to make a copy of a list of lists, then you can do so usingthe [:] notation you saw earlier:
>>> matrix1 = [[1, 2], [3, 4]]

>>> matrix2 = matrix1[:]

>>> matrix2[0] = [5, 6]

>>> matrix2

[[5, 6], [3, 4]]

>>> matrix1

[[1, 2], [3, 4]]
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9.3. Nesting, Copying, and Sorting Tuples and Lists
Let’s see what happens when you change the first element of the sec-ond list in matrix2:
>>> matrix2[1][0] = 1

>>> matrix2

[[5, 6], [1, 4]]

>>> matrix1

[[1, 2], [1, 4]]

Notice that the second list in matrix1 was also altered!
This happens because a list doesn’t really contain objects themselves,but references to those objects in memory. [:] returns a new list con-taining the same references as the original list. In programming jar-gon, this method of copying a list is called a shallow copy.
To copy a list and all its elements, you must make what’s known as adeep copy. A deep copy is a truly independent copy of an object. Tomake a deep copy of a list, you can use the deepcopy() function fromPython’s copy module:
>>> import copy

>>> matrix3 = copy.deepcopy(matrix1)

>>> matrix3[1][0] = 3

>>> matrix3

[[5, 6], [3, 4]]

>>> matrix1

[[5, 6], [1, 4]]

matrix3 is created as a deep copy of matrix1. When you change an ele-ment of matrix3, the corresponding element of matrix1 doesn’t change.
Note
For more information on shallow and deep copies, check outReal Python’s “Shallow vs Deep Copying of Python Objects.”
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9.3. Nesting, Copying, and Sorting Tuples and Lists
Sorting Lists
Lists have a .sort() method that sorts all of the items in ascendingorder. By default, the list is sorted in alphabetical or numerical orderdepending on the type of elements in the list:
>>> # Lists of strings are sorted alphabetically

>>> colors = ["red", "yellow", "green", "blue"]

>>> colors.sort()

>>> colors

['blue', 'green', 'red', 'yellow']

>>> # Lists of numbers are sorted numerically

>>> numbers = [1, 10, 5, 3]

>>> numbers.sort()

>>> numbers

[1, 3, 5, 10]

Notice that .sort() sorts the list in place, so you don’t need to assignits result to anything.
.sort() has an optional parameter called key that can be used to adjusthow the list gets sorted. The key parameter accepts a function, and thelist is sorted based on the return value of that function.
For example, to sort a list of strings by the length of each string, youcan pass the len function to key:
>>> colors = ["red", "yellow", "green", "blue"]

>>> colors.sort(key=len)

>>> colors

['red', 'blue', 'green', 'yellow']

You don’t need to call the function when you pass it to key. Pass thename of the function without any parentheses. For instance, in theprevious example the name len is passed to key, not len().
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9.3. Nesting, Copying, and Sorting Tuples and Lists
Important
The function that gets passed to key must accept only a singleargument.

You can also pass user-defined functions to key. In the following ex-ample, a function called get_second_element() is used to sort a list oftuples by their second elements:
>>> def get_second_element(item):

... return item[1]

...

>>> items = [(4, 1), (1, 2), (-9, 0)]

>>> items.sort(key=get_second_element)

>>> items

[(-9, 0), (4, 1), (1, 2)]

Keep in mind that any function that you pass to key must accept onlya single argument.
Review Exercises
1. Create a tuple called data with two values. The first value shouldbe the tuple (1, 2), and the second value should be the tuple (3,

4).
2. Write a for loop that loops over data and prints the sum of eachnested tuple. The output should look like this:

Row 1 sum: 3

Row 2 sum: 7

3. Create the list [4, 3, 2, 1] and assign it to the variable numbers.
4. Create a copy of the numbers list using the [:] slice notation.
5. Sort the numbers list in numerical order using .sort().
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9.4. Challenge: List of lists
9.4 Challenge: List of lists
Write a program that contains the following lists of lists:
universities = [

['California Institute of Technology', 2175, 37704],

['Harvard', 19627, 39849],

['Massachusetts Institute of Technology', 10566, 40732],

['Princeton', 7802, 37000],

['Rice', 5879, 35551],

['Stanford', 19535, 40569],

['Yale', 11701, 40500]

]

Define a function, enrollment_stats(), with a single parameter. Thisparameter should be a list of lists inwhich each individual list containsthree elements:
1. The name of a university
2. The total number of enrolled students
3. The annual tuition fees
enrollment_stats() should return two lists, the first containing all thestudent enrollment values and the second containing all the tuitionfees.
Next, define two functions, mean() and median(), that take a single listargument and return the mean or median of the values in each list,respectively.
Using universities, enrollment_stats(), mean(), and median(), calculatethe total number of students, the total tuition, the mean and mediannumbers of students, and the mean and median tuition values.
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9.5. Challenge: Wax Poetic
Finally, output all values and format the output so that it looks likethis:
******************************

Total students: 77,285

Total tuition: $ 271,905

Student mean: 11,040.71

Student median: 10,566

Tuition mean: $ 38,843.57

Tuition median: $ 39,849

******************************

You can nd the solutions to this code challenge andmany other bonusresources online at realpython.com/python-basics/resources

9.5 Challenge: Wax Poetic
In this challenge, you’ll write a program that generates poetry.
Create five lists for different word types:
1. Nouns: ["fossil", "horse", "aardvark", "judge", "chef", "mango",

"extrovert", "gorilla"]

2. Verbs: ["kicks", "jingles", "bounces", "slurps", "meows",

"explodes", "curdles"]

3. Adjectives: ["furry", "balding", "incredulous", "fragrant",

"exuberant", "glistening"]

4. Prepositions: ["against", "after", "into", "beneath", "upon",

"for", "in", "like", "over", "within"]

5. Adverbs: ["curiously", "extravagantly", "tantalizingly",

"furiously", "sensuously"]
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9.5. Challenge: Wax Poetic
Randomly select the following number of elements from each list:
• Three nouns
• Three verbs
• Three adjectives
• Two prepositions
• One adverb

You can do this with the choice() function in the random module. Thisfunction takes a list as input and returns a randomly selected elementof the list.
For example, here’s how you use random.choice() to get random ele-ment from the list ["a", "b", "c"]:
import random

random_element = random.choice(["a", "b", "c"])

Using the randomly selected words, generate and display a poemwiththe following structure inspired by Clifford Pickover:
{A/An} {adj1} {noun1}

{A/An} {adj1} {noun1} {verb1} {prep1} the {adj2} {noun2}

{adverb1}, the {noun1} {verb2}

the {noun2} {verb3} {prep2} a {adj3} {noun3}

Here, adj stands for adjective and prep for preposition.
Here’s an example of the kind of poem your programmight generate:
A furry horse

A furry horse curdles within the fragrant mango

extravagantly, the horse slurps

the mango meows beneath a balding extrovert
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9.6. Store Relationships in Dictionaries
Each time your program runs, it should generate a new poem.
You can nd the solutions to this code challenge andmany other bonusresources online at realpython.com/python-basics/resources

9.6 Store Relationships in Dictionaries
One of the most useful data structures in Python is the dictionary.
In this section, you’ll learnwhat a dictionary is, howdictionaries differfrom lists and tuples, and how to define and use dictionaries in yourown code.
What Is a Dictionary?
In plain English, a dictionary is a book containing the definitions ofwords. Each entry in a dictionary has two parts: the word being de-fined, and its definition.
Python dictionaries, like lists and tuples, store a collection of objects.However, instead of storing objects in a sequence, dictionaries holdinformation in pairs of data called key-value pairs. That is, eachobject in a dictionary has two parts: a key and a value.
The key in a key-value pair is a unique name that identifies the valuepart of the pair. Comparing this to an English dictionary, the key islike the word being defined and the value is like the definition of theword.
For example, you could use a dictionary to store the names of statesand their capitals:

Key Value
"California" "Sacramento"

"New York" "Albany"

"Texas" "Austin"
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9.6. Store Relationships in Dictionaries
In the table above, the keys of the dictionary are the names of thestates, and the values of the dictionary are the names of their capitals.
The difference between an English dictionary and a Python dictionaryis that, in Python, the relationship between a key and its value is com-pletely arbitrary. Any key can be assigned to any value.
For example, the following table of key-value pairs is valid:

Key Value
1 "Sunday"

"red" 12:45pm

17 True

The keys in this table don’t appear to be related to the values at all.The only relationship is that each key is assigned to its correspondingvalue by the dictionary.
In this sense, a Python dictionary is more like amap than an Englishdictionary. The term map here refers to a mathematical relation be-tween two sets of values, not a geographical map.
The idea of dictionaries asmaps is particularly useful. Under this lens,the English dictionary is a map that relates words to their definitions.
A Python dictionary is a data structure that relates a set of keys to aset of values. Each key is assigned a single value, which defines therelationship between the two sets.
Creating Dictionaries
The following code creates a dictionary literal containing names ofstates and their capitals:
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9.6. Store Relationships in Dictionaries
>>> capitals = {

"California": "Sacramento",

"New York": "Albany",

"Texas": "Austin",

}

Notice that each key is separated from its value by a colon, each key-value pair is separated by a comma, and the entire dictionary is en-closed in curly braces ({}).
You can also create a dictionary from a sequence of tuples using thebuilt-in dict():
>>> key_value_pairs = (

... ("California", "Sacramento"),

... ("New York", "Albany"),

... ("Texas", "Austin"),

)

>>> capitals = dict(key_value_pairs)

When you inspect a dictionary, it’s displayed as a dictionary literalregardless of how it was created:
>>> capitals

{'California': 'Sacramento', 'New York': 'Albany', 'Texas': 'Austin'}

Note
If you happen to be following along with a Python version olderthan 3.6, then you’ll notice that the output dictionaries in theinteractive window have a different order than the ones that ap-pear in these examples.
Prior to Python 3.6, the order of key-value pairs in a Pythondictionary was random. In later versions, the order of the key-value pairs is guaranteed tomatch the order in which they wereinserted.
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9.6. Store Relationships in Dictionaries
You can create an empty dictionary using either a literal or a dict():
>>> {}

{}

>>> dict()

{}

Now that you’ve created a dictionary, let’s look at how you access itsvalues.
Accessing Dictionary Values
To access a value in a dictionary, enclose the corresponding key insquare brackets ([]) at the end of dictionary or a variable name as-signed to a dictionary:
>>> capitals["Texas"]

'Austin'

The bracket notation used to access a dictionary value looks similarto the index notation used to get values from strings, lists, and tu-ples. However, dictionaries are a fundamentally different data struc-ture than sequence types like lists and tuples.
To see the difference, let’s step back for a second and notice that wecould just as well define the capitals dictionary as a list:
>>> capitals_list = ["Sacramento", "Albany", "Austin"]

You can use index notation to get the capital of each of the three statesfrom the capitals dictionary:
>>> capitals_list[0] # Capital of California

'Sacramento'

>>> capitals_list[2] # Capital of Texas

'Austin'
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9.6. Store Relationships in Dictionaries
One nice thing about dictionaries is that they can be used to providecontext to the values they contain. Typing capitals["Texas"] is easierto understand than capitals_list[2], and you don’t have to rememberthe order of data in a long list or tuple.
This idea of ordering is really the main difference between how itemsare accessed in a sequence type and in a dictionary.
Values in a sequence type are accessed by index, which is an integervalue expressing the order of items in the sequence.
On the other hand, items in a dictionary are accessed by key. Keysdon’t define an order for dictionary items. They only provide a labelthat can be used to reference a value.
Adding and Removing Values in a Dictionary
Like lists, dictionaries are mutable data structures. This means youcan add and remove items from a dictionary.
Let’s add the capital of Colorado to the capitals dictionary:
>>> capitals["Colorado"] = "Denver"

First, you use square bracket notation with "Colorado" as the key, as ifyou were looking up the value. Then you use the assignment operator(=) to assign the value "Denver" to the new key.
When you inspect capitals, you see that a new key, "Colorado", existswith the value "Denver":
>>> capitals

{'California': 'Sacramento', 'New York': 'Albany', 'Texas': 'Austin',

'Colorado': 'Denver'}

Each key in a dictionary can be assigned only a single value. If a keyis given a new value, then Python overwrites the old one:
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9.6. Store Relationships in Dictionaries
>>> capitals["Texas"] = "Houston"

>>> capitals

{'California': 'Sacramento', 'New York': 'Albany', 'Texas': 'Houston',

'Colorado': 'Denver'}

To remove an item from a dictionary, use the del keywordwith the keyfor the value you want to delete:
>>> del capitals["Texas"]

>>> capitals

{'California': 'Sacramento', 'New York': 'Albany',

'Colorado': 'Denver'}

Checking the Existence of Dictionary Keys
If you try to access a value in a dictionary using a key that doesn’t exist,then Python raises a KeyError:
>>> capitals["Arizona"]

Traceback (most recent call last):

File "<pyshell#1>", line 1, in <module>

capitals["Arizona"]

KeyError: 'Arizona'

The KeyError is the most common error encountered when workingwith dictionaries. Whenever you see it, it means that the programattempted to access a value using a key that doesn’t exist.
You can check that a key exists in a dictionary by using the in keyword:
>>> "Arizona" in capitals

False

>>> "California" in capitals

True

With in, you can first check that a key exists before doing somethingwith the value for that key:
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9.6. Store Relationships in Dictionaries
>>> if "Arizona" in capitals:

... # Print only if the "Arizona" key exists

... print(f"The capital of Arizona is {capitals['Arizona']}.")

It’s important to remember that in checks for the existence of keys,not values:
>>> "Sacramento" in capitals

False

Even though "Sacramento" is a value for the existing "California" key in
capitals, checking for its existence returns False.
Iterating Over Dictionaries
Like lists and tuples, dictionaries are iterable. But looping over a dic-tionary is a bit different than looping over a list or a tuple. When youloop over a dictionary with a for loop, you iterate over the dictionary’skeys:
>>> for key in capitals:

... print(key)

...

California

New York

Colorado

So, if you want to loop over the capitals dictionary and print "The

capital of X is Y", where X is the name of the state and Y is the state’scapital, then you can do the following:
>>> for state in capitals:

print(f"The capital of {state} is {capitals[state]}")

The capital of California is Sacramento

The capital of New York is Albany

The capital of Colorado is Denver
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9.6. Store Relationships in Dictionaries
However, there’s a slightly more succinct way to do this using the
.items() dictionary method, which returns a list-like object contain-ing tuples of key-value pairs. For example, capitals.items() returns alist of tuples of states and their corresponding capitals:
>>> capitals.items()

dict_items([('California', 'Sacramento'), ('New York', 'Albany'),

('Colorado', 'Denver')])

The object returned by .items() isn’t really a list. It has a special typecalled a dict_items:
>>> type(capitals.items())

<class 'dict_items'>

Don’t worry about what dict_items really is. You usually won’t workwith it directly. The important thing to know is that you can use
.items() to loop over a dictionary’s keys and values simultaneously.
Let’s rewrite the previous loop using .items():
>>> for state, capital in capitals.items():

... print(f"The capital of {state} is {capital}")

The capital of California is Sacramento

The capital of New York is Albany

The capital of Colorado is Denver

When you loop over capitals.items(), each iteration of the loop pro-duces a tuple containing the state name and the corresponding capitalcity name. By assigning this tuple to state, capital, you ensure thatthe components are unpacked into the two variables state and capital.
Dictionary Keys and Immutability
In the capitals dictionary that you’ve been working with throughoutthis section, each key is a string. However, there’s no rule that saysdictionary keys must all be of the same type.
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9.6. Store Relationships in Dictionaries
For instance, you can add an integer key to capitals:
>>> capitals[50] = "Honolulu"

>>> capitals

{'California': 'Sacramento', 'New York': 'Albany',

'Colorado': 'Denver', 50: 'Honolulu'}

There’s only one restriction on what constitutes a valid dictionary key.Only immutable types are allowed. This means, for example, that alist can’t be a dictionary key.
Consider this: What should happen if a list is used as a dictionary keyand, later in the code, the list is changed? Should the list be associatedwith the same value as the old list in the dictionary? Or should thevalue for the old key be removed from the dictionary altogether?
Rather than make a guess about what should be done, Python raisesan exception:
>>> capitals[[1, 2, 3]] = "Bad"

Traceback (most recent call last):

File "<stdin>", line 1, in <module>

TypeError: unhashable type: 'list'

It might not seem fair that some types can be keys and others can’t,but it’s important for a programming language to have well-definedbehavior. It should never guess what the author intends!
For reference, here’s a list of all the data types you’ve learned aboutso far that are valid dictionary keys:

Valid Dictionary Key Types
integersfloatsstringsBooleanstuples
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9.6. Store Relationships in Dictionaries
Unlike keys, dictionary values can be any valid Python type, includingother dictionaries!
Nested Dictionaries
Just as you can nest lists inside other lists and tuples inside other tu-ples, you can create nested dictionaries. Let’s alter the capitals dictio-nary to illustrate this idea:
>>> states = {

... "California": {

... "capital": "Sacramento",

... "flower": "California Poppy"

... },

... "New York": {

... "capital": "Albany",

... "flower": "Rose"

... },

... "Texas": {

... "capital": "Austin",

... "flower": "Bluebonnet"

... },

... }

Instead of mapping state names to their capital cities, you created adictionary that maps each state name to a dictionary containing thecapital city and the state flower. The value of each key is a dictionary:
>>> states["Texas"]

{'capital': 'Austin', 'flower': 'Bluebonnet'}

To get the Texas state flower, first get the value at the key "Texas", andthen the value at the key "flower":
>>> states["Texas"]["flower"]

'Bluebonnet'

Nested dictionaries come up more often than you might expect.
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9.7. Challenge: Capital City Loop
They’re particularly useful when working with data transmitted overthe Web. Nested dictionaries are also great for modeling structureddata, such as spreadsheets or relational databases.
Review Exercises
You can nd the solutions to these exercises and many other bonusresources online at realpython.com/python-basics/resources
1. Create an empty dictionary named captains.
2. Using square bracket notation, enter the following data into thedictionary one item at a time:• 'Enterprise': 'Picard'

• 'Voyager': 'Janeway'

• 'Defiant': 'Sisko'

3. Write two if statements that check if "Enterprise" and "Discovery"exist as keys in the dictionary. Set their values to "unknown" if thekey does not exist.
4. Write a for loop to display the ship and captain names containedin the dictionary. For example, the output should look somethinglike this:

The Enterprise is captained by Picard.

5. Delete "Discovery" from the dictionary.
6. Bonus: Make the same dictionary by using dict() and passing inthe initial values when you first create the dictionary.

9.7 Challenge: Capital City Loop
Review your state capitals along with your knowledge of dictionariesand while loops!
First, fill out the following dictionary with the remaining states andtheir associated capitals in a file called capitals.py:
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9.7. Challenge: Capital City Loop
capitals_dict = {

'Alabama': 'Montgomery',

'Alaska': 'Juneau',

'Arizona': 'Phoenix',

'Arkansas': 'Little Rock',

'California': 'Sacramento',

'Colorado': 'Denver',

'Connecticut': 'Hartford',

'Delaware': 'Dover',

'Florida': 'Tallahassee',

'Georgia': 'Atlanta',

}

Next, pick a random state name from the dictionary and assign boththe state and its capital to two variables. You’ll need to import the
random module at the top of your program.
Then display the name of the state to the user and ask them to enterthe capital. If the user answers incorrectly, then repeatedly ask themfor the capital until they either enter the correct answer or type "exit".
If the user answers correctly, then display "Correct" and end the pro-gram. However, if the user exits without guessing correctly, displaythe correct answer and the word "Goodbye".

Note
Make sure the user isn’t punished for case sensitivity. In otherwords, a guess of "Denver" is the same as "denver". Do the samefor exiting—"EXIT" and "Exit" should work the same as "exit".

You can nd the solutions to this code challenge andmany other bonusresources online at realpython.com/python-basics/resources
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9.8. How to Pick a Data Structure
9.8 How to Pick a Data Structure
In this chapter, you’ve learned about three data structures native toPython: lists, tuples, and dictionaries.
Youmight bewondering, Howdo I knowwhen to usewhich data struc-ture? It’s a great question, and one many new Python programmersstruggle with.
The type of data structure you use depends on the problem you’re solv-ing, and there’s no hard-and-fast rule you can use every time to pickthe right data structure. You’ll always need to spend a little time think-ing about the problem and which structure works best for it.
Fortunately, there are some guidelines to help you choose.
Use a list when the following are true:
• The data has a natural order.
• You will need to update or alter the data during the program.
• The primary purpose of the data structure is iteration.

Use a tuple when the following are true:
• The data has a natural order.
• You will not need to update or alter the data during the program.
• The primary purpose of the data structure is iteration.

Use a dictionary when the following are true:
• The data is unordered, or the order does not matter.
• You will need to update or alter the data during the program.
• The primary purpose of the data structure is looking up values.
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9.9. Challenge: Cats With Hats
9.9 Challenge: Cats With Hats
You have one hundred cats.
One day, you decide to arrange all your cats in a giant circle. Initially,none of your cats has a hat on. You walk around the circle a hundredtimes, always starting with the first cat (cat #1). Each time you stop ata cat, you check if it has a hat on. If it doesn’t, then you put a hat onit. If it does, then you take the hat off.
1. The first round, you stop at every cat, placing a hat on each one.
2. The second round, you stop only at every second cat (#2, #4, #6,#8, and so on).
3. The third round, you stop only at every third cat (#3, #6, #9, #12,and so on).
4. You continue this process until you’ve made one hundred roundsaround the cats. On the last round, you stop only at cat #100.
Write a program that simply outputs which cats have hats at the end.

Note
This is not an easy problemby anymeans, but the solution is notas complicated as it appears. This problem is often seen in jobinterviews, as it tests your ability to reason your way through adifficult problem.
Stay calm. Start with a diagram and some pseudo code. Find apattern, then code!

You can nd the solutions to this code challenge andmany other bonusresources online at realpython.com/python-basics/resources
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9.10. Summary and Additional Resources
9.10 Summary and AdditionalResources
In this chapter, you learned about three data structures: lists, tuples,and dictionaries.
Lists such as [1, 2, 3, 4] are mutable sequences of objects. Youcan interact with lists using various list methods, including .append(),
.remove(), and .extend(). Lists can be sorted using the .sort()method.You can access individual elements of a list using subscript notation,just like strings. Slice notation also works with lists.
Tuples, like lists, are sequences of objects. The big difference betweenlists and tuples is that tuples are immutable. Once you create a tuple,it can’t be changed. Just like lists, you can access tuple elements byindex and with slice notation.
Dictionaries store data as key-value pairs. They’re not sequences, soyou can’t access elements by index. Instead, you access elements bytheir key. Dictionaries are great for storing relationships or when youneed quick access to data. Like lists, dictionaries are mutable.
Lists, tuples, and dictionaries are all iterable, meaning they can belooped over. You saw how to loop over all three of these structuresusing for loops.

Interactive Quiz
This chapter comes with a free online quiz to check your learn-ing progress. You can access the quiz using your phone or com-puter at the following web address:
realpython.com/quizzes/pybasics-tuples-lists-dicts
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9.10. Summary and Additional Resources
Additional Resources
To learn more about lists, tuples, and dictionaries, check out the fol-lowing resources:
• “Lists and Tuples in Python”
• “Dictionaries in Python”
For links and additional resources to further deepen your Pythonskills, visit realpython.com/python-basics/resources
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Chapter 10
Object-OrientedProgramming (OOP)
OOP, or object-oriented programming, is a method of structuring aprogram by bundling related properties and behaviors into individualobjects.
Conceptually, objects are like the components of a system. Think ofa program as a factory assembly line of sorts. At each step of the as-sembly line a system component processes some material, ultimatelytransforming raw material into a finished product.
An object contains data, like the raw or preprocessedmaterials at eachstep on an assembly line, and behavior, like the action each assemblyline component performs.
In this chapter, you’ll learn how to:
• Create a class, which is like a blueprint for creating an object
• Use classes to create new objects
• Model systems with class inheritance

Let’s get started!
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10.1. Define a Class
10.1 De ne a Class
Primitive data structures—like numbers, strings, and lists—aredesigned to represent simple pieces of information, such as the costof an apple, the name of a poem, or your favorite colors, respectively.What if you want to represent something more complex?
For example, let’s say you want to track employees in an organization.You need to store some basic information about each employee, suchas their name, age, position, and the year they started working.
One way to do this is to represent each employee as a list:
kirk = ["James Kirk", 34, "Captain", 2265]

spock = ["Spock", 35, "Science Officer", 2254]

mccoy = ["Leonard McCoy", "Chief Medical Officer", 2266]

There are a number of issues with this approach.
First, it canmake larger code files more difficult to manage. If you ref-erence kirk[0] several lines away from where the kirk list is declared,will you remember that the element with index 0 is the employee’sname?
Second, it can introduce errors if not every employee has the samenumber of elements in the list. In the mccoy list above, the age is miss-ing, so mccoy[1] will return "Chief Medical Officer" instead of Dr. Mc-Coy’s age.
A great way to make this type of code more manageable and moremaintainable is to use classes.
Classes vs Instances
Classes are used to create user-defined data structures. Classes definefunctions called methods, which identify the behaviors and actionsthat an object created from the class can perform with its data.
In this chapter, you’ll create a Dog class that stores some information
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10.1. Define a Class
about the characteristics and behaviors that an individual dog canhave.
A class is a blueprint for how something should be defined. It doesn’tactually contain any data. The Dog class specifies that a name and anage are necessary for defining a dog, but it doesn’t contain the nameor age of any specific dog.
While the class is the blueprint, an instance is an object that is builtfrom a class and contains real data. An instance of the Dog class is nota blueprint anymore. It’s an actual dog with a name, like Miles, who’sfour years old.
Put another way, a class is like a form or questionnaire. An instanceis like a form that has been filled out with information. Just like manypeople can fill out the same form with their own unique information,many instances can be created from a single class.
How to De ne a Class
All class definitions start with the class keyword, which is followed bythe name of the class and a colon. Any code that is indented below theclass definition is considered part of the class’s body.
Here’s an example of a Dog class:
class Dog:

pass

The body of the Dog class consists of a single statement: the pass key-word. pass is often used as a placeholder indicating where code willeventually go. It allows you to run this code without Python throwingan error.
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10.1. Define a Class
Note
Python class names are written in CapitalizedWords notationby convention.
For example, a class for a specific breed of dog like the JackRussell Terrier would be written as JackRussellTerrier.

The Dog class isn’t very interesting right now, so let’s spruce it up a bitby defining some properties that all Dog objects should have. Thereare a number of properties that we can choose from, including name,age, coat color, and breed. To keep things simple, we’ll just use nameand age.
The properties that all Dog objects must have are defined in a methodcalled .__init__(). When a new Dog object is created, .__init__() setsthe initial state of the object by assigning the values of the object’sproperties. That is, .__init__() initializes each new instance of theclass.
You can give .__init__() any number of parameters, but the first pa-rameter will always be a variable called self. When a new class in-stance is created, the instance is automatically passed to the self pa-rameter in .__init__() so that new attributes can be defined on theobject.
Let’s update the Dog class with an .__init__()method that creates .nameand .age attributes:
class Dog:

def __init__(self, name, age):

self.name = name

self.age = age

Notice that the .__init__()method’s signature is indented four spaces.The body of the method is indented by eight spaces. This indentationis vitally important. It tells Python that the .__init__() method be-longs to the Dog class.
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10.1. Define a Class
In the body of .__init__(), there are two statements using the self vari-able:
1. self.name = name creates an attribute called name and assigns to itthe value of the name parameter.
2. self.age = age creates an attribute called age and assigns to it thevalue of the age parameter.
Attributes created in .__init__() are called instance attributes. Aninstance attribute’s value is specific to a particular instance of the class.All Dog objects have a name and an age, but the values for the name and
age attributes will vary depending on the Dog instance.
On the other hand, class attributes are attributes that have the samevalue for all class instances. You can define a class attribute by assign-ing a value to a variable name outside of .__init__().
For example, the following Dog class has a class attribute called specieswith the value "Canis familiaris":
class Dog:

# Class attribute

species = "Canis familiaris"

def __init__(self, name, age):

self.name = name

self.age = age

Class attributes are defined directly beneath the first line of the classname and are indented by four spaces. They must always be assignedan initial value. When an instance of the class is created, class at-tributes are automatically created and assigned to their initial values.
Use class attributes to define properties that should have the samevalue for every class instance. Use instance attributes for propertiesthat vary from one instance to another.
Now that we have a Dog class, let’s create some dogs!
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10.2. Instantiate an Object
10.2 Instantiate an Object
Open IDLE’s interactive window and type the following:
>>> class Dog:

... pass

...

This creates a new Dog class with no attributes or methods.
Creating a new object from a class is called instantiating an object.You can instantiate a new Dog object by typing the name of the classfollowed by opening and closing parentheses:
>>> Dog()

<__main__.Dog object at 0x106702d30>

You now have a new Dog object at 0x106702d30. This funny-lookingstring of letters and numbers is a memory address that indicateswhere the Dog object is stored in your computer’s memory. Note thatthe address you see on your screen will be different.
Now instantiate a second Dog object:
>>> Dog()

<__main__.Dog object at 0x0004ccc90>

The new Dog instance is located at a different memory address. That’sbecause it’s an entirely new instance and is completely unique fromthe first Dog object that you instantiated.
To see this another way, type the following:
>>> a = Dog()

>>> b = Dog()

>>> a == b

False

In this code, you create two new Dog objects and assign them to the
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10.2. Instantiate an Object
variables a and b. When you compare a and b using the == operator,the result is False. Even though a and b are both instances of the Dogclass, they represent two distinct objects in memory.
Class and Instance Attributes
Now create a new Dog class with a class attribute called .species andtwo instance attributes called .name and .age:
>>> class Dog:

... species = "Canis familiaris"

... def __init__(self, name, age):

... self.name = name

... self.age = age

...

>>>

To instantiate objects of this Dog class, you need to provide values forthe name and age. If you don’t, then Python raises a TypeError:
>>> Dog()

Traceback (most recent call last):

File "<pyshell#6>", line 1, in <module>

Dog()

TypeError: __init__() missing 2 required positional

arguments: 'name' and 'age'

To pass arguments to the name and age parameters, put values into theparentheses after the class name:
>>> buddy = Dog("Buddy", 9)

>>> miles = Dog("Miles", 4)

This creates two new Dog instances—one for a nine-year-old dognamed Buddy and one for a four-year-old dog named Miles.
The Dog class’s .__init__() method has three parameters, so why areonly two arguments passed to it in the example?
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When you instantiate a Dog object, Python creates a new instance andpasses it to the first parameter of .__init__(). This essentially removesthe self parameter, so you only need to worry about the name and ageparameters.
After you create the Dog instances, you can access their instance at-tributes using dot notation:
>>> buddy.name

'Buddy'

>>> buddy.age

9

>>> miles.name

'Miles'

>>> miles.age

4

You can access class attributes the same way:
>>> buddy.species

'Canis familiaris'

One of the biggest advantages of using classes to organize data is thatinstances are guaranteed to have the attributes you expect. All Doginstances have .species, .name, and .age attributes, so you canuse thoseattributes with confidence that they’ll always return a value.
Although the attributes are guaranteed to exist, their values can bechanged dynamically:
>>> buddy.age = 10

>>> buddy.age

10

>>> miles.species = "Felis silvestris"

>>> miles.species

'Felis silvestris'
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In this example, you change the .age attribute of the buddy object to 10.Then you change the .species attribute of the miles object to "Felis

silvestris", which is a species of cat. That makes Miles a prettystrange dog, but it is valid Python!
The key takeaway here is that custom objects are mutable by default.Recall that an object is mutable if it can be altered dynamically. Forexample, lists and dictionaries are mutable, but strings and tuples areimmutable.
Instance Methods
Instance methods are functions that are defined inside a class andcan only be called from an instance of that class. Just like .__init__(),an instance method’s first parameter is always self.
Open a new editor window in IDLE and type in the following Dog class:
class Dog:

species = "Canis familiaris"

def __init__(self, name, age):

self.name = name

self.age = age

# Instance method

def description(self):

return f"{self.name} is {self.age} years old"

# Another instance method

def speak(self, sound):

return f"{self.name} says {sound}"

This Dog class has two instance methods:
1. .description() returns a string displaying the name and age of thedog.
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10.2. Instantiate an Object
2. .speak() has one parameter called sound and returns a string con-taining the dog’s name and the sound the dog makes.
Save the modified Dog class to a file called dog.py and press F5 to runthe program. Then open the interactive window and type the follow-ing to see your instance methods in action:
>>> miles = Dog("Miles", 4)

>>> miles.description()

'Miles is 4 years old'

>>> miles.speak("Woof Woof")

'Miles says Woof Woof'

>>> miles.speak("Bow Wow")

'Miles says Bow Wow'

In the above Dog class, .description() returns a string containinginformation about the Dog instance miles. When writing your ownclasses, it’s a good idea to have a method that returns a string con-taining useful information about an instance of the class. However,
.description() isn’t the most Pythonic way of doing this.
When you create a list object, you can use print() to display a stringthat looks like the list:
>>> names = ["David", "Dan", "Joanna", "Fletcher"]

>>> print(names)

['David', 'Dan', 'Joanna', 'Fletcher']

Let’s see what happens when you print() the miles object:
>>> print(miles)

<__main__.Dog object at 0x00aeff70>

When you print(miles), you get a cryptic looking message telling youthat miles is a Dog object at the memory address 0x00aeff70. This mes-
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sage isn’t very helpful. You can change what gets printed by defininga special instance method called .__str__().
In the editor window, change the name of the Dog class’s .description()method to .__str__():
class Dog:

# Leave other parts of Dog class as-is

# Replace .description() with __str__()

def __str__(self):

return f"{self.name} is {self.age} years old"

Save the file and press F5 . Now, when you print(miles), you get amuch friendlier output:
>>> miles = Dog("Miles", 4)

>>> print(miles)

'Miles is 4 years old'

Methods like .__init__() and .__str__() are called dundermethodsbecause they begin and endwith double underscores. There aremanydunder methods that you can use to customize classes in Python. Al-though it’s too advanced a topic for a beginning Python book, under-standing dunder methods is an important part of mastering OOP inPython.
In the next section, you’ll see how to take your knowledge one stepfurther and create classes from other classes. But first, check yourunderstanding with the following review exercises.
Review Exercises
You can nd the solutions to these exercises and many other bonusresources online at realpython.com/python-basics/resources
1. Modify the Dog class to include a third instance attribute called

coat_color, which stores the color of the dog’s coat as a string.
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10.3. Inherit From Other Classes
Store your new class in a file and test it out by adding the followingcode at the bottom of the code:
philo = Dog("Philo", 5, "brown")

print(f"{philo.name}'s coat is {philo.coat_color}.")

The output of your program should be the following:
Philo's coat is brown.

2. Create a Car class with two instance attributes: .color, which storesthe name of the car’s color as a string, and .mileage, which storesthe number of miles on the car as an integer. Then instantiatetwo Car objects—a blue car with 20,000 miles and a red car with30,000miles—andprint out their colors andmileage. Your outputshould look like this:
The blue car has 20,000 miles.

The red car has 30,000 miles.

3. Modify the Car class with an instance method called .drive(),which takes a number as an argument and adds that number tothe .mileage attribute. Test that your solution works by instantiat-ing a car with 0 miles, then call .drive(100) and print the .mileageattribute to check that it is set to 100.

10.3 Inherit From Other Classes
Inheritance is the process by which one class takes on the attributesand methods of another. Newly formed classes are called childclasses, and the classes that child classes are derived from are calledparent classes.
Child classes can override or extend the attributes and methods ofparent classes. In other words, child classes inherit all of the parent’sattributes and methods but can also specify attributes and methodsthat are unique to themselves.
Although the analogy isn’t perfect, you can think of object inheritancesort of like genetic inheritance.
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10.3. Inherit From Other Classes
You may have inherited your hair color from your mother. It’s anattribute you were born with. Let’s say you decide to color your hairpurple. Assuming your mother doesn’t have purple hair, you’ve justoverridden the hair color attribute that you inherited from yourmom.
You also inherit, in a sense, your language from your parents. If yourparents speak English, then you’ll also speak English. Now imagineyou decide to learn a second language, like German. In this caseyou’ve extended your attributes because you’ve added an attributethat your parents don’t have.
Dog Park Example
Pretend for a moment that you’re at a dog park. There are many dogsof different breeds at the park, all engaging in various dog behaviors.
Suppose now that youwant tomodel the dog parkwith Python classes.The Dog class that you wrote in the previous section can distinguishdogs by name and age but not by breed.
You couldmodify the Dog class in the editor window by adding a .breedattribute:
class Dog:

species = "Canis familiaris"

def __init__(self, name, age, breed):

self.name = name

self.age = age

self.breed = breed

The instance methods defined earlier are omitted here because theyaren’t important for this discussion.
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10.3. Inherit From Other Classes
Press F5 to save the file. Now you can model the dog park by instan-tiating a bunch of different dogs in the interactive window:
>>> miles = Dog("Miles", 4, "Jack Russell Terrier")

>>> buddy = Dog("Buddy", 9, "Dachshund")

>>> jack = Dog("Jack", 3, "Bulldog")

>>> jim = Dog("Jim", 5, "Bulldog")

Each breed of dog has slightly different behaviors. For example, bull-dogs have a low bark that sounds like woof, but dachshunds have ahigher-pitched bark that sounds more like yap.
Using just the Dog class, you must supply a string for the sound argu-ment of .speak() every time you call it on a Dog instance:
>>> buddy.speak("Yap")

'Buddy says Yap'

>>> jim.speak("Woof")

'Jim says Woof'

>>> jack.speak("Woof")

'Jack says Woof'

Passing a string to every call to .speak() is repetitive and inconvenient.Moreover, the string representing the sound that each Dog instancemakes should be determined by its .breed attribute, but here you haveto manually pass the correct string to .speak() every time it’s called.
You can simplify the experience of working with the Dog class by cre-ating a child class for each breed of dog. This allows you to extendthe functionality that each child class inherits, including specifying adefault argument for .speak().
Parent Classes vs Child Classes
Let’s create a child class for each of the three breedsmentioned above:Jack Russell Terrier, Dachshund, and Bulldog.
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For reference, here’s the full definition of the Dog class:
class Dog:

species = "Canis familiaris"

def __init__(self, name, age):

self.name = name

self.age = age

def __str__(self):

return f"{self.name} is {self.age} years old"

def speak(self, sound):

return f"{self.name} says {sound}"

Remember, to create a child class, you create new class with its ownname and then put the name of the parent class in parentheses. Thefollowing creates three new child classes of the Dog class:
class JackRussellTerrier(Dog):

pass

class Dachshund(Dog):

pass

class Bulldog(Dog):

pass

With the child classes defined, you can now instantiate some dogs ofspecific breeds:
>>> miles = JackRussellTerrier("Miles", 4)

>>> buddy = Dachshund("Buddy", 9)

>>> jack = Bulldog("Jack", 3)

>>> jim = Bulldog("Jim", 5)
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Instances of child classes inherit all of the attributes and methods ofthe parent class:
>>> miles.species

'Canis familiaris'

>>> buddy.name

'Buddy'

>>> print(jack)

Jack is 3 years old

>>> jim.speak("Woof")

'Jim says Woof'

You can see which class an object belongs to using the built-in type():
>>> type(miles)

<class '__main__.JackRussellTerrier'>

What if you want to determine if miles is also an instance of the Dogclass? You can do this with the built-in isinstance():
>>> isinstance(miles, Dog)

True

Notice that isinstance() takes two arguments, an object and a class.In the example above, isinstance() checks if miles is an instance of the
Dog class and returns True.
The miles, buddy, jack, and jim objects are all Dog instances, but miles isnot a Bulldog instance, and jack is not a Dachshund instance:
>>> isinstance(miles, Bulldog)

False

>>> isinstance(jack, Dachshund)

False
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More generally, all objects created from a child class are instances ofthe parent class, although they may not be instances of other childclasses.
Now that you’ve created child classes for some different breeds ofdogs, let’s give each breed its own sound.
Extend the Functionality of a Parent Class
Since different breeds of dogs have slightly different barks, you wantto provide a default value for the sound argument of their respective
.speak()methods. To do this, you need to override .speak() in the classdefinition for each breed.
To override amethod defined on the parent class, you define amethodwith the same name on the child class. Here’s what that looks like forthe JackRussellTerrier class:
class JackRussellTerrier(Dog):

def speak(self, sound="Arf"):

return f"{self.name} says {sound}"

Now .speak() is defined on the JackRussellTerrier classwith the defaultargument for sound set to "Arf".
Update dog.py with the new JackRussellTerrier class and press F5 tosave and run the file. You can now call .speak() on a JackRussellTerrierinstance without passing an argument to sound:
>>> miles = JackRussellTerrier("Miles", 4)

>>> miles.speak()

'Miles says Arf'

Sometimes dogs make different barks, so if Miles gets angry andgrowls, you can still call .speak() with a different sound:
>>> miles.speak("Grrr")

'Miles says Grrr'
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One thing to keep in mind about class inheritance is that changes tothe parent class automatically propagate to child classes. This occursas long as the attribute or method being changed isn’t overridden inthe child class.
For example, in the editor window, change the string returned by
.speak() in the Dog class:
class Dog:

# Leave other attributes and methods as they are

# Change the string returned by .speak()

def speak(self, sound):

return f"{self.name} barks: {sound}"

Save the file and press F5 . Now, when you create a new Bulldog in-stance named jim, jim.speak() returns the new string:
>>> jim = Bulldog("Jim", 5)

>>> jim.speak("Woof")

'Jim barks: Woof'

However, calling .speak() on a JackRussellTerrier instance won’t showthe new style of output:
>>> miles = JackRussellTerrier("Miles", 4)

>>> miles.speak()

'Miles says Arf'

Sometimes it makes sense to completely override a method from aparent class. But in this instance, we don’t want the JackRussellTerrierclass to lose any changes that might be made to the formatting of theoutput string of Dog.speak().
To do this, you still need to define a .speak() method on the child
JackRussellTerrier class. But instead of explicitly defining the outputstring, you need to call the Dog class’s .speak() inside the child class’s
.speak() method using the same arguments that you passed to
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JackRussellTerrier.speak().
You can access the parent class from inside a method of a child classby using super():
class JackRussellTerrier(Dog):

def speak(self, sound="Arf"):

return super().speak(sound)

When you call super().speak(sound) inside JackRussellTerrier, Pythonsearches the parent class, Dog, for a .speak() method and calls it withthe variable sound.
Update dog.py with the new JackRussellTerrier class. Save the file andpress F5 so you can test it in the interactive window:
>>> miles = JackRussellTerrier("Miles", 4)

>>> miles.speak()

'Miles barks: Arf'

Now when you call miles.speak(), you’ll see output reflecting the newformatting in the Dog class.
Important
In the above examples, the class hierarchy is very simple: the
JackRussellTerrier class has a single parent class, Dog. In real-world examples, the class hierarchy can get quite complicated.
super() does much more than just search the parent class for amethod or an attribute. It traverses the entire class hierarchyfor amatchingmethod or attribute. If you aren’t careful, super()can have surprising results.

In the next section, you’ll bring together everything you’ve learned byusing classes tomodel a farm. Before you tackle the assignment, checkyour understanding with the review exercises below.
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Review Exercises
You can nd the solutions to these exercises and many other bonusresources online at realpython.com/python-basics/resources
1. Create a GoldenRetriever class that inherits from the Dog class. Givethe sound argument of GoldenRetriever.speak() a default value of

"Bark". Use the following code for your parent Dog class:
class Dog:

species = "Canis familiaris"

def __init__(self, name, age):

self.name = name

self.age = age

def __str__(self):

return f"{self.name} is {self.age} years old"

def speak(self, sound):

return f"{self.name} says {sound}"

2. Write a Rectangle class that must be instantiated with two at-tributes: .length and .width. Add an .area() method to the classthat returns the area (length * width) of the rectangle.
Then write a Square class that inherits from the Rectangle class andis instantiated with a single attribute called .side_length. Testyour Square class by instantiating a Square with a .side_length of 4.Calling .area() should return 16.
Set the .width property of your Square instance to 5. Thencall .area() again. The return value should be 20.
This example illustrates how class inheritance isn’t always agood model for subset relationships. In mathematics, all squaresare rectangles, but this isn’t necessarily true in computer pro-gramming.
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10.4. Challenge: Model a Farm

Be careful to define behaviors so that they reflect expectations,and use class hierarchies with caution.

10.4 Challenge: Model a Farm
In this assignment, you’ll create a simplified model of a farm. As youwork through this assignment, keep in mind that there are a numberof correct answers.
The focus of this assignment is less about the Python class syntaxandmore about software design in general, which is highly subjective.This assignment is intentionally left open-ended to encourage you tothink about how you would organize your code into classes.
Before you write any code, grab a pen and paper and sketch out amodel of your farm, identifying classes, attributes, and methods.Think about inheritance. How can you prevent code duplication?Take the time to work through as many iterations as you feel arenecessary.
The actual requirements are open to interpretation, but try to adhereto these guidelines:
1. You should have at least four classes: the parent Animal class andat least three child animal classes that inherit from Animal.
2. Each class should have a few attributes and at least one methodthat models some behavior appropriate for a specific animal or allanimals—walking, running, eating, sleeping, and so on.
3. Keep it simple. Utilize inheritance. Make sure you output detailsabout the animals and their behaviors.
You can nd the solutions to this code challenge andmany other bonusresources online at realpython.com/python-basics/resources
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10.5 Summary and AdditionalResources
In this chapter, you learned about object-oriented programming(OOP), which is a programing paradigm used by most modernprogramming languages, including Java, C#, C++, and Python.
You saw how to define a class, which is a sort of blueprint for an ob-ject, and how to instantiate an object from a class. You also learnedabout attributes, which correspond to the properties of an object, andmethods, which correspond to the behaviors and actions of an object.
Finally, you learned how inheritance works by creating child classesfrom a parent class. You saw how to reference a method on a parentclass using super() and how to check if an object inherits from anotherclass by using isinstance().

Interactive Quiz
This chapter comes with a free online quiz to check your learn-ing progress. You can access the quiz using your phone or com-puter at the following web address:
realpython.com/quizzes/pybasics-oop

Additional Resources
You’ve seen the basics of OOP, but there is so much more to learn!Continue your journey with the following resources:
• Official Python Documentation
• OOP Articles on Real Python
For links and additional resources to further deepen your Pythonskills, visit realpython.com/python-basics/resources
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Chapter 11
Modules and Packages
As you gain experience writing code, you’ll eventually work onprojects that are so large that keeping all the code in a single filebecomes cumbersome.
Instead of writing a single file, you can put related code into separatefiles called modules. Individual modules can be put together likebuilding blocks to create a larger application.
In this chapter, you’ll learn how to:
• Create your own modules
• Use modules in another file via the import statement
• Organize several modules into a package

Let’s get started!
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11.1 WorkingWith Modules
Amodule is a file containing Python code that can be reused in otherPython code files.
Technically, every Python file that you’ve created while reading thisbook is amodule, but you haven’t seen how to use code from onemod-ule inside another.
There are four main advantages to breaking a program into modules:
1. Simplicity: Modules are focused on a single problem.
2. Maintainability: Small files are better than large files.
3. Reusability: Modules reduce duplicate code.
4. Scoping: Modules have their own namespaces.
In this section, you’ll exploremodules inmore detail. You’ll learn howto create them with IDLE, how to import one module into another,and how modules create namespaces.
Creating Modules
Open IDLE and start a new editor window by selecting File New File
or by pressing Ctrl + N . In the editor window, define a function,
add(), that returns the sum of its two parameters:
# adder.py

def add(x, y):

return x + y

Select File Save or press Ctrl + S to save the file as adder.py in anew directory on your computer called myproject/. adder.py is a Pythonmodule! It’s not a complete program, but not all modules need to be.
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Now open another new editor window by pressing Ctrl + N and typethe following code:
# main.py

value = add(2, 2)

print(value)

Save the file as main.py in the same myproject/ folder you just created.Then press F5 to run the module.
When the module runs, you’ll see a NameError displayed in IDLE’s in-teractive window:
Traceback (most recent call last):

File "//Documents/myproject/main.py", line 1, in <module>

value = add(2, 2)

NameError: name 'add' is not defined

It makes sense that a NameError occurs because add() is defined in
adder.py and not in main.py. In order to use add() in main.py, you mustfirst import the adder module.
Importing One Module Into Another
In the editor window for main.py, add the following line to the top ofthe file:
# main.py

import adder # <-- Add this line

# Leave the code below unchanged

value = add(2, 2)

print(value)

When you import one module into another, the contents of theimported module become available in the other. The module withthe import statement is called the calling module. In this example,
adder.py is the imported module and main.py is the calling module.
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Press Ctrl + S to save main.py, then press F5 to run themodule. The
NameError exception is still raised. That’s because add() can only beaccessed from the adder namespace.
A namespace is a collection of names, such as variable names,function names, and class names. Every Python module has its ownnamespace.
Variables, functions, and classes in a module can be accessed fromwithin the same module by just typing their name. That’s how you’vebeen doing it throughout this book so far. However, this doesn’t workfor imported modules.
To access a name in an importedmodule from the callingmodule, typethe imported module’s name followed by a dot (.) and the name youwant to use:
<module>.<name>

For instance, to use add() in the adder module, you need to type
adder.add().

Important
The name used to import a module is the same as the module’sfilename.
For this reason, module filenames must be valid Python iden-tifiers. That means they may only contain uppercase and low-ercase letters, numbers, and underscores (_), and they may notstart with a digit.
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Update the code in main.py as follows:
# main.py

import adder

value = adder.add(2, 2) # <-- Change this line

print(value)

Save the file and run the module. The value 4 is printed in the interac-tive window.
When you type import <module> at the beginning of a file, the module’sentire namespace is imported. Any new variables or functions addedto adder.py will be accessible in main.py without you having to importanything new.
Open the editor window for adder.py and add the following functionbelow add():
# adder.py

# Leave this code unchanged

def add(x, y):

return x + y

def double(x): # <-- Add this function

return x + x

Save the file. Then open the editor window for main.py and add thefollowing code:
# main.py

import adder

value = adder.add(2, 2)

double_value = adder.double(value) # <-- Add this line

print(double_value) # <-- Change this line

Now save and run main.py. When the module runs, the value 8 is dis-
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played in the interactive window. Since double() already exists in the
adder namespace, no NameError is raised.
Import Statement Variations
The import statement is flexible. There are two variations that youshould know about:
1. import <module> as <other_name>

2. from <module> import <name>

Let’s look at each of these variations in detail.
import <module> as <other_name>

You can change the name of an import using the as keyword:
import <module> as <other_name>

When you import a module this way, the module’s namespace is ac-cessed through <other_name> instead of <module>.
For example, change the import statement in main.py to the following:
import adder as a # <-- Change this line

# Leave the code below unchanged

value = adder.add(2, 2)

double_value = adder.double(value)

print(double_value)

Save the file and press F5 . A NameError is raised:
Traceback (most recent call last):

File "//Mac/Home/Documents/myproject/main.py", line 3, in <module>

value = adder.add(2, 2)

NameError: name 'adder' is not defined
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The adder name is no longer recognized because the module has beenimported with the name a instead of adder.
To make main.py work, you need to replace adder.add() and
adder.double() with a.add() and a.double():
import adder as a

value = a.add(2, 2) # <-- Change this line

double_value = a.double(value) # <-- Change this line, too

print(double_value)

Now save the file and run the module. No NameError is raised, and thevalue 8 is displayed in the interactive window.
from <module> import <name>

Instead of importing the entire namespace, you can import only a spe-cific name from a module. To do this, replace the import statementwith the following:
from <module> import <name>

For example, in main.py, change the import statement to the following:
# main.py

from adder import add # <-- Change this line

value = adder.add(2, 2)

double_value = adder.double(2, 2)

print(double_value)

Save the file and press F5 . A NameError exception is raised:
Traceback (most recent call last):

File "//Documents/myproject/main.py", line 3, in <module>

value = adder.add(2, 2)

NameError: name 'adder' is not defined
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The above traceback tells you that the name adder is undefined. Onlythe name add is imported from adder.py and is placed in the main.pymodule’s local namespace. Thatmeans you can use add()without hav-ing to type adder.add().
Replace adder.add() and adder.double() in main.py with add() and
double():
# main.py

from adder import add

value = add(2, 2) # <-- Change this line

double_value = double(value) # <-- Change this line, too

print(double_value)

Now save the file and run the module. What do you think happens?
Another NameError is raised:
Traceback (most recent call last):

File "//Documents/myproject/main.py", line 4, in <module>

double_value = double(value)

NameError: name 'double' is not defined

This time, the NameError tells you that the name double isn’t defined,which proves that only the add namewas imported from the addermod-ule.
You can import the double name by adding it to the import statementin main.py:
# main.py

from adder import add, double # <-- Change this line

# Leave the code below unchanged

value = add(2, 2)

double_value = double(value)

print(double_value)
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Save and run the module. Now the module runs without producing a
NameError. The value 8 is displayed in the interactive window.
Summary of Import Statements
The following table summarizes what you’ve learned about importingmodules:
Import Statement Result
import <module> Import the entire namespace of <module>into the name <module>. Import modulenames can be accessed from the callingmodule with <module>.<name>.
import <module> as

<other_name>

Import the entire namespace of <modules>into the name <other_name>. Importmodule names can be accessed from thecalling module with <other_name>.<name>.
from <module> import

<name1>, <name2>, ...

Import only the names <name1>, <name2>,etc., from <module>. The names are addedto the calling module’s local namespaceand can be accessed directly.

Separate namespaces are one of the great advantages of dividing codeinto individualmodules, so let’s take some time to explorewhy names-paces matter and why you should care about them.
Why Use Namespaces?
Suppose every person on the entire planet will be given an ID number.In order to distinguish one person from the next, each ID numberneeds to be unique. We’ll need a whole bunch of ID numbers to makethat work!
The world is divided into countries, so we can group people by their
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country of birth. If we assign each country a unique code, we can at-tach that code to a person’s ID number. For example, a person fromthe United Statesmight have an ID of US-357, and a person fromGreatBritain might have an ID of GB-246.
Two people from different countries can now have the same ID num-ber. We can distinguish them because their IDs begin with differ-ent country codes. Each person from the same country must havea unique ID number, but we no longer need globally unique IDs.
The country codes in this scenario are an example of namespaces,and they illustrate three of the main reasons for using namespaces:
1. They group names into logical containers.
2. They prevent clashes between duplicate names.
3. They provide context to names.
Namespaces in code provide the same advantages.
You’ve seen three different ways to import one module into another.Keeping in mind the advantages that namespaces provide can helpyou determine which kind of import statement makes the most sense.
In general, import <module> is the preferred approach because it keepsthe imported module’s namespace completely separate from the call-ing module’s namespace. Moreover, every name from the importedmodule is accessed from the calling module with the <module>.<name>format, which immediately tells you in which module the name origi-nates.
There are two reasons you might use the import <module> as <other_-

name> format:
1. The module name is long, and you wish to import an abbreviatedversion of it.
2. The module name clashes with an existing name in the callingmodule.
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The statement import <module> as <other_name> still keeps the importedmodule’s namespace separate from the calling module’s namespace.The tradeoff is that the name you give the module might not be aseasily recognizable as the original module name.
Importing specific names from a module is generally the least pre-ferred way to import code from a module. The imported names areadded directly to the calling module’s namespace, completely remov-ing them from context of the calling module.
Sometimes, modules contain a single function or class that has thesame name as the module. For example, there is a module in thePython standard library called datetime that contains a class called
datetime.
Suppose you add the following import statement to your code:
import datetime

This imports the datetime module into your code’s namespace, so touse the datetime class contained in the datetime module, you need totype the following:
datetime.datetime(2020, 2, 2)

Don’t worry about how the datetime class works right now. Theimportant part of this example is that having to constantly type
datetime.datetime whenever you want to use the datetime class isredundant and tiresome.
This is a great example of when it’s appropriate to use one of the varia-tions of the import statement. To keep the context of the datetime pack-age, it’s common for Python programmers to import the package andrename it as dt:
import datetime as dt
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Now, to use the datetime class, you only need to type dt.datetime:
dt.datetime(2020, 2, 2)

It’s also common to import the datetime class directly into the callingmodule’s namespace:
from datetime import datetime

This is fine because the context isn’t really lost. The class and themod-ule share the same name, after all.
When you import the datetime class directly, you no longer have to usedotted module names to access it:
datetime(2020, 2, 2)

The various import statements allow you to minimize the time youspend typing unnecessarily long dotted module names. That said,abusing the various import statements can lead to a loss of context,resulting in code that is more difficult to understand.
Always use good judgment when importing modules so that you pre-serve the most context possible.
Review Exercises
You can nd the solutions to these exercises and many other bonusresources online at realpython.com/python-basics/resources
1. Create a module called greeter.py that contains a single function

greet(). This function should accept a single string parameter nameand print the text Hello {name}! to the interactive window, with
{name} replaced by the function argument.

2. Create a module called main.py that imports greet() from greet.pyand calls the function with the argument "Real Python".
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11.2 WorkingWith Packages
Modules allow you to divide a program into individual files that can bereused as needed. Related code can be organized into a single moduleand kept separate from other code.
Packages take this organizational structure one step further by allow-ing you to group related modules under a single namespace.
In this section, you’ll learn how to create your own Python packageand import code from that package into another module.
Creating Packages
A package is a folder that contains one or more Python modules. Itmust also contain a special module called __init__.py. Here’s an ex-ample of a package to illustrate this structure:

The __init__.py module doesn’t need to contain any code! It onlyneeds to exist so that Python recognizes the mypackage/ folder as aPython package.
Using your computer’s file explorer or whatever tool you’re comfort-able with, create a new folder somewhere on your computer called
packages_example/. Inside that folder, create another folder called
mypackage/.
The packages_example/ folder is called the project folder, or projectroot folder, because it contains all the files or folders in the
packages_examples project. The mypackage/ folder will eventually be-come a Python package. It isn’t one right now because it doesn’tcontain any modules.
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Open IDLE and create a new editor window by pressing Ctrl + N . Atthe top of the file, add the following comment:
# main.py

Now press Ctrl + S and save the file as main.py in the packages_-

example/ folder you created earlier.
Open another editor window by pressing Ctrl + N . Insert the follow-ing at the top of the file:
# __init__.py

Then save the file as __init__.py in the mypackage/ subfolder of your
packages_example folder.
Finally, create twomore editor windows. Save these files as module1.pyand module2.py, respectively, in your mypackage/ folder, and insert com-ments at the top of each file containing the file name.
When you’re done, you should have five IDLE windows open: the in-teractive window and four editor windows.
Now that we’ve created the package structure, let’s add some code. Inthe module1.py file, add the following function:
# module1.py

def greet(name):

print(f"Hello, {name}!")

In the module2.py file add the following:
# module2.py

def depart(name):

print(f"Goodbye, {name}!")

Make sure you save both of the module1.py and module2.py files! You’renow ready to import and use these modules in the main.py module.
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Importing Modules From Packages
In your main.py file, add the following code:
# main.py

import mypackage

mypackage.module1.greet("Pythonista")

mypackage.module2.depart("Pythonista")

Save main.py and press F5 to run the module. In the interactive win-dow, an AttributeError is raised:
Traceback (most recent call last):

File "\MacHomeDocumentspackages_examplemain.py", line 5, in <module>

mypackage.module1.greet("Pythonista")

AttributeError: module 'mypackage' has no attribute 'module1'

When you import the mypackagemodule, the module1 and module2 names-paces aren’t imported automatically—you need to import them, too.
Change the import statement at the top of main.py:
# main.py

import mypackage.module1 # <-- Change this line

# Leave the below code unchanged

mypackage.module1.greet("Pythonista")

mypackage.module2.depart("Pythonista")

Now save and run the main.py module. You should see the followingoutput in the interactive window:
Hello, Pythonista!

Traceback (most recent call last):

File "\MacHomeDocumentspackages_examplemain.py", line 6, in <module>

mypackage.module2.depart("Pythonista")

AttributeError: module 'mypackage' has no attribute 'module2'
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You can tell that mypackage.module1.greet() was called because Hello,

Pythonista! is displayed in the interactive window.
However, mypackage.module2.depart() was not called. That line raisedan attribute error because the only module imported from mypackageso far is module1.
To import module2, add the following import statement to the top ofyour main.py file:
# main.py

import mypackage.module1

import mypackage.module2 # <-- Add this line

# Leave the below code unchanged

mypackage.module1.greet("Pythonista")

mypackage.module2.depart("Pythonista")

Now when you save and run main.py, both greet() and depart() getcalled:
Hello, Pythonista!

Goodbye, Pythonista!

In general, modules are imported from packages using dottedmod-ule names with the following format:
import <package_name>.<module_name>

First, type the nameof the package, followed by a dot (.) and the nameof the module you want to import.
Important
Just likemodule file names, package folder namesmust be validPython identifiers. They may contain only uppercase and low-ercase letters, numbers, and underscores (_), and they may notstart with a digit.
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As with modules, there are several variations on the import statementthat you can use when importing packages.
Import Statement Variations for Packages
There are three variations of the import statement that you learned forimporting names from modules. These three variations translate tothe following four variations for importing modules from packages:
1. import <package>

2. import <package> as <other_name>

3. from <package> import <module>

4. from <package> import <module> as <other_name>

These variations work much the same as their counterparts.
For instance, instead of importing mypackage.module1 and mypackage.module2on separate lines, you can import both on the same line. Change your
main.py file to the following:
# main.py

from mypackage import module1, module2

module1.greet("Pythonista")

module2.depart("Pythonista")

When you save and run the module, the same output as before is dis-played in the interactive window.
You can change the name of an imported module using the as key-word:
# main.py

from mypackage import module1 as m1, module2 as m2

m1.greet("Pythonista")

m2.depart("Pythonista")
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You can also import individual names from a package module. Forinstance, you can rewrite main.py to the following without changingwhat gets printed when you save and run the module:
# main.py

from mypackage.module1 import greet

from mypackage.module2 import depart

greet("Pythonista")

depart("Pythonista")

With so many ways to import packages, it’s natural to wonder whichway is best.
Guidelines for Importing Packages
The same guidelines for importing names from modules apply to im-porting modules from packages. You should prefer that imports be asexplicit as possible so that the modules and names imported into thecalling module have the appropriate context.
In general, the following format is the most explicit:
import <package>.<module>

To access names from module, type something like the following:
<package>.<module>.<name>

This way, when you encounter names from the imported module,there’s no question where those names come from. But sometimespackage and module names are long, and you find yourself typing
<package>.<module> over and over again in your code.
The following format allows you to skip the package name and importjust the module name into the calling module’s namespace:
from <package> import <module>
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Now you can just type <module>.<name> to access a name from the mod-ule. While this no longer tells you which package the name comesfrom, it does keep the context of the module apparent.
Finally, the following format is generally ambiguous and should onlybe used when there’s no risk of importing a name from a module thatclashes with a name in the calling module:
from <package>.<module> import <name>

Now that you’ve seen how to importmodules frompackages, let’s takea quick look at how to nest packages inside other packages.
Importing Modules From Subpackages
Apackage is just a folder containing one ormore Pythonmodules, oneof which must be named __init__.py. So it’s entirely possible to havethe following package structure:

A package nested inside another package is called a subpackage. Forexample, the mysubpackage folder is a subpackage of mypackage becauseit contains an __init__.py module as well as a second module called
module3.py.
Using your computer’s file explorer or some other tool, create the
mysubpackage/ folder on your computer. Make sure you place thefolder inside the mypackage/ folder you created earlier.
In IDLE, open two new editor windows. Create the files __init__.pyand module3.py and save both modules to the mysubpackage/ folder.
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In your module3.py file, add the following code:
# module3.py

people = ["John", "Paul", "George", "Ringo"]

Nowopen the main.py file in your root packages_examples/ project folder.Remove any existing code and replace it with the following:
# main.py

from mypackage.module1 import greet

from mypackage.mysubpackage.module3 import people

for person in people:

greet(person)

The people list from the module3module inside mysubpackage is importedvia the dotted module name mypackage.mysubpackage.module3.
Now save and run main.py. The following output is displayed in theinteractive window:
Hello, John!

Hello, Paul!

Hello, George!

Hello, Ringo!

Subpackages are great for organizing code inside very large packages.They help keep the folder structure of a package clean and organized.
However, deeply nested subpackages introduce long dotted modulenames. You can imagine how much typing it would take to importa module from a subpackage of a subpackage of a subpackage of apackage.
It’s good practice to keep your subpackages at most one or two levelsdeep.
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Review Exercises
You can nd the solutions to these exercises and many other bonusresources online at realpython.com/python-basics/resources
1. In a new project folder called package_exercises/, create a packagecalled helpers with three modules: __init__.py, string.py, and

math.py.
In the string.py module, add a function called shout() thattakes a single string parameter and returns a new string with allof the letters in uppercase.
In the math.py module, add a function called area() that takestwo parameters called length and width and returns their product
length * width.

2. In the root project folder, create a module called main.py thatimports the shout() and area() functions. Use shout() and area()to print the following output:
THE AREA OF A 5-BY-8 RECTANGLE IS 40

11.3 Summary and AdditionalResources
In this chapter, you learned how to create your own Python modulesand packages and how to import objects from one module into an-other. You saw that dividing code into modules and packages is ad-vantageous for the following reasons:
• Small code files are simpler than large code files.
• Small code files are easier to maintain than large code files.
• Modules can be reused throughout a project.
• Modules group related objects into isolated namespaces.
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Interactive Quiz
This chapter comes with a free online quiz to check your learn-ing progress. You can access the quiz using your phone or com-puter at the following web address:
realpython.com/quizzes/pybasics-modules-packages

Additional Resources
To learn more about modules and packages, check out the followingresources:
• Python Modules and Packages (Course)
• Absolute vs Relative Imports (Course)
For links and additional resources to further deepen your Pythonskills, visit realpython.com/python-basics/resources
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Chapter 12
File Input and Output
So far, you’ve written programs that get their input from one of twosources: the user or the program itself. Program output has been lim-ited to displaying some text in IDLE’s interactive window.
These input and output methods aren’t useful in several common sce-narios, such as when:
• The input values are unknown while writing the program
• The program requires more data than a user can be expected totype in by themselves
• Output must be shared with others after the program runs

This is where files come in.
In this chapter, you’ll learn how to:
• Work with file paths and file metadata
• How to read and write text files
• How to read and write comma-separated value (CSV) files
• How to create, delete, copy, and move files and folders

Let’s dive in!
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12.1 Files and the File System
You’ve likely been working with computer files for a long time. Evenso, there are some things that programmers need to know about filesthat general users do not.
In this section, you’ll learn the concepts necessary to get started work-ing with files in Python.
The Anatomy of a File
There are many types of files, including text files, image files, audiofiles, and PDF files. Regardless of a file’s type, though, a file is com-posed of a sequence of bytes called the le contents.
A byte is an integer with a value between 0 and 255. Bytes are thevalues that are stored on a physical storage device when a file is saved.When you access a file on a computer, the bytes in the file are read insequence from the disk.
There’s nothing about the file itself that dictates how to interpret itscontents. As a programmer, you’re responsible for converting bytesto the appropriate format when your program opens a file. Thismightsound difficult, but Python does a lot of the hard work for you.
For example, Python can convert the numerical bytes of a text file intotext characters for you. You don’t need to know exactly how this con-versionworks. There are tools in the standard library forworkingwithall sorts of file types, including images and audio files.
To access a file from a storage device, you need to know which devicethe file is stored on, how to interactwith that device, andwhere exactlyon the device the file is located. This monumental task is managed bya le system.
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The File System
A computer’s file system does two things:
1. It provides an abstract representation of the files stored on thecomputer and any devices connected to it.
2. It interfaces with devices to control the storage and retrieval of filedata.
Python interacts with the file system on your computer and is limitedto whatever actions your file system allows.

Important
Different operating systems use different file systems. This isimportant to keep in mind when writing code that will be runon different operating systems.

The file system manages communication between the computer andthe physical storage device. That’s good news! It means that, as aPython programmer, you don’t need to worry about things like access-ing physical storage or spinning a hard disk.
The File System Hierarchy
File systems organize files in a hierarchy of directories, which arealso known as folders. At the top of the hierarchy is a directory calledthe root directory. All other files and directories in the file systemare contained in the root directory.

Important
On Windows, every disk drive has its own file hierarchy withthe root directory represented by the filename.
macOS and Linux are different in that each drive is representedas a subdirectory of a single root directory.
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Every file has a lename that must be unique from any other filein the same directory. Directories can also contain other directoriescalled subdirectories or subfolders.
The following directory tree visualizes the hierarchy of files and di-rectories in an example file system:

In this file system, the root folder is called root/. It has two subdi-rectories called app/ and photos/. The app/ subdirectory contains a
program.py file and a data.txt file. The photos/ directory has two sub-directories called cats/ and dogs/ that both contain two image files.
File Paths
To locate a file in a file system, you can list the directories in order,starting with the root directory, followed by the name of the file. Astring with the file location represented in this manner is called a lepath.
For example, the file path for the jack_russel.gif file in the above filesystem is root/photos/dogs/jack_russel.gif.
How you write file paths depends on your operating system. Here arethree examples of file paths on Windows, macOS, and Linux:
1. Windows: C:\Users\David\Documents\hello.txt
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2. macOS: /Users/David/Documents/hello.txt
3. Ubuntu Linux: /home/David/Documents/hello.txt

All three of these file paths locate a text file named hello.txt that isstored in the Documents subfolder of the user directory for a user named
David. As you can see, there are some pretty big differences betweenfile paths from one operating system to another.
On macOS and Ubuntu Linux, the operating system uses a virtualle system that organizes all files and directories for all devices onthe system under a single root directory, usually represented by a for-ward slash symbol (/). Files and folders from external storage devicesare usually located in a subdirectory called media/.
On Windows, there is no universal root directory. Each device has aseparate file system with a unique root directory that is named witha drive letter followed by a colon (:) and a backslash symbol (\).Typically, the hard drive on which the operating system is installed isassigned the letter C, so the root directory of the file system for thatdrive is C:.
The other major difference between Windows, macOS, and Ubuntufile paths is that directories in a Windows file path are separated bybackslashes (\), whereas directories in macOS and Ubuntu file pathsare separated by forward slashes (/).
When you write programs that need to run on multiple operating sys-tems, it’s critical that you handle the differences in file paths appro-priately. In versions of Python greater than 3.4, the standard librarycontains a module called pathlib that helps take the pain out of han-dling file paths across operating systems.

12.2 WorkingWith File Paths in Python
Python’s pathlib module is the main interface for working with filepaths. You’ll need to import the module before you can do anythingwith it.
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Open IDLE’s interactive window and type the following to import
pathlib:
>>> import pathlib

The pathlib module contains a class called Path that is used to repre-sent a file path.
Creating Path Objects
There are several ways to create a new Path object:
1. From a string
2. With the Path.home() and Path.cwd() class methods
3. With the / operator
The most straightforward way to create a Path object is from a string.
Creating Path Objects From Strings
For instance, the following creates a Path object representing themacOS file path "/Users/David/Documents/hello.txt":
>>> path = pathlib.Path("/Users/David/Documents/hello.txt")

There’s a problem, though, with Windows paths. On Windows, direc-tories are separated by backslashes (\). Python interprets backslashesas the start of an escape sequence that represent a special characterin the string, such as the newline character (\n).
Attempting to create a Path object with the Windows file path
"C:\Users\David\Desktop\hello.txt" raises an exception:
>>> path = pathlib.Path("C:\Users\David\Desktop\hello.txt")

SyntaxError: (unicode error) 'unicodeescape' codec can't decode bytes

in position 2-3: truncated \UXXXXXXXX escape

There are two ways to get around this problem.
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First, you can use a forward slash (/) instead of a backslash (\) in yourWindows file paths:
>>> path = pathlib.Path("C:/Users/David/Desktop/hello.txt")

Python can interpret this just fine andwill translate the path appropri-ately and automatically when interfacing with theWindows operatingsystem.
Second, you can turn the string into a raw string by prefixing it withan r:
>>> path = pathlib.Path(r"C:\Users\David\Desktop\hello.txt")

This tells Python to ignore any escape sequences and just read thestring as is.
Using Path.home() and Path.cwd()

Besides creating a Path object from a string, the Path class has classmethods that return the Path objects of special directories. Two of themost useful class methods are Path.home() and Path.cwd().
Every operating system has a special directory for storing data for thecurrently logged-in user. This directory is called the user’s home di-rectory. The location of this directory depends on the operating sys-tem:
• Windows: C:\Users\<username>

• macOS: /Users/<username>
• Ubuntu Linux: /home/<username>

The Path.home() class method creates a Path object representing thehome directory regardless of which operating system the code runson:
>>> home = pathlib.Path.home()
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When you inspect the home variable onWindows, you’ll see somethinglike this:
>>> home

WindowsPath("C:/Users/David")

The Path object created is a subclass of Path called WindowsPath. Onother operating systems, the Path object returned is a subclass called
PosixPath.
For example, on macOS, inspecting home will display something likethe following:
>>> home

PosixPath("/Users/David")

For the rest of this section, WindowsPath objects will be shown in theexample output. However, all of the exampleswill workwith PosixPathobjects.
Note
WindowsPath and PosixPath objects share the same methods andattributes. From a programming standpoint, there’s no differ-ence between the two types of Path objects.

The Path.cwd() class method returns a Path object representing thecurrent working directory, or CWD. The current working direc-tory is a dynamic reference to a directory that depends on where aprocess on the computer is currently working. It always representsyour current location in the file system.
When you run IDLE, the current working directory is usually set tothe Documents directory in the current user’s home directory:
>>> pathlib.Path.cwd()

WindowsPath("C:/Users/David/Documents")

This is not always the case, though. Moreover, the current working
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directory may change during the lifetime of a program.
Path.cwd() is useful, but be careful when you use it. When you do,make sure you know exactly which directory the current working di-rectory refers to.
Using the / Operator
If you have an existing Path object, then you can use the / operator toextend the path with subdirectories or filenames.
For example, the following creates a Path object representing a filenamed hello.txt in the Documents subdirectory of the current user’shome directory:
>>> home / "Desktop" / "hello.txt"

WindowsPath('C:/Users/David/Desktop/hello.txt')

The / operator must always have a Path object on the left-hand side.The right-hand side can have a string representing a single file or di-rectory, or it can have a string representing a path or other Path object.
Absolute vs Relative Paths
A path that begins with the root directory in a file system is called anabsolute le path. Not all file paths are absolute. A file path that isnot absolute is called a relative le path.
Here’s an example of a Path object that references a relative path:
>>> path = pathlib.Path("Photos/image.jpg")

Notice that the path string does not start with C:\ or /.
You can determine if a file path is absolute using .is_absolute():
>>> path.is_absolute()

False
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Relative paths only make sense when considered within the contextof some other directory. They are perhaps most commonly used todescribe the path to a file relative to the current working directory orthe user’s home directory.
You can extend a relative path to an absolute path using the forwardslash (/) operator:
>>> home = pathlib.Path.home()

>>> home / pathlib.Path("Photos/image.png")

WindowsPath('C:/Users/David/Photos/image.png')

On the left of the forward slash (/), put an absolute path to the direc-tory that contains the relative path. Then put the relative path on theright side of the forward slash.
You won’t always know how to construct an absolute path, though. Inthose cases, you can use Path.resolve().
When you call .resolve() on an existing Path object, a new Path objectrepresenting the absolute path is returned:
>>> relative_path = pathlib.Path("/Users/David")

>>> absolute_path = relative_path.resolve()

>>> absolute_path

WindowsPath('C:/Users/David')

Path.resolve() attempts to create as much of the absolute path as pos-sible.
Sometimes the relative path is ambiguous. In that case, .resolve()returns the relative path. In other words, .resolve() isn’t guaranteedto return an absolute path.
Once you create a Path object, you can inspect the various componentsof the file path that it refers to.
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Accessing File Path Components
All file paths contain a list of directories. The .parents attribute of a
Path object returns an iterable containing a list of directories in thefile path:
>>> path = pathlib.Path.home() / "hello.txt"

>>> path

WindowsPath("C:/Users/David")

>>> list(path.parents)

[WindowsPath("C:/Users/David"), WindowsPath("C:/Users"),

WindowsPath("C:/")]

Notice that the directories are returned in reverse order of how theyappear in the file path. That is, the last directory in the path is the firstdirectory in the list of parent directories.
You can iterate over the parent directories in a for loop:
>>> for directory in path.parents:

... print(directory)

...

C:\Users\David

C:\Users

C:\

The .parent attribute returns the name of the first parent directory inthe file path as a string:
>>> path.parent

WindowsPath('C:/Users/David')

.parent is a shortcut for .parents[0].
If the file path is absolute, then you can access the root directory ofthe file path with the .anchor attribute:
>>> path.anchor

'C:\'
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Note that .anchor returns a string, not another Path object.
For relative paths, .anchor returns an empty string:
>>> path = pathlib.Path("hello.txt")

>>> path.anchor

''

The .name attribute returns the name of the file or directory that thepath points to:
>>> home = pathlib.Path.home() # C:\Users\David

>>> home.name

'David'

>>> path = home / "hello.txt"

>>> path.name

'hello.txt'

File names are broken down into two parts. The part to the left of thedot (.) is called the stem, and the part to the right of the dot is calledthe su x or le extension.
The .stem and .suffix attributes return strings containing each of theseparts of the filename:
>>> path.stem

'hello'

>>> path.suffix

'.txt'

You might be wondering at this point how to actually do somethingwith the hello.txt file. You’ll learn how to read and write files in thenext section. But before you open a file for reading, it’s a good idea toknow whether or not that file exists.
CheckingWhether a File Path Exists
You can create a Path object for a file path even if that path doesn’tactually exist. Of course, file paths that don’t represent actual files
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or directories aren’t very useful unless you plan on creating them atsome point.
Path objects have an .exists() method that returns True or False de-pending on whether or not the file path exists on the machine execut-ing the program.
For instance, if you don’t have a hello.txt file in your home directory,then calling .exists() on the Path object representing that file path re-turns False:
>>> path = pathlib.Path.home() / "hello.txt"

>>> path.exists()

False

Using a text editor or some other means, create a blank text file called
hello.txt in your home directory. Then rerun the above code example,making sure path.exists() returns True.
You can check whether a file path refers to a file or a directory. Tocheck if the path is a file, use the .is_file() method:
>>> path.is_file()

True

Note that .is_file() returns False if the file doesn’t exist.
Use the .is_dir() method to check if the file path refers to a directory:
>>> # "hello.txt" is not a directory

>>> path.is_dir()

False

>>> # home is a directory

>>> home.is_dir()

True

Working with file paths is an essential part of any programmingproject that reads or writes data from a hard drive or other storage
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device. Understanding the differences between file paths on differentoperating systems and how to work with pathlib.Path objects so thatyour programs can work on any operating system is an importantand useful skill.
Review Exercises
You can nd the solutions to these exercises and many other bonusresources online at realpython.com/python-basics/resources
1. Create a new Path object to a file called my_file.txt in a folder called

my_folder/ in your computer’s home directory. Assign this Path ob-ject to the variable name file_path.
2. Check whether the path assigned to file_path exists.
3. Print the name of the path assigned to file_path. The outputshould be my_file.txt.
4. Print the name of the parent directory of the path assigned to

file_path. The output should be my_folder.

12.3 Common File System Operations
Now that you know how to work with file paths using the pathlibmod-ule, let’s take a look at some common file operations and how to per-form them in Python.
Creating Directories and Files
To create a new directory, use the Path.mkdir() method. In IDLE’s in-teractive window, type the following:
>>> from pathlib import Path

>>> new_dir = Path.home() / "new_directory"

>>> new_dir.mkdir()

After importing the Path class, you create a new path to a directorycalled new_directory/ in your home folder and assign this path to the
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new_dir variable. Then you use .mkdir() to create the new directory.
You can now check that the new directory exists and is, in fact, a di-rectory:
>>> new_dir.exists()

True

>>> new_dir.is_dir()

True

If you try to create a directory that already exists, then you get an er-ror:
>>> new_dir.mkdir()

Traceback (most recent call last):

File "<pyshell#32>", line 1, in <module>

new_dir.mkdir()

File "C:\Users\David\AppData\Local\Programs\Python\

Python\lib\pathlib.py", line 1266, in mkdir

self._accessor.mkdir(self, mode)

FileExistsError: [WinError 183] Cannot create a file when

that file already exists: 'C:\\Users\\David\\new_directory'

When you call .mkdir(), Python attempts to create the new_directory/folder again. Since the directory already exists, this operation failsand a FileExistsError exception is raised.
What if you want to create a new directory only if it doesn’t alreadyexist, and you also want to avoid raising the FileExistsError if the di-rectory does exist?
In that case, you can set the exist_ok parameter of .mkdir() to True:
>>> new_dir.mkdir(exist_ok=True)

When you execute .mkdir()with the exist_ok parameter set to True, thedirectory is created only if it doesn’t already exist. If it does alreadyexist, then nothing happens.
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Setting exist_ok to True when calling .mkdir() is equivalent to the fol-lowing code:
>>> if not new_dir.exists():

... new_dir.mkdir()

Although the above code works just fine, setting the exist_ok parame-ter to True is shorter and doesn’t sacrifice readability.
Now let’s see what happens if you try to create a subdirectory withina directory that doesn’t exist:
>>> nested_dir = new_dir / "folder_a" / "folder_b"

>>> nested_dir.mkdir()

Traceback (most recent call last):

File "<pyshell#38>", line 1, in <module>

nested_dir.mkdir()

File "C:\Users\David\AppData\Local\Programs\Python\

Python\lib\pathlib.py", line 1266, in mkdir

self._accessor.mkdir(self, mode)

FileNotFoundError: [WinError 3] The system cannot findthe path

specified: 'C:\\Users\\David\\new_directory\\folder_a\\folder_b'

The problem is that the parent directory folder_a/ doesn’t exist. Typ-ically, to create a directory, all of the parent directories of the targetdirectory (in this case folder_b/) in the path must already exist.
To create any parent directories needed to create the target directory,set the optional parents parameter of .mkdir() to True:
>>> nested_dir.mkdir(parents=True)

Now .mkdir() creates the parent directory, folder_a/, so that the targetdirectory, folder_b/, can be created.
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Putting all this together, you get the following common pattern forcreating directories:
path.mkdir(parents=True, exist_ok=True)

When you set both the parents and exist_ok parameters to True, theentire path is created if needed, and no exception is raised if the pathalready exists.
This pattern is useful, but it may not be the right approach in everysituation. For example, if a user inputs a nonexistent path, then youmaywish to instead catch an exception so you can ask the user to verifythe path that they entered. They might have just mistyped the nameof an existing directory!
Now let’s look at how to create files. Create a new Path object called
file_path for the path new_directory/file1.txt:
>>> file_path = new_dir / "file1.txt"

There’s no file called file1.txt in new_directory/, so the path doesn’texist yet:
>>> file_path.exists()

False

You can create the file using the Path.touch() method:
>>> file_path.touch()

This creates a new file called file1.txt in the new_directory/ folder. Itdoesn’t contain any data yet, but the file exists:
>>> file_path.exists()

True

>>> file_path.is_file()

True

Unlike .mkdir(), the .touch()method does not raise an exception if the
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path being created already exists:
>>> # Calling .touch() a second time doesn't raise an exception

>>> file_path.touch()

When you create a file using .touch(), the file doesn’t contain any data.You’ll learn how to write data to a file in section 12.5, “Reading andWriting Files.”
You can’t create a file in a directory that doesn’t exist:
>>> file_path = new_dir / "folder_c" / "file2.txt"

>>> file_path.touch()

Traceback (most recent call last):

File "<pyshell#47>", line 1, in <module>

file_path.touch()

File "C:\Users\David\AppData\Local\Programs\Python\

Python\lib\pathlib.py", line 1256, in touch

fd = self._raw_open(flags, mode)

File "C:\Users\David\AppData\Local\Programs\Python\

Python\lib\pathlib.py", line 1063, in _raw_open

return self._accessor.open(self, flags, mode)

FileNotFoundError: [Errno 2] No such file or directory:

'C:\\Users\\David\\new_directory\\folder_c\\file2.txt'

The FileNotFoundError is raised because the new_directory/ folder hasno folder_c/ subfolder.
Unlike .mkdir(), the .touch() method has no parents parameter thatyou can set to automatically create parent directories. This meansthat you need to first create any necessary directories before calling
.touch() to create the file.
For instance, you can use .parent to get the path to the parent folderfor file2.txt and then call .mkdir() to create the directory:
>>> file_path.parent.mkdir()
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Since .parent returns a Path object, you can chain the .mkdir()methodto write the entire operation on a single line of code.
With the folder_c/ directory created, you can successfully create thefile:
>>> file_path.touch()

Now that you know how to create files and directories, let’s look athow to get the contents of a directory.
Iterating Over Directory Contents
Using pathlib, you can iterate over the contents of a directory. Youmight need to do this in order to process all the files in a directory.
The word process is vague. It could mean reading the file and extract-ing some data, compressing files in the directory, or some other oper-ation.
For now, let’s focus on how you go about retrieving the contents of agiven directory. You’ll learn how to read data from files in the nextsection.
Everything in a directory is either a file or a subdirectory. The
Path.iterdir() method returns an iterator over Path objects represent-ing each item in the directory.
To use .iterdir(), you first need a Path representing a directory. Let’suse the new_directory/ folder that you previously created in your homedirectory and assigned to the new_dir variable:
>>> for path in new_dir.iterdir():

... print(path)

...

C:\Users\David\new_directory\file1.txt

C:\Users\David\new_directory\folder_a

C:\Users\David\new_directory\folder_c
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Right now, this new_directory/ folder contains three items:
1. A file called file1.txt

2. A directory called folder_c/

3. A directory called folder_a/

.iterdir() returns an iterable, so you can convert it to a list:
>>> list(new_dir.iterdir())

[WindowsPath('C:/Users/David/new_directory/file1.txt'),

WindowsPath('C:/Users/David/new_directory/folder_a'),

WindowsPath('C:/Users/David/new_directory/folder_c')]

You won’t often need to convert this to a list. Generally, you’ll use
.iterdir() in a for loop like you did in the first example.
Notice that .iterdir() returns only those items that are directly con-tained in the new_directory/ folder. That is, you can’t see the path tothe file that exists in the folder_c/ directory.
There is a way to iterate over the contents a directory and all of itssubdirectories, but you can’t do it easily with .iterdir(). We’ll get tothis task in a moment, but first let’s talk about how to search for fileswithin a directory.
Searching for Files in a Directory
Sometimes you only need to iterate over files of a certain type or fileswith certain naming schemes. You can use the Path.glob() methodon a path representing a directory to get an iterable over directorycontents that meet some criteria.
It might seem strange that a method that searches for files is called
.glob(), but there’s a historical reason behind this name. In early ver-sions of the Unix operating system, a program called glob was used toexpand file path patterns to full file paths.
The .glob() method does something similar. You pass to the method
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a string containing a pattern with a wildcard character, and .glob()returns a list of file paths that match the pattern.
A wildcard character is a special character that acts as a place-holder in a pattern. It’s replaced by other characters to create a con-crete file path. For example, in the pattern "*.txt", the asterisk (*)is a wildcard character that can be replaced by any number of othercharacters.
The pattern "*.txt" matches any file path that ends with.txt. That is,if replacing the * in the pattern with every character in a file path upto the last four characters results in the original file path, then that filepath is amatch for the pattern "*.txt".
Let’s look at an example using the new_directory/ folder previously as-signed to the new_dir variable:
>>> for path in new_dir.glob("*.txt"):

... print(path)

...

C:\Users\David\new_directory\file1.txt

Like .iterdir(), the .glob() method returns an iterable of paths, butthis time only those paths that match the pattern "*.txt" are returned.Note that .glob() returns only the paths that are directly contained inthe folder on which it is called.
You can convert the return value of .glob() to a list:
>>> list(new_dir.glob("*.txt"))

[WindowsPath('C:/Users/David/new_directory/file1.txt')]

You will most often use .glob() in a for loop.
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The following table describes some common wildcard characters:
WildcardCharacter Description Example Matches Does NotMatch

* Any numberof characters "*b*" b, ab, bc, abc a, c, ac
? A singlecharacter "?bc" abc, bbc, cbc bc, aabc,

abcd

[abc] Matches onecharacter inthe brackets
[CB]at Cat, Bat at, cat, bat

We’ll look at some examples of each of the wildcard characters later.But first, let’s create a few more files in the new_directory/ folder sothat we have more options to play with.
Type in the following code:
>>> paths = [

... new_dir / "program1.py",

... new_dir / "program2.py",

... new_dir / "folder_a" / "program3.py",

... new_dir / "folder_a" / "folder_b" / "image1.jpg",

... new_dir / "folder_a" / "folder_b" / "image2.png",

... ]

>>> for path in paths:

... path.touch()

...

>>>
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After executing the above, the new_directory/ folder has the followingstructure:

Now that we have a more interesting structure to work with, let’s seehow .glob() works with each of the wildcard characters.
The * Wildcard
The *wildcardmatches any number of characters in a file path pattern.For example, the pattern "*.py" matches all file paths that end in .py:
>>> list(new_dir.glob("*.py"))

[WindowsPath('C:/Users/David/new_directory/program1.py'),

WindowsPath('C:/Users/David/new_directory/program2.py')]

You can use the * wildcard multiple times in a single pattern:
>>> list(new_dir.glob("*1*"))

[WindowsPath('C:/Users/David/new_directory/file1.txt'),

WindowsPath('C:/Users/David/new_directory/program1.py')]

The pattern "*1*" matches any file path containing the number 1 withany number of characters before and after it. The only files in the
new_directory/ folder that contain the number 1 are file1.txt and
program1.py.
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If you leave off the first * from the pattern "*1*" to get the pattern "1*",then nothing gets matched:
>>> list(new_dir.glob("1*"))

[]

The pattern "1*" matches files paths that start with the number 1 andare followed by any number of characters after it. There are no filesin the new_directory/ folder that match this pattern, so .glob() doesn’treturn anything.
The ? Wildcard
The ? wildcard character matches a single character in a pattern. Forexample, the pattern "program?.py" will match any file path that startswith the word program and is followed by a single character and then
.py:
>>> list(new_dir.glob("program?.py"))

[WindowsPath('C:/Users/David/new_directory/program1.py'),

WindowsPath('C:/Users/David/new_directory/program2.py')]

You can use multiple instances of ? in a single pattern:
>>> list(new_dir.glob("?older_?"))

[WindowsPath('C:/Users/David/new_directory/folder_a'),

WindowsPath('C:/Users/David/new_directory/folder_c')]

The pattern "?older_?" matches paths that start with any letter fol-lowed by older_ and some other character. In the new_directory/ folder,those paths are the folder_a/ and folder_b/ directories.
You can also combine the * and ? wildcards:
>>> list(new_dir.glob("*1.??"))

[WindowsPath('C:/Users/David/new_directory/program1.py')]

The pattern "*1.??" matches any file path that contains a 1 followedby a dot (.) and two more characters. The only path in new_directory/
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matching this pattern is program1.py. Notice that file1.txt doesn’tmatch the pattern because the dot is followed by three characters.
The [] Wildcard
The [] wildcard works kind of like the ? wildcard because it matchesonly a single character. The difference is that, instead ofmatching anysingle character like ? does, []matches only those characters that arebetween the square brackets.
For example, the pattern "program[13].py" matches any path contain-ing the word program, followed by either a 1 or a 3 and the extension
.py. In the new_directory/ folder, program1.py is the only path matchingthis pattern:
>>> list(new_dir.glob("program[13].py"))

[WindowsPath('C:/Users/David/new_directory/program1.py')]

As with the other wildcards, you can use multiple instances of the []wildcard as well as combine it with any of the others.
Recursive MatchingWith the ** Wildcard
The major limitation you’ve seen with both .iterdir() and .glob() isthat they return only those paths that are directly contained in thefolder on which they’re called.
For example, new_dir.glob("*.txt") returns only the file1.txt path in
new_directory/. It doesn’t return the file2.txt path in the folder_c/ sub-directory even though that path matches the "*.txt" pattern.
There’s a special wildcard character ** that makes the pattern recur-sive. The common way to use it is to prefix your pattern with "**/".This tells .glob() to match your pattern both in the current directoryand in any of its subdirectories.
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For example, the pattern "**/*.txt" matches both file1.txt and
folder_c/file2.txt":
>>> list(new_dir.glob("**/*.txt"))

[WindowsPath('C:/Users/David/new_directory/file1.txt'),

WindowsPath('C:/Users/David/new_directory/folder_c/file2.txt')]

Similarly, the pattern "**/*.py"matches any .py files in new_directory/and in any of its subdirectories:
>>> list(new_dir.glob("**/*.py"))

[WindowsPath('C:/Users/David/new_directory/program1.py'),

WindowsPath('C:/Users/David/new_directory/program2.py'),

WindowsPath('C:/Users/David/new_directory/folder_a/program3.py')]

There’s also a shorthandmethod of recursivematching called .rglob().To use it, pass the pattern without the "**/" prefix:
>>> list(new_dir.rglob("*.py"))

[WindowsPath('C:/Users/David/new_directory/program1.py'),

WindowsPath('C:/Users/David/new_directory/program2.py'),

WindowsPath('C:/Users/David/new_directory/folder_a/program3.py')]

The r in .rglob() stands for recursive. Some people prefer to use thismethod instead of prefixing their patterns with "**/" because it’sslightly shorter. Both versions are perfectly valid.
In this book, we’ll use .rglob() instead of the **/ prefix.
Moving and Deleting Files and Folders
Sometimes you need to move a file or directory to a new location ordelete a file or directory altogether. You can do this using pathlib, butkeep in mind that doing so can result in the loss of data, so these op-erations must be made with extreme care.
To move a file or directory, use the .replace() method. For example,the following moves the file1.txt file in the new_directory/ folder to
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the folder_a/ subfolder:
>>> source = new_dir / "file1.txt"

>>> destination = new_dir / "folder_a" / "file1.txt"

>>> source.replace(destination)

WindowsPath('C:/Users/David/new_directory/folder_a/file1.txt')

Here, you call .replace() on the source path. You pass the destinationpath to .replace() as a single argument. Notice that .replace() returnsthe path to the new location of the file.
Important
If the destination path already exists, then .replace() overwritesthe destination with the source file without raising any kind ofexception. This can cause undesired loss of data if you aren’tcareful.
You may want to first check if the destination file exists andmove the file only if it doesn’t:
if not destination.exists():

source.replace(destination)

You can also use .replace() to move or rename an entire directory.For instance, the following code renames the folder_c subdirectory of
new_directory/ to folder_d/:
>>> source = new_dir / "folder_c"

>>> destination = new_dir / "folder_d"

>>> source.replace(destination)

WindowsPath('C:/Users/David/new_directory/folder_d')

Again, if the destination folder already exists, then it’s completely re-placed by the source folder, which could result in the loss of quite abit of data.
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To delete a file, use the .unlink() method:
>>> file_path = new_dir / "program1.py"

>>> file_path.unlink()

This deletes the program1.py file in the new_directory/ folder, which youcan check with .exists():
>>> file_path.exists()

False

You can also see that it’s been removed using .iterdir():
>>> list(new_dir.iterdir())

[WindowsPath('C:/Users/David/new_directory/folder_a'),

WindowsPath('C:/Users/David/new_directory/folder_d'),

WindowsPath('C:/Users/David/new_directory/program2.py')]

If the path that you call .unlink() on doesn’t exist, then a
FileNotFoundError exception is raised:
>>> file_path.unlink()

Traceback (most recent call last):

File "<pyshell#94>", line 1, in <module>

file_path.unlink()

File "C:\Users\David\AppData\Local\Programs\Python\

Python\lib\pathlib.py", line 1303, in unlink

self._accessor.unlink(self)

FileNotFoundError: [WinError 2] The system cannot find the file

specified: 'C:\\Users\\David\\new_directory\\program1.py'

If you want to ignore the exception, then set the optional missing_okparameter to True:
>>> file_path.unlink(missing_ok=True)

In this case, nothing happens because the file located at file_pathdoesn’t exist.
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Important
When you delete a file, it’s gone forever. Make sure you reallywant to delete it before you proceed!

You can use .unlink() only with paths representing files. To removea directory instead, you can use the .rmdir() method. Keep in mindthat the folder must be empty. Otherwise, the operation will raise an
OSError exception:
>>> folder_d = new_dir / "folder_d"

>>> folder_d.rmdir()

Traceback (most recent call last):

File "<pyshell#97>", line 1, in <module>

folder_d.rmdir()

File "C:\Users\David\AppData\Local\Programs\Python\

Python\lib\pathlib.py", line 1314, in rmdir

self._accessor.rmdir(self)

OSError: [WinError 145] The directory is not empty:

'C:\\Users\\David\\new_directory\\folder_d'

In the case of folder_d/, it contains only a single file called file2.txt.To delete folder_d/, first delete all of the files it contains:
>>> for path in folder_d.iterdir():

... path.unlink()

...

>>> folder_d.rmdir()

Now folder_d/ is deleted:
>>> folder_d.exists()

False

If you need to delete an entire directory even if it’s non-empty, then
pathlib won’t help you much. However, the built-in shutil moduleincludes a rmtree() function that you can use to delete directories pop-ulated with files.
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Here’s how you use rmtree() to delete folder_a/:
>>> import shutil

>>> folder_a = new_dir / "folder_a"

>>> shutil.rmtree(folder_a)

Recall that folder_a/ contains a subfolder, folder_b/, which itself con-tains two files called image1.jpg and image2.png.
When you pass the folder_a path object to rmtree(), folder_a/ and allof its contents are deleted:
>>> # The folder_a/ directory no longer exists

>>> folder_a.exists()

False

>>> # Searching for `image*.*` files returns nothing

>>> list(new_dir.rglob("image*.*"))

[]

In this section, you covered quite a bit of ground. You learned how toperform several common file system operations:
• Creating files and directories
• Iterating over the contents of a directory
• Searching for files and folders using wildcards
• Moving and deleting files and folders

All of these are common tasks. It’s extremely important, however, toremember that your programs are guests on another person’s com-puter. If you aren’t careful, you can inadvertently cause damage toa user’s computer, resulting in the loss of important documents andother data.
You should always use caution when working with the file system.When in doubt, check that a file path exists before performing anoperation, and always confirm with the user that what you’re aboutto do is okay!
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Review Exercises
You can nd the solutions to these exercises and many other bonusresources online at realpython.com/python-basics/resources
1. Create a new directory in your home folder called my_folder/.
2. Inside my_folder/ create three files:• file1.txt

• file2.txt

• image1.png

3. Move the file image1.png to a new directory called images/ inside the
my_folder/ directory.

4. Delete the file file1.txt.
5. Delete the my_folder/ directory.

12.4 Challenge: Move All Image Files toa New Directory
In the chapter 12 practice_files folder, there is a subfolder called
documents/. The directory contains several files and subfolders. Someof the files are images ending with the .png, .gif, or .jpg file extension.
Create a new folder in the practice_files folder called images/, andmove all image files to that folder. When you’re done, the new foldershould have four files in it:
1. image1.png

2. image2.gif

3. image3.png

4. image4.jpg

You can nd the solutions to this code challenge andmany other bonusresources online at realpython.com/python-basics/resources
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12.5 Reading andWriting Files
Files are abundant in themodernworld. They’re themedium inwhichdata is digitally stored and transferred. Chances are, you’ve openeddozens, if not hundreds, of files just today.
In this section, you’ll learn how to read and write files with Python.
What Is a File?
A le is a sequence of bytes and a byte is a number between 0 and 255.That is, a file is a sequence of integer values.
The bytes in a file must be decoded into something meaningful inorder to understand the contents of the file.
Python has standard library modules for working with text, CSV, andaudio files. There are a number of third-party packages available forworking with other file types.
You’ll learn how to install third-party packages in chapter 13, “In-stalling Packages with pip.” You’ll also see how to work with PDF filesin chapter 14, “Creating and Modifying PDF Files.”
In this section, you’ll learn how to work with plain text files.
Understanding Text Files
Text files are files that contain only text. They’re perhaps the easiestfiles toworkwith. There are two issues, though, that canbe frustratingwhen working with text files:
1. Character encoding
2. Line endings
Before jumping into reading and writing text files, let’s look at whatthese issues are so that you know how to deal with them effectively.
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Character Encoding
Text files are stored on disk as a sequence of bytes. Each byte, or groupof bytes in some cases, represents a different character in the file.
When text files are written, characters typed on the keyboard are con-verted into bytes in a process called encoding. When a text file isread, the bytes are decoded back into text.
The integer a character is associated with is determined by the file’scharacter encoding. There are many character encodings. Hereare four of the most widely used character encodings:
1. ASCII
2. UTF-8
3. UTF-16
4. UTF-32
Some character encodings, such as ASCII and UTF-8, encode char-acters the same way. For example, numbers and English letters areencoded the same way in both ASCII and UTF-8.
The difference between ASCII and UTF-8 is that UTF-8 can encodemore characters. ASCII can’t encode characters like ñ or ü, but UTF-8can. This means that you can decode ASCII-encoded text with UTF-8,but you can’t always decode UTF-8-encoded text with ASCII.
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Important
Serious problemsmay occur when different encodings are usedto encode and decode text.
For instance, text encoded as UTF-8 that is decoded with UTF-16 may be interpreted as an entirely different language thanoriginally intended!
For a thorough introduction to character encodings, check outReal Python’s “Unicode & Character Encodings in Python: APainless Guide.”

Knowingwhich encoding a file uses is important, but it isn’t always ob-vious. OnmodernWindows computers, text files are usually encodedwith UTF-16 or UTF-8. On macOS and Ubuntu Linux, the defaultcharacter encoding is usually UTF-8.
For the remainder of this section, we’ll assume that the character en-coding of all text files that we work with is UTF-8. If you encounterproblems, then you may need to alter the examples to use a differentencoding.
Line Endings
Each line in a text file ends with one or two characters that indicatethe line has ended. These characters aren’t usually displayed in a texteditor, but they exist as bytes in the file data.
The two characters used to represent line endings are the carriagereturn and line feed characters. In Python strings, these charactersare represented by the escape sequences \r and \n, respectively.
OnWindows, line endings are represented by default with both a car-riage return and a line feed. On macOS and most Linux distributions,line endings are represented with just a single line feed character.
When you read a Windows file on macOS or Linux, you’ll sometimessee extra blank lines between lines of text. This is because the carriage
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return also represents a line ending on macOS and Linux.
For example, suppose the following text file was created in Windows:
Pug\r\n

Jack Russell Terrier\r\n

English Springer Spaniel\r\n

German Shepherd\r\n

On macOS or Ubuntu, this file is interpreted with double spacing be-tween lines:
Pug\r

\n

Jack Russell Terrier\r

\n

English Springer Spaniel\r

\n

German Shepherd\r

\n

In practice, the differences between line endings on different oper-ating systems is rarely problematic. Python can handle line endingconversions for you automatically, so you don’t have to worry aboutit too often.
Python File Objects
Files are represented in Pythonwith le objects, which are instancesof classes designed to work with different types of files.
Python has a couple of different types of file objects:
1. Text le objects are used for interacting with text files.
2. Binary le objects are used for working directly with the bytescontained in files.
Text file objects handle encoding and decoding bytes for you. All you
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need to do is specify which character encoding to use. Binary file ob-jects, on the other hand, do not perform any kind of encoding or de-coding.
There are two ways to create a file object in Python:
1. The Path.open() method
2. The built-in open() function
Let’s look at each of these.
The Path.open() Method
To use the Path.open() method, you first need a Path object. In IDLE’sinteractive window, execute the following:
>>> from pathlib import Path

>>> path = Path.home() / "hello.txt"

>>> path.touch()

>>> file = path.open(mode="r", encoding="utf-8")

First, you create a Path object for the hello.txt file and assign it to the
path variable. Then path.touch() creates the file in your homedirectory.Finally, .open() returns a new file object representing the hello.txt fileand assigns it to the file variable.
Two keyword parameters are used to open the file:
1. The mode parameter determines in which mode the file should beopened. The "r" argument opens the file in read mode.
2. The encoding parameter determines the character encoding used todecode the file. The argument "utf-8" represents UTF-8 characterencoding.
You can inspect the file variable to see that it’s assigned to a text fileobject:
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>>> file

<_io.TextIOWrapper name='C:\Users\David\hello.txt' mode='r'

encoding='utf-8'>

Text file objects are instances of the TextIOWrapper class. You’ll neverneed to instantiate this class directly since you can create it with the
Path.open() method.
There are a number of different modes you can use to open a file.These are described in the following table:
Mode Description
"r" Creates a text file object for reading and raises an error ifthe file can’t be opened
"w" Creates a text file object for writing and overwrites allexisting data in the file
"a" Creates a text file object for appending data to the end ofa file
"rb" Creates a binary file object for reading and raises anerror if the file can’t be opened
"wb" Creates a binary file object for writing and overwrites allexisting data in the file
"ab" Creates a binary file object for appending data to the endof the file

The strings for some of the most commonly used character encodingscan be found in the table below:
String Character Encoding
"ascii" ASCII
"utf-8" UTF-8
"utf-16" UTF-16
"utf-32" UTF-32
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When you create a file object with .open(), Python maintains a link tothe file resource until you either explicitly tell Python to close the fileor the program ends.

Important
You should always explicitly tell Python to close a file.
Forgetting to close opened files is like littering. When your pro-gram stops running, it shouldn’t leave unnecessary waste lyingaround the system.

To close a file, use the file object’s .close() method:
>>> file.close()

Using Path.open() is the preferred way to open a file when you have anexisting Path object, but there’s also a built-in function called open()that you can use to open a file.
The Built-in open() Function
The built-in open() function works almost exactly like the Path.open()method, except that its first parameter is a string containing the pathto the file you want to open.
First, create a new variable called file_path and assign to it a stringcontaining the path to the hello.txt file you created above:
>>> file_path = "C:/Users/David/hello.txt"

Note that you’ll need to change the path to match the path of the fileon your own computer.
Next, create a new file object using the built-in open() and assign it tothe variable file:
>>> file = open(file_path, mode="r", encoding="utf-8")
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The first parameter of open() must be a path string. The mode and
encoding parameters are the same as the parameters for the Path.open()method. In this example, mode is set to "r" for read mode, and encodingis set to "utf-8".
Just like the file object returned by Path.open(), the file object returnedby open() is a TextIOWrapper instance:
>>> file

<_io.TextIOWrapper name='C:/Users/David/hello.txt' mode='r'

encoding='utf-8'>

To close the file, use the file object’s .close() method:
>>> file.close()

For the most part, you’ll use the Path.open() method to open a filefrom an existing pathlib.Path object. However, if you don’t need allof the functionality of the pathlibmodule, then open() is a great way toquickly create a file object.
The with Statement
When you open a file, your program accesses data external to the pro-gram itself. The operating system must manage the connection be-tween your program and the physical file. When you call a file object’s
.close() method, the operating system knows to close the connection.
If your program crashes between the time a file is opened and whenit’s closed, then the system resources used by the connection may liveon until the operating system realizes they’re no longer needed.
To ensure that file system resources are cleaned up even if a programcrashes, you can open a file in a with statement. The pattern for usingthe with statement looks like this:
with path.open(mode="r", encoding="utf-8") as file:

# Do something with file
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The with statement has two parts: a header and a body. The headeralways starts with the with keyword and ends with a colon (:). Thereturn value of path.open() is assigned to the variable name after the
as keyword.
After the with statement header is an indented block of code. Whencode execution leaves the indented block, the file object assigned to
file is closed automatically, even if an exception is raised during exe-cution of the code inside of the block.
with statements also work with the built-in open():
with open(file_path, mode="r", encoding="utf-8") as file:

# Do something with file

There really is no reason not to open files in a with statement. It’sconsidered the Pythonic way of working with files. For the rest of thisbook, we’ll use this pattern whenever we open a file.
Reading Data From a File
Using a text editor, open the hello.txt file in your home directory thatyou previously created and type the text Hello, World into it. Then savethe file.
In IDLE’s interactive window, type the following:
>>> path = Path.home() / "hello.txt"

>>> with path.open(mode="r", encoding="utf-8") as file:

... text = file.read()

...

>>>

The file object created by path.open() is assigned to the file variable.Inside of the with block, the file object’s .read() method reads the textfrom the file and assigns the result to the variable text.
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The value returned by .read() is a string object with the value "Hello,

World":
>>> type(text)

<class 'str'>

>>> text

'Hello, World'

The .read() method reads the text in the file and returns it as a string.
If there aremultiple lines of text in the file, then each line in the stringis separated with a newline character (\n). In a text editor, open the
hello.txt file again and put the text "Hello again" on the second line.Then save the file.
Back in IDLE’s interactive window, read the text from the file again:
>>> with path.open(mode="r", encoding="utf-8") as file:

... text = file.read()

...

>>> text

'Hello, World\nHello again'

The text from each line has a \n character in between.
Instead of reading the entire file at once, you can process each line ofthe file one at a time:
>>> with path.open(mode="r", encoding="utf-8") as file:

... for line in file.readlines():

... print(line)

...

Hello, World

Hello again

The .readlines() method returns an iterable of lines from the file. Ateach step of the for loop, the next line of text in the file is returned andprinted.
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Notice the extra blank line between the two lines of text. This isn’tcaused by line endings in the file. It happens because print() automat-ically inserts a newline character at the end of every string it prints.
To print the two lines without the extra blank line, set the print() func-tion’s optional end parameter to an empty string:
>>> with path.open(mode="r", encoding="utf-8") as file:

... for line in file.readlines():

... print(line, end="")

...

Hello, World

Hello again

You’ll often want to use .readlines() instead of .read(). For exam-ple, each line in a file might represent a single record. You can use
.readlines() to loop over the lines and process them as needed.
If you try to read from a file that doesn’t exist, then both Path.open()and the built-in open() raise a FileNotFoundError:
>>> path = Path.home() / "new_file.txt"

>>> with path.open(mode="r", encoding="utf-8") as file:

... text = file.read()

...

Traceback (most recent call last):

File "<pyshell#197>", line 1, in <module>

with path.open(mode="r", encoding="utf-8") as file:

File "C:\Users\David\AppData\Local\Programs\Python\

Python\lib\pathlib.py", line 1200, in open

return io.open(self, mode, buffering, encoding, errors, newline,

File "C:Users\David\AppData\Local\Programs\Python\

Python\lib\pathlib.py", line 1054, in _opener

return self._accessor.open(self, flags, mode)

FileNotFoundError: [Errno 2] No such file or directory:

'C:\\Users\\David\\new_file.txt'

Next, let’s see how to write data to a file.
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Writing Data to a File
To write data to a plain text file, you pass a string to a file object’s
.write() method. The file object must be opened in write mode bypassing the value "w" to the mode parameter.
For instance, the following writes the text "Hi there!" to the hello.txtfile in your home directory:
>>> with path.open(mode="w", encoding="utf-8") as file:

... file.write("Hi there!")

...

9

>>>

Notice that the integer 9 is displayed after the with block executes.That’s because .write() returns the number of characters it writes.The string "Hi there!" has nine characters, so .write() returns 9.
When the text "Hi there!" is written to the hello.txt file, any existingcontents are overwritten. It’s as if you deleted the old hello.txt fileand created a new one.

Important
When you set mode="w" in .open(), the contents of the original fileare overwritten. This results in the loss of all of the original datain the file!

You can verify that the file contains only the text "Hi there!" by readingand displaying the contents of the file:
>>> with path.open(mode="r", encoding="utf-8") as file:

... text = file.read()

...

>>> print(text)

Hi there!
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You canappenddata to the end of a file by opening the file inappendmode:
>>> with path.open(mode="a", encoding="utf-8") as file:

... file.write("\nHello")

...

6

When a file is opened in append mode, new data is written to the endof the file and old data is left intact. The newline character is put atthe beginning of the string so that the word "Hello" is printed on a newline at the end of the file.
Without a newline character at the beginning of the string, the word
"Hello" would be printed on the same line as any existing text at theend of the file.
You can check that the world "Hello" is written to the second line byopening and reading from the file:
>>> with path.open(mode="r", encoding="utf-8") as file:

... text = file.read()

...

>>> print(text)

Hi there!

Hello

You can write multiple lines to a file at the same time using the
.writelines() method. First, create a list of strings:
>>> lines_of_text = [

... "Hello from Line 1\n",

... "Hello from Line 2\n",

... "Hello from Line 3 \n",

... ]

Then open the file in write mode and use .writelines() to write eachstring in the list to the file:
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>>> with path.open(mode="w", encoding="utf-8") as file:

... file.writelines(lines_of_text)

...

>>>

Each string in lines_of_text is written to the file. Notice thateach string ends with the newline character (\n). That’s because
.writelines() doesn’t automatically write each string on a new line.
If you open a nonexistent path in write mode, then Python will createthe file as long as all the parent folders in the path exist:
>>> path = Path.home() / "new_file.txt"

>>> with path.open(mode="w", encoding="utf-8") as file:

... file.write("Hello!")

...

6

Since the Path.home() directory exists, a new file called new_file.txt iscreated automatically. However, if one of the parent directories doesnot exist, then .open() will raise a FileNotFoundError:
>>> path = Path.home() / "new_folder" / "new_file.txt"

>>> with path.open(mode="w", encoding="utf-8") as file:

... file.write("Hello!")

...

Traceback (most recent call last):

File "<pyshell#172>", line 1, in <module>

with path.open(mode="w", encoding="utf-8") as file:

File "C:\Users\David\AppData\Local\Programs\Python\

Python\lib\pathlib.py", line 1200, in open

return io.open(self, mode, buffering, encoding, errors, newline,

File "C:\Users\David\AppData\Local\Programs\Python\

Python\lib\pathlib.py", line 1054, in _opener

return self._accessor.open(self, flags, mode)

FileNotFoundError: [Errno 2] No such file or directory:

'C:\\Users\\David\\new_folder\\new_file.txt'
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If you want to write to a path with parent folders that may not exist,then call the .mkdir() method with the parents parameter set to Truebefore opening the file in write mode:
>>> path.parent.mkdir(parents=True)

>>> with path.open(mode="w", encoding="utf-8") as file:

... file.write("Hello!")

...

6

In this section, you covered a lot of ground. You learned that all filesare sequences of bytes, which are integers with values between 0 and
255.
You also learned about character encodings, which are used to trans-late between bytes and text, and the differences between line endingson different operating systems.
Finally, you saw how to read and write text files using the Path.open()method and the built-in open() function.
Review Exercises
You can nd the solutions to these exercises and many other bonusresources online at realpython.com/python-basics/resources
1. Write the following text to a file in your home directory called

starships.txt:
Discovery

Enterprise

Defiant

Voyager

Each word should be on a separate line.
2. Read the file starhips.txt that you created in exercise 1 and printeach line of text in the file. The output should not have extra blanklines between each word.
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3. Read the file startships.txt and print the names of the starshipsthat start with the letter D.

12.6 Read andWrite CSV Data
Suppose you have a temperature sensor in your house that recordsthe temperature every four hours. Over the course of a day, it takessix temperature readings.
You can store each temperature reading in a list:
>>> temperature_readings = [68, 65, 68, 70, 74, 72]

Each day the sensor generates a new list of numbers. To store thesevalues to a file, you can write the values from each day on a new linein a text file and separate each value with a comma.
>>> from pathlib import Path

>>> file_path = Path.home() / "temperatures.csv"

>>> with file_path.open(mode="a", encoding="utf-8) as file:

... file.write(str(temperature_readings[0]))

... for temp in temperature_readings[1:]:

... file.write(f",{temp}")

...

2

3

3

3

3

3

This creates a file in your home directory called temperatures.csv andopens it in append mode. On a new line at the end of the file, the firstvalue in the temperature_readings list is written to the file. Then eachremaining value in the list is written, preceded by a comma, to thesame line.
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The final string of text written to the file "68,65,68,70,74,72". You canverify this by reading the text in the file:
>>> with file_path.open(mode="r", encoding="utf-8") as file:

... text = file.read()

...

>>> text

'68,65,68,70,74,72'

This format is called comma-separated values, or CSV. The
temperatures.csv file is called a CSV le.
CSV files are a great way to store records of sequential data becauseyou can recover each row of the CSV value as a list:
>>> temperatures = text.split(",")

>>> temperatures

['68', '65', '68', '70', '74', '72']

In section 9.2, “Lists Are Mutable Sequences,” you learned how tocreate a list from a string using the .split() string method. In theexample above, a new list is created from the text read from the
temperatures.csv file.
The values in the temperatures list are strings, not integers like the val-ues originally written to the file. This is because values read from atext file are always read as strings.
You can convert the strings to integers using a list comprehension:
>>> int_temperatures = [int(temp) for temp in temperatures]

>>> int_temperatures

[68, 65, 68, 70, 74, 72]

You’ve now recovered the list that you originally wrote to the
temperatures.csv file!
What these examples illustrate is that a CSV file is a plain text file.Using techniques from section 12.5, “Reading andWriting Files,” you
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can store sequences of values in the rows of the CSV file and then readfrom the file to recover the data.
Reading and writing CSV files is so common that the Python standardlibrary has amodule called csv to lessen toworkload required forwork-ing with CSV files. In the following sections, you’ll learn how to usethe csv module to write to and read from CSV files.
The csv Module
The csvmodule can be used to read andwrite CSV files. In this section,you’ll rework the previous example using the csv module so you cansee how the module works and what operations it handles for you.
To get started, import the csv module in IDLE’s interactive window:
>>> import csv

Let’s start by creating a new CSV file containing several days’ worth oftemperature data.
Writing CSV Files With csv.writer

Create a list of lists containing three days’ worth of temperature read-ings:
>>> daily_temperatures = [

... [68, 65, 68, 70, 74, 72],

... [67, 67, 70, 72, 72, 70],

... [68, 70, 74, 76, 74, 73],

... ]

Now open the temperatures.csv file in write mode:
>>> file_path = Path.home() / "temperatures.csv"

>>> file = file_path.open(mode="w", encoding="utf-8", newline="")

Instead of using a with statement, you create a file object and assign itto the file variable so you can inspect each step of the writing process.
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Important
In the above example, notice that the newline parameter in
.open() is set to "".
This is because the csv module does its own newline conver-sions. If you don’t specify newline=""when opening the file, thensome systems, such as Windows, will interpret newlines incor-rectly and insert a second newline after each line in the file.

Now create a new CSV writer object by passing the file object file to
csv.writer():
>>> writer = csv.writer(file)

csv.writer() returns a CSVwriter object withmethods for writing datato the CSV file.
For instance, you can use the writer.writerow() method to write a listto a new row in the CSV file:
>>> for temp_list in daily_temperatures:

... writer.writerow(temp_list)

...

19

19

19

Just like a file object’s .write() method, .writerow() returns the num-ber of characters written to the file. Each list in daily_temperatures getsconverted to a string containing the temperatures separated by com-mas, and each of these strings has 19 characters.
Now close the file:
>>> file.close()
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If you open the temperatures.csv file in a text editor, then you’ll see thefollowing text in the file:
68,65,68,70,74,72

67,67,70,72,72,70

68,70,74,76,74,73

In the above examples, you didn’t use a with statement to write to thefile so that you could inspect each operation in IDLE’s interactive win-dow. In practice, it’s much better to use with.
Here’s what the code looks like using the with statement:
with file_path.open(mode="w", encoding="utf-8", newline="") as file:

writer = csv.writer(file)

for temp_list in daily_temperatures:

writer.writerow(temp_list)

The main advantage of using csv.writer to write to a CSV file is thatyou don’t need to worry about converting values to strings before writ-ing them to the file. The csv.writer object handles this for you, whichresults in shorter and cleaner code.
The .writerow()methodwrites a single row to the CSV file, but you canwrite multiple rows at once using .writerows(). This shortens the codeeven more when your data is already in a list of lists:
with file_path.open(mode="w", encoding="utf-8", newline="") as file:

writer = csv.writer(file)

writer.writerows(daily_temperatures)

Now let’s read from temperatures.csv to recover the daily_temperatureslist of lists that you used to create the file.
Reading CSV Files With csv.reader

To read a CSV file with the csv module, you use the csv.reader class.
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Like csv.writer objects, csv.reader objects are instantiated from a fileobject:
>>> file = file_path.open(mode="r", encoding="utf-8", newline="")

>>> reader = csv.reader(file)

csv.reader() returns a CSV reader object that can be used to iterateover the rows of the CSV file:
>>> for row in reader:

... print(row)

...

['68', '65', '68', '70', '74', '72']

['67', '67', '70', '72', '72', '70']

['68', '70', '74', '76', '74', '73']

>>> file.close()

Each row of the CSV file is returned as a list of strings. To recover the
daily_temperatures list of lists, you’ll need to convert each list of stringsto a list of integers using a list comprehension.
Here’s a full example that opens the CSV file in a with statement, readseach row in the CSV file, converts the list of strings to a list of integers,and stores each list of integers in a list of lists called daily_temperatures:
>>> # Create an empty list

>>> daily_temperatures = []

>>> with file_path.open(mode="r", encoding="utf-8", newline="") as file:

... reader = csv.reader(file)

... for row in reader:

... # Convert row to list of integers

... int_row = [int(value) for value in row]

... # Append the list of integers to daily_temperatures list

... daily_temperatures.append(int_row)

...

>>> daily_temperatures

[[68, 65, 68, 70, 74, 72], [67, 67, 70, 72, 72, 70],

[68, 70, 74, 76, 74, 73]]
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It’s much easier to work with CSV files using the csv module than it isto use the standard tools for reading and writing plain text files.
Sometimes, though, CSV files are more complex than a file with rowsof values that all have the same type. Each rowmay represent a recordwith various fields, and the first row in the file may be a header rowwith the names of the fields.
Reading andWriting CSV Files With Headers
Here’s an example of a CSV file with a header row containingmultipledata types:
name,department,salary

Lee,Operations,75000.00

Jane,Engineering,85000.00

Diego,Sales,80000.00

The first line of the file contains field names. Each following line con-tains a record with a value for each field.
It’s possible to read CSV files such as the one above using csv.reader(),but you have to keep track of the header row, and each row is returnedas a list without the field names attached to it. It makes more senseto return each row as a dictionary whose keys are the field names andwhose values are the field values in the row. This is precisely what
csv.DictReader objects do!
Using a text editor, create a newCSV file in your home directory called
employees.csv and save the example CSV text from above to it.
In IDLE’s interactive window, open the employees.csv file and create anew csv.DictReader object:
>>> file_path = Path.home() / "employees.csv"

>>> file = file_path.open(mode="r", encoding="utf-8", newline="")

>>> reader = csv.DictReader(file)

When you create a DictReader object, the first row of the CSV file is
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assumed to contain the field names. These values get stored in a listand are assigned to the DictReader instance’s .fieldnames attribute:
>>> reader.fieldnames

['name', 'department', 'salary']

Just like csv.reader objects, DictReader objects are iterable:
>>> for row in reader:

... print(row)

...

{'name': 'Lee', 'department': 'Operations', 'salary': '75000.000'}

{'name': 'Jane', 'department': 'Engineering', 'salary': '85000.00'}

{'name': 'Diego', 'department': 'Sales', 'salary': '80000.00'}

>>> file.close()

Instead of returning each row as a list, DictReader objects return eachrow as a dictionary. The dictionary’s keys are the field names, and thevalues are the field values from each row in the CSV file.
Notice that the salary field is read as a string. Since CSV files are plaintext files, the values are always read as strings, but you can convertthem to different data types as needed. For example, you can processeach row with a function that converts keys to the correct data types:
>>> def process_row(row):

... row["salary"] = float(row["salary"])

... return row

...

>>> with file_path.open(mode="r", encoding="utf-8", newline="") as file:

... reader = csv.DictReader(file)

... for row in reader:

... print(process_row(row))

...

{'name': 'Lee', 'department': 'Operations', 'salary': 75000.0}

{'name': 'Jane', 'department': 'Engineering', 'salary': 85000.0}

{'name': 'Diego', 'department': 'Sales', 'salary': 80000.0}
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The process_row() function takes a row dictionary read from the CSVfile and returns a new dictionary with the "salary" key converted to afloating-point number.
You can write CSV files with headers using the csv.DictWriter class,which writes dictionaries with shared keys to rows in a CSV file.
The following list of dictionaries represents a small database of peopleand their ages:
>>> people = [

... {"name": "Veronica", "age": 29},

... {"name": "Audrey", "age": 32},

... {"name": "Sam", "age": 24},

... ]

To store the data in the people list to a CSV file, open a new file called
people.csv in write mode and create a new csv.DictWriter object fromthe file object:
>>> file_path = Path.home() / "people.csv"

>>> file = file_path.open(mode="w", encoding="utf-8", newline="")

>>> writer = csv.DictWriter(file, fieldnames=["name", "age"])

Whenyou instantiate a new DictWriter object, the first parameter is thefile object for writing the CSV data. The fieldnames parameter, whichis required, is a list of strings of the field names.
Note
In the example above, the list literal ["name", "age"] is passed tothe fieldnames parameter.
You can also set fieldnames to people[0].keys() since people[0] isa dictionary whose keys are the field names. This is useful whenthe field names are unknown or when there are so many fieldsthat a list literal is impractical.
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Just like csv.writer objects, DictWriter objects have .writerow() and
.writerows() methods for writing rows of data to the file. DictWriterobjects also have a third method called .writeheader() that writes theheader row to the CSV file:
>>> writer.writeheader()

10

.writeheader() returns the number of characters written to the file,which is 10 in this case. Writing the header row is optional butrecommended because it helps define what the data contained in theCSV file represents. It also makes it easy to read the rows from theCSV file as dictionaries using the DictReader class.
With the header written, you can write the data in the people list to theCSV file using .writerows():
>>> writer.writerows(people)

>>> file.close()

You now have a file in your home directory called people.csv contain-ing the following data:
name,age

Veronica,29

Audrey,32

Sam,24

CSV files are a flexible and convenient way of storing data. They’refrequently used in businessworldwide, and knowinghow toworkwiththem is a valuable skill!
Review Exercises
You can nd the solutions to these exercises and many other bonusresources online at realpython.com/python-basics/resources
1. Write a program that writes the following list of lists to a file inyour home directory called numbers.csv:
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numbers = [

[1, 2, 3, 4, 5],

[6, 7, 8, 9, 10],

[11, 12, 13, 14, 15],

]

2. Write a program that reads the numbers in the numbers.csv filefrom exercise 1 into a list of lists of integers called numbers. Printthe list of lists. Your output should look like this:
[[1, 2, 3, 4, 5], [6, 7, 8, 9, 10], [11, 12, 13, 14, 15]]

3. Write a program that writes the following list of dictionaries to afile in your home directory called favorite_colors.csv:
favorite_colors = [

{"name": "Joe", "favorite_color": "blue"},

{"name": "Anne", "favorite_color": "green"},

{"name": "Bailey", "favorite_color": "red"},

]

The output CSV file should have the following format:
name,favorite color

Joe,blue

Anne,green

Bailey,red

4. Write a program that reads the data from the favorite_colors.csvfile from exercise 3 into a list of dictionaries called favorite_colors.Print the list of dictionaries. The output should look somethinglike this:
[{"name": "Joe", "favorite_color": "blue"},

{"name": "Anne", "favorite_color": "green"},

{"name": "Bailey", "favorite_color": "red"}]
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12.7 Challenge: Create a High ScoresList
In the chapter 12 practice_files folder, there is a CSV file called
scores.csv containing data about game players and their scores. Thefirst few lines of the file look like this:
name, score

LLCoolDave,23

LLCoolDave,27

red,12

LLCoolDave,26

tom123,26

Write a program that reads the data from this CSV file and creates anew file called high_scores.csv in which each row contains the player’sname and their highest score.
The output CSV file should look like this:
name,high_score

LLCoolDave,27

red,12

tom123,26

O_O,7

Misha46,25

Empiro,23

MaxxT,25

L33tH4x,42

johnsmith,30

You can nd the solutions to this code challenge andmany other bonusresources online at realpython.com/python-basics/resources
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12.8 Summary and AdditionalResources
In this chapter, you learned about the file system and file paths andhow to work with them using the Python standard library’s pathlibmodule. You saw how to create new Path objects, how to access pathcomponents, and how to create, move, and delete files and folders.
You also learned how to read and write plain text files using the
Path.open() method and built-in open() function as well as how towork with comma-separated value, or CSV, files using the Pythonstandard library’s csv module.

Interactive Quiz
This chapter comes with a free online quiz to check your learn-ing progress. You can access the quiz using your phone or com-puter at the following web address:
realpython.com/quizzes/pybasics-files

Additional Resources
To get even more practice working with files, check out theseresources:
• “Reading and Writing Files in Python (Guide)”
• “Working With Files in Python”
For links and additional resources to further deepen your Pythonskills, visit realpython.com/python-basics/resources
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Chapter 13
Installing Packages With pip

Up to this point, you’ve been working within the bounds of thePython standard library. In the remaining half of this course,you’ll work with various packages that aren’t included with Pythonby default.
Many programming languages offer a package manager that auto-mates the process of installing, upgrading, and removing third-partypackages. Python is no exception.
The de facto package manager for Python is called pip. Historically,
pip had to be downloaded and installed separately from Python. As ofPython 3.4, it’s now included with most distributions of the language.
In this chapter, you’ll learn:
• How to install and manage third-party packages with pip

• What the benefits and risks of third-party packages are
Let’s go!
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13.1 Installing Third-Party PackagesWith pip

Python’s package manager, pip, is used to install and manage third-party packages. It’s a separate program from Python, although it’slikely that pip was installed on your computer whenever you down-loaded and installed Python.
pip is a command-line tool. Thatmeans youmust run it froma com-mand line or terminal program. How you open a terminal programdepends on your operating system.
Windows
Press the Windows key, then type cmd and press Enter to open theCommand Prompt application. This opens a window that looks likethis:

Alternatively, youmay use the PowerShell application by pressing theWindows key, typing powershell, and pressing Enter . The PowerShellwindow looks like this:
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macOS
Press Cmd + Spacebar to open the Spotlight search window. Type
terminal and press Enter to open the Terminal app. The window thatopens look like this:
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Ubuntu Linux
Click the Show Applications button at the bottom of your toolbar andsearch for terminal. Then click the Terminal application icon to openthe terminal. The window that opens looks something like this:

Verify Your pip Installation
Now that you have a terminal open, let’s verify that pip is installed onyour computer. How you do this depends on your operating system.
On Windows, type the following command to check for pip:
$ python -m pip --version

For macOS and Linux, the following command can be used to verifythat pip is installed:
$ python3 -m pip --version

If pip is installed, then you should see something like the followingoutput displayed in your terminal:
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pip 20.2.3 from c:\users\David\appdata\local\programs\python\

python\lib\site-packages\pip (python 3.9)

This output indicates that version 20.2.3 of pip is currently installedand is linked to the Python 3.9 installation.
Important
If you don’t see any output when verifying pip, or if you get anerror, try running python3.9 -m pip --version. You might needto replace all future python3 commands with python3.9.

Upgrading pip to the Latest Version
Before we go any further, let’s make sure that you have the latest ver-sion of pip installed. To upgrade pip, type the following into your ter-minal and press Enter :
$ python3 -m pip install --upgrade pip

If a newer version of pip is available, then it will be downloaded andinstalled. Otherwise, you’ll see a message indicating that the latestversion is already installed. This message usually says something like
Requirement already satisfied.

Important
In this section, we’ll show all commands starting with python3

-m pip. This is important for macOS and Linux users, since thecommand python -m pip will possibly install packages for thewrong version of Python.
If you’re a Windows user, however, you’ll need to use python -m

pip, since python3 -m pip will not work on your computer.
Now that you have pip upgraded to the latest version, let’s see whatyou can do with it!
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List All Installed Packages
You can use pip to list the packages you have installed. Let’s take apeek at what’s currently available. Type the following into your termi-nal:
$ python3 -m pip list

If you haven’t installed any packages, which should be the case ifyou started this course with a fresh Python 3.9 installation, then youshould see something like the following:
Package Version

---------- -------

pip 19.3.1

setuptools 41.2.0

As you can see, there isn’t much here. You see pip itself listed because
pip is a package. You may also see setuptools. This is a package usedby pip to setup and install other packages.
When you install a package with pip, it will show up in this list. Youcan always use pip list to see which packages, and which version ofeach package, you currently have installed.
Install a Package
Let’s install your first Python package! For this exercise, you’ll installthe requests package, which is one of the most popular Python pack-ages ever created.
In your terminal, type the following:
$ python3 -m pip install requests

While pip is installing the requests package, you’ll see a bunch of out-put:
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Collecting requests

Downloading https://.../requests-2.22.0-py2.py3-none-any.whl (57kB)

|................................| 61kB 2.0MB/s

Collecting urllib3!=1.25.0,!=1.25.1,<1.26,>=1.21.1

Downloading https://...urllib3-1.25.7-py2.py3-none-any.whl (125kB)

|................................| 133kB 3.3MB/s

Collecting certifi>=2017.4.17

Downloading https://...certifi-2019.11.28.py3-none-any.whl (156kB)

|................................| 163kB ...

Collecting chardet<3.1.0,>=3.0.2

Downloading https://...chardet-3.0.4-py2.py3-none-any.whl (133kB)

|................................| 143kB 6.8MB/s

Collecting idna<2.9,>=2.5

Downloading https://...idna-2.8-py2.py3-none-any.whl (58kB)

|................................| 61kB 3.8MB/s

Installing collected packages: urllib3, certifi, chardet, idna,

requests

Successfully installed certifi-2019.11.28 chardet-3.0.4 idna-2.8

requests-2.22.0 urllib3-1.25.7

Note
The formatting of the above output has been altered so that itfits nicely on the page. The output that you see on your com-puter may look different.

Notice that pip first tells you that it is “Collecting requests.” You’ll seethe URL that pip is installing the package from, as well as a progressbar indicating the progress of the download.
After that, you’ll see that pip installs four more packages: chardet,
certifi, idna, and urllib3. These packages are dependencies of
requests. That means that requests requires these packages to beinstalled for it to work properly.
Once pip is done installing requests and its dependencies, run pip listin your terminal again. You should now see the following list:
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$ python3 -m pip list

Package Version

---------- ----------

certifi 2019.11.28

chardet 3.0.4

idna 2.8

pip 19.3.1

requests 2.22.0

setuptools 41.2.0

urllib3 1.25.7

You can see that version 2.22.0 of requestswas installed, as well as the
chardet, certifi, idna, and urllib3 dependencies.
By default, pip installs the latest version of a package. You can controlwhich version of a package gets installed with some optional versionspecifiers.
Install Speci c Package Versions With Version Speci ers
There are several ways to control which version of a package gets in-stalled. For example, you can:
1. Install the latest version greater than some version number
2. Install the latest version less than some version number
3. Install a specific version number
To install the latest version of requests whose version number is 2 orgreater, you can execute the following:
$ python3 -m pip install requests>=2.0

Notice the >=2.0 after the package name requests. This tells pip to in-stall the latest version of requests that is greater than or equal to ver-sion 2.0.
The symbol >= is called a version speci er because it specifies whichversion of the package should be installed. There are several different
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version specifiers that you can use. Here are the most widely usedones:
Version Specifier Description

<=, >= Inclusive less than and greater than specifiers
<, > Exclusive less than and greater than specifiers
== Exactly equal to specifier

Let’s look at some examples.
To install the latest version that is less than or equal to some number,use the <= version specifier:
$ python3 -m pip install requests<=3.0

This will install the latest version of requests that is less than or equalto version 3.0.
The <= and >= version specifiers are inclusive because they includethe version number that follows the specifier. Exclusive versions, <and >, exist as well.
For instance, the following command installs the latest version of
requests that is strictly less than version 3.0:
$ python3 -m pip install requests<3.0

You can combine version specifiers to ensure pip installs the latest ver-sion within a specified version range. For example, the following com-mand installs the latest version of requests in the 1.0 series:
$ python3 -m pip install requests>=1.0,<2.0

You would use something like the above command if your project wasonly compatible with the 1.0 series of the package and you want tomake sure you install the latest updates to that series.
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Finally, you can pin dependencies to a specific version with the ==version specifier:
$ python3 -m pip install requests==2.22.0

This command installs exactly version 2.22.0 of the requests package.
Show Package Details
Now that you’ve installed the requests package, you can use pip to viewsome details about the package:
$ python3 -m pip show requests

Name: requests

Version: 2.22.0

Summary: Python HTTP for Humans.

Home-page: https://requests.readthedocs.io

Author: Kenneth Reitz

Author-email: me@kennethreitz.org

License: Apache 2.0

Location: c:\users\David\...\python\python\lib\site-packages

Requires: chardet, idna, certifi, urllib3

Required-by:

The python3 -m pip show command displays information about an in-stalled package, including the author’s name and email and a homepage you can navigate to in your Internet browser to learnmore aboutwhat the package does.
The requests package is used formakingHTTP requests from aPythonprogram. It’s extremely useful in a variety of domains and is a depen-dency of a large number of other Python packages.
Uninstall a Package
If you can install a package with pip, then it only makes sense that youcan also uninstall a package. Let’s uninstall the requests package now.
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To uninstall requests, type the following into your terminal:
$ python3 -m pip uninstall requests

Important
If you already have projects that use requests or one of its de-pendencies, then you may not want to run the commands inthe remainder of this section.

You will immediately see the following prompt:
Uninstalling requests-2.22.0:

Would remove:

c:\users\damos\...\requests-2.22.0.dist-info\*

c:\users\damos\a...\requests\*

Proceed (y/n)?

Before pip actually removes anything from your computer, it asks foryour permission first. How considerate!
Type y and press Enter to continue. You should then see the followingmessage confirming that requests was removed:
Successfully uninstalled requests-2.22.0

Take a look at your package list again:
$ python3 -m pip list

Package Version

---------- ---------

certifi 2018.4.16

chardet 3.0.4

idna 2.7

pip 10.0.1

setuptools 39.0.1

urllib3 1.23
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Notice that pip uninstalled requests, but it didn’t remove any of its de-pendencies! This behavior is a feature, not a bug.
Imagine that you’ve installed several packages into your environmentwith pip, some of which share dependencies. If pip uninstalled a pack-age and its dependencies, then it would render any other package re-quiring those dependencies unusable!
For now, though, go ahead and remove the remaining packages byrunning pip uninstall. You can uninstall all four in a single command:
$ python3 -m pip uninstall certifi chardet idna urllib3

When you’re done, verify that everything has been removed by run-ning pip list again. You should see the same list of packages you sawwhen you first started:
Package Version

---------- -------

pip 10.0.1

setuptools 39.0.1

Python’s ecosystem of third-party packages is one of its greateststrengths. These packages allow Python programmers to be highlyproductive and create full-featured software much more quickly thancan be done in, say, a language like C++.
That said, using third-party packages in your code introduces severalconcerns that must be addressed with care. You’ll learn about someof the pitfalls associated with third-party packages in the next section.

13.2 The Pitfalls of Third-PartyPackages
The beauty of third-party packages is that they give you the ability toadd functionality to your project without having to implement every-thing from scratch. This offers massive boosts in productivity.
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But with great power comes great responsibility. As soon as you in-clude someone else’s package in your project, you are placing an enor-mous amount of trust in those responsible for developing and main-taining the package.
By using a package you did not develop, you lose control over certainaspects of your project. In particular, the maintainers of a packagemay release a new version that introduces changes that are incompat-ible with the version you use in your project.
By default, pip installs the latest release of a package, so if you dis-tribute your code to someone else and they install a newer version ofa package required by your project, then they may not be able to runyour code.
This presents a significant challenge for both you and the end user.Fortunately, Python comes with a fix for this all-too-common prob-lem: virtual environments.
A virtual environment creates an isolated and, most importantly, re-producible environment that you can use to develop a project. Theenvironment can contain a specific version of Python as well as spe-cific versions of your project’s dependencies.
When you distribute your code to someone else, they can reproducethis environment and be confident that they can run your code with-out error.
Virtual environments are a more advanced topic that is outside thescope of this book. To learnmore about virtual environments and howto use them, check outReal Python’s Managing Python DependenciesWith Pip and Virtual Environments course. In it you’ll learn how to:
• Install, use, and manage third-party Python packages with the pippackage manager on Windows, macOS, and Linux in more detailthan presented here
• Isolate project dependencies with virtual environments to avoidversion conflicts in your Python projects
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• Apply a complete seven-step workflow for finding and identifyingquality third-party packages to use in your own Python projects(and for justifying your decisions to your team or manager)
• Set up repeatable development environments and application de-ployments using the pip package manager and requirements files

The Managing Python Dependencies With Pip and Virtual Environ-ments course is a great next step for when you complete this book.

13.3 Summary and AdditionalResources
In this chapter, you learned how to install third-party packages usingPython’s packagemanager, pip. You saw several useful pip commands,including pip install, pip list, pip show and pip uninstall.
You also learned about some of the pitfalls associated with third-partypackages. Not every package that is downloadable with pip is a goodchoice for your project. Since you don’t have control over the code inthe package that you install, you must trust that the package is safeand will work well for the users of your program.

Interactive Quiz
This chapter comes with a free online quiz to check your learn-ing progress. You can access the quiz using your phone or com-puter at the following web address:
realpython.com/quizzes/pybasics-installing-packages

Additional Resources
To learn more about managing third-party packages, you can checkout these resources:
• Managing Python Dependencies (Course)
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• “Python Virtual Environments: A Primer”
For links and additional resources to further deepen your Pythonskills, visit realpython.com/python-basics/resources
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Chapter 14
Creating and Modifying PDFFiles
The PDF, or PortableDocument Format, is one of the most commonformats for sharing documents over the Internet. PDFs can containtext, images, tables, forms, and richmedia like videos and animations,all in a single file.
This abundance of content types can make working with PDFs diffi-cult. There are a lot of different kinds of data to decode when openinga PDF file! Fortunately, the Python ecosystem has some great pack-ages for reading, manipulating, and creating PDF files.
In this chapter, you’ll learn how to:
• Read text from a PDF
• Split a PDF into multiple files
• Concatenate and merge PDF files
• Rotate and crop pages in a PDF file
• Encrypt and decrypt PDF files with passwords
• Create a PDF file from scratch

Let’s get started!
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14.1 Extracting Text From a PDF
In this section, you’ll learn how to read a PDF file and extract the textusing the PyPDF2 package. Before you can do that, though, you need toinstall it with pip:
$ python3 -m pip install PyPDF2

Verify the installation by running the following command in your ter-minal:
$ python3 -m pip show PyPDF2

Name: PyPDF2

Version: 1.26.0

Summary: PDF toolkit

Home-page: http://mstamy2.github.com/PyPDF2

Author: Mathieu Fenniak

Author-email: biziqe@mathieu.fenniak.net

License: UNKNOWN

Location: c:\users\david\python\lib\site-packages

Requires:

Required-by:

Pay particular attention to the version information. At the time ofwriting, the latest version of PyPDF2was 1.26.0. If you have IDLE open,then you’ll need to restart it before you can use the PyPDF2 package.
Opening a PDF File
Let’s get started by opening a PDF and reading some informationabout it. You’ll use the Pride_and_Prejudice.pdf file located in thechapter 14 practice_files folder.
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Note
If you haven’t already, you can download the exercise solutionsand practice files at the following URL:
https://github.com/realpython/python-basics-exercises

Open IDLE’s interactive window and import the PdfFileReader classfrom the PyPDF2 package:
>>> from PyPDF2 import PdfFileReader

To create a new instance of the PdfFileReader class, you’ll need the pathto the PDF file that you want to open. Let’s get that now using the
pathlib module:
>>> from pathlib import Path

>>> pdf_path = (

... Path.home() /

... "python-basics-exercises" /

... "ch14-interact-with-pdf-files" /

... "practice_files" /

... "Pride_and_Prejudice.pdf"

... )

The pdf_path variable now contains the path to a PDF version of JaneAusten’s Pride and Prejudice.
Note
Youmay need to change pdf_path so that it corresponds to the lo-cation of the python-basics-exercises/ folder on your computer.

Now create the PdfFileReader instance:
>>> pdf = PdfFileReader(str(pdf_path))

You convert pdf_path to a string because PdfFileReader doesn’t knowhow to read from a pathlib.Path object.
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Recall from chapter 12, “File Input and Output,” that all open filesshould be closed before a program terminates. The PdfFileReader ob-ject does all of this for you, so you don’t need to worry about openingor closing the PDF file!
Now that you’ve created a PdfFileReader instance, you can use itto gather information about the PDF. For example, .getNumPages()returns the number of pages contained in the PDF file:
>>> pdf.getNumPages()

234

Youmay have noticed that .getNumPages() is written in mixedCase andnot in lower_case_with_underscores as recommended in PEP 8. Re-member, PEP 8 is a set of guidelines, not rules. As far as Python isconcerned, mixedCase is perfectly acceptable.
Note
PyPDF2was adapted from the pyPdf package. pyPdfwas written in2005, only four years after PEP 8 was published.
At that time, many Python programmers were migrating fromlanguages in which mixedCase was more common.

You can also access some document information using the
.documentInfo attribute:
>>> pdf.documentInfo

{'/Title': 'Pride and Prejudice, by Jane Austen', '/Author': 'Chuck',

'/Creator': 'Microsoft® Office Word 2007',

'/CreationDate': 'D:20110812174208', '/ModDate': 'D:20110812174208',

'/Producer': 'Microsoft® Office Word 2007'}

The object returned by .documentInfo looks like a dictionary, but it’snot really the same thing. You can access each item in .documentInfoas an attribute.
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For example, to get the title, use the .title attribute:
>>> pdf.documentInfo.title

'Pride and Prejudice, by Jane Austen'

The .documentInfo object contains the PDF metadata, which is setwhen a PDF is created.
The PdfFileReader class provides all the necessary methods andattributes that you need to access data in a PDF file. Let’s explorewhat you can do with a PDF file and how you can do it!
Extracting Text From a Page
PDF pages are represented in PyPDF2 with the PageObject class. Youuse PageObject instances to interact with pages in a PDF file. You don’tneed to create your own PageObject instances directly. Instead, youcan access them through the PdfFileReader object’s .getPage() method.
There are two steps to extracting text from a single PDF page:
1. Get a PageObject with PdfFileReader.getPage().
2. Extract the text as a string with the PageObject instance’s

.extractText() method.
Pride_and_Prejudice.pdfhas 234pages. Each page has an index between
0 and 233. You can get the PageObject representing a specific page bypassing the page’s index to PdfFileReader.getPage():
>>> first_page = pdf.getPage(0)

.getPage() returns a PageObject:
>>> type(first_page)

<class 'PyPDF2.pdf.PageObject'>
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You can extract the page’s text with PageObject.extractText():
>>> first_page.extractText()

'\n \nThe Project Gutenberg EBook of Pride and Prejudice, by Jane

Austen\n \n\nThis eBook is for the use of anyone anywhere at no cost

and with\n \nalmost no restrictions whatsoever. You may copy it,

give it away or\n \nre\n-\nuse it under the terms of the Project

Gutenberg License included\n \nwith this eBook or online at

www.gutenberg.org\n \n \n \nTitle: Pride and Prejudice\n \n

\nAuthor: Jane Austen\n \n \nRelease Date: August 26, 2008

[EBook #1342]\n\n[Last updated: August 11, 2011]\n \n \nLanguage:

Eng\nlish\n \n \nCharacter set encoding: ASCII\n \n \n***

START OF THIS PROJECT GUTENBERG EBOOK PRIDE AND PREJUDICE ***\n \n

\n \n \n \nProduced by Anonymous Volunteers, and David Widger\n

\n \n \n \n \n \n \nPRIDE AND PREJUDICE \n \n \nBy Jane

Austen \n \n\n \n \nContents\n \n'

Note that this output has been formatted to fit better on the page. Theoutput you see on your computer may be formatted differently.
Note
Depending on how a PDF is encoded, text read from the PDFmight include unexpected characters or may not include linebreaks. This is one of the downsides to reading text from a PDF.
In the real world, you may find yourself doing some manualcleanup when reading text from a PDF.

Every PdfFileReader object has a .pages attribute that you can use toiterate over all of the pages in the PDF in order.
For example, the following for loop prints the text from every page inthe Pride and Prejudice PDF:
>>> for page in pdf.pages:

... print(page.extractText())

...
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Let’s combine everything you’ve learned and write a program that ex-tracts all of the text from the Pride_and_Prejudice.pdf file and saves itto a .txt file.
Putting It All Together
Open a new editor window in IDLE and type in the following code:
from pathlib import Path

from PyPDF2 import PdfFileReader

# Change the path below to the correct path for your computer.

pdf_path = (

Path.home() /

"python-basics-exercises" /

"ch14-interact-with-pdf-files" /

"practice-files" /

"Pride_and_Prejudice.pdf"

)

# 1

pdf_reader = PdfFileReader(str(pdf_path))

output_file_path = Path.home() / "Pride_and_Prejudice.txt"

# 2

with output_file_path.open(mode="w") as output_file:

# 3

title = pdf_reader.documentInfo.title

num_pages = pdf_reader.getNumPages()

output_file.write(f"{title}\nNumber of pages: {num_pages}\n\n")

# 4

for page in pdf_reader.pages:

text = page.extractText()

output_file.write(text)
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Let’s break that down:
1. First, you assign a new PdfFileReader instance to the pdf_readervariable. You also create a new Path object that points to the file

Pride_and_Prejudice.txt in your home directory and assign it to the
output_file_path variable.

2. Next, you open output_file_path in write mode and assign the fileobject returned by .open() to the variable output_file. The withstatement, which you learned about in chapter 12, “File Input andOutput,” ensures that the file is closed when the with block exits.
3. Then, inside the with block, you write the PDF title and number ofpages to the text file using output_file.write().
4. Finally, you use a for loop to iterate over all the pages in thePDF. At each step in the loop, the next PageObject is assignedto the page variable. The text from each page is extracted with

page.extractText() and is written to the output_file.
When you save and run the program, it will create a new file in yourhome directory called Pride_and_Prejudice.txt containing the full textof the Pride_and_Prejudice.pdf document. Open it up and check it out!
Review Exercises
You can nd the solutions to these exercises and many other bonusresources online at realpython.com/python-basics/resources
1. The chapter 14 practice_files folder contains a PDF file called

zen.pdf. Create a PdfFileReader instance from this PDF.
2. Using the PdfFileReader instance from exercise 1, print the totalnumber of pages in the PDF.
3. Print the text from the first page of the PDF in exercise 1.
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14.2 Extracting Pages From a PDF
In the previous section, you learned how to extract all of the text froma PDF file and save it to a .txt file. Now you’ll learn how to extract apage or range of pages from an existing PDF and save them to a newPDF.
You can use the PdfFileWriter to create a new PDF file. Let’s explorethis class and learn the steps needed to create a PDF using PyPDF2.
Using the PdfFileWriter Class
The PdfFileWriter class creates new PDF files. In IDLE’s interactivewindow, import the PdfFileWriter class and create a new instancecalled pdf_writer:
>>> from PyPDF2 import PdfFileWriter

>>> pdf_writer = PdfFileWriter()

PdfFileWriter objects are like blank PDF files. You need to add somepages to them before you can save them to a file. Go ahead and add ablank page to pdf_writer:
>>> page = pdf_writer.addBlankPage(width=72, height=72)

The width and height parameters are required and determine the di-mensions of the page in units called points. One point equals 1/72of an inch, so the above code adds a one-inch-square blank page to
pdf_writer.
.addBlankPage() returns a new PageObject instance representing thepage that you added to the PdfFileWriter:
>>> type(page)

<class 'PyPDF2.pdf.PageObject'>

In this example, you’ve assigned the PageObject instance returned by
.addBlankPage() to the page variable, but in practice you don’t usually
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need to do this. That is, you usually call .addBlankPage() without as-signing the return value to anything:
>>> pdf_writer.addBlankPage(width=72, height=72)

To write the contents of pdf_writer to a PDF file, pass a file object inbinary write mode to pdf_writer.write():
>>> from pathlib import Path

>>> with Path("blank.pdf").open(mode="wb") as output_file:

... pdf_writer.write(output_file)

...

>>>

This creates a new file in your current working directory called
blank.pdf. If you open the file with a PDF reader, such as Adobe Acro-bat, then you’ll see a document with a single blank one-inch-squarepage.

Important
Notice that you save the PDF file by passing the file object tothe PdfFileWriter object’s .write()method, not to the file object’s
.write() method.
In particular, the following code will not work:
>>> with Path("blank.pdf").open(mode="wb") as output_file:

... output_file.write(pdf_writer)

This approach seems backward to many new programmers, somake sure you avoid this mistake!
PdfFileWriter objects can write to new PDF files, but they can’t createnew content from scratch other than blank pages.
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This might seem like a big problem, but in many situations, you don’tneed to create new content. Often, you’ll work with pages extractedfrom PDF files that you’ve opened with a PdfFileReader instance.

Note
You’ll learn how to create PDF files from scratch in section 14.8,“Creating a PDF File From Scratch.”

In the example you saw above, there were three steps to create a newPDF file using PyPDF2:
1. Create a PdfFileWriter instance.
2. Add one or more pages to the PdfFileWriter instance.
3. Write to a file using PdfFileWriter.write().
You’ll see this pattern over and over as you learn various ways to addpages to a PdfFileWriter instance.
Extracting a Single Page From a PDF
Let’s revisit the Pride and Prejudice PDF that you worked with in theprevious section. You’ll open the PDF, extract the first page, and cre-ate a new PDF file containing just the single extracted page.
Open IDLE’s interactive window and import PdfFileReader and
PdfFileWriter from PyPDF2 as well as the Path class from the pathlibmodule:
>>> from pathlib import Path

>>> from PyPDF2 import PdfFileReader, PdfFileWriter

Now open the Pride_and_Prejudice.pdf file with a PdfFileReaderinstance:
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>>> # Change the path to work on your computer if necessary

>>> pdf_path = (

... Path.home() /

... "python-basics-exercises" /

... "ch14-interact-with-pdf-files" /

... "practice_files" /

... "Pride_and_Prejudice.pdf"

... )

>>> input_pdf = PdfFileReader(str(pdf_path))

Pass the index 0 to .getPage() to get a PageObject representing the firstpage of the PDF:
>>> first_page = input_pdf.getPage(0)

Now create a new PdfFileWriter instance and add first_page to it with
.addPage():
>>> pdf_writer = PdfFileWriter()

>>> pdf_writer.addPage(first_page)

The .addPage()method adds a page to the set of pages in the pdf_writerobject, just like .addBlankPage(). The difference is that it requires anexisting PageObject.
Now write the contents of pdf_writer to a new file:
>>> with Path("first_page.pdf").open(mode="wb") as output_file:

... pdf_writer.write(output_file)

...

>>>

You now have a new PDF file called first_page.pdf saved in your cur-rent working directory that contains the cover page of the Pride andPrejudice PDF file. Pretty neat!
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Extracting Multiple Pages From a PDF
Let’s extract the first chapter from Pride_and_Prejudice.pdf and save itto a new PDF.
If you open Pride_and_Prejudice.pdf with a PDF viewer, then you cansee that the first chapter is on the second, third, and fourth pages ofthe PDF. Since pages are indexed starting with 0, you’ll need to extractthe pages at the indices 1, 2, and 3.
You can set everything up by importing the classes you need and open-ing the PDF file:
>>> from PyPDF2 import PdfFileReader, PdfFileWriter

>>> from pathlib import Path

>>> pdf_path = (

... Path.home() /

... "python-basics-exercises" /

... "ch14-interact-with-pdf-files" /

... "practice_files" /

... "Pride_and_Prejudice.pdf"

... )

>>> input_pdf = PdfFileReader(str(pdf_path))

Your goal is to extract the pages at indices 1, 2, and 3, add these to anew PdfFileWriter instance, and then write them to a new PDF file.
One way to do this is to loop over the range of numbers starting at 1and ending at 3, extracting the page at each step of the loop and addingit to the PdfFileWriter instance:
>>> pdf_writer = PdfFileWriter()

>>> for n in range(1, 4):

... page = input_pdf.getPage(n)

... pdf_writer.addPage(page)

...

>>>

The loop iterates over the numbers 1, 2, and 3 since range(1, 4) doesn’t
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include the right-hand endpoint. At each step in the loop, the page atthe current index is extracted with .getPage() and then added to the
pdf_writer using .addPage().
Now pdf_writer has three pages, which you can check with
.getNumPages():
>>> pdf_writer.getNumPages()

3

Finally, you can write the extracted pages to a new PDF file:
>>> with Path("chapter1.pdf").open(mode="wb") as output_file:

... pdf_writer.write(output_file)

...

>>>

Now you can open the chapter1.pdf file in your current working direc-tory to read just the first chapter of Pride and Prejudice.
Another way to extract multiple pages from a PDF is to take advan-tage of the fact that PdfFileReader.pages supports slice notation. Let’sredo the previous example using .pages instead of looping over a rangeobject.
Start by initializing a new PdfFileWriter object:
>>> pdf_writer = PdfFileWriter()

Now loop over a slice of .pages from indices starting at 1 and endingat 4:
>>> for page in input_pdf.pages[1:4]:

... pdf_writer.addPage(page)

...

>>>

Remember that the values in a slice range from the item at the firstindex in the slice up to but not including the item at the second index
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in the slice. So .pages[1:4] returns an iterable containing the pageswith indices 1, 2, and 3.
Finally, write the contents of pdf_writer to the output file:
>>> with Path("chapter1_slice.pdf").open(mode="wb") as output_file:

... pdf_writer.write(output_file)

...

>>>

Nowopen the chapter1_slice.pdf file in your current working directoryand compare it to the chapter1.pdf file you made by looping over the
range object. They contain the same pages!
Sometimes you need to extract every page from a PDF. You can usethemethods illustrated above to do this, but PyPDF2provides a shortcut.
PdfFileWriter instances have an .appendPagesFromReader() method thatyou can use to append pages from a PdfFileReader instance.
To use .appendPagesFromReader(), pass a PdfFileReader instance to themethod’s readerparameter. For example, the following code copies ev-ery page from the Pride and Prejudice PDF to a PdfFileWriter instance:
>>> pdf_writer = PdfFileWriter()

>>> pdf_writer.appendPagesFromReader(pdf_reader)

pdf_writer now contains every page in pdf_reader!
Review Exercises
You can nd the solutions to these exercises and many other bonusresources online at realpython.com/python-basics/resources
1. Extract the last page from the Pride_and_Prejudice.pdf file and saveit to a new file in your home directory called last_page.pdf.
2. Extract all pages with even-numbered indices (not page numbers)from the Pride_and_Prejudice.pdf and save them to a newfile in yourhome directory called every_other_page.pdf.
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3. Split the Pride_and_Prejudice.pdf file into two new PDF files. Thefirst file should contain the first 150 pages, and the second fileshould contain the remaining pages. Save both files in your homedirectory as part_1.pdf and part_2.pdf.

14.3 Challenge: PdfFileSplitter Class
Create a class called PdfFileSplitter that reads a PDF from an exist-ing PdfFileReader instance and splits the PDF into two new PDFs. Theclass should be instantiated with a path string.
For example, here’s how you would create a PdfFileSplitter instancefrom a PDF in your current working directory called mydoc.pdf:
pdf_splitter = PdfFileSplitter("mydoc.pdf")

The PdfFileSplitter class should have two methods:
1. .split(), which has a single parameter, breakpoint, that expects aninteger representing the page number at which to split the PDF.
2. .write(), which has a single parameter, filename, that expects apath string.
After you call .split(), the PdfFileSplitter class should have the at-tribute .writer1 assigned to a PdfFileWriter instance containing all thepages in the original PDF up to but not including the breakpoint page.It should also have the attribute .writer2 assigned to a PdfFileWriterinstance containing the remaining pages in the original PDF.
When you call .write(), two PDFs should be written to the specifiedpath, the first with the name filename + "_1.pdf" and the second withthe name filename + "_2.pdf".
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For example, here’s how youwould split the mydoc.pdf at page four andwrite to two files called mydoc_split_1.pdf and mydoc_split_2.pdf:
pdf_splitter.split(breakpoint=4)

pdf_splitter.write("mydoc_split")

Check that the splitter works by splitting the Pride_and_Prejudice.pdffile in the chapter 14 practice_files folder with the breakpoint at page150.
You can nd the solutions to this code challenge andmany other bonusresources online at realpython.com/python-basics/resources

14.4 Concatenating and Merging PDFs
Two common tasks when working with PDF files are concatenatingand merging several PDFs into a single file.
When you concatenate two or more PDFs, you join the files one af-ter another into a single document. For example, a companymay con-catenate several daily reports into one monthly report at the end of amonth.
Merging two PDFs also joins the PDFs into a single file. But insteadof joining the second PDF to the end of the first, merging allows youto insert it after a specific page in the first PDF. Then it pushes all ofthe first PDF’s pages after the insertion point to the end of the secondPDF.
In this section, you’ll learn how to concatenate andmerge PDFs usingthe PyPDF2 package’s PdfFileMerger.
Using the PdfFileMerger Class
The PdfFileMerger class is a lot like the PdfFileWriter class that youlearned about in the previous section. You can use both classes towrite PDF files. In both cases, you add pages to instances of the classand then write them to a file.
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The main difference between the two is that PdfFileWriter can onlyappend, or concatenate, pages to the end of the list of pages alreadycontained in the writer, whereas PdfFileMerger can insert, or merge,pages at any location.
Go ahead and create your first PdfFileMerger instance. In IDLE’s in-teractive window, type the following code to import the PdfFileMergerclass and create a new instance:
>>> from PyPDF2 import PdfFileMerger

>>> pdf_merger = PdfFileMerger()

PdfFileMerger objects are empty when they’re first instantiated. You’llneed to add somepages to your object before you can do anythingwithit.
There are a couple of ways to add pages to the pdf_merger object, andwhich one you use depends on what you need to accomplish:
• .append() concatenates every page in an existing PDF document tothe end of the pages currently in the PdfFileMerger.
• .merge() inserts all of the pages in an existing PDF document aftera specific page in the PdfFileMerger.

You’ll look at both methods in this section, starting with .append().
Concatenating PDFsWith .append()

The chapter 14 practice_files folder has a subdirectory called
expense_reports that contains three expense reports for an employeenamed Peter Python.
Peter needs to concatenate these three PDFs and submit them to hisemployer as a single PDF file so that he can get reimbursed for somework-related expenses.
You can start by using the pathlib module to get a list of Path objectsfor each of the three expense reports in the expense_reports/ folder:
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>>> from pathlib import Path

>>> reports_dir = (

... Path.home() /

... "python-basics-exercises" /

... "ch14-interact-with-pdf-files" /

... "practice_files" /

... "expense_reports"

... )

After you import the Path class, you need to build the path to the
expense_reports/ directory. Note that you may need to alter the codeabove to get the correct path on your computer.
Once you have the path to the expense_reports/ directory assigned tothe reports_dir variable, you can use .glob() to get an iterable of pathsto PDF files in the directory.
Take a look at what’s in the directory:
>>> for path in reports_dir.glob("*.pdf"):

... print(path.name)

...

Expense report 1.pdf

Expense report 3.pdf

Expense report 2.pdf

The names of the three files are listed, but they aren’t in order. Fur-thermore, the order of the files you see in the output on your computermay not match the output shown here.
In general, the order of paths returned by .glob() is not guaranteed,so you’ll need to order them yourself. You can do this by creating alist containing the three file paths and then calling .sort() on that list:
>>> expense_reports = list(reports_dir.glob("*.pdf"))

>>> expense_reports.sort()
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Remember that .sort() sorts a list in place, so you don’t need to assignthe return value to a variable. The expense_reports list will be sortedalphabetically by filename after .list() is called.
To confirm that the sorting worked, loop over expense_reports againand print out the filenames:
>>> for path in expense_reports:

... print(path.name)

...

Expense report 1.pdf

Expense report 2.pdf

Expense report 3.pdf

That looks good!
Now you can concatenate the three PDFs. To do that, you’ll use
PdfFileMerger.append(), which requires a single string argumentrepresenting the path to a PDF file. When you call .append(), all ofthe pages in the PDF file are appended to the set of pages in the
PdfFileMerger object.
Let’s see this in action. First, import the PdfFileMerger class and createa new instance:
>>> from PyPDF2 import PdfFileMerger

>>> pdf_merger = PdfFileMerger()

Now loop over the paths in the sorted expense_reports list and appendthem to pdf_merger:
>>> for path in expense_reports:

... pdf_merger.append(str(path))

...

>>>

Notice that each Path object in expense_reports/ is converted to a stringwith str() before being passed to pdf_merger.append().
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With all the PDF files in the expense_reports/ directory concatenated inthe pdf_merger object, the last thing you need to do is write everythingto an output PDF file. PdfFileMerger instances have a .write() methodthat works just like the PdfFileWriter.write().
Open a new file in binary write mode, then pass the file object to the
pdf_merge.write() method:
>>> with Path("expense_reports.pdf").open(mode="wb") as output_file:

... pdf_merger.write(output_file)

...

>>>

You now have a PDF file in your current working directory called
expense_reports.pdf. Open it up with a PDF reader and you’ll find allthree expense reports together in the same PDF file.
Merging PDFsWith .merge()

Tomerge two ormore PDFs, use PdfFileMerger.merge(). Thismethod issimilar to .append(), except that you must specify where in the outputPDF to insert all of the content from the PDF you are merging.
Take a look at an example. Goggle, Inc. prepared a quarterly reportbut forgot to include a table of contents. Peter Python noticed themistake and quickly created a PDF with the missing table of contents.Now he needs to merge that PDF into the original report.
Both the report PDF and the table of contents PDF can be found inthe quarterly_report/ subfolder of the chapter 14 practice_files folder.The report is in a file called report.pdf, and the table of contents is ina file called toc.pdf.
In IDLE’s interactive window, import the PdfFileMerger class and cre-ate the Path objects for the report.pdf and toc.pdf files:
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>>> from pathlib import Path

>>> from PyPDF2 import PdfFileMerger

>>> report_dir = (

... Path.home() /

... "python-basics-exercises" /

... "ch14-interact-with-pdf-files" /

... "practice_files" /

... "quarterly_report"

... )

>>> report_path = report_dir / "report.pdf"

>>> toc_path = report_dir / "toc.pdf"

The first thing you’ll do is append the report PDF to a new
PdfFileMerger instance using .append():
>>> pdf_merger = PdfFileMerger()

>>> pdf_merger.append(str(report_path))

Now that pdf_merger has some pages in it, you can merge the table ofcontents PDF into it at the correct location. If you open the report.pdffile with a PDF reader, then you’ll see that the first page of the reportis a title page. The second is an introduction, and the remaining pagescontain different report sections.
You want to insert the table of contents after the title page and justbefore the introduction section. Since PDF page indices start with 0in PyPDF2, you need to insert the table of contents after the page atindex 0 and before the page at index 1.
To do that, call pdf_merger.merge() with two arguments:
1. The integer 1, indicating the index of the page at which the tableof contents should be inserted
2. A string containing the path of the PDFfile for the table of contents
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Here’s what that looks like:
>>> pdf_merger.merge(1, str(toc_path))

Every page in the table of contents PDF is inserted before the pageat index 1. Since the table of contents PDF is only one page, it getsinserted at index 1. The page currently at index 1 then gets shifted toindex 2. The page currently at index 2 gets shifted to index 3, and soon.
Now write the merged PDF to an output file:
>>> with Path("full_report.pdf").open(mode="wb") as output_file:

... pdf_merger.write(output_file)

...

>>>

You now have a full_report.pdf file in your current working directory.Open it up with a PDF reader and check that the table of contents wasinserted at the correct spot.
Concatenating and merging PDFs are common operations. While theexamples in this section are admittedly somewhat contrived, you canimagine how useful a program would be for merging thousands ofPDFs or for automating routine tasks that would otherwise take a hu-man lots of time to complete.
Review Exercises
1. The chapter 14 practice_files folder contains three PDFs called

merge1.pdf, merge2.pdf, and merge3.pdf. Using a PdfFileMergerinstance, concatenate the two files merge1.pdf and merge2.pdf using
.append().
Save the concatenated PDFs to a file called concatenated.pdfin your home directory.

2. With a new PdfFileMerger instance, use .merge() to merge the file
merge3.pdf between the two pages in the concatenated.pdf file you
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made in exercise 1. Save the new file to your home directory as
merged.pdf.
The final result should be a PDF with three pages. The firstpage should have the number 1 on it, the second should have 2,and the third should have 3.

14.5 Rotating and Cropping PDF Pages
So far, you’ve learned how to extract text and pages from PDFs andhow to and concatenate and merge two or more PDF files. These areall common operations with PDFs, but PyPDF2 has many other usefulfeatures.
In this section, you’ll learn how to rotate and crop pages in a PDF file.
Rotating Pages
You’ll start by learning how to rotate pages. For this example, you’lluse the ugly.pdf file in the chapter 14 practice_files folder.
The ugly.pdf file contains a lovely version of Hans Christian Ander-sen’s The Ugly Duckling, except that every odd-numbered page is ro-tated counterclockwise by ninety degrees.
Let’s fix that. In a new IDLE interactive window, start by importingthe PdfFileReader and PdfFileWriter classes from PyPDF2, as well as the
Path class from the pathlib module:
>>> from pathlib import Path

>>> from PyPDF2 import PdfFileReader, PdfFileWriter

Now create a Path object for the ugly.pdf file:
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>>> pdf_path = (

... Path.home() /

... "python-basics-exercises" /

... "ch14-interact-with-pdf-files" /

... "practice_files" /

... "ugly.pdf"

... )

Finally, create new PdfFileReader and PdfFileWriter instances:
>>> pdf_reader = PdfFileReader(str(pdf_path))

>>> pdf_writer = PdfFileWriter()

Your goal is to use pdf_writer to create a new PDF file in which all ofthe pages have the correct orientation. The even-numbered pages inthe PDF are already properly oriented, but the odd-numbered pagesare rotated counterclockwise by ninety degrees.
To correct the problem, you’ll use PageObject.rotateClockwise(). Thismethod takes an integer argument, in degrees, and rotates a pageclockwise by that many degrees. For example, .rotateClockwise(90)rotates a PDF page clockwise by ninety degrees.

Note
In addition to .rotateClockwise(), the PageObject class also has
.rotateCounterClockwise() for rotating pages counterclockwise.

There are several ways you can go about rotating pages in the PDF.We’ll discuss two different ways of doing it. Both of them rely on
.rotateClockwise(), but they take different approaches to determinewhich pages get rotated.
The first technique is to loop over the indices of the pages in the PDFand check if each index corresponds to a page that needs to be rotated.If so, then you’ll call .rotateClockwise() to rotate the page and then addthe page to pdf_writer.
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Here’s what that looks like:
>>> for n in range(pdf_reader.getNumPages()):

... page = pdf_reader.getPage(n)

... if n % 2 == 0:

... page.rotateClockwise(90)

... pdf_writer.addPage(page)

...

>>>

Notice that the page gets rotated if the index is even. That mightseem strange since the odd-numbered pages in the PDF are the onesthat are rotated incorrectly. However, the page numbers in the PDFstart with 1, whereas the page indices start with 0. That means odd-numbered PDF pages have even indices.
If that makes your head spin, don’t worry! Even after years of dealingwith stuff like this, professional programmers still get tripped up bythese sorts of things!

Note
When you execute the for loop above, you’ll see a bunchof output in IDLE’s interactive window. That’s because
.rotateClockwise() returns a PageObject instance.
You can ignore this output for now. When you execute pro-grams from IDLE’s editor window, this output won’t be visible.

Now that you’ve rotated all the pages in the PDF, you can write thecontent of pdf_writer to a new file and check that everything worked:
>>> with Path("ugly_rotated.pdf").open(mode="wb") as output_file:

... pdf_writer.write(output_file)

...

>>>

You should now have a file in your current working directorycalled ugly_rotated.pdf, with the pages from the ugly.pdf file rotated
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correctly.
The problem with the approach you just used to rotate the pages inthe ugly.pdf file is that it depends on knowing ahead of time whichpages need to be rotated. In a real-world scenario, it isn’t practical togo through an entire PDF taking note of which pages to rotate.
In fact, you can determine which pages need to be rotated withoutprior knowledge. Well, sometimes you can.
Let’s see how, starting with a new PdfFileReader instance:
>>> pdf_reader = PdfFileReader(str(pdf_path))

You need to do this because you altered the pages in the old
PdfFileReader instance by rotating them. So, by creating a newinstance, you’re starting fresh.
PageObject instances maintain a dictionary of values containing infor-mation about the page:
>>> pdf_reader.getPage(0)

{'/Contents': [IndirectObject(11, 0), IndirectObject(12, 0),

IndirectObject(13, 0), IndirectObject(14, 0), IndirectObject(15, 0),

IndirectObject(16, 0), IndirectObject(17, 0), IndirectObject(18, 0)],

'/Rotate': -90, '/Resources': {'/ColorSpace': {'/CS1':

IndirectObject(19, 0), '/CS0': IndirectObject(19, 0)}, '/XObject':

{'/Im0': IndirectObject(21, 0)}, '/Font': {'/TT1':

IndirectObject(23, 0), '/TT0': IndirectObject(25, 0)}, '/ExtGState':

{'/GS0': IndirectObject(27, 0)}}, '/CropBox': [0, 0, 612, 792],

'/Parent': IndirectObject(1, 0), '/MediaBox': [0, 0, 612, 792],

'/Type': '/Page', '/StructParents': 0}

Yikes! Mixed in with all that nonsensical-looking stuff is a key called
/Rotate, which you can see on the fourth line of output above. Thevalue of this key is -90.
You can access the /Rotate key on a PageObject using subscript notation,just like you can on a Python dict object:
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>>> page = pdf_reader.getPage(0)

>>> page["/Rotate"]

-90

If you look at the /Rotate key for the second page in pdf_reader, you’llsee that it has a value of 0:
>>> page = pdf_reader.getPage(1)

>>> page["/Rotate"]

0

What all this means is that the page at index 0 has a rotation valueof -90 degrees. In other words, it’s been rotated counterclockwise byninety degrees. The page at index 1 has a rotation value of 0, so it hasnot been rotated at all.
If you rotate the first page using .rotateClockwise(), then the value of
/Rotate changes from -90 to 0:
>>> page = pdf_reader.getPage(0)

>>> page["/Rotate"]

-90

>>> page.rotateClockwise(90)

>>> page["/Rotate"]

0

Now that you know how to inspect the /Rotate key, you can use it torotate the pages in the ugly.pdf file.
The first thing you need to do is to reinitialize both the pdf_reader andthe pdf_writer objects so that you get a fresh start:
>>> pdf_reader = PdfFileReader(str(pdf_path))

>>> pdf_writer = PdfFileWriter()

Nowwrite a loop that loops over the pages in the pdf_reader.pages iter-able, checks the value of /Rotate, and rotates the page if that value is
-90:
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>>> for page in pdf_reader.pages:

... if page["/Rotate"] == -90:

... page.rotateClockwise(90)

... pdf_writer.addPage(page)

...

>>>

Not only is this loop slightly shorter than the loop in the first solution,but it doesn’t rely on any prior knowledge of which pages need to berotated. You could use a loop like this to rotate pages in any PDFwith-out ever having to open it up and look at it.
To finish out the solution, write the contents of pdf_writer to a newfile:
>>> with Path("ugly_rotated2.pdf").open(mode="wb") as output_file:

... pdf_writer.write(output_file)

...

>>>

Now you can open the ugly_rotated2.pdf file in your current workingdirectory and compare it to the ugly_rotated.pdf file you generated ear-lier. They should look identical.
Important
One word of warning about the /Rotate key: it’s not guaranteedto exist on a page.
If the /Rotate key doesn’t exist, then that usually means that thepage has not been rotated. However, that isn’t always a safeassumption.
If a PageObject has no /Rotate key, then a KeyError will be raisedwhen you try to access it. You can catch this exception with a
try...except block.

The value of /Rotatemay not always be what you expect. For example,
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if you scan a paper document with the page rotated ninety degreescounterclockwise, then the contents of the PDF will appear rotated.However, the /Rotate key may have the value 0.
This is one of many quirks that can make working with PDF files frus-trating. Sometimes you’ll just need to open a PDF in a PDF readerprogram and manually figure things out.
Cropping Pages
Another common operation with PDFs is cropping pages. You mightneed to do this to split a single page into multiple pages or to extractjust a small portion of a page, such as a signature or a figure.
For example, the chapter 14 practice_files folder includes a file called
half_and_half.pdf. This PDF contains a portion of Hans Christian An-dersen’s The Little Mermaid.
Each page in this PDF has two columns. Let’s split each page into twopages, one for each column.
To get started, import the PdfFileReader and PdfFileWriter classes from
PyPDF2 and the Path class from the pathlib module:
>>> from pathlib import Path

>>> from PyPDF2 import PdfFileReader, PdfFileWriter

Now create a Path object for the half_and_half.pdf file:
>>> pdf_path = (

... Path.home() /

... "python-basics-exercises" /

... "ch14-interact-with-pdf-files" /

... "practice_files" /

... "half_and_half.pdf"

... )
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Next, create a new PdfFileReader object and get the first page of thePDF:
>>> pdf_reader = PdfFileReader(str(pdf_path))

>>> first_page = pdf_reader.getPage(0)

To crop the page, you first need to know a little bit more about howpages are structured. PageObject instances like first_page have a
.mediaBox attribute that represents a rectangular area defining theboundaries of the page.
You can use IDLE’s interactive window to explore the .mediaBox beforeusing it crop the page:
>>> first_page.mediaBox

RectangleObject([0, 0, 792, 612])

The .mediaBox attribute returns a RectangleObject. This object is definedin the PyPDF2 package and represents a rectangular area on the page.
The list [0, 0, 792, 612] in the output defines the rectangular area.The first two numbers are the x- and y-coordinates of the lower-leftcorner of the rectangle. The third and fourth numbers represent thewidth and height of the rectangle, respectively. The units of all of thevalues are points, which are equal to 1/72 of an inch.
RectangleObject([0, 0, 792, 612]) represents a rectangular region withthe lower-left corner at the origin, a width of 792 points, or 11 inches,and a height of 612 points, or 8.5 inches. Those are the dimensionsof a standard letter-sized page in landscape orientation, which is usedfor the example PDF of The Little Mermaid. A letter-sized PDF pagein portrait orientation would return the output RectangleObject([0, 0,

612, 792]).
A RectangleObject has four attributes that return the coordinatesof the rectangle’s corners: .lowerLeft, .lowerRight, .upperLeft, and
.upperRight. Just like the width and height values, these coordinatesare given in points.
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You can use these four properties to get the coordinates of each cornerof the RectangleObject:
>>> first_page.mediaBox.lowerLeft

(0, 0)

>>> first_page.mediaBox.lowerRight

(792, 0)

>>> first_page.mediaBox.upperLeft

(0, 612)

>>> first_page.mediaBox.upperRight

(792, 612)

Each property returns a tuple containing the coordinates of the speci-fied corner. You can access individual coordinates with square brack-ets just like you would any other Python tuple:
>>> first_page.mediaBox.upperRight[0]

792

>>> first_page.mediaBox.upperRight[1]

612

You can alter the coordinates of a mediaBox by assigning a new tuple toone of its properties:
>>> first_page.mediaBox.upperLeft = (0, 480)

>>> first_page.mediaBox.upperLeft

(0, 480)

When you change the .upperLeft coordinates, the .upperRight attributeautomatically adjusts to preserve a rectangular shape:
>>> first_page.mediaBox.upperRight

(792, 480)

When you alter the coordinates of the RectangleObject returned by
.mediaBox, you effectively crop the page. The first_page object nowcontains only the information present within the boundaries of thenew RectangleObject.
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Go ahead and write the cropped page to a new PDF file:
>>> pdf_writer = PdfFileWriter()

>>> pdf_writer.addPage(first_page)

>>> with Path("cropped_page.pdf").open(mode="wb") as output_file:

... pdf_writer.write(output_file)

...

>>>

If you open the cropped_page.pdf file in your current working directory,then you’ll see that the top portion of the page has been removed.
How would you crop the page so that just the text on the left side ofthe page is visible? You would need to cut the horizontal dimensionsof the page in half. You can achieve this by altering the .upperRightcoordinates of the .mediaBox object. Let’s see how that works.
The first thing you need to do is get new PdfFileReader and
PdfFileWriter objects since you’ve just altered the first page in
pdf_reader and then added it to pdf_writer:
>>> pdf_reader = PdfFileReader(str(pdf_path))

>>> pdf_writer = PdfFileWriter()

Now get the first page of the PDF:
>>> first_page = pdf_reader.getPage(0)

This time, let’s work with a copy of the first page so that the page youjust extracted stays intact. You can do that by importing the copymod-ule fromPython’s standard library andusing deepcopy() tomake a copyof the page:
>>> import copy

>>> left_side = copy.deepcopy(first_page)

Nowyou can alter left_sidewithout changing any of the the propertiesof first_page. That way, you can use first_page later to extract the texton the right side of the page.
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Now you need to do a little bit of math. You already worked out thatyou need to move the upper right-hand corner of the .mediaBox to thetop center of the page. To do that, you’ll create a new tuple with thefirst component equal to half the original value and assign it to the
.upperRight property.
First, get the current coordinates of the upper-right corner of the
.mediaBox.
>>> current_coords = left_side.mediaBox.upperRight

Then create a new tuple whose first coordinate is half the value of thecurrent coordinate and second coordinate is the same as the original:
>>> new_coords = (current_coords[0] / 2, current_coords[1])

Finally, assign the new coordinates to the .upperRight property:
>>> left_side.mediaBox.upperRight = new_coords

You’ve now cropped the original page to contain only the text on theleft side! Let’s extract the right side of the page next.
First get a new copy of first_page:
>>> right_side = copy.deepcopy(first_page)

Move the .upperLeft corner instead of the .upperRight corner:
>>> right_side.mediaBox.upperLeft = new_coords

This sets the upper-left corner to the same coordinates that youmovedthe upper-right corner to when extracting the left side of the page. So,
right_side.mediaBox is now a rectanglewhose upper-left corner is at thetop center of the page and whose upper-right corner is at the top rightof the page.
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Finally, add the left_side and right_side pages to pdf_writer and writethem to a new PDF file:
>>> pdf_writer.addPage(left_side)

>>> pdf_writer.addPage(right_side)

>>> with Path("cropped_pages.pdf").open(mode="wb") as output_file:

... pdf_writer.write(output_file)

...

>>>

Now open the cropped_pages.pdf file with a PDF reader. You should seea file with two pages, the first containing the text from the left-handside of the original first page, and the second containing the text fromthe original right-hand side.
Review Exercises
You can nd the solutions to these exercises and many other bonusresources online at realpython.com/python-basics/resources
1. The chapter 14 practice_files folder contains a PDF file called

split_and_rotate.pdf. Create a new PDF in your home directorycalled rotated.pdf that contains the pages of split_and_rotate.pdfrotated counterclockwise 90 degrees.
2. Using the rotated.pdf file you created in exercise 1, split each pageof the PDF vertically in the middle. Create a new PDF in yourhome directory called split.pdf that contains all of the split pages.

split.pdf should have four pages with the numbers 1, 2, 3,and 4, in order.

14.6 Encrypting and Decrypting PDFs
Sometimes PDF files are password protected. With the PyPDF2 pack-age, you can work with encrypted PDF files as well as add passwordprotection to existing PDFs.
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Encrypting PDFs
You can add password protection to a PDF file using the .encrypt()method of a PdfFileWriter() instance. It has two main parameters:
1. user_pwd sets the user password. This allows for opening and read-ing the PDF file.
2. owner_pwd sets the owner password. This allows for opening thePDF without any restrictions, including editing.
Let’s use .encrypt() to add a password to a PDF file. First, open the
newsletter.pdf file in the chapter 14 practice_files directory:
>>> from pathlib import Path

>>> from PyPDF2 import PdfFileReader, PdfFileWriter

>>> pdf_path = (

... Path.home() /

... "python-basics-exercises" /

... "ch14-interact-with-pdf-files" /

... "practice_files" /

... "newsletter.pdf"

... )

>>> pdf_reader = PdfFileReader(str(pdf_path))

Now create a new PdfFileWriter instance and then add the pages from
pdf_reader to it:
>>> pdf_writer = PdfFileWriter()

>>> pdf_writer.appendPagesFromReader(pdf_reader)

Next, add the password "SuperSecret" with pdf_writer.encrypt():
>>> pdf_writer.encrypt(user_pwd="SuperSecret")

When you set only user_pwd, the owner_pwd argument defaults to thesame string. So, the above line of code sets both the user and ownerpasswords.
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Finally, write the encrypted PDF to an output file in your home direc-tory called newsletter_protected.pdf:
>>> output_path = Path.home() / "newsletter_protected.pdf"

>>> with output_path.open(mode="wb") as output_file:

... pdf_writer.write(output_file)

When you open the PDF with a PDF reader, you’ll be prompted toenter a password. Enter "SuperSecret" to open the PDF.
If you need to set a separate owner password for the PDF, then pass asecond string to the owner_pwd parameter:
>>> user_pwd = "SuperSecret"

>>> owner_pwd = "ReallySuperSecret"

>>> pdf_writer.encrypt(user_pwd=user_pwd, owner_pwd=owner_pwd)

In this example, the user password is "SuperSecret" and the ownerpassword is "ReallySuperSecret".
When you encrypt a PDF file with a password and attempt to openit, you must provide the password before you can view its contents.This protection extends to reading from the PDF in a Python program.Next, let’s see how to decrypt PDF files with PyPDF2.
Decrypting PDFs
To decrypt an encrypted PDF file, use the .decrypt() method of a
PdfFileReader instance.
.decrypt() has a single parameter called password that you can use toprovide the password for decryption. The privileges you have whenopening the PDF depend on the argument you passed to the passwordparameter.
Let’s open the encrypted newsletter_protected.pdf file that you createdin the previous section and use PyPDF2 to decrypt it.
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First, create a new PdfFileReader instance with the path to the pro-tected PDF:
>>> from pathlib import Path

>>> from PyPDF2 import PdfFileReader, PdfFileWriter

>>> pdf_path = Path.home() / "newsletter_protected.pdf"

>>> pdf_reader = PdfFileReader(str(pdf_path))

Before you decrypt the PDF, check out what happens if you try to getthe first page:
>>> pdf_reader.getPage(0)

Traceback (most recent call last):

File "c:\realpython\venv\lib\site-packages\PyPDF2\pdf.py",

line 1617, in getObject

raise utils.PdfReadError("file has not been decrypted")

PyPDF2.utils.PdfReadError: file has not been decrypted

A PdfReadError exception is raised, informing you that the PDF file hasnot been decrypted.
Note
The above traceback has been shortened to highlight the im-portant parts. The traceback you see on your computer will bemuch longer.

Go ahead and decrypt the file now:
>>> pdf_reader.decrypt(password="SuperSecret")

1

.decrypt() returns an integer representing the success of the decryp-tion:
• 0 indicates that the password is incorrect.
• 1 indicates that the user password was matched.
• 2 indicates that the owner password was matched.
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Once you’ve decrypted the file, you can access the contents of the PDF:
>>> pdf_reader.getPage(0)

{'/Contents': IndirectObject(7, 0), '/CropBox': [0, 0, 612, 792],

'/MediaBox': [0, 0, 612, 792], '/Parent': IndirectObject(1, 0),

'/Resources': IndirectObject(8, 0), '/Rotate': 0, '/Type': '/Page'}

Now you can extract text and crop or rotate pages to your heart’s con-tent!
Review Exercises
1. The chapter 14 practice_files folder contains a PDF file called

top_secret.pdf. Using PdfFileWriter.encrypt(), encrypt the file withthe user password Unguessable.
Save the encrypted file to your home directory with the file-name top_secret_encrypted.pdf.

2. Open the top_secret_encrpyted.pdf file you created in exercise 1, de-crypt it, and print the text contained on the first page of the PDF.
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14.7 Challenge: Unscramble a PDF
The chapter 14 practice_files folder contains a PDF file called
scrambled.pdf that has seven pages. Each page contains a numberfrom 1 through 7, but they are out of order.
Additionally, some of the pages are rotated by 90, 180, or 270 degreesin either the clockwise or the counterclockwise direction.
Write a program that unscrambles the PDF by sorting the pages ac-cording to the number contained in the page text and rotates the page,if needed, so that it’s upright.

Note
You can assume that every PageObject read from scrambled.pdfhas a "/Rotate" key.

Save the unscrambled PDF to a file in your home directory called
unscrambled.pdf.
You can nd the solutions to this code challenge andmany other bonusresources online at realpython.com/python-basics/resources

14.8 Creating a PDF File From Scratch
The PyPDF2 package is great for reading and modifying existing PDFfiles, but it has a major limitation: you can’t use it to create a newPDF file. In this section, you’ll use the ReportLab Toolkit to generatePDF files from scratch.
ReportLab is a full-featured solution for creating PDFs. There is acommercial version that costs money to use, but a limited-featureopen source version is also available.
Installing reportlab

To get started, you need to install reportlab with pip:
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$ python3 -m pip install reportlab

You can verify the installation with pip show:
$ python3 -m pip show reportlab

Name: reportlab

Version: 3.5.34

Summary: The Reportlab Toolkit

Home-page: http://www.reportlab.com/

Author: Andy Robinson, Robin Becker, the ReportLab team

and the community

Author-email: reportlab-users@lists2.reportlab.com

License: BSD license (see license.txt for details),

Copyright (c) 2000-2018, ReportLab Inc.

Location: c:\realpython\venv\lib\site-packages

Requires: pillow

Required-by:

At the time of writing, the latest version of reportlabwas 3.5.34. If youhave IDLE open, then you’ll need to restart it before you can use the
reportlab package.
Using The Canvas Class
Themain interface for creating PDFs with reportlab is the Canvas class,which is located in the reportlab.pdfgen.canvas module.
Open a new IDLE interactive window and type the following to importthe Canvas class:
>>> from reportlab.pdfgen.canvas import Canvas

When you make a new Canvas instance, you need to provide a stringwith the filename of the PDF you’re creating.
Go ahead and create a new Canvas instance for the file hello.pdf:
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>>> canvas = Canvas("hello.pdf")

You now have a Canvas instance that you’ve assigned to the variablename canvas and that is associated with a file in your current workingdirectory called hello.pdf. The file hello.pdf does not exist yet, though.
Let’s add some text to the PDF. To do that, you use .drawString():
>>> canvas.drawString(72, 72, "Hello, World")

The first two arguments passed to .drawString() determine the loca-tion on the canvas where the text is written. The first specifies thedistance from the left edge of the canvas, and the second specifies thedistance from the bottom edge.
The values passed to .drawString() are measured in points. Since apoint equals 1/72 of an inch, .drawString(72, 72, "Hello, World") drawsthe string "Hello, World" one inch from the left and one inch from thebottom of the page.
To save the PDF to a file, use .save():
>>> canvas.save()

You now have a PDF file in your current working directory called
hello.pdf. You can open it with a PDF reader and see the text Hello,
World at the bottom of the page!
There are a few things to notice about the PDF you just created:
1. The default page size is A4, which is not the same as the standardUS letter page size.
2. The font defaults to Helvetica with a font size of 12 points.
You’re not stuck with these settings.
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Setting the Page Size
When you instantiate a Canvas object, you can change the page sizewith the optional pagesize parameter. This parameter accepts a tupleof floating-point values representing the width and height of the pagein points.
For example, to set the page size to 8.5 inches wide by 11 inches tall,you would create the following Canvas:
canvas = Canvas("hello.pdf", pagesize=(612.0, 792.0))

The tuple (612.0, 792.0) represents a letter-sized paper because 8.5times 72 is 612, and 11 times 72 is 792.
If doing the math to convert points to inches or centimeters isn’t yourcup of tea, then you can use the reportlab.lib.units module to helpyou with the conversions. The .units module contains several helperobjects, such as inch and cm, that you can use to simplify your conver-sions.
Go ahead and import the inch and cmobjects from the reportlab.lib.unitsmodule:
>>> from reportlab.lib.units import inch, cm

Now you can inspect each object to see what they are:
>>> cm

28.346456692913385

>>> inch

72.0

Both cm and inch are floating-point values. They represent the numberof points contained in each unit. cm is 28.346456692913385 points, and
inch is 72.0 points.
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To use the units, multiply the unit name by the number of units thatyou want to convert to points. For example, here’s how to use inch toset the page size to 8.5 inches wide by 11 inches tall:
>>> canvas = Canvas("hello.pdf", pagesize=(8.5 * inch, 11 * inch))

By passing a tuple to pagesize, you can create any size of page thatyou want. However, the reportlab package has some standard built-inpage sizes that are easier to work with.
The page sizes are located in the reportlab.lib.pagesizes module. Forexample, to set the page size to letter, you can import the LETTER objectfrom the pagesizesmodule and pass it to the pagesize parameter wheninstantiating your Canvas:
>>> from reportlab.lib.pagesizes import LETTER

>>> canvas = Canvas("hello.pdf", pagesize=LETTER)

If you inspect the LETTER object, then you’ll see that it’s a tuple of floats:
>>> LETTER

(612.0, 792.0)

The reportlab.lib.pagesizemodule containsmany standard page sizes.Here are a few with their dimensions:
Page Size Dimensions
A4 210 mm × 297 mm
LETTER 8.5 in × 11 in
LEGAL 8.5 in × 14 in
TABLOID 11 in × 17 in

In addition to these, the module contains definitions for all the ISO216 standard paper sizes.
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Setting Font Properties
You can also change the font, font size, and font color when you writetext to the Canvas.
To change the font and font size, you can use .setFont(). First, createa new Canvas instance with the filename font-example.pdf and a letterpage size:
>>> canvas = Canvas("font-example.pdf", pagesize=LETTER)

Then set the font to Times New Roman with a size of 18 points:
>>> canvas.setFont("Times-Roman", 18)

Finally, write the string "Times New Roman (18 pt)" to the canvas andsave it:
>>> canvas.drawString(1 * inch, 10 * inch, "Times New Roman (18 pt)")

>>> canvas.save()

With these settings, the text will be written one inch from the leftside of the page and ten inches from the bottom. Open up the
font-example.pdf file in your current working directory and check itout!
There are three fonts available by default:
1. "Courier"

2. "Helvetica"

3. "Times-Roman"

Each font has bolded and italicized variants. Here’s a list of all thefont variations available in reportlab:
• "Courier"

• "Courier-Bold

• "Courier-BoldOblique"
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• "Courier-Oblique"

• "Helvetica"

• "Helvetica-Bold"

• "Helvetica-BoldOblique"

• "Helvetica-Oblique"

• "Times-Bold"

• "Times-BoldItalic

• "Times-Italic"

• "Times-Roman"

You can also set the font color using .setFillColor(). In the followingexample, you create a PDF file with blue text named font-colors.pdf:
from reportlab.lib.colors import blue

from reportlab.lib.pagesizes import LETTER

from reportlab.lib.units import inch

from reportlab.pdfgen.canvas import Canvas

canvas = Canvas("font-colors.pdf", pagesize=LETTER)

# Set font to Times New Roman with 12-point size

canvas.setFont("Times-Roman", 12)

# Draw blue text one inch from the left and ten

# inches from the bottom

canvas.setFillColor("blue")

canvas.drawString(1*inch, 10*inch, "Blue text")

# Save the PDF file

canvas.save()

blue is an object imported from the reportlab.lib.colorsmodule. Thismodule contains several common colors. A full list of colors can befound in the reportlab source code.
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The examples in this section highlight the basics of working with the
Canvas object. But you’ve only scratched the surface. With reportlab,you can create tables, forms, and even high-quality graphics fromscratch!
The ReportLab User Guide contains a plethora of examples of how togenerate PDF documents from scratch. It’s a great place to start ifyou’re interested in learning more about creating PDFs with Python.

14.9 Summary and AdditionalResources
In this chapter, you learned how to create and modify PDF files withthe PyPDF2 and reportlab packages.
With PyPDF2, you learned how to:
• Read PDF files and extract text using the PdfFileReader class
• Write new PDF files using the PdfFileWriter class
• Concatenate and merge PDF files using the PdfFileMerger class
• Rotate and crop PDF pages
• Encrypt and decrypt PDF files with passwords

You also had an introduction to creating PDF files from scratch withthe reportlab package. You learned how to:
• Use the Canvas class
• Write text to a Canvas with .drawString()

• Set the font and font size with .setFont()

• Change the font color with .setFillColor()

reportlab is a powerful PDF creation tool, and you’ve only scratchedthe surface of what’s possible.
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Interactive Quiz
This chapter comes with a free online quiz to check your learn-ing progress. You can access the quiz using your phone or com-puter at the following web address:
realpython.com/quizzes/pybasics-pdf

Additional Resources
To learn more about working with PDF files in Python, check out thefollowing resources:
• “How to Work With a PDF in Python”
• ReportLab PDF Library User Guide
For links and additional resources to further deepen your Pythonskills, visit realpython.com/python-basics/resources
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Chapter 15
WorkingWith Databases
In chapter 12, you learned how to store and retrieve data from filesusing Python. Another common way to store data is in a database.
A database is a structured system for storing data. It could be madeup of several CSV files organized into directories or something moreelaborate. A database management system is software that man-ages access to and interacts with a database.
Python comes with a lightweight databasemanagement system calledSQLite that is perfect for learning how to work with databases.
In this chapter, you’ll learn:
• How to create an SQLite database
• How to store and retrieve data from an SQLite database
• What packages are commonly used to work with other databases
Important
SQLite uses structured query language (SQL) to interactwith its database. Some experience with SQL will be helpfulwhen reading this chapter.

Let’s dig in!
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15.1 An Introduction to SQLite
There are numerous SQL database engines, and some are bettersuited to particular purposes than others. One of the simplest, mostlightweight SQL database engines is SQLite, which runs directlyon your machine and comes bundled with the standard Pythoninstallation.
In this section, you’ll learn how to use the sqlite3 package to create anew SQLite database and store and retrieve data.
SQLite Basics
There are four basic steps to working with SQLite:
1. Import the sqlite3 package.
2. Connect to an existing database or create a new database.
3. Execute SQL statements on the database.
4. Close the database connection.
Let’s get started by exploring these four steps in IDLE’s interactivewindow. Open IDLE and type the following:
>>> import sqlite3

>>> connection = sqlite3.connect("test_database.db")

The sqlite3.connect() function is used to connect to or create adatabase.
When you execute .connect("test_database.db"), Python searches foran existing database called "test_database.db". If no databasewith thatname is found, a new one is created in the current working directory.
To create a database in a different directory, you must specify the fullpath in the argument to .connect().
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Note
You can create an in-memory database by passing the string
":memory:" to .connect():
connection = sqlite3.connect(":memory:")

This is a good way to store data that only needs to exist while aprogram is running.
.connect() returns a sqlite3.Connection object. You can verify this with
type():
>>> type(connection)

<class 'sqlite3.Connection'>

The Connection object represents the connection between your pro-gram and the database. It has several attributes and methods thatyou can use to interact with the database.
To store and retrieve data, you need a Cursor object, which you canobtain with connection.cursor():
>>> cursor = connection.cursor()

>>> type(cursor)

<class 'sqlite3.Cursor'>

The sqlite3.Cursor object is your gateway to interacting with thedatabase. Using a Cursor, you can create database tables, execute SQLstatements, and fetch query results.
Note
In database jargon, the term cursor refers to an object that isused to fetch results from a database query one row at a time.
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Let’s use the SQLite datetime() function to get the current local time:
>>> query = "SELECT datetime('now', 'localtime');"

>>> results = cursor.execute(query)

>>> results

<sqlite3.Cursor object at 0x000001A27EB85E30>

"SELECT datetime('now', 'localtime');" is an SQL statement that re-turns the current date and time. You assign the query to the queryvariable andpass it to cursor.execute(). This runs the query against thedatabase and returns a Cursor object, which you assign to the resultsvariable.
You might be wondering where the time returned by datetime() is. Toget the query results, use results.fetchone(), which returns a tuple con-taining the first row of results:
>>> row = results.fetchone()

>>> row

('2018-11-20 23:07:21',)

Since .fetchone() returns a tuple, you need to access the first elementto get the string containing the date and time information:
>>> time = row[0]

>>> time

'2018-11-20 23:09:45'

Finally, call connection.close() to close the database connection:
>>> connection.close()

It’s important to always close database connections when you’re doneusing them to avoid leaving system resources hanging around afteryour program stops running.
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Using with to Manage Your Database Connection
Recall from chapter 12 that you can use a with statement with open()to open a file and then automatically close it once the with block hasexecuted. The same pattern applies to SQLite database connectionsand is the recommended way to open a database connection.
Here’s the datetime() example from above using a with statement tomanage the database connection:
>>> with sqlite3.connect("test_database.db") as connection:

... cursor = connection.cursor()

... query = "SELECT datetime('now', 'localtime');"

... results = cursor.execute(query)

... row = results.fetchone()

... time = row[0]

...

>>> time

'2018-11-20 23:14:37'

In this example, you assign the Connection object returned by
sqlite3.connect() to the connection variable in the with statement.The code in the with block creates a new Cursor object using
connection.cursor() and then gets the current time with the Cursorobject’s .execute() and .fetchone() methods.
Managing your database connections in a with statement has manyadvantages. The resulting code is often cleaner and shorter than codewritten without a with statement. Moreover, as you’ll see in the nextexample, any changes made to the database are saved automatically.
WorkingWith Database Tables
You don’t usually want to create a whole database just to get the cur-rent time. Databases are used to store and retrieve information. Tostore data in a database, you need to create a table and write somevalues to it.
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Let’s create a table called People with three columns: FirstName,
LastName, and Age. The SQL query to create this table looks like this:
CREATE TABLE People(FirstName TEXT, LastName TEXT, Age INT);

Notice that FirstName and LastName are followed by the word TEXT,whereas Age is followed by the word INT. This tells SQLite that valuesin the FirstName and LastName columns are text values, while values inthe Age column are integers.
Once you create the table, you can populate it with data using the
INSERT INTO SQL command. The following query inserts the values
Ron, Obvious, and 42 in the FirstName, LastName, and Age columns, respec-tively:
INSERT INTO People VALUES('Ron', 'Obvious', 42);

Note that the strings 'Ron' and 'Obvious' are delimited with single quo-tationmarks. This still makes them valid Python strings, butmore im-portantly, only strings delimited with single quotes are valid SQLitestrings.
Important
When you write SQL queries as Python strings, you need tomake sure that they’re delimited with double quotation marksso that you can use single quotation marks inside them to de-limit SQLite strings.
SQLite is not the only SQL database management system thatfollows the single quote convention. Keep an eye out for thiswhenever you work with any SQL database.

Let’s walk through how to execute these statements and save thechanges to the database. First, we’ll do it without using a withstatement.
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In a new editor window, type in the following program:
import sqlite3

create_table = """

CREATE TABLE People(

FirstName TEXT,

LastName TEXT,

Age INT

);"""

insert_values = """

INSERT INTO People VALUES(

'Ron',

'Obvious',

42

);"""

connection = sqlite3.connect("test_database.db")

cursor = connection.cursor()

cursor.execute(crate_table)

cursor.execute(insert_values)

connection.commit()

connection.close()

First, you create two strings containing SQL statements for creatingthe People table and inserting some data into it. You assign thesestrings to the create_table and insert_values variables.
You write both SQL statements using triple-quoted strings so you canformat the SQL nicely. SQL ignores whitespace, so you can use spac-ing in the string to improve the readability of your Python code.
Then you create a Connection object with sqlite3.connect() and assignit to the connection variable. You also create a Cursor object with
connection.cursor() and use it to execute the two SQL statements.
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Finally, you use connection.commit() to save the data to the database.Commit is database jargon for saving data. If you don’t run
connection.commit(), then the People table won’t be created.
Save the file and press F5 to run the program. test_database.db has a
People table with one row in it. You can verify this in the interactivewindow:
>>> connection = sqlite3.connect("test_database.db")

>>> cursor = connection.cursor()

>>> query = "SELECT * FROM People;"

>>> results = cursor.execute(query)

>>> results.fetchone()

('Ron', 'Obvious', 42)

Now let’s rewrite the program using a with statement to manage thedatabase connection.
Before you cando anything, though, youneed to delete the People tableso that you can re-create it. Type the following code into the interac-tive window to remove the People table from the database:
>>> cursor.execute("DROP TABLE People;")

<sqlite3.Cursor object at 0x000001F739DB6650>

>>> connection.commit()

>>> connection.close()

Back in the editor window, change the program as follows:
import sqlite3

create_table = """

CREATE TABLE People(

FirstName TEXT,

LastName TEXT,

Age INT

);"""
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insert_values = """

INSERT INTO People VALUES(

'Ron',

'Obvious',

42

);"""

with sqlite3.connect("test_database.db") as connection:

cursor = connection.cursor()

cursor.execute(create_table)

cursor.execute(insert_values)

Neither connection.close() nor connection.commit() is needed. Anychanges you make to the database will be automatically committedwhen the with block is done executing. This is another advantage ofusing a with statement to manage your database connection.
Executing Multiple SQL Statements
An SQL script is a collection of SQL statements separated by semi-colons (;) that can be run all at the same time. Cursor objects have an
.executescript() method for executing SQL scripts.
The following program executes an SQL script that creates a Peopletable and inserts some values into it:
import sqlite3

sql = """

DROP TABLE IF EXISTS People;

CREATE TABLE People(

FirstName TEXT,

LastName TEXT,

Age INT

);

INSERT INTO People VALUES(

'Ron',
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'Obvious',

'42'

);"""

with sqlite3.connect("test_database.db") as connection:

cursor = connection.cursor()

cursor.executescript(sql)

You can also execute many similar statements by using the
.executemany() method and supplying a tuple of tuples in whicheach inner tuple supplies the information for a single command.
For instance, if you have a lot of people’s information to insert intoyour People table, you can save this information in the following tupleof tuples:
people_values = (

("Ron", "Obvious", 42),

("Luigi", "Vercotti", 43),

("Arthur", "Belling", 28)

)

You can then insert all these people at once in a single line of code:
cursor.executemany("INSERT INTO People VALUES(?, ?, ?)", people_values)

Here, the question marks act as placeholders for the tuples containedin people_values. This is called a parameterized statement.
Each ? represents a parameter that gets replaced by a value from
people_values when the method is executed. The parameters are re-placed in order. That is, the first ? is replaced by the first value in
people_values, the second ? is replaced by the second value, and so on.
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Avoid Security Issues With ParametrizedStatements
For security reasons, especiallywhen youneed to interactwith an SQLtable based on user input, you should always use parameterized SQLstatements. This is because the user could potentially supply a valuethat looks like SQL code and causes your SQL statement to behavein unexpected ways. This is called an SQL injection attack and, evenif you aren’t dealing with a malicious user, it can happen entirely byaccident.
For example, suppose you want to insert a person into the People ta-ble based on user-supplied information. You might initially try some-thing like the following:
import sqlite3

# Get person data from user

first_name = input("Enter your first name: ")

last_name = input("Enter your last name: ")

age = int(input("Enter your age: "))

# Execute insert statement for supplied person data

query = (

"INSERT INTO People Values"

f"('{first_name}', '{last_name}', {age});"

)

with sqlite3.connect("test_database.db") as connection:

cursor = connection.cursor()

cursor.execute(query)

What if the user’s name includes an apostrophe? Try adding FlanneryO’Connor to the table, and you’ll see that she breaks the code. This isbecause the apostrophe gets mixed up with the single quotes in theline, making it appear that the SQL code ends earlier than you intend.
In this case, the code only causes an error, which is bad enough. Insome cases, though, bad input can corrupt an entire table. Many other
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hard-to-predict cases can break SQL tables and even delete portionsof your database. To avoid this, you should always use parameterizedstatements.
The following code uses a parametrized statement to safely insert theuser input into the database:
import sqlite3

first_name = input("Enter your first name: ")

last_name = input("Enter your last name: ")

age = int(input("Enter your age: "))

data = (first_name, last_name, age)

with sqlite3.connect("test_database.db") as connection:

cursor = connection.cursor()

cursor.execute("INSERT INTO People VALUES(?, ?, ?);", data)

Parametrization is also useful for updating a row in the database withan SQL UPDATE statement:
cursor.execute(

"UPDATE People SET Age=? WHERE FirstName=? AND LastName=?;",

(45, 'Luigi', 'Vercotti')

)

This code updates the value of the Age column to 45 for the row inwhich
FirstName is set to 'Luigi' and LastName is set to 'Vercotti'.
Retrieving Data
Inserting and updating information in a database isn’t all that helpfulif you can’t fetch that information from the database.
To fetch data from a database, you can use the .fetchone() and
.fetchall() cursor methods. The .fetchone() method returns a singlerow from query results, while .fetchall() retrieves all the results of aquery at once.
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The following program illustrates how to use .fetchall():
import sqlite3

values = (

("Ron", "Obvious", 42),

("Luigi", "Vercotti", 43),

("Arthur", "Belling", 28),

)

with sqlite3.connect("test_database.db") as connection:

cursor = connection.cursor()

cursor.execute("DROP TABLE IF EXISTS People")

cursor.execute("""

CREATE TABLE People(

FirstName TEXT,

LastName TEXT,

Age INT

);"""

)

cursor.executemany("INSERT INTO People VALUES(?, ?, ?);", values)

# Select all first and last names from people over age 30

cursor.execute(

"SELECT FirstName, LastName FROM People WHERE Age > 30;"

)

for row in cursor.fetchall():

print(row)

In the above program, you first drop the People table to destroy thechanges made in the previous examples in this section. Then youre-create the People table and insert several values into it. Next, you
.execute() a SELECT statement that returns the first and last names ofall people over age 30.
Finally, .fetchall() returns the results of your query as a list of tuplesin which each tuple contains a single row from the query results.
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If you type the program into a new editorwindowand save and run thefile, then you’ll see the following output displayed in the interactivewindow:
('Ron', 'Obvious')

('Luigi', 'Vercotti')

Indeed, Ron and Luigi are the only people in the database who areover thirty years old.
Review Exercises
You can nd the solutions to these exercises and many other bonusresources online at realpython.com/python-basics/resources :
1. Create a new database with a table named Roster that has threefields: Name, Species, and Age. The Name and Species columns shouldbe text fields, and the Age column should be an integer field.
2. Populate your new table with the following values:

Name Species Age
Benjamin Sisko Human 40Jadzia Dax Trill 300Kira Nerys Bajoran 29

3. Update the Name of Jadzia Dax to be Ezri Dax.
4. Display the Name and Age of everyone in the table classified as

Bajoran.

15.2 Libraries for WorkingWith OtherSQL Databases
If you have a particular type of SQL database that you’d like to accessthrough Python, most of the basic syntax is likely to be identical towhat you just learned for SQLite. However, you’ll need to install an
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additional package to interact with your database since SQLite is theonly built-in option.
Many SQL variants and corresponding Python packages are available.Here are a few of the most commonly used and reliable open sourcealternatives to SQLite:
• pyodbc connects to ODBC (Open Database Connectivity)databases, such as Microsoft SQL Server.
• psycopg2 connects to PostgreSQL databases.
• PyMySQL connects to MySQL databases.

One difference between SQLite and other database engines—besidesthe actual syntax of the SQL code, which changes slightly with mostflavors of SQL—is that most database engines require a usernameand a password to connect. Check the documentation for the partic-ular package you want to use to get the proper syntax for making adatabase connection.
The SQLAlchemy package is another popular option for working withdatabases. SQLAlchemy is an object-relational mapper, or ORM, thatuses an object-oriented paradigm to build database queries. It can beconfigured to connect to a variety of databases. The object-orientedapproach allows you to make queries without writing raw SQL state-ments.

15.3 Summary and AdditionalResources
In this chapter, you learned how to interact with the SQLite databaseengine that comes with Python. SQLite is a small and light SQLdatabase management system that can be used to store and retrievedata in your Python programs. To interact with SQLite in Python,you must import the sqlite3 module.
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To work with an SQLite database, you first need to connect to an ex-isting database or create a new database with the sqlite3.connect()function, which returns a Connection object. Then you can use the
connection.cursor() method to get a new Cursor object.
Cursor objects are used to execute SQL statements and retrieve queryresults. For example, cursor.execute() and cursor.executescript() areused to execute SQL queries. You can retrieve query results using the
cursor.fetchone() and cursor.fetchall() methods.
Finally, you learned about several third-party packages that you canuse to connect to other SQL databases, including psycopg2, which isused to connect to PostgreSQL databases, and pyodbc for MicrosoftSQL Server. You also learned about the SQLAlchemy library, whichprovides a standard interface for connecting to a variety of SQLdatabases.

Interactive Quiz
This chapter comes with a free online quiz to check your learn-ing progress. You can access the quiz using your phone or com-puter at the following web address:
realpython.com/quizzes/pybasics-databases

Additional Resources
Here are some more resources on working with databases:
• “Introduction to Python SQL Libraries”
• “Preventing SQL Injection Attacks With Python”
For links and additional resources to further deepen your Pythonskills, visit realpython.com/python-basics/resources
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Chapter 16
InteractingWith theWeb
The Internet hosts perhaps the greatest source of information—andmisinformation—on the planet.
Many disciplines, such as data science, business intelligence, and in-vestigative reporting, can benefit enormously from collecting and an-alyzing data from websites.
Web scraping is the process of collecting and parsing raw data fromthe Web, and the Python community has come up with some prettypowerful web scraping tools.
In this chapter, you’ll learn how to:
• Parse website data using string methods and regular expressions
• Parse website data using an HTML parser
• Interact with forms and other website components
Important
Some experience with HTML will be helpful when reading thischapter.

Let’s go!
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16.1 Scrape and Parse Text FromWebsites
Collecting data from websites using an automated process is knownas web scraping. Some websites explicitly forbid users from scrapingtheir data with automated tools like the ones you’ll create in this chap-ter. Websites do this for two possible reasons:
1. The site has a good reason to protect its data. For instance, GoogleMaps doesn’t let you request too many results too quickly.
2. Making many repeated requests to a website’s server may use upbandwidth, slowing down the website for other users and poten-tially overloading the server such that the website stops respond-ing entirely.

Important
Before scraping a website’s data, you should always check itsacceptable use policy to see if accessing the website with auto-mated tools is a violation of its terms of use. Legally, web scrap-ing against the wishes of a website is very much a gray area.
Please be aware that the following techniques may be illegalwhen used on websites that prohibit web scraping.

Let’s start by grabbing all the HTML code from a single web page.We’ll use a page on Real Python that’s been set up for use with thischapter.
Your First Web Scraper
Python’s standard library has a package called urllib that containstools for working with URLs. In particular, the urllib.requestmodulecontains a function called urlopen() that can be used to open a URLwithin a program.
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In IDLE’s interactive window, type the following to import urlopen():
>>> from urllib.request import urlopen

The web page that we’ll open is at the following URL:
>>> url = "http://olympus.realpython.org/profiles/aphrodite"

To open the web page, pass url to urlopen():
>>> page = urlopen(url)

urlopen() returns an HTTPResponse object:
>>> page

<http.client.HTTPResponse object at 0x105fef820>

To extract the HTML from the page, first use the HTTPResponse object’s
.read()method, which returns a sequence of bytes. Then use .decode()to decode the bytes to a string using UTF-8:
>>> html_bytes = page.read()

>>> html = html_bytes.decode("utf-8")

Now you can print the HTML to see the contents of the web page:
>>> print(html)

<html>

<head>

<title>Profile: Aphrodite</title>

</head>

<body bgcolor="yellow">

<center>

<br><br>

<img src="/static/aphrodite.gif" />

<h2>Name: Aphrodite</h2>

<br><br>

Favorite animal: Dove
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<br><br>

Favorite color: Red

<br><br>

Hometown: Mount Olympus

</center>

</body>

</html>

Once you have the HTML as text, you can extract information from itin a couple of different ways.
Extracting Text FromHTMLWith StringMethods
One way to extract information from a web page’s HTML is to usestring methods. For instance, you can use .find() to search throughthe text of the HTML for the <title> tags and extract the title of theweb page.
Let’s extract the title of the web page you requested in the previousexample. If you know the index of the first character of the title andthe first character of the closing </title> tag, then you can use a stringslice to extract the title.
Since .find() returns the index of the first occurrence of a substring,you can get the index of the opening <title> tag by passing the string
"<title>" to .find():
>>> title_index = html.find("<title>")

>>> title_index

14

You don’t want the index of the <title> tag, though. You want theindex of the title itself. To get the index of the first letter in the title,you can add the length of the string "<title>" to title_index:
>>> start_index = title_index + len("<title>")

>>> start_index

21
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Now get the index of the closing </title> tag by passing the string
"</title>" to .find():
>>> end_index = html.find("</title>")

>>> end_index

39

Finally, you can extract the title by slicing the html string:
>>> title = html[start_index:end_index]

>>> title

'Profile: Aphrodite'

Real-world HTML can be much more complicated and far less pre-dictable than the HTML on the Aphrodite profile page. There’s an-other profile page with some messier HTML that you can scrape athttp://olympus.realpython.org/profiles/poseidon.
Try extracting the title from this new URL using the same method asthe previous example:
>>> url = "http://olympus.realpython.org/profiles/poseidon"

>>> page = urlopen(url)

>>> html = page.read().decode("utf-8")

>>> start_index = html.find("<title>") + len("<title>")

>>> end_index = html.find("</title>")

>>> title = html[start_index:end_index]

>>> title

'\n<head>\n<title >Profile: Poseidon'

Whoops! There’s a bit of HTML mixed in with the title. Why’s that?
The HTML for the /profiles/poseidon page looks similar to the
/profiles/aphrodite page, but there’s a small difference. The opening
<title> tag has an extra space before the closing angle bracket (>),rendering it as <title >.
html.find("<title>") returns -1 because the exact substring "<title>"doesn’t exist. When -1 is added to len("<title>"), which is 7, the
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start_index variable is assigned the value 6.
The character at index 6 of the string html is a newline character (\n)right before the opening angle bracket (<) of the <head> tag. Thismeansthat html[start_index:end_index] returns all the HTML starting withthat newline and ending just before the </title> tag.
These sorts of problems can occur in countless unpredictable ways.You need a more reliable way to extract text from HTML.
A Primer on Regular Expressions
Regular expressions—or regexes for short—are patterns that canbe used to search for text within a string. Python supports regularexpressions through the standard library’s re module.

Note
Regular expressions aren’t particular to Python. They’re a gen-eral programming concept and can be used with any program-ming language.

To work with regular expressions, the first thing you need to do isimport the re module:
import re

Regular expressions use special characters called metacharactersto denote different patterns. For instance, the asterisk character (*)stands for zero or more of whatever comes just before the asterisk.
In the following example, you use findall() to find any text within astring that matches a given regular expression:
>>> re.findall("ab*c", "ac")

['ac']

The first argument of re.findall() is the regular expression that youwant to match, and the second argument is the string to test. In the
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above example, you search for the pattern "ab*c" in the string "ac".
The regular expression "ab*c" matches any part of the string that be-gins with an "a", ends with a "c", and has zero ormore instances of "b"between the two. re.findall() returns a list of all matches. The string
"ac" matches this pattern, so it’s returned in the list.
Here’s the same pattern applied to different strings:
>>> re.findall("ab*c", "abcd")

['abc']

>>> re.findall("ab*c", "acc")

['ac']

>>> re.findall("ab*c", "abcac")

['abc', 'ac']

>>> re.findall("ab*c", "abdc")

[]

Notice that if no match is found, then findall() returns an empty list.
Pattern matching is case sensitive. If you want to match this patternregardless of the case, then you can pass a third argument with thevalue re.IGNORECASE:
>>> re.findall("ab*c", "ABC")

[]

>>> re.findall("ab*c", "ABC", re.IGNORECASE)

['ABC']

You can use a period (.) to stand for any single character in a regularexpression. For instance, you could find all the strings that containthe letters "a" and "c" separated by a single character as follows:
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>>> re.findall("a.c", "abc")

['abc']

>>> re.findall("a.c", "abbc")

[]

>>> re.findall("a.c", "ac")

[]

>>> re.findall("a.c", "acc")

['acc']

The pattern .* inside a regular expression stands for any characterrepeated any number of times. For instance, "a.*c" can be used tofind every substring that starts with "a" and ends with "c", regardlessof which letter—or letters—are in between:
>>> re.findall("a.*c", "abc")

['abc']

>>> re.findall("a.*c", "abbc")

['abbc']

>>> re.findall("a.*c", "ac")

['ac']

>>> re.findall("a.*c", "acc")

['acc']

Often, you use the re.search() function to search for a particularpattern inside a string. This function is somewhat more complicatedthan re.findall() because it returns an object called a MatchObjectthat stores different groups of data. This is because there might bematches inside other matches, and re.search() returns every possibleresult.
The details of the MatchObject are irrelevant here. For now, just know
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that calling .group() on a MatchObject will return the first and most in-clusive result, which in most cases is just what you want:
>>> match_results = re.search("ab*c", "ABC", re.IGNORECASE)

>>> match_results.group()

'ABC'

There’s one more function in the re module that’s useful for parsingout text. re.sub(), which is short for substitute, allows you to replacetext in a string that matches a regular expression with new text. It be-haves sort of like the .replace() string method that you learned aboutin chapter 4.
The arguments passed to re.sub() are the regular expression, followedby the replacement text, followed by the string. Here’s an example:
>>> string = "Everything is <replaced> if it's in <tags>."

>>> string = re.sub("<.*>", "ELEPHANTS", string)

>>> string

'Everything is ELEPHANTS.'

Perhaps that wasn’t quite what you expected to happen.
re.sub() uses the regular expression "<.*>" to find and replace every-thing between the first < and last >, which spans from the beginningof <replaced> to the end of <tags>. This is because Python’s regular ex-pressions are greedy, meaning they try to find the longest possiblematch when characters like * are used.
Alternatively, you can use the non-greedy matching pattern *?, whichworks the same way as * except that it matches the shortest possiblestring of text:
>>> string = "Everything is <replaced> if it's in <tags>."

>>> string = re.sub("<.*?>", "ELEPHANTS", string)

>>> string

"Everything is ELEPHANTS if it's in ELEPHANTS."
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Extracting Text FromHTMLWith RegularExpressions
Armed with all this knowledge, let’s now try to parse out the title fromhttp://olympus.realpython.org/profiles/dionysus, which includesthis rather carelessly written line of HTML:
<TITLE >Profile: Dionysus</title / >

The .find()method would have a difficult time dealing with the incon-sistencies here, but with the clever use of regular expressions, you canhandle this code quickly and efficiently:
import re

from urllib.request import urlopen

url = "http://olympus.realpython.org/profiles/dionysus"

page = urlopen(url)

html = page.read().decode("utf-8")

pattern = "<title.*?>.*?</title.*?>"

match_results = re.search(pattern, html, re.IGNORECASE)

title = match_results.group()

title = re.sub("<.*?>", "", title) # Remove HTML tags

print(title)

Let’s take a closer look at the first regular expression in the patternstring by breaking it down into three parts:
1. <title.*?>matches the opening <TITLE > tag in html. The <title partof the pattern matches with <TITLE because re.search() is calledwith re.IGNORECASE, and .*?>matches any text after <TITLE up to thefirst instance of >.
2. .*? non-greedily matches all text after the opening <TITLE >, stop-ping at the first match for </title.*?>.
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3. </title.*?> differs from the first pattern only in its use of the / char-acter, so it matches the closing </title / > tag in html.
The second regular expression, the string "<.*?>", also uses the non-greedy .*? tomatch all theHTML tags in the title string. By replacinganymatcheswith "", re.sub() removes all the tags and returns only thetext.
Regular expressions are a powerful tool when used correctly. Thisintroduction barely scratches the surface. For more about regular ex-pressions and how to use them, check out Real Python’s two-part se-ries “Regular Expressions: Regexes in Python.”

Note
Web scraping can be tedious. No two websites are organizedthe same way, and HTML is often messy. Moreover, websiteschange over time. Web scrapers that work today are not guar-anteed to work next year—or next week, for that matter!

Review Exercises
You can nd the solutions to these exercises and many other bonusresources online at realpython.com/python-basics/resources
1. Write a program that grabs the full HTML from the web page athttp://olympus.realpython.org/profiles/dionysus.
2. Use the string .find()method to display the text following “Name:”and “Favorite Color:” (not including any leading spaces or trailingHTML tags that might appear on the same line).
3. Repeat the previous exercise using regular expressions. The endof each pattern should be a "<" (the start of anHTML tag) or a new-line character, and you should remove any extra spaces or newlinecharacters from the resulting text using the string .strip()method.
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16.2 Use an HTML Parser to ScrapeWebsites
Although regular expressions are great for pattern matching in gen-eral, sometimes it’s easier to use an HTML parser that’s explicitly de-signed for parsing out HTML pages. There are many Python toolswritten for this purpose, but the Beautiful Soup library is a good oneto start with.
Install Beautiful Soup
To install Beautiful Soup, you can run the following in your terminal:
$ python3 -m pip install beautifulsoup4

Run pip show to see the details of the package you just installed:
$ python3 -m pip show beautifulsoup4

Name: beautifulsoup4

Version: 4.9.1

Summary: Screen-scraping library

Home-page: http://www.crummy.com/software/BeautifulSoup/bs4/

Author: Leonard Richardson

Author-email: leonardr@segfault.org

License: MIT

Location: c:\realpython\venv\lib\site-packages

Requires:

Required-by:

In particular, notice that the latest version at the time of writing was4.9.1.
Create a BeautifulSoup Object
Type the following program into a new editor window:
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from bs4 import BeautifulSoup

from urllib.request import urlopen

url = "http://olympus.realpython.org/profiles/dionysus"

page = urlopen(url)

html = page.read().decode("utf-8")

soup = BeautifulSoup(html, "html.parser")

This program does three things:
1. Opens the URL http://olympus.realpython.org/profiles/dionysus us-ing urlopen() from the urllib.request module
2. Reads the HTML from the page as a string and assigns it to the

html variable
3. Creates a BeautifulSoup object and assigns it to the soup variable
The BeautifulSoup object assigned to soup is created with two argu-ments. The first argument is the HTML to be parsed, and the secondargument, the string "html.parser", tells the object which parser touse behind the scenes. "html.parser" represents Python’s built-inHTML parser.
Use a BeautifulSoup Object
Save and run the above program. When it’s finished running, you canuse the soup variable in the interactive window to parse the content of
html in various ways.
For example, BeautifulSoup objects have a .get_text()method that canbe used to extract all the text from the document and automaticallyremove any HTML tags.
Type the following code into IDLE’s interactive window:
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>>> print(soup.get_text())

Profile: Dionysus

Name: Dionysus

Hometown: Mount Olympus

Favorite animal: Leopard

Favorite Color: Wine

There are a lot of blank lines in this output! These are the result ofnewline characters in the HTML document’s text. You can removethem with the string .replace() method if you need to.
Often, you need to get only specific text from anHTMLdocument. Us-ing Beautiful Soup first to extract the text and then using the .find()string method is sometimes easier than working with regular expres-sions.
However, sometimes theHTML tags themselves are the elements thatpoint out the data you want to retrieve. For instance, perhaps youwant to retrieve the URLs for all the images on the page. These linksare contained in the src attribute of <img> HTML tags.
In this case, you can use find_all() to return a list of all instances ofthat particular tag:
>>> soup.find_all("img")

[<img src="/static/dionysus.jpg"/>, <img src="/static/grapes.png"/>]

This returns a list of all <img> tags in the HTML document. The ob-
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jects in the list look like they might be strings representing the tags,but they’re actually instances of the Tag object provided by BeautifulSoup. Tag objects provide a simple interface for working with the in-formation they contain.
Let’s explore this a little by first unpacking the Tag objects from thelist:
>>> image1, image2 = soup.find_all("img")

Each Tag object has a .name property that returns a string containingthe HTML tag type:
>>> image1.name

'img'

You can access the HTML attributes of the Tag object by putting theirname between square brackets, just as if the attributes were keys in adictionary.
For example, the <img src="/static/dionysus.jpg"/> tag has a single at-tribute, src, with the value "/static/dionysus.jpg". Likewise, anHTMLtag such as the link <a href="https://realpython.com" target="_blank">has two attributes, href and target.
To get the source of the images in theDionysus profile page, you accessthe src attribute using the dictionary notation mentioned above:
>>> image1["src"]

'/static/dionysus.jpg'

>>> image2["src"]

'/static/grapes.png'

Certain tags in HTML documents can be accessed by properties of the
Tag object. For example, to get the <title> tag in a document, you canuse the .title property:
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>>> soup.title

<title>Profile: Dionysus</title>

If you look at the source of the Dionysus profile by navigating tothe URL http://olympus.realpython.org/profiles/dionysus, right-clicking on the page, and selecting View page source, then you’llnotice that the <title> tag as written in the document looks like this:
<title >Profile: Dionysus</title/>

Beautiful Soup automatically cleans up the tags for you by removingthe extra space in the opening tag and the extraneous forward slash(/) in the closing tag.
You can also retrieve just the string between the title tags with the
.string property of the Tag object:
>>> soup.title.string

'Profile: Dionysus'

One of the more useful features of Beautiful Soup is the ability tosearch for specific kinds of tags whose attributes match certain val-ues. For example, if you want to find all the <img> tags that have a srcattribute equal to the value /static/dionysus.jpg, then you can providethe following additional argument to .find_all():
>>> soup.find_all("img", src="/static/dionysus.jpg")

[<img src="/static/dionysus.jpg"/>]

This example is somewhat arbitrary, and the usefulness of this tech-nique may not be immediately apparent. If you spend some timebrowsing websites and viewing their page sources, then you’ll noticethat many websites have extremely complicated HTML structures.
When scraping data from websites, you’re often interested in partic-ular parts of the page. By spending some time looking through theHTML document, you can identify tags with unique attributes thatyou can use to extract the data you need.
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Then, instead of relying on complicated regular expressions or using
.find() to search through the document, you can directly access theparticular tag you’re interested in and extract the data you need.
In some cases, youmay find that Beautiful Soup doesn’t offer the func-tionality you need. The lxml library is somewhat trickier to get startedwith but offers far more flexibility than Beautiful Soup for parsingHTML documents. You may want to check it out once you’re com-fortable using Beautiful Soup.

Note
HTML parsers like Beautiful Soup can save you a lot of timeand effort when it comes to locating specific data in web pages.However, sometimes HTML is so poorly written and disorga-nized that even a sophisticated parser like Beautiful Soup can’tinterpret the HTML tags properly.
In this case, you’re often left to your own devices (namely,
.find() and regex) to try to parse out the information you need.

Review Exercises
You can nd the solutions to these exercises and many other bonusresources online at realpython.com/python-basics/resources
1. Write a program that grabs the full HTML from the web page athttp://olympus.realpython.org/profiles.
2. Using Beautiful Soup, parse out a list of all the links on the pageby looking for HTML tags with the name a and retrieving the valuetaken on by the href attribute of each tag.
3. Get the HTML from each of the pages in the list by adding the fullpath to the filename, and display the text (without HTML tags) oneach page using Beautiful Soup’s .get_text() method.
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16.3 Interact With HTML Forms
The urllib module you’ve been working with so far in this chapter iswell suited for requesting the contents of a web page. Sometimes,though, you need to interact with a web page to obtain the contentyou need. For example, you might need to submit a form or click abutton to display hidden content.
The Python standard library doesn’t provide a built-in means forworking with web pages interactively, but many third-party packagesare available from PyPI. Among these, MechanicalSoup is a popularand relatively straightforward package to use.
In essence, MechanicalSoup installs what’s known as a headlessbrowser, which is a web browser with no graphical user interface.This browser is controlled programmatically via a Python program.
Install MechanicalSoup
You can install MechanicalSoup with pip in your terminal:
$ python3 -m pip install MechanicalSoup

You can now view some details about the package with pip show:
$ python3 -m pip show mechanicalsoup

Name: MechanicalSoup

Version: 0.12.0

Summary: A Python library for automating interaction with websites

Home-page: https://mechanicalsoup.readthedocs.io/

Author: UNKNOWN

Author-email: UNKNOWN

License: MIT

Location: c:\realpython\venv\lib\site-packages

Requires: requests, beautifulsoup4, six, lxml

Required-by:

In particular, notice that the latest version at the time of writing was
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0.12.0. You’ll need to close and restart your IDLE session forMechan-icalSoup to load and be recognized after it’s been installed.
Create a Browser Object
Type the following into IDLE’s interactive window:
>>> import mechanicalsoup

>>> browser = mechanicalsoup.Browser()

Browser objects represent the headless web browser. You can use themto request a page from the Internet by passing a URL to their .get()method:
>>> url = "http://olympus.realpython.org/login"

>>> page = browser.get(url)

page is a Response object that stores the response from requesting theURL from the browser:
>>> page

<Response [200]>

The number 200 represents the status code returned by the request.A status code of 200 means that the request was successful. An un-successful request might show a status code of 404 if the URL doesn’texist or a status code of 500 if there was a server error when makingthe request.
MechanicalSoup uses Beautiful Soup to parse the HTML from the re-quest. page has a .soup attribute that represents a BeautifulSoup object:
>>> type(page.soup)

<class 'bs4.BeautifulSoup'>

You can view the HTML by inspecting the .soup attribute:
>>> page.soup

<html>
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<head>

<title>Log In</title>

</head>

<body bgcolor="yellow">

<center>

<br/><br/>

<h2>Please log in to access Mount Olympus:</h2>

<br/><br/>

<form action="/login" method="post" name="login">

Username: <input name="user" type="text"/><br/>

Password: <input name="pwd" type="password"/><br/><br/>

<input type="submit" value="Submit"/>

</form>

</center>

</body>

</html>

Notice this page has a <form> on itwith <input> elements for a usernameand a password.
Submitting a FormWith MechanicalSoup
Open http://olympus.realpython.org/login in a browser and look at ityourself before moving on. Try typing in a random username andpassword combination. If you guess incorrectly, then the message“Wrong username or password!” is displayed at the bottom of thepage.
However, if you provide the correct login credentials (username zeusand password ThunderDude), then you’re redirected to the /profilespage.
In the next example, you’ll see how to use MechanicalSoup to fill outand submit this form using Python!
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The important section of HTML code is the login form—that is, ev-erything inside the <form> tags. The <form> on this page has the nameattribute set to login. This form contains two <input> elements, onenamed user and the other named pwd. The third <input> element is theSubmit button.
Now that you know the underlying structure of the login form, as wellas the credentials needed to log in, let’s take a look at a program. thatfills the form out and submits it.
In a new editor window, type in the following program:
import mechanicalsoup

# 1

browser = mechanicalsoup.Browser()

url = "http://olympus.realpython.org/login"

login_page = browser.get(url)

login_html = login_page.soup

# 2

form = login_html.select("form")[0]

form.select("input")[0]["value"] = "zeus"

form.select("input")[1]["value"] = "ThunderDude"

# 3

profiles_page = browser.submit(form, login_page.url)

Save the file and press F5 to run it. You can confirm that you success-fully logged in by typing the following into the interactive window:
>>> profiles_page.url

'http://olympus.realpython.org/profiles'

Let’s break down the above example:
1. You create a Browser instance and use it to request thehttp://olympus.realpython.org/login page. You assign the
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HTML content of the page to the login_html variable using the
.soup property.

2. login_html.select("form") returns a list of all <form> elements on thepage. Since the page has only one <form> element, you can accessthe form by retrieving the element at index 0 of the list. The nexttwo lines select the username and password inputs and set theirvalue to "zeus" and "ThunderDude", respectively.
3. You submit the form with browser.submit(). Notice that you passtwo arguments to this method, the form object and the URL of the

login_page, which you access via login_page.url.
In the interactive window, you confirm that the submission suc-cessfully redirected to the /profiles page. If something hadgone wrong, then the value of profiles_page.url would still be
"http://olympus.realpython.org/login".

Note
Hackers can use automated programs like the one above tobrute force logins by rapidly tryingmany different usernamesand passwords until they find a working combination.
Besides this being highly illegal, almost all websites these dayslock you out and report your IP address if they see you makingtoo many failed requests, so don’t try it!

Now that we have the profiles_page variable set, let’s see how to pro-grammatically obtain the URL for each link on the /profiles page.
To do this, you use .select() again, this time passing the string "a" toselect all the <a> anchor elements on the page:
>>> links = profiles_page.soup.select("a")

Now you can iterate over each link and print the href attribute:
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>>> for link in links:

... address = link["href"]

... text = link.text

... print(f"{text}: {address}")

...

Aphrodite: /profiles/aphrodite

Poseidon: /profiles/poseidon

Dionysus: /profiles/dionysus

The URLs contained in each href attribute are relative URLs, whicharen’t very helpful if you want to navigate to them later usingMechan-icalSoup.
If you happen to know the full URL, then you can assign the portionneeded to construct a full URL. In this case, the base URL is just http://olympus.realpython.org. Then you can concatenate the base URLwith the relative URLs found in the src attribute:
>>> base_url = "http://olympus.realpython.org"

>>> for link in links:

... address = base_url + link["href"]

... text = link.text

... print(f"{text}: {address}")

...

Aphrodite: http://olympus.realpython.org/profiles/aphrodite

Poseidon: http://olympus.realpython.org/profiles/poseidon

Dionysus: http://olympus.realpython.org/profiles/dionysus

You can do a lot with just .get(), .select(), and .submit(). That said,MechanicalSoup is capable of much more. To learn more about Me-chanicalSoup, check out the official docs.
Review Exercises
You can nd the solutions to these exercises and many other bonusresources online at realpython.com/python-basics/resources
1. Use MechanicalSoup to provide the correct username ("zeus")
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and password ("ThunderDude") to the login page submission formlocated at http://olympus.realpython.org/login.

2. Display the title of the current page to determine that you’ve beenredirected to the /profiles page.
3. Use MechanicalSoup to return to the login page by going back tothe previous page.
4. Provide an incorrect username and password to the login form,then search the HTML of the returned web page for the text“Wrong username or password!” to determine that the loginprocess failed.

16.4 Interact WithWebsites in RealTime
Sometimes you want to be able to fetch real-time data from a websitethat offers continually updated information.
In the dark days before you learned Python programming, you had tosit in front of a browser, repeatedly refreshing to page to see if updatedcontent was available. But now you can automate this process usingthe .get() method of the MechanicalSoup Browser object.
Open a browser and navigate to http://olympus.realpython.org/dice.This page simulates a roll of a six-sided die, updating the result eachtime you refresh the browser. You’ll write a program that repeatedlyscrapes this page for a new result.
The first thing you need to do is determine which element on the pagecontains the result of the die roll. Do this now by right-clicking any-where on the page and selecting View page source. A little more thanhalfway down the HTML code is an <h2> tag that looks like this:
<h2 id="result">4</h2>
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The text of the <h2> tag might be different for you, but this is the pageelement you need for scraping the result.

Note
For this example, you can easily check that there’s only one el-ement on the page with id="result". Although the id attributeis supposed to be unique, in practice you should always checkthat the element you’re interested in is uniquely identified.

Let’s start by writing a simple program that opens the /dice page,scrapes the result, and prints it to the console:
import mechanicalsoup

browser = mechanicalsoup.Browser()

page = browser.get("http://olympus.realpython.org/dice")

tag = page.soup.select("#result")[0]

result = tag.text

print(f"The result of your dice roll is: {result}")

This example uses the BeautifulSoup object’s .select() method to findthe element with id=result. The string "#result" that you pass to
.select() uses the CSS ID selector # to indicate that result is an idvalue.
To periodically get a new result, you’ll need to create a loop thatloads the page at each step. So everything below the line browser =

mechanicalsoup.Browser() in the above code needs to go in the body ofthe loop.
For this example, let’s get four rolls of the dice at ten-second intervals.To do that, the last line of your code needs to tell Python to pause run-ning for ten seconds. You can do this with sleep() from Python’s timemodule. sleep() takes a single argument that represents the amountof time to sleep in seconds.
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Here’s an example that illustrates how sleep() works:
import time

print("I'm about to wait for five seconds...")

time.sleep(5)

print("Done waiting!")

When you run this code, you’ll see that the "Done waiting!" messageisn’t displayed until 5 seconds have passed fromwhen the first print()function was executed.
For the die roll example, you’ll need to pass the number 10 to sleep().Here’s the updated program:
import time

import mechanicalsoup

browser = mechanicalsoup.Browser()

for i in range(4):

page = browser.get("http://olympus.realpython.org/dice")

tag = page.soup.select("#result")[0]

result = tag.text

print(f"The result of your dice roll is: {result}")

time.sleep(10)

When you run the program, you’ll immediately see the first resultprinted to the console. After ten seconds, the second result is dis-played, then the third, and finally the fourth. What happens after thefourth result is printed?
The program continues running for another ten seconds before it fi-nally stops!
Well, of course it does—that’s what you told it to do! But it’s kind of awaste of time. You can stop it fromdoing this by using an if statementto run time.sleep() for only the first three requests:
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import time

import mechanicalsoup

browser = mechanicalsoup.Browser()

for i in range(4):

page = browser.get("http://olympus.realpython.org/dice")

tag = page.soup.select("#result")[0]

result = tag.text

print(f"The result of your dice roll is: {result}")

# Wait 10 seconds if this isn't the last request

if i < 3:

time.sleep(10)

With techniques like this, you can scrape data from websites that pe-riodically update their data. However, you should be aware that re-questing a page multiple times in rapid succession can be seen as sus-picious, or even malicious, use of a website.
Important
Most websites publish a Terms of Use document. You can oftenfind a link to it in the website’s footer.
Always read this document before attempting to scrape datafrom a website. If you can’t find the Terms of Use, try to con-tact the website owner and ask them if they have any policiesregarding request volume.
Failure to comply with the Terms of Use could result in your IPbeing blocked, so be careful and be respectful!

It’s even possible to crash a server with an excessive number of re-quests, so you can imagine that many websites are concerned aboutthe volume of requests to their server! Always check the Terms of Useand be respectful when sending multiple requests to a website.
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Review Exercises
You can nd the solutions to these exercises and many other bonusresources online at realpython.com/python-basics/resources
1. Repeat the example in this section to scrape the die roll result, butalso include the current time of the quote as obtained from thewebpage. This time can be taken from part of a string inside a <p> tagthat appears shortly after the result of the roll in the web page’sHTML.

16.5 Summary and AdditionalResources
Although it’s possible to parse data from the Web using tools inPython’s standard library, there are many tools on PyPI that can helpsimplify the process.
In this chapter, you learned how to:
• Request a web page using Python’s built-in urllib module
• Parse HTML using Beautiful Soup
• Interact with web forms using MechanicalSoup
• Repeatedly request data from a website to check for updates

Writing automated web scraping programs is fun, and the Internethas no shortage of content that can lead to all sorts of exciting projects.
Just remember, not everyone wants you pulling data from their webservers. Always check a website’s Terms of Use before you start scrap-ing, and be respectful about how you time your web requests so thatyou don’t flood a server with traffic.
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Interactive Quiz
This chapter comes with a free online quiz to check your learn-ing progress. You can access the quiz using your phone or com-puter at the following web address:
realpython.com/quizzes/pybasics-web

Additional Resources
Formore information on interacting with theWebwith Python, checkout the following resources:
• “Beautiful Soup: Build a Web Scraper With Python”
• “API Integration in Python”
For links and additional resources to further deepen your Pythonskills, visit realpython.com/python-basics/resources
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Chapter 17
Scienti c Computing andGraphing
Python is one of the leading programming languages in scientific com-puting and data science.
Python’s popularity in this area is due, in part, to the wealth of third-party packages available on PyPI for manipulating and visualizingdata.
Fromworking with large arrays of data to visualizing data in plots andcharts, Python’s ecosystem has the tools you need.
In this chapter, you’ll learn how to:
• Work with arrays of data using NumPy
• Create charts and plots with Matplotlib
Note
Some knowledge of matrices is assumed in this chapter. Ifyou’re unfamiliar with matrices or have no interest in scientificcomputing, then you may safely skip this chapter.

Let’s dive in!
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17.1 Use NumPy for MatrixManipulation
In this section, you’ll learn how to store and manipulate matrices ofdata using the NumPy package. Before getting to that, though, let’stake a look at the problem NumPy solves.
If you’ve ever taken a course in linear algebra, then youmay recall thata matrix is a rectangular array of numbers. You can create a matrix inpure Python with a list of lists:
>>> matrix = [[1, 2, 3], [4, 5, 6], [7, 8, 9]]

This seemingly works well. You can access individual elements of thematrix using their indices. For example, here’s how you would accessthe second element of the first row of the matrix:
>>> matrix[0][1]

2

Now suppose you want to multiply every element of the matrix by 2.To do this, you need to write a nested for loop that loops over everyelement in each row of the matrix, like this:
>>> for row in matrix:

... for i in range(len(row)):

... row[i] = row[i] * 2

...

>>> matrix

[[2, 4, 6], [8, 10, 12], [14, 16, 18]]

While this may not seem so hard, the point is that in pure Python, youneed to do a lot of work from scratch to implement even simple linearalgebra tasks.
For working with multidimensional arrays, NumPy provides nearlyall the functionality you need out of the box and is more efficient thanpure Python. NumPy is written in the C language and uses sophisti-
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cated algorithms for efficient computation.

Note
NumPy is useful formore than just scientific computing. For in-stance, perhaps you’re designing a game and need an easy wayto manipulate a grid of values with rows and columns. NumPyarrays are a great way to store two-dimensional data.

Install NumPy
Before you can work with NumPy, you’ll need to install it using pip:
$ python3 -m pip install numpy

Once NumPy has finished installing, you can see some details aboutthe package by running pip show:
$ python3 -m pip show numpy

Name: numpy

Version: 1.18.5

Summary: NumPy: array processing for numbers, strings,

records, and objects.

Home-page: http://www.numpy.org

Author: Travis E. Oliphant et al.

Author-email: None

License: BSD

Location: c:\realpython\venv\lib\site-packages

Requires:

Required-by:

In particular, notice that the latest version at the time of writing wasversion 1.18.5.
Create a NumPy array

Now that you have NumPy installed, let’s create the samematrix fromthe first example in this section. Matrices in NumPy are instances of
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the ndarray object, which stands for n-dimensional array.

Note
An n-dimensional array is an array with n dimensions. For ex-ample, a one-dimensional array is a list. A two-dimensional ar-ray is amatrix. Arrays can also have three, four, ormore dimen-sions.
In this section, we’ll focus on arrays with one or two dimen-sions.

To create an ndarray object, you can use the array alias. You initialize
array objects with a list of lists, so to re-create thematrix from the firstexample as a NumPy array, you can do the following:
>>> import numpy as np

>>> matrix = np.array([[1, 2, 3], [4, 5, 6], [7, 8, 9]])

>>> matrix

array([[1, 2, 3],

[4, 5, 6],

[7, 8, 9]])

Notice howNumPy displays thematrix in a conveniently readable for-mat. This is even true when you print the matrix with print():
>>> print(matrix)

[[1 2 3]

[4 5 6]

[7 8 9]]

Accessing individual elements of the array works just like accessingelements in a list of lists:
>>> matrix[0][1]

2

You can optionally access elements with just a single set of squarebrackets by separating the indices with a comma:
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>>> matrix[0, 1]

2

At this point, you might be wondering what the major difference isbetween a NumPy array and a Python list. For starters, NumPy ar-rays can hold only objects of the same type, like the all-numbermatrixabove, whereas Pythons lists can hold objects of mixed types.
Check out what happens if you try to create an array withmixed types:
>>> np.array([[1, 2, 3], ["a", "b", "c"]])

array([['1', '2', '3'],

['a', 'b', 'c']], dtype='<U11')

NumPy doesn’t raise an error. Instead, it converts every element to astring. The dtype='<U11' that you see in the above output means thatthis array can store only Unicode strings whose length is at most 11bytes.
Automatic data type conversions can be helpful, but they’re also a po-tential source of frustration. Data types may not get converted in themanner you expect.
It’s generally a good idea to handle any type conversion before initializ-ing an array object. That way you can be sure that the data type storedin your array matches your expectations.
In NumPy, each dimension in an array is called an axis. The previousmatrices you’ve seen have two axes. Arrays with two axes are calledtwo-dimensional arrays.
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Here’s an example of a three-dimensional array:
>>> matrix = np.array([

... [[1, 2, 3], [4, 5, 6]],

... [[7, 8, 9], [10, 11, 12]],

... [[13, 14, 15], [16, 17, 18]]

... ])

To access an element of the above array, you need to supply three in-dices:
>>> matrix[0][1][2]

6

>>> matrix[0, 1, 2]

6

If you think creating the above three-dimensional array looks confus-ing, you’ll see a better way to create higher-dimensional arrays laterin this section.
Array Operations
Once you have an array object created, you can start to unleash thepower of NumPy and perform some operations.
Recall from the earlier example how you had to write a nested for loopto multiply each element in a matrix by 2. In NumPy, this operationis as simple as multiplying your array object by 2:
>>> A = np.array([[1, 2, 3], [4, 5, 6], [7, 8, 9]])

>>> 2 * A

array([[ 2, 4, 6],

[ 8, 10, 12],

[14, 16, 18]])

Operations between two matrices are performed element-wise, sothat the operator is applied to corresponding elements in the matrix:
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>>> B = np.array([[5, 4, 3], [7, 6, 5], [9, 8, 7]])

>>> C = B - A

>>> C

array([[ 4, 2, 0],

[ 3, 1, -1],

[ 2, 0, -2]])

Notice how C[0][0] is B[0][0] - A[0][0]. The same is true for every pairof indices. All of the basic arithmetic operators (+, -, *, /) operate onarrays element-wise.
For example, multiplying two arrays with the * operator does not com-pute the product of two matrices:
>>> A = np.array([[1, 1, 1], [1, 1, 1], [1, 1, 1]])

>>> A * A

array([[1, 1, 1],

[1, 1, 1],

[1, 1, 1]])

To calculate an actual matrix product, you can use the @ operator:
>>> A @ A

array([[3, 3, 3],

[3, 3, 3],

[3, 3, 3]])

The @ operator was introduced in Python 3.5, so if you’re using anolder version of Python, then you’ll need to multiply matrices differ-ently. NumPy provides a function called matmul() for multiplying twomatrices:
>>> np.matmul(matrix, matrix)

array([[3, 3, 3],

[3, 3, 3],

[3, 3, 3]])

The @ operator relies on the np.matmul() function internally, so there’s
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no real difference between the two methods.
Other common array operations are listed here:
>>> matrix = np.array([[1, 2, 3], [4, 5, 6], [7, 8, 9]])

>>> # Get a tuple of axis length

>>> matrix.shape

(3, 3)

>>> # Get an array of the diagonal entries

>>> matrix.diagonal()

array([1, 5, 9])

>>> # Get a one-dimensional array of all entries

>>> matrix.flatten()

array([1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9])

>>> # Get the transpose of an array

>>> matrix.transpose()

array([[1, 4, 7],

[2, 5, 8],

[3, 6, 9]])

>>> # Calculate the minimum entry

>>> matrix.min()

1

>>> # Calculate the maximum entry

>>> matrix.max()

9

>>> # Calculate the average value of all entries

>>> matrix.mean()

5.0
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>>> # Calculate the sum of all entries

>>> matrix.sum()

45

Now let’s look at some ways to create new arrays from old ones.
Stacking and Shaping Arrays
If their axis sizes match, two arrays can be stacked vertically using
np.vstack() or horizontally using np.hstack():
>>> A = np.array([[1, 2, 3], [4, 5, 6]])

>>> B = np.array([[7, 8, 9], [10, 11, 12]])

>>> np.vstack([A, B])

array([[ 1, 2, 3],

[ 4, 5, 6],

[ 7, 8, 9],

[10, 11, 12]])

>>> np.hstack([A, B])

array([[ 1, 2, 3, 7, 8, 9],

[ 4, 5, 6, 10, 11, 12]])

You can also reshape arrays with np.reshape():
>>> A.reshape(6, 1)

array([[1],

[2],

[3],

[4],

[5],

[6]])

Note that .reshape() returns a new array and doesn’t modify the orig-inal array in place.
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The total size of the reshaped arraymustmatch the size of the originalarray. For instance, you can’t execute matrix.reshape(2, 5):
>>> A.reshape(2, 5)

Traceback (most recent call last):

File "<stdin>", line 1, in <module>

ValueError: cannot reshape array of size 6 into shape (2, 5)

In this case, you’re trying to shape an array with nine entries into anarray with two columns and five rows. This requires a total of tenentries.
np.reshape() can be particularly helpful in combination with
np.arange(), which is NumPy’s equivalent to Python’s range() function.The main difference is that np.arange() returns an array object:
>>> nums = np.arange(1, 10)

>>> nums

array([1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9])

np.arange() starts with the first argument and ends just before the sec-ond argument. So, np.arange(1, 10) returns an array containing thenumbers 1 through 9.
Together, np.arange() and np.reshape() provide a useful way to createa matrix:
>>> matrix = nums.reshape(3, 3)

>>> matrix

array([[1, 2, 3],

[4, 5, 6],

[7, 8, 9]])

You can even do this in a single line by chaining together the calls to
np.arange() and np.reshape():
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>>> np.arange(1, 10).reshape(3, 3)

array([[1, 2, 3],

[4, 5, 6],

[7, 8, 9]])

This technique for creating matrices is particularly useful for creatinghigher-dimensional arrays. Here’s how to create a three-dimensionalarray using np.array() and np.reshape():
>>> np.arange(1, 13).reshape(3, 2, 2)

array([[[ 1, 2],

[ 3, 4]],

[[ 5, 6],

[ 7, 8]],

[[ 9, 10],

[11, 12]]])

Of course, not every multidimensional array can be built from a se-quential list of numbers. In that case, it is often easier to create a flat,one-dimensional list of entries and then np.reshape() the array into thedesired shape:
>>> arr = np.array([1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, 17, 19, 21, 23])

>>> arr.reshape(3, 2, 2)

array([[[ 1, 3],

[ 5, 7]],

[[ 9, 11],

[13, 15]],

[[17, 19],

[21, 23]]])

In the list passed to np.array() in the above example, the difference be-tween any pair of consecutive numbers is 2. You can simplify the cre-ation of these kinds of arrays by passing an optional third argument
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to np.arange() called the stride:
>>> np.arange(1, 24, 2)

array([ 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, 17, 19, 21, 23])

Here’s how to rewrite the previous example using np.arange() with astride:
>>> np.arange(1, 24, 2).reshape(3, 2, 2)

array([[[ 1, 3],

[ 5, 7]],

[[ 9, 11],

[13, 15]],

[[17, 19],

[21, 23]]])

In this section, you’ve learned many ways to create and manipulatemultidimensional arrays using NumPy’s array data structure. Butyou’ve only scratched the surface of what you can do with NumPy! Atthe end of this chapter are some links to further your understandingof NumPy.
Review Exercises
You can nd the solutions to these exercises and many other bonusresources online at realpython.com/python-basics/resources
1. Use np.arange() and np.reshape() to create a 3 × 3 NumPy arraynamed A that includes the numbers 3 through 11.
2. Display the minimum, maximum, and mean of all entries in A.
3. Square every entry in A using the ** operator and save the resultsin an array named B.
4. Use np.vstack() to stack A on top of B, then save the results in anarray named C.
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5. Use the @ operator to calculate the matrix product of C by A.
6. Reshape C into an array of dimensions 3 × 3 × 2.

17.2 Use Matplotlib for Plotting Graphs
In the previous section, you learned how to work with arrays of datausing NumPy. While NumPy is great for working with data, peopledon’t typically enjoy looking at large arrays of data. To display data,you need to visualize it into charts and graphs.
In this section, you’ll get an introduction to the Matplotlib package,which is one of the more popular packages for quickly creating two-dimensional figures.

Note
If you’ve ever created graphs in MATLAB, then you’ll find thatMatplotlib directly emulates this experience in many ways.
The similarities between MATLAB and Matplotlib are inten-tional. The MATLAB plotting interface was a direct inspirationfor Matplotlib. Even if you haven’t used MATLAB, you’lllikely find creating plots with Matplotlib to be simple andstraightforward.

Let’s dive in!
Install Matplotlib
You can install Matplotlib from your terminal with pip:
$ python3 -m pip install matplotlib

You can then view some details about the package with pip show:
$ python3 -m pip show matplotlib
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Name: matplotlib

Version: 3.2.1

Summary: Python plotting package

Home-page: http://matplotlib.org

Author: John D. Hunter, Michael Droettboom

Author-email: matplotlib-users@python.org

License: BSD

Location: c:\realpython\venv\lib\site-packages

Requires: python-dateutil, pytz, kiwisolver, numpy,

cycler, six, pyparsing

Required-by:

In particular, note that the latest version at the time of writing wasversion 3.2.1.
Basic Plotting With pyplot

The Matplotlib package provides two distinct means of creating plots.The first and simplest method is through the pyplot interface. This isthe interface that MATLAB users will find the most familiar.
The second method for plotting in Matplotlib is through what isknown as the object-oriented API. The object-oriented approachoffers more control over your plots than is available through the
pyplot interface. However, the concepts are generally more abstract.
In this section, you’ll learn how to get up and running with the pyplotinterface. You’ll be pumping out some great-looking plots in no time!
Let’s start by creating a simple plot. Type the following into a newIDLE editor window:
from matplotlib import pyplot as plt

plt.plot([1, 2, 3, 4, 5])

plt.show()

Save the program and press F5 to run it. A new window appearsdisplaying the following plot:
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plt.plot([1, 2, 3, 4, 5]) creates a plot with a line through the points(0, 1), (1, 2), (2, 3), (3, 4), and (4, 5).
The list [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] passed to plt.plot() represents the y-values ofthe points in the plot. Since youdidn’t specify any x-values,Matplotlibautomatically uses the indices of the list elements which, since Pythonstarts counting at zero, are 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4.
The plt.plot() function creates a plot, but it doesn’t display anything.To display the plot, you need to call plt.show().
You can specify the x-values for the points in your plot by passing twolists to plt.plot(). When two arguments are provided to plt.plot(),the first list specifies the x-values and the second list specifies the y-values.
In the editor window, change your program to the following.
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from matplotlib import pyplot as plt

xs = [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]

ys = [2, 4, 6, 8, 10]

plt.plot(xs, ys)

plt.show()

Save the updatedprogramandpress F5 . You should see the followingplot:

Notice that the labels on the axes now reflect the new x- and y-valuesof the points.
You can use plot() to plot more than lines. In the graphs above, thepoints being plotted just happen to all fall on the same line. By default,when plotting points with plot(), each pair of consecutive points beingplotted is connected with a line segment.
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Update your programwith the following x- and y-values, which do notfall on a single line:
from matplotlib import pyplot as plt

xs = [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]

ys = [3, -1, 4, 0, 6]

plt.plot(xs, ys)

plt.show()

When you save the file and press F5 , the following plot is displayed:

plot() has an optional formatting parameter that you can use to spec-ify the color and style of lines or points to draw.
For example, the following program passes the string "g-o" to the for-matting parameter:
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from matplotlib import pyplot as plt

plt.plot([2, 4, 6, 8, 10], "g-o")

plt.show()

The g in "g-o" specifies the color green, the - specifies a solid line, andthe o specifies circular dots for the points on the line:

You can find the full list of possible formatting combinations in theMatplotlib documentation.
Plot Multiple Graphs in the SameWindow
If you need to plot multiple graphs in the same window, then you cancall plot() multiple times.
For example, the following program displays two plots on the samefigure:
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from matplotlib import pyplot as plt

plt.plot([1, 2, 3, 4, 5])

plt.plot([1, 2, 4, 8, 16])

plt.show()

Save the program in a new editor window and press F5 to see theplot:

Notice that each graph is displayed in a different color. If you wantto control the style of each graph, then you can pass the formattingstrings to plot() in addition to the x- and y-values:
from matplotlib import pyplot as plt

plt.plot([1, 2, 3, 4, 5], "g-o")

plt.plot([1, 2, 4, 8, 16], "b-^")
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plt.show()

Now the plots get displayed in green and blue with styled points:

Now let’s look at someways to create plots fromdifferent types of datasources.
Plot Data From NumPy Arrays
Up to this point, you have been storing your data points in purePython lists. In the real world, you will most likely be using some-thing like a NumPy array to store your data. Fortunately, Matplotlibplays nicely with array objects.
For example, instead of a list, you can use NumPy’s arange() functionto define your data points and then pass the resulting array object to
plot():
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from matplotlib import pyplot as plt

import numpy as np

array = np.arange(1, 6)

plt.plot(array)

plt.show()

This produces the following plot:

Passing a two-dimensional array plots each column of the array as they-values for a graph. For example, the following code plots four lines:
from matplotlib import pyplot as plt

import numpy as np

data = np.arange(1, 21).reshape(5, 4)
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# data now contains the following array:

# array([[ 1, 2, 3, 4],

# [ 5, 6, 7, 8],

# [ 9, 10, 11, 12],

# [13, 14, 15, 16],

# [17, 18, 19, 20]])

plt.plot(data)

plt.show()

Here are the four lines produced by the above code:

If instead you want to plot the rows of the matrix, then you need toplot the transpose of the array:
from matplotlib import pyplot as plt

import numpy as np
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data = np.arange(1, 21).reshape(5, 4)

plt.plot(data.transpose())

plt.show()

The plot produced by this program shows the lines created from therows of the matrix instead of the columns:

So far, the plots you’ve created don’t provide any information aboutwhat the plot represents. Next, you’ll learn how to format your plotsand add text to make them easier to understand.
Format Your Plots to Perfection
Let’s start by plotting the amount of Python learned in the first twentydays of reading Real Python versus another website:
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from matplotlib import pyplot as plt

import numpy as np

days = np.arange(0, 21)

other_site, real_python = days, days ** 2

plt.plot(days, other_site)

plt.plot(days, real_python)

plt.show()

The plot produced by this code looks like this:

This plot is less than ideal. The x-axis shows half days instead of fulldays. There’s no title and no text identifying either axis.
Let’s start with adjusting the x-axis. You can use plt.xticks() to spec-ify where the ticks should be located:
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from matplotlib import pyplot as plt

import numpy as np

days = np.arange(0, 21)

other_site, real_python = days, days ** 2

plt.plot(days, other_site)

plt.plot(days, real_python)

plt.xticks([0, 5, 10, 15, 20])

plt.show()

The plot now has ticks on the x-axis marking days 0, 5, 10, 15, and 20:
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That’s easier to read, but it still isn’t clear what each axis represents.
You can add axis labels with the plt.xlabel() and plt.ylabel() func-tions. Both functions have a single parameter that expects a stringargument containing the axis label.
You can add a title to a plot using plt.title(). Like plt.xlabel() and
plt.ylabel(), the plt.title() function takes a single string argumentcontaining the title of the plot.
Update the plot code to add the label "Days of Reading" to the x-axis,
"Amount of Python Learned" to the y axis, and the title "Python Learned

Reading Real Python vs Other Site":
from matplotlib import pyplot as plt

import numpy as np

days = np.arange(0, 21)

other_site, real_python = days, days ** 2

plt.plot(days, other_site)

plt.plot(days, real_python)

plt.xticks([0, 5, 10, 15, 20])

plt.xlabel("Days of Reading")

plt.ylabel("Amount of Python Learned")

plt.title("Python Learned Reading Real Python vs Other Site")

plt.show()

Here’s the plot with the title and labeled axes:
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Now we’re starting to get somewhere!
But there’s still one problem: it’s not clear which graph representsReal Python and which represents the other website. To clarify whichgraph is which, you can add a legend with plt.legend().
plt.legend() has one required positional parameter. You pass to it alist of strings containing the name for each plot in the figure. Thestrings need to be in the same order that you add each plot to the fig-ure.
For example, the following updated version of the plot code adds alegend that identifies the plot for "Other Site" and the plot for "Real

Python".
Since you add the plot with the data for other_site to the figure first,the first string in the list you pass to plt.legend() is "Other Site":
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from matplotlib import pyplot as plt

import numpy as np

days = np.arange(0, 21)

other_site, real_python = days, days ** 2

plt.plot(days, other_site)

plt.plot(days, real_python)

plt.xticks([0, 5, 10, 15, 20])

plt.xlabel("Days of Reading")

plt.ylabel("Amount of Python Learned")

plt.title("Python Learned Reading Real Python vs Other Site")

plt.legend(["Other Site", "Real Python"])

plt.show()

Here’s what the final figure looks like:
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plt.legend() has a number of optional parameters that you can use tocustomize the legend. Check out the legend guide in the Matplotlibdocumentation for more information.
Other Types of Plots
So far you’ve only created line charts, but Matplotlib can producemany different kinds of charts, including bar charts and histograms.
Bar Charts
You can create bar charts using the plt.bar() function. plt.bar() hastwo required parameters:
1. A list of x-values for the center point for each bar
2. A list of y-values for the height of each bar
For example, the following code produces a bar chart with bars cen-tered at points 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 on the x-axis with heights of 2, 4, 6, 8,and 10, respectively:
from matplotlib import pyplot as plt

centers = [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]

tops = [2, 4, 6, 8, 10]

plt.bar(centers, tops)

plt.show()

Here’s what the bar chart looks like:
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You can use a NumPy array instead of a list to specify the center pointsand bar heights. The following code produces a plot identical to theprevious one using NumPy arrays instead of lists:
from matplotlib import pyplot as plt

import numpy as np

centers = np.arange(1, 6)

tops = np.arange(2, 12, 2)

plt.bar(centers, tops)

plt.show()

plt.bar() is quite flexible. The first argument doesn’t need to be a listof numbers. It could be a list of strings representing categories of data.
Suppose you wanted to plot a bar chart representing the data con-tained in the following dictionary:
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fruits = {

"apples": 10,

"oranges": 16,

"bananas": 9,

"pears": 4,

}

You can get a list of the names of the fruits using fruits.keys() and thecorresponding values using fruits.values():
>>> fruits.keys()

dict_keys(['apples', 'oranges', 'bananas', 'pears'])

>>> fruits.values()

dict_values([10, 16, 9, 4])

You can pass fruits.keys() and fruits.values() to plt.bar() to plot thevalues against the fruit names in a bar chart:
from matplotlib import pyplot as plt

fruits = {

"apples": 10,

"oranges": 16,

"bananas": 9,

"pears": 4,

}

plt.bar(fruits.keys(), fruits.values())

plt.show()

The bars are evenly spaced, and the names of the fruits are conve-niently used as the tick labels along the x-axis:
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Histograms
Another commonly used type of graph is the histogram, which showshow data is distributed. Histograms are created in Matplotlib usingthe plt.hist() function.
plt.hist() has two required parameters:
1. A list (or NumPy array) of values
2. The number of bins to display in the histogram
plt.hist() can calculate the frequency of each value in the list of valuesand calculate the bins for you. This saves you a ton of trouble tryingto make a histogram with a standard bar chart.
Let’s look at a an example that plots the histogram for ten thou-sand normally distributed random numbers grouped into twentybins. To create the random numbers, we’ll use the randn() functionfrom NumPy’s random module. This returns an array of randomfloating-point numbers, most of which are close to zero.
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Here’s the code for the histogram:
from matplotlib import pyplot as plt

from numpy import random

plt.hist(random.randn(10000), 20)

plt.show()

Matplotlib automatically creates twenty evenly spaced bins with awidth of 0.5:

Histograms are highly customizable. For a detailed discussion of cre-ating histograms with Python, check out Real Python’s “Python His-togram Plotting: NumPy, Matplotlib, Pandas & Seaborn.”
Save Figures as Images
You may have noticed that the window displaying your plots has atoolbar at the bottom. You can use this toolbar to save your plot as an
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image file.
More often than not, you probably won’t want to sit at your computerand click the Save button for each plot that you want to export. Fortu-nately, Matplotlib makes it easy to save your plots programmatically.
To save your plot, use the plt.savefig() function. Pass the path towhere you would like to save your plot as a string. The example belowsaves a simple bar chart as bar.png to the current working directory.If you’d like to save to somewhere else, then you need to provide anabsolute path:
from matplotlib import pyplot as plt

import numpy as np

xs = np.arange(1, 6)

tops = np.arange(2, 12, 2)

plt.bar(xs, tops)

plt.savefig("bar.png")

Note
If you want to both save a figure and display it on the screen,make sure that you save it first before you display it!
The show() function pauses execution of your code, and closingthe display window destroys the graph, so trying to save the fig-ure after calling show() results in an empty file.

WorkWith Plots Interactively
When you’re initially tweaking the layout and formatting of a particu-lar graph, it can be helpful to change parts of the graphwithout havingto rerun an entire program just to see the results.
One of the easiest ways to do this is with a Jupyter Notebook, whichcreates an interactive Python interpreter session that runs in your
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browser.
Jupyter Notebooks have become a staple for interacting with and ex-ploring data, and they work great with both NumPy and Matplotlib.
For an interactive tutorial on how to use Jupyter Notebooks, checkout Jupyter’s “IPython in Depth” tutorial.
Review Exercises
You can nd the solutions to these exercises and many other bonusresources online at realpython.com/python-basics/resources
1. Re-create as many of the graphs shown in this section as you canby writing your own programs without referring to the providedcode.
2. Do pirates cause global warming? In the chapter 17 practice_filesfolder is a CSV file with data about the number of pirates and theglobal temperature. Write a program that visually examines thisrelationship by reading the pirates.csv file and graphing the num-ber of pirates along the x-axis and the temperature along the y-axis.Add a title and label the graph’s axes, then save the resulting graphas a PNG image file.
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17.3 Summary and AdditionalResources
In this chapter, you learned about scientific computing and data visu-alization in Python. You saw how to:
• Work with arrays and matrices using NumPy
• Create plots with Matplotlib

It would take an entire book to do justice to the topics of scientificcomputing, data analysis, and data visualization. The topics that youlearned in this chapter provide a solid foundation for starting yourjourney into scientific computing, data analysis, and data science.
Interactive Quiz
This chapter comes with a free online quiz to check your learn-ing progress. You can access the quiz using your phone or com-puter at the following web address:
realpython.com/quizzes/pybasics-scientific-computing

Additional Resources
The learn more, check out the following resources:
• “Look Ma, No For-Loops: Array Programming With NumPy”
• Data Science With Python Core Skills (Learning Path)
For links and additional resources to further deepen your Pythonskills, visit realpython.com/python-basics/resources
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Chapter 18
Graphical User Interfaces
Throughout this book, you’ve been creating command-line appli-cations, which are programs that are started from and produce out-put in a terminal window.
Command-line apps are fine for making tools that you or other devel-opers might use, but the vast majority of software users never want toopen a terminal!
A graphical user interface, or GUI (pronounced “gooey”) for short,has windows with components like buttons and text fields that giveusers a familiar, visual way to interact with a program.
In this chapter, you’ll learn how to:
• Add a simple GUI to a command-line application with EasyGUI
• Create full-featured GUI applications with Tkinter

Let’s get started!
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18.1 Add GUI Elements With EasyGUI
You can use the EasyGUI library to quickly add a graphical user inter-face to your program. EasyGUI is somewhat limited, but it works wellfor simple tools that need just a little bit of input from the user.
In this section, you’ll use EasyGUI to create a short GUI program thatallows a user to pick a PDF file from their hard drive and rotate itspages by a selected amount.
Install EasyGUI
To get started, you need to install EasyGUI with pip:
$ python3 -m pip install easygui

Once EasyGUI is installed, you can check out some details of the pack-age with pip show:
$ python3 -m pip show easygui

Name: easygui

Version: 0.98.1

Summary: EasyGUI is a module for very simple, very easy GUI

programming in Python. EasyGUI is different from other

GUI generators in that EasyGUI is NOT event-driven.

Instead, all GUI interactions are invoked by simple

function calls.

Home-page: https://github.com/robertlugg/easygui

Author: easygui developers and Stephen Ferg

Author-email: robert.lugg@gmail.com

License: BSD

Location: c:\realpython\venv\lib\site-packages

Requires:

Required-by:

The code in this chapter is written using EasyGUI version 0.98.1, thesame version you see in the information shown above.
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Your First EasyGUI Application
EasyGUI is great for displaying dialog boxes to collect user inputand display output. It’s not particularly great for creating a large ap-plication with several windows, menus, and toolbars.
You can think of EasyGUI as a sort of replacement for the input() and
print() functions that you’ve been using for input and output.
Program flow with EasyGUI typically works like this:
1. At some point in the code, a visual element is displayed on theuser’s screen.
2. Execution of the code pauses until the user provides input throughthe visual element.
3. The user’s input is returned as an object and execution of the coderesumes.
To get a feel for how EasyGUI works, open a new interactive windowin IDLE and execute the following lines of code:
>>> import easygui as gui

>>> gui.msgbox(msg="Hello!", title="My first message box")

If you run the code on Windows, then you’ll see a window like thefollowing displayed on your screen:

The window’s appearance depends on the operating system on which
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the code is executed. On macOS, the window looks like this:

Here’s what the window looks like on Ubuntu:

The examples in this section will use Windows screenshots.
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Important
Both EasyGUI and IDLE are written using the Tkinter library,which you’ll learn about in the next section. This overlap some-times causes issues with execution, such as dialog boxes gettingfrozen or stuck.
If you think this might be happening to you, try running yourcode from a terminal. You can start an interactive Python ses-sion from a terminal with the python command onWindows and
python3 on macOS/Ubuntu.

Let’s break down what you see in the dialog box that you generatedwith the code above:
1. The string "Hello!", passed to the msg parameter of msgbox(), is dis-played as the message in the message box.
2. The string "My first message box" passed to the title parameter isdisplayed as the title of the message box.
3. The message box contains a button labeled "OK".
Press OK to close the dialog box and look at IDLE’s interactive win-dow. The string "OK" is displayed below the last line of code that youtyped:
>>> gui.msgbox(msg="Hello!", title="My first message box")

'OK'

msgbox() returns the button label when the dialog box is closed. If theuser closes the dialog box without pressing OK , then msgbox() returnsthe value None.
You can customize the button label by setting a third optional parame-ter called ok_button. For example, the following creates a message boxwith a button labeled "Click me":
>>> gui.msgbox(msg="Hello!", title="Greeting", ok_button="Click me")
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msgbox() is great for displaying a message, but it doesn’t provide theuser with many options for interacting with your program. EasyGUIhas several functions that display various types of dialog boxes. Let’sexplore some of these now!
EasyGUI’s Ensemble of GUI Elements
Besides msgbox(), EasyGUI has several other functions for displayingdifferent kinds of dialog boxes. The following table summarizes someof the available functions:
Function Description
msgbox() Displays a message with a single button and returnsthe label of the button
buttonbox() Displays a message with several buttons and returnsthe label of the selected button
indexbox() Displays a message with several buttons and returnsthe index of the selected button
enterbox() Prompts the user with a text entry box and returnsthe text entered by the user
fileopenbox() Prompts the user to select a file to be opened andreturns the absolute path to the selected file
diropenbox() Prompts the user to select a directory to be openedand returns the absolute path to the selecteddirectory
filesavebox() Prompts the user for a location to save a file andreturns the absolute path to the save location

Let’s look at each one of these individually.
buttonbox()

EasyGUI’s buttonbox() displays a dialog box with a message and sev-eral buttons that the user can click. The label of the clicked button isreturned to your program.
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Just like msgbox(), buttonbox() has msg and title parameters for settingthemessage to be displayed and the title of the dialog box. buttonbox()also has a third parameter called choices that is used to set up the but-tons.
For example, the following code produces a dialog box with three but-tons labeled "Red", "Yellow", and "Blue":
>>> gui.buttonbox(

... msg="What is your favorite color?",

... title="Choose wisely...",

... choices=("Red", "Yellow", "Blue"),

... )

Here’s what the dialog box looks like:

When you press one of the buttons, the button label is returned as astring. For example, pressing Yellow causes buttonbox() to return thestring "Yellow":
>>> gui.buttonbox(

... msg="What is your favorite color?",

... title="Choose wisely...",

... choices=("Red", "Yellow", "Blue"),

... )

'Yellow'
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Just like msgbox(), buttonbox() returns the value None if the user closesthe dialog box without pressing one of the buttons.
indexbox()

indexbox() displays a dialog box that looks identical to the dialog boxdisplayed by buttonbox(). In fact, you create an indexbox() the sameway you create a buttonbox():
>>> gui.indexbox(

... msg="What's your favorite color?",

... title="Choose wisely...",

... choices=("Red", "Yellow", "Blue"),

... )

Here’s what the dialog box looks like:

The difference between indexbox() and buttonbox() is that indexbox() re-turns the index of the button label in the list or tuple passed to choicesinstead of the label itself.
For example, if you click Yellow , then the integer 1 is returned:
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>>> gui.indexbox(

... msg="What's your favorite color?",

... title="Favorite color",

... choices=("Red", "Yellow", "Blue"),

... )

1

Because indexbox() returns an index and not a string, it’s a good idea todefine the tuple for choices outside the function so you can referencethe label by index later in your code:
>>> colors = ("Red", "Yellow", "Blue")

>>> choice = gui.indexbox(

msg="What's your favorite color?",

title="Favorite color",

choices=colors,

)

>>> choice

1

>>> colors[choice]

'Yellow'

buttonbox() and indexbox() are great for getting input from a user whenthey need to choose from a predetermined set of choices. These func-tions are not well suited for getting information such as a user’s nameor email address. For that, you can user the enterbox().
enterbox()

enterbox() is used to collect text input from a user:
>>> gui.enterbox(

... msg="What is your favorite color?",

... title="Favorite color",

... )

The dialog box produced by enterbox() has an input box in which theuser can type their own answer:
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Type in a color name, such as Yellow, and press OK . The text youentered is returned as a string:
>>> gui.enterbox(

... msg="What is your favorite color?",

... title="Favorite color",

... )

'Yellow'

Oneof themost common reasons for displaying a dialog box is to allowa user to select a file or folder in their file system. EasyGUI has somespecial functions designed just for these operations.
fileopenbox()

fileopenbox() displays a dialog box for selecting a file to be opened:
>>> gui.fileopenbox(title="Select a file")

The dialog box looks like the standard system file open dialog box:
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Select a file and click Open . A string containing the full path to theselected file is returned.
Important
fileopenbox() doesn’t actually open the file! To do that you needto use the built-in open() like you learned in chapter 12.

Just like msgbox() and buttonbox(), fileopenbox() returns the value Noneif the user presses Cancel or closes the dialog box without selecting afile.
diropenbox() and filesavebox()

EasyGUI has two other functions that generate dialogs nearly identi-cal to the one generated by fileopenbox():
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1. diropenbox() opens a dialog that can be used to select a folder in-stead of a file. When the user presses Open , the full path to thedirectory is returned.
2. filesavebox() opens a dialog to select a location for saving a file andwill confirm that the user wants to overwrite the file if the chosenname already exists. Just like fileopenbox(), filesavebox() returnsthe file path when the user presses Save . The file is not actuallysaved.

Important
Neither diropenbox()nor filesavebox() actually opens a directoryor saves a file. They only return the absolute path to the direc-tory to be opened or the file to be saved.
To open the directory or save the file, you need to write the codeyourself.

Both diropenbox() and filesavebox() return None if the user closes thedialog without pressing Open or Save . This can cause your programto crash if you aren’t careful.
For example, the following raises a TypeError if the user closes the dia-log box without making a selection:
>>> path = gui.fileopenbox(title="Select a file")

>>> open_file = open(path, "r")

Traceback (most recent call last):

File "<stdin>", line 2, in <module>

TypeError: expected str, bytes or os.PathLike object, not NoneType

How you handle situations like this has a huge impact on a user’s ex-perience with your program.
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Exiting Your Program Gracefully
Suppose you’re writing a program for extracting pages from a PDF file.The first thing the program might do is use fileopenbox() so that theuser can select a PDF to open.
What do you do if the user decides they don’t want to run the programand presses Cancel ?
Youmustmake sure that your programhandles these situations grace-fully. The program shouldn’t crash or produce any unexpected output.In the situation described above, the program should probably juststop running altogether.
One way to stop a program from running is to use Python’s built-in
exit() function.
For example, the following program uses exit() to stop the programwhen the user presses Cancel in a file selection dialog box:
import easygui as gui

path = gui.fileopenbox(title="Select a file")

if path is None:

exit()

If the user closes the dialog box without pressing OK , then path is Noneand the program executes exit() in the if block. The program closesand execution stops.
Note
If you’re running the program in IDLE, then exit() also closesthe current interactive window. It’s very thorough.

Now that you know how to create dialog boxes with EasyGUI, let’s puteverything together into a real-world application.
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Review Exercises
You can nd the solutions to these exercises and many other bonusresources online at realpython.com/python-basics/resources
1. Create the following dialog box:

2. Create the following dialog box:

18.2 Example App: PDF Page Rotator
EasyGUI is a great choice for utility applications that automate simpleyet repetitive tasks. If you work in an office, then you can really boostyour productivity by creating tools with EasyGUI that take the painout of everyday to-do items.
In this section, you’ll use some of the EasyGUI dialog boxes youlearned about in the last section to create an application for rotatingPDF pages.
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The Application Design
Before you dive into the code, put some thought into how the programshould work.
The program needs to ask the user which PDF file to open, by howmany degrees they want to rotate each page, and where they wouldlike to save the new PDF. Then the program needs to open the file,rotate the pages, and save the new file.

Note
When you’re designing an application, it helps to plan out eachstep before you start coding. For large applications, drawingdiagrams describing the program flow can help keep everythingorganized.

You canmap this out into explicit steps that you canmore easily trans-late into code:
1. Display a file selection dialog for opening a PDF file.
2. If the user cancels the dialog, then exit the program.
3. Ask the user to select one of 90, 180, or 270 degrees.
4. Display a file selection dialog for saving the rotated PDF.
5. If the user tries to save a file with the same name as the input file:• Alert the user with a message box that this is not allowed.

• Return to step 4.
6. If the user cancels the file save dialog, then exit the program.
7. Perform the page rotation:• Open the selected PDF.

• Rotate all the pages.
• Save the rotated PDF to the selected file.
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Implement the Design
Now that you have a plan, you can tackle each step one at a time. Opena new editor window in IDLE.
First, import EasyGUI and PyPDF2:
import easygui as gui

from PyPDF2 import PdfFileReader, PdfFileWriter

Step 1 in your plan is to display a file selection dialog for opening aPDF file. You can do this with fileopenbox():
# 1. Display a file selection dialog for opening a PDF file.

input_path = gui.fileopenbox(

title="Select a PDF to rotate...",

default="*.pdf"

)

Here, you’ve set the default parameter to "*.pdf", which configures thedialog to display only files with the .pdf extension. This helps preventthe user from accidentally selecting a file that isn’t a PDF.
The file path selected by the user is assigned to the input_path variable.If the user closes the dialog without selecting a file path (step 2), then
input_path is None.
To exit the program when the user closes the dialog box without se-lecting a value, check that input_path is None and, if so, call exit():
# 2. If the user cancels the dialog, then exit the program.

if input_path is None:

exit()

The third step is to ask the user how much they’d like to rotate thePDF pages. They can choose either 90, 180, or 270 degrees.
You can use a buttonbox() to collect this information:
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# 3. Ask the user to select one of 90, 180, or 270 degrees.

choices = ("90", "180", "270")

degrees = gui.buttonbox(

msg="Rotate the PDF clockwise by how many degrees?",

title="Choose rotation...",

choices=choices,

)

The dialog generated here has three buttons with the labels "90", "180",and "270". When the user clicks on one of these buttons, the label ofthe button is assigned to the degrees variable as a string.
To rotate the pages in the PDF by the selected angle, you’ll need thevalue to be an integer, not a string. Go ahead and convert it to aninteger:
degrees = int(degrees)

Next, get the output file path from the user using filesavebox():
# 4. Display a file selection dialog for saving the rotated PDF.

save_title = "Save the rotated PDF as..."

file_type = "*.pdf"

output_path = gui.filesavebox(title=save_title, default=file_type)

As with fileopenbox(), you’ve set the default parameter to *.pdf. Thisensures that the file automatically gets saved with the .pdf extension.
The user shouldn’t be allowed to overwrite the original file (step 5).You can use a while loop to repeatedly show the user a warning untilthey pick a path that’s different from the input file path:
# 5. If the user tries to save with the same name as the input file:

while input_path == output_path:

# - Alert the user with a message box that this is not allowed.

gui.msgbox(msg="Cannot overwrite original file!")

# - Return to step 4.

output_path = gui.filesavebox(title=save_title, default=file_type)
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The while loop checks if input_path is the same as output_path. If it isn’t,then the loop body is ignored. If input_path and output_path are thesame, then msbox() shows a warning to the user telling them they can’toverwrite the original file.
After warning the user, filesavebox() displays another file save dialogbox with the same title and default file type as before. This is the partthat returns the user to step 4. Even though the program doesn’t actu-ally return the line of code where filesavebox() is first called, the effectis the same.
If the user closes the file save dialog without pressing Save , then theprogram should exit (step 6):
# 6. If the user cancels the file save dialog, then exit the program.

if output_path is None:

exit()

Now you have everything you need to implement the last step of theprogram:
# 7. Perform the page rotation:

# - Open the selected PDF.

input_file = PdfFileReader(input_path)

output_pdf = PdfFileWriter()

# - Rotate all the pages.

for page in input_file.pages:

page = page.rotateClockwise(degrees)

output_pdf.addPage(page)

# - Save the rotated PDF to the selected file.

with open(output_path, "wb") as output_file:

output_pdf.write(output_file)

Try out your new PDF rotation application! It works equally well onWindows, macOS, and Ubuntu Linux!
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Here’s the full application source code for your reference:
import easygui as gui

from PyPDF2 import PdfFileReader, PdfFileWriter

# 1. Display a file selection dialog for opening a PDF file.

input_path = gui.fileopenbox(

title="Select a PDF to rotate...",

default="*.pdf"

)

# 2. If the user cancels the dialog, then exit the program.

if input_path is None:

exit()

# 3. Ask the user to select one of 90, 180 or 270 degrees.

choices = ("90", "180", "270")

degrees = gui.buttonbox(

msg="Rotate the PDF clockwise by how many degrees?",

title="Choose rotation...",

choices=choices,

)

# 4. Display a file selection dialog for saving the rotated PDF.

save_title = "Save the rotated PDF as..."

file_type = "*.pdf"

output_path = gui.filesavebox(title=save_title, default=file_type)

# 5. If the user tries to save with the same name as the input file:

while input_path == output_path:

# - Alert the user with a message box that this is not allowed.

gui.msgbox(msg="Cannot overwrite original file!")

# - Return to step 4.

output_path = gui.filesavebox(title=save_title, default=file_type)
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# 6. If the user cancels the file save dialog, then exit the program.

if output_path is None:

exit()

# 7. Perform the page rotation:

# - Open the selected PDF.

input_file = PdfFileReader(input_path)

output_pdf = PdfFileWriter()

# - Rotate all the pages.

for page in input_file.pages:

page = page.rotateClockwise(degrees)

output_pdf.addPage(page)

# - Save the rotated PDF to the selected file.

with open(output_path, "wb") as output_file:

output_pdf.write(output_file)

EasyGUI is great for quickly creating aGUI for small tools and applica-tions. For larger projects, EasyGUI may be too limited. That’s wherePython’s built-in Tkinter library comes in.
Tkinter is a GUI framework that operates at a lower level thanEasyGUI. That means you have more control over the visual aspectsof the GUI, such as window size, font size, font color, and what GUIelements are present in a dialog box or window.
The rest of this chapter is devoted to developingGUI applicationswithPython’s built-in Tkinter library.
Review Exercise
You can nd the solutions to these exercises and many other bonusresources online at realpython.com/python-basics/resources
1. The GUI application for rotating PDF pages in this section has aproblem. The program crashes if the user closes the buttonbox()used to select degrees without selecting a value.
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Fix this problem by using a while loop to keep displaying theselection dialog if degrees is None.

18.3 Challenge: PDF Page ExtractionApplication
In this challenge, you’ll use EasyGUI to write a GUI application forextracting pages from a PDF file.
Here’s a detailed plan for the application:
1. Ask the user to select a PDF file to open.
2. If no PDF file is chosen, then exit the program.
3. Ask for a starting page number.
4. If the user doesn’t enter a starting page number, then exit the pro-gram.
5. Valid page numbers are positive integers. If the user enters aninvalid page number:• Warn the user that the entry is invalid.

• Return to step 3.
6. Ask for an ending page number.
7. If the user doesn’t enter an ending page number, then exit the pro-gram.
8. If the user enters an invalid page number:• Warn the user that the entry is invalid.

• Return to step 6.
9. Ask for the location to save the extracted pages.
10. If the user doesn’t select a save location, then exit the program.
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11. If the chosen save location is the same as the input file path:• Warn the user that they can’t overwrite the input file.

• Return to step 9.
12. Perform the page extraction:• Open the input PDF file.

• Write a new PDF file containing only the pages in the selectedpage range.
You can nd the solutions to this code challenge andmany other bonusresources online at realpython.com/python-basics/resources

18.4 Introduction to Tkinter
Pythonhas a lot ofGUI frameworks, but Tkinter is the only frameworkthat’s built into the Python standard library.
Tkinter has several strengths. It’s cross-platform, meaning thesame code works on Windows, macOS, and Linux. Visual elementsare rendered using native operating system elements, so applicationsbuilt with Tkinter look like they belong no matter which platform yourun them on.
Although Tkinter is considered the de facto Python GUI framework,it’s not without criticism. One notable criticism is that GUIs built withTkinter look outdated. If you want a shiny, modern interface, thenTkinter may not be what you’re looking for.
However, Tkinter is lightweight and relatively simple to use comparedwith other frameworks. This makes it a compelling choice for build-ing GUI applications in Python, especially when a modern sheen isunnecessary and quickly building something that is functional andcross-platform is the top priority.
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Note
Asmentioned in the last section, IDLE is built with Tkinter. Youmay encounter difficulties when running your own GUI pro-grams within IDLE.
If you find that the GUI window you’re trying to create is unex-pectedly freezing or making IDLE behave in some unexpectedway, then try running your program from the command promptor terminal.

Let’s dive right in and see how you build an application with Tkinter.
Your First Tkinter Application
The foundational element of a Tkinter GUI is thewindow. Windowsare the containers inwhich all other GUI elements live. Other GUI ele-ments, such as text boxes, labels, and buttons, are known aswidgets.Widgets are contained inside windows.
Let’s create a window that contains a single widget. Start by openinga new interactive window in IDLE.
The first thing you need to do is import the Tkinter module:
>>> import tkinter as tk

A window is an instance of Tkinter’s Tk class. Go ahead and create anew window and assign it to the variable window:
>>> window = tk.Tk()

When you execute the above code, a new window pops up on yourscreen. How it looks depends on your operating system:
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For the rest of this chapter, Windows screenshots will be used.
Now that we have a window, let’s add a widget. The tk.Label class isused to add some text to a window.
Create a Label widget with the text "Hello, Tkinter" and assign it to avariable called greeting:
>>> greeting = tk.Label(text="Hello, Tkinter")

The window you created earlier doesn’t change. You just created a
Label widget, but it hasn’t been added to the window yet.
There are several ways to add widgets to a window. Right now, we’lluse the Label widget’s .pack() method:
>>> greeting.pack()

The window now looks like this:

When you .pack() a widget into a window, Tkinter sizes the windowas small as it can while still fully encompassing the widget.
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Now execute the following:
>>> window.mainloop()

Nothing seems to happen, but notice that no new prompt appears inthe shell.
window.mainloop() tells Python to run the Tkinter application andblocks any code that comes after it from running until the windowit’s called on is closed. Go ahead and close the window you’ve created,and you’ll see a new prompt displayed in the shell.

Important
When you work with Tkinter from a REPL like IDLE’s interac-tive window, updates to windows are applied as each line is ex-ecuted.
This isn’t the case when a Tkinter program is executed from aPython file.
If you don’t include window.mainloop() at the end of a program ina Python file, then the Tkinter application will never run, andnothing will be displayed.

Creating a window with Tkinter takes only a couple of lines of code.But blank windows aren’t very useful! In the next section, you’ll learnabout some of the widgets available in Tkinter and how you can cus-tomize them to meet your application’s needs.
Review Exercises
You can nd the solutions to these exercises and many other bonusresources online at realpython.com/python-basics/resources
1. Using Tkinter from IDLE’s interactive window, execute code thatcreates a window with a Label widget displaying the text "GUIs are

great!"
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2. Repeat exercise 1 with the text "Python rocks!"

3. Repeat exercise 1 with the text "Engage!"

18.5 WorkingWithWidgets
Widgets are the bread and butter of Tkinter. They’re the elementsthrough which users interact with your program.
Each widget in Tkinter is defined by a class. Here are some of thewidgets available:
Widget Class Description
Label A widget used to display text on the screen
Button A button that can contain text and can perform anaction when clicked
Entry A text entry widget that allows only a single line oftext
Text A text entry widget that allows multiline text entry
Frame A rectangular region used to group related widgetsor provide padding between widgets

You’ll see how to work with each of these in the following sections.
Note
Tkinter has many more widgets than the ones listed here. Fora full list, check out the “Basic Widgets” and “More Widgets”articles in the TkDocs tutorial.

Let’s take a closer look at the Label widget.
Label Widgets
Label widgets are used to display text or images. The text displayedby a Label widget can’t be edited by the user. It’s for display purposes
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only.
As you saw in the example at the beginning of this chapter, you can cre-ate a Label widget by instantiating the Label class and passing a stringto the text parameter:
label = tk.Label(text="Hello, Tkinter")

Label widgets display text with the default system text color and back-ground color. These are typically black and white, respectively, butyou may see different colors if you’ve changed those settings in youroperating system.
You can control Label text and background colors using the foregroundand background parameters:
label = tk.Label(

text="Hello, Tkinter",

foreground="white", # Set the text color to white

background="black" # Set the background color to black

)

There are numerous valid color names, including:
• "red"

• "orange"

• "yellow"

• "green"

• "blue"

• "purple"

Many of the HTML color names work with Tkinter.
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Note
You can find a full list of colors, including macOS- andWindows-specific system colors that are controlled by thecurrent system theme, on the TkDocs site.

You can also specify a color using hexadecimal RGB values:
label = tk.Label(text="Hello, Tkinter", background="#34A2FE")

This sets the label background to a nice light blue color.
Hexadecimal RGB values are more cryptic than named colors, butthey aremore flexible. Fortunately, there are tools available thatmakegetting hexadecimal color codes relatively painless.
If you don’t feel like typing out foreground and background all the time,then you can use the shorthand fg and bg parameters to set the fore-ground and background colors:
label = tk.Label(text="Hello, Tkinter", fg="white", bg="black")

You can also control the width and height of a label with the width and
height parameters:
label = tk.Label(

text="Hello, Tkinter",

fg="white",

bg="black",

width=10,

height=10

)
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18.5. Working With Widgets
Here’s what this label looks like in a window:

It may seem strange that the label in the window isn’t square eventhough width and height are both set to 10. This is because the heightand width are measured in text units.
One horizontal text unit is determined by the width of the character 0(the number zero) in the default system font. Similarly, one verticaltext unit is determined by the height of the character 0.

Note
To ensure consistent behavior of the application across plat-forms, Tkinter uses text units for width and height measure-ments instead of inches, centimeters, or pixels.
Measuring units by the width of a character means that the sizeof a widget will be relative to the default font on a user’s ma-chine. This ensures that text will fit properly in labels and but-tons no matter where the application is running.

Labels are great for displaying text, but they don’t help you get inputfrom a user. The next three widgets that you’ll look at are all used toget user input.
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Button Widgets
Button widgets are used to display clickable buttons. They can be con-figured to call a function whenever they’re clicked. We’ll talk abouthow to call functions from button clicks in the next section. For now,let’s look at how to create and style a Button.
There are many similarities between Button and Label widgets. Inmany ways, a Button is just a Label that you can click! The samekeyword arguments used to create and style a Label work with Buttonwidgets.
For example, the following code creates a Button with a blue back-ground, yellow text, and height and width set to 10 and 5 text units,respectively:
button = tk.Button(

text="Click me!",

width=25,

height=5,

bg="blue",

fg="yellow",

)

Here’s what the Button looks like in a window:

Pretty nifty!
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Note
Button backgrounds do not work onmacOS. It is a limitation ofthe operating system and not a bug in Tkinter.

The next two widgets you’ll see are used to collect text input from auser.
Entry Widgets
When you need to get a little bit of text from a user, like a name or anemail address, use an Entry widget. It displays a small text box thatthe user can type into.
You create and style an Entry widget pretty much the same as Labeland Button widgets. For example, the following creates a widget witha blue background, yellow text, and a width of 50 text units:
entry = tk.Entry(fg="yellow", bg="blue", width=50)

The interesting bit about Entry widgets isn’t how you style them,though. It’s how you use them get input from a user. There are threemain operations that you can perform with Entry widgets:
1. Retrieving text with .get()

2. Deleting text with .delete()

3. Inserting text with .insert()

The best way to get a grip on Entry widgets is to create one and inter-act with it. Go ahead and open IDLE’s interactive window and followalong with the examples in this section.
First, import tkinter and create a new window:
>>> import tkinter as tk

>>> window = tk.Tk()

Now create a Label and an Entry widget:
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>>> label = tk.Label(text="Name")

>>> entry = tk.Entry()

The Label describes what sort of text should go in the Entry widget. Itdoesn’t enforce any sort of requirements on the Entry, but it tells theuser what your program expects them to put there.
Next, you need to .pack() the widgets into the window so that they’revisible:
>>> label.pack()

>>> entry.pack()

Here’s what that looks like:

Notice that Tkinter automatically centers the Label above the Entrywidget in the window. This is a feature of the .pack() method, whichyou’ll learn more about in later sections.
Click inside the Entry widget and type "Real Python":

Now you’ve got some text entered into the Entry widget, but that texthasn’t been sent to your program yet.
Use the Entry widget’s .get() method to retrieve the text and assign itto a variable called name:
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>>> name = entry.get()

>>> name

'Real Python'

You can delete text using the Entrywidget’s .delete()method. Passingan integer argument to .delete() tells it which character to remove.For example, .delete(0) deletes the first character from the Entry:
>>> entry.delete(0)

The text remaining in the widget is now "eal Python":

Note
Just like Python string objects, text in an Entrywidget is indexedstarting from 0.

If you need to remove several characters from an Entry, pass a secondinteger argument to .delete() indicating the index of the character atwhich deletion should stop.
For example, the following deletes the first four letters in the revised
Entry:
>>> entry.delete(0, 4)

This command deletes the characters "e", "a", and "l" along with thespace. The remaining text now reads "Python":
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Note
Entry.delete() works just like string slices. The first argumentdetermines the starting index and the deletion continues up tobut not including the index passed as the second argument.

Use the special constant tk.END as the second argument of .delete() toremove all text in an Entry:
>>> entry.delete(0, tk.END)

You now have a blank text box:

To insert text into an Entry widget, use the .insert() method:
>>> entry.insert(0, "Python")

The window now looks like this:
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The first argument tells .insert() where to insert the text. If there’sno text in the Entry, then the new text will always be inserted at thebeginning of the widget, no matter what value you pass to the firstargument.
For example, if you had called .insert() above with 100 as the firstargument instead of 0, then it would have generated the same output.
If an Entry already contains text, then .insert()will insert the new textat the specified position and shift all existing text to the right:
>>> entry.insert(0, "Real ")

The widget text now reads "Real Python":

Entrywidgets are great for capturing small amounts of text fromauser,but because they’re always displayed on a single line, they’re not idealfor gathering large amounts of text. That’s where Text widgets comein!
Text Widgets
Text widgets are used for entering text, just like Entry widgets. Thedifference is that Text widgets can contain multiple lines of text.
With a Text widget, a user can input a whole paragraph—or even sev-eral pages—of text!
Just like Entry widgets, there are three main operations you can per-form with Text widgets:
1. Retrieve text with .get()
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2. Delete text with .delete()

3. Insert text with .insert()

Although the method names are the same as the Entry methods, theywork a bit differently. Let’s get our hands dirty by creating a Text wid-get and seeing what all it can do.
Note
If you still have the window open from the previous section,then you can close it by executing the following in IDLE’s in-teractive window:
>>> window.destroy()

You can also close the window manually by clicking X on thewindow itself.
In IDLE’s interactive window, create a new blank window and .pack()a Text widget into it:
>>> window = tk.Tk()

>>> text_box = tk.Text()

>>> text_box.pack()

A window with a text box should appear on your screen. Click any-where inside the window to activate the text box. Type in the word
"Hello", then press Enter and type "World" on the second line.
The window should look like this:
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Just like Entrywidgets, you can retrieve the text from a Textwidget us-ing .get(). However, calling .get() without arguments doesn’t returnall the text in the text box like it does for Entry widgets. It raises anexception:
>>> text_box.get()

Traceback (most recent call last):

File "<pyshell#4>", line 1, in <module>

text_box.get()

TypeError: get() missing 1 required positional argument: 'index1'

Text.get() requires at least one argument. Calling .get() with a singleindex returns a single character. To retrieve several characters, youneed to pass two arguments: a start index and an end index.
Indices in Text widgets work differently from Entry widgets. Since
Text widgets can have several lines of text, an index must contain twopieces of information:
1. The line number of a character
2. The position of a character on that line
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Line numbers start counting from 1 and character positions startcounting from 0.
To make an index, you create a string of the form "<line>.<char>", re-placing <line>with the line number and <char>with the character num-ber.
For example, "1.0" represents the first character on the first line. "2.3"represents the fourth character on the second line.
Let’s use the index "1.0" to get the first letter from the first line of thetext box that you created earlier:
>>> text_box.get("1.0")

'H'

Since character indices start from 0 and the word "Hello" starts at thefirst position in the text box, the index of the letter o is 4. Just likePython string slices, to get the entire word Hello from the text box, theend index must be one higher than the index of the last character tobe read.
So, to get the entire word "Hello" from the text box, you use "1.0" forthe first index and "1.5" for the second index:
>>> text_box.get("1.0", "1.5")

'Hello'

To get the word "World" on the second line of the text box, change theline number in each index to 2:
>>> text_box.get("2.0", "2.5")

'World'

To get all the text in a text box, set the starting index to "1.0" and usethe special tk.END constant for the second index:
>>> text_box.get("1.0", tk.END)

'Hello\nWorld\n'
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Notice that text returned by .get() includes newline characters. Youcan also see from this example that every line in a Text widget has anewline character at the end, including the last line.
The .delete() method is used to delete characters from a text box. Itworks just like the .delete() method for Entry widgets.
There are two ways to use the .delete() method:
1. With a single argument
2. With two arguments
In the single argument version, you pass to .delete() the index of asingle character to be deleted. For example, the following deletes thefirst character, H, from the text box:
>>> text_box.delete("1.0")

The first line of text in the window now reads "ello":
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In the two-argument version, you pass two indices to delete a range ofcharacters starting at the first index and going up to but not includingthe second index.
For example, to delete the remaining "ello" on the first line of the textbox, use the indices "1.0" and "1.4":
>>> text_box.delete("1.0", "1.4")

Notice that the text is gone from the first line, leaving a blank linefollowed the word "World" on the second line:

Even though you can’t see it, there’s still a character on the first line—the newline character!
You can verify this using .get():
>>> text_box.get("1.0")

'\n'
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If you delete that character, then the remaining contents of the textbox will shift up a line:
>>> text_box.delete("1.0")

Now "World" is on the first line of the text box:

Let’s clear out the rest of the text in the text box. Set "1.0" as the startindex and use tk.END for the second index:
>>> text_box.delete("1.0", tk.END)

The text box is now empty.
You can insert text into a text box using .insert():
>>> text_box.insert("1.0", "Hello")

This inserts the word "Hello" at the beginning of the text box:
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Check out what happens if you try to insert the word "World" on thesecond line:
>>> text_box.insert("2.0", "World")

Instead of being inserted on the second line, the text is inserted at theend of the first line:
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If you want to insert text into a new line, then you need to manuallyinsert a newline character into the string being inserted:
>>> text_box.insert("2.0", "\nWorld")

Now "World" is on the second line of the text box:

So, .insert() will either insert text at the specified position if there’salready text at that position, or it will append text to the specified lineif the character number is greater than the index of the last characterin the text box.
It’s usually impractical to try to keep track of the index of the last char-acter. The best way to insert text at the end of a Text widget is to pass
tk.END to the first parameter of .insert():
text_box.insert(tk.END, "Put me at the end!")
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Don’t forget to include the newline character (\n) at the beginning ofthe text if you want to put it on a new line:
text_box.insert(tk.END, "\nPut me on a new line!")

Label, Button, Entry, and Textwidgets are just a few of the widgets avail-able in Tkinter. There are several others, including widgets for check-boxes, radio buttons, scroll bars, and progress bars. For more infor-mation on all the other available widgets, check out the tutorial onTkDocs.com.
In this chapter, we’re going to work with only five widgets: the fouryou’ve seen so far plus the Frame widget. Frame widgets are importantfor organizing the layout of the widgets in your application.
Before we get into the details of laying out the visual presentation ofyour widgets, let’s take a closer look at how Frame widgets work andhow you can assign other widgets to them.
AssigningWidgets to Frames
The following program creates a blank Frame widget and assigns it tothe main application window:
import tkinter as tk

window = tk.Tk()

frame = tk.Frame()

frame.pack()

window.mainloop()

frame.pack() packs the frame into the window so that the window sizesitself as small as possible while still encompassing the frame.
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When you run the above code, you get some seriously uninterestingoutput:

An empty Framewidget is practically invisible. Frames are best thoughtof as containers for other widgets. You can assign a widget to a frameby setting the widget’s master attribute:
frame = tk.Frame()

label = tk.Label(master=frame)

To get a feel for how this works, let’s write a program that creates two
Frame widgets called frame_a and frame_b. You want frame_a to containa label with the text "I'm in Frame A" and frame_b to contain the label
"I'm in Frame B". Here’s one way to do that:
import tkinter as tk

window = tk.Tk()

frame_a = tk.Frame()

frame_b = tk.Frame()

label_a = tk.Label(master=frame_a, text="I'm in Frame A")

label_a.pack()

label_b = tk.Label(master=frame_b, text="I'm in Frame B")

label_b.pack()

frame_a.pack()

frame_b.pack()

window.mainloop()
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Notice that frame_a is packed into the window before frame_b. The win-dow that opens shows the label in frame_a above the label in frame_b:

Now let’s see what happenswhen you swap the order of frame_a.pack()and frame_b.pack():
import tkinter as tk

window = tk.Tk()

frame_a = tk.Frame()

label_a = tk.Label(master=frame_a, text="I'm in Frame A")

label_a.pack()

frame_b = tk.Frame()

label_b = tk.Label(master=frame_b, text="I'm in Frame B")

label_b.pack()

# Order of `frame_a` and `frame_b` is swapped

frame_b.pack()

frame_a.pack()

window.mainloop()

The output looks like this:
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Now label_b is on top. Since label_b was assigned to frame_b, it movesto wherever you position frame_b.
All four of the widget types you’ve learned about—Label, Button, Entry,and Text—have a master attribute that is set when you instantiate them.That way you can control which Frame a widget is assigned to.
Frame widgets are great for organizing other widgets in a logical man-ner. You can assign related widgets to the same frame so that if theframe is ever moved in the window, then the related widgets stay to-gether.
In addition to grouping your widgets logically, Frame widgets can adda little flair to the visual presentation of your application. Read on tosee how to create various borders for Frame widgets.
Adjusting Frame AppearanceWith Reliefs
Frame widgets can be configured with a relief attribute that creates aborder around the frame. You can set relief to any of the followingvalues:
• tk.FLAT creates no border effect. This is the default value.
• tk.SUNKEN creates a sunken effect.
• tk.RAISED creates a raised effect.
• tk.GROOVE creates a grooved border effect.
• tk.RIDGE creates a ridged effect.

To apply the border effect, you must set the borderwidth attribute to avalue greater than 1. This attribute adjusts the width of the border inpixels.
The best way to get a feel for what each relief effect does is to see themin action for yourself. Here’s a program that packs five Frame widgetsinto a window, each with a different value for the relief argument:
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import tkinter as tk

border_effects = {

"flat": tk.FLAT,

"sunken": tk.SUNKEN,

"raised": tk.RAISED,

"groove": tk.GROOVE,

"ridge": tk.RIDGE,

}

window = tk.Tk()

for relief_name, relief in border_effects.items():

# 1

frame = tk.Frame(master=window, relief=relief, borderwidth=5)

# 2

frame.pack(side=tk.LEFT)

# 3

label = tk.Label(master=frame, text=relief_name)

label.pack()

window.mainloop()

Let’s break that code down.
First, you create a dictionary and assign it to the border_effects vari-able. The keys of the dictionary are the names of the different reliefeffects available in Tkinter, and the values are the corresponding Tk-inter objects.
Next, after creating the window object, you use a for loop to loop overeach item in the border_effects dictionary. At each step in the loop,you perform three operations:
1. You create a new Frame widget and assign it to the window object.You set the relief attribute to the corresponding relief effect in the

border_effects dictionary, and you set the border attribute to 5 so
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that the effect is visible.

2. You pack the Frame into the window using .pack(). The side key-word argument tells Tkinter which direction to pack the frame ob-jects. You’ll see more on how this works in the next section.
3. You create a Labelwidget to display the name of the relief and packit into the frame object you just created.
The window produced by the above code looks like this:

The image shows examples of each relief style:
• tk.FLAT creates a flat-looking frame.
• tk.SUNKEN adds a border that gives the frame the appearance of be-ing sunken into the window.
• tk.RAISED gives the frame a border thatmakes it appear to protrudefrom the screen.
• tk.GROOVE adds a border that appears as a sunken groove around anotherwise flat frame.
• tk.RIDGE gives the appearance of a raised lip around the edge of theframe.
Widget Naming Conventions
When you create a widget, you can give it any name you like as longas it’s a valid Python identifier. It’s usually a good idea, though, toinclude the name of the widget class in the variable name that youassign to the widget instance.
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For example, if a you use a Labelwidget to display a user’s name, thenyou might name the widget label_user_name. An Entry widget used tocollect a user’s age might be called entry_user_age.
When you include the widget class name in the variable name, youhelp yourself and anyone else that needs to read your code understandwhat type of widget the variable name refers to.
Using the full name of thewidget class can lead to long variable names,so youmaywant to adopt a shorthand for referring to eachwidget type.For the rest of this chapter, we’ll use the following shorthand prefixesto name widgets:

Widget Class Prefix Example Name
Label lbl lbl_name

Button btn btn_submit

Entry ent ent_age

Text txt txt_notes

Frame frm frm_address

In this section, you learned how to create a window, use widgets, andwork with frames. At this point, you can make some simple windowsthat displaymessages, but a full-blown application is still out of reach.
In the next section, you’ll learn how to control the layout of your ap-plications using Tkinter’s powerful geometry managers.
Review Exercises
You can nd the solutions to these exercises and many other bonusresources online at realpython.com/python-basics/resources
1. Try to re-create all the screenshots in this section without lookingat the source code. If you get stuck, check the code and finish yourre-creation. Then wait for ten or fifteen minutes and try again.
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Repeat this until you can produce all the screenshots on your own.Focus on the output. It’s okay if your own code is slightly differentfrom the code in the book.

2. Write a program that displays a Buttonwidget that is fifty text unitswide and twenty-five text units tall. It should have a white back-ground with blue text that reads "Click here".
3. Write a program that displays an Entry widget that is forty textunits wide and has a white background and black text. Use

.insert() to display text in the Entry widget that reads "What is

your name?"

18.6 Controlling Layout With GeometryManagers
Until now, you’ve been adding widgets to windows and Frame widgetsusing .pack(), but you haven’t learned exactly what this method does.Let’s clear things up!
In Tkinter, you control the layout of your application with geometrymanagers. The .pack() method is an example of a geometry man-ager, but it isn’t the only one. Tkinter has two others: .place() and
.grid().
Each window and Frame in your application can use only one geome-try manager. However, different frames can use different geometrymanagers, even if they’re assigned to a Frame or window using anothergeometry manager.
Let’s start by taking a closer look at .pack().
The .pack() Geometry Manager
.pack() uses a packing algorithm to place widgets in a Frame or win-dow in a specified order. The packing algorithm has two primarysteps:
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1. It computes a rectangular area, called a parcel, that is just tallenough (or wide enough) to hold the widget, and it fills the remain-ing width (or height) in the window with blank space.
2. Unless you specify a different location, it centers the widget in theparcel.
.pack() is powerful, but it can be difficult to visualize. The best way toget a feel for .pack() is to look at some examples.
Let’s see what happens when you .pack() three Label widgets into a
Frame:
import tkinter as tk

window = tk.Tk()

frame1 = tk.Frame(master=window, width=100, height=100, bg="red")

frame1.pack()

frame2 = tk.Frame(master=window, width=50, height=50, bg="yellow")

frame2.pack()

frame3 = tk.Frame(master=window, width=25, height=25, bg="blue")

frame3.pack()

window.mainloop()

By default, .pack() places each Frame below the previous one in the or-der they’re assigned to the window:
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Each Frame is placed at the topmost available position. The red Frameis placed at the top of the window. Then the yellow Frame is placed justbelow the red one, and the blue Frame just below the yellow one.
There are three invisible parcels, each containing one of the three
Frame widgets. Each parcel is as wide as the window and as tall asthe Frame that it contains. Since no anchor point was specified when
.pack() was called for each Frame, they’re all centered inside theirparcels and are therefore centered in the window.
.pack() accepts some keyword arguments that allow you to configureyour widget placement more precisely. For example, you can set the
fill keyword argument to specify which direction the frames shouldfill. There are three options:
1. tk.X fills in the horizontal direction.
2. tk.Y fills vertically.
3. tk.BOTH fills in both directions.
Here’s how you would stack the three frames so that each one fills thewhole window horizontally:
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import tkinter as tk

window = tk.Tk()

frame1 = tk.Frame(master=window, height=100, bg="red")

frame1.pack(fill=tk.X)

frame2 = tk.Frame(master=window, height=50, bg="yellow")

frame2.pack(fill=tk.X)

frame3 = tk.Frame(master=window, height=25, bg="blue")

frame3.pack(fill=tk.X)

window.mainloop()

Notice that the width isn’t set for any of the Frame widgets. width isno longer necessary because .pack() is set to fill horizontally on eachframe, overriding any width you may set.
The window produced by this code looks like this:

One of the nice things about filling the window with .pack() is thatthe fill is responsive to window resizing. Try widening the windowgenerated by the previous code to see how this works.
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As you widen the window, the width of the three Frame widgets growsto fill the window. Notice, though, that the Framewidgets don’t expandin the vertical direction.
The side keyword argument of .pack() specifies on which side of thewindow the widget should be placed. The available options are tk.TOP,
tk.BOTTOM, tk.LEFT, and tk.RIGHT. If you don’t set side, then .pack() auto-matically uses tk.TOP and places new widgets at the top of the windowor at the topmost portion of the window that isn’t already occupied bya widget.
For example, the following program places three frames side by sidefrom left to right and expands each frame to fill the window vertically:
import tkinter as tk

window = tk.Tk()

frame1 = tk.Frame(master=window, width=200, height=100, bg="red")

frame1.pack(fill=tk.Y, side=tk.LEFT)

frame2 = tk.Frame(master=window, width=100, bg="yellow")

frame2.pack(fill=tk.Y, side=tk.LEFT)

frame3 = tk.Frame(master=window, width=50, bg="blue")

frame3.pack(fill=tk.Y, side=tk.LEFT)

window.mainloop()

This time, you have to specify the height keyword argument on at leastone of the frames to force the window to have some height.
The resulting window looks like this:
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Just like setting fill=tk.X made the frames resize responsively whenyou resized the window horizontally, setting fill=tk.Y makes theframes resize responsively when you resize the window vertically.Try it out!
Tomake the layout truly responsive, you can set an initial size for yourframes using the width and height attributes. Then set the fill keywordargument of .pack() to tk.BOTH and the expand keyword argument to
True:
import tkinter as tk

window = tk.Tk()

frame1 = tk.Frame(master=window, width=200, height=100, bg="red")

frame1.pack(fill=tk.BOTH, side=tk.LEFT, expand=True)

frame2 = tk.Frame(master=window, width=100, bg="yellow")

frame2.pack(fill=tk.BOTH, side=tk.LEFT, expand=True)

frame3 = tk.Frame(master=window, width=50, bg="blue")

frame3.pack(fill=tk.BOTH, side=tk.LEFT, expand=True)

window.mainloop()

When you run the above code, you see awindow that initially looks thesame as the one generated in the previous example. The difference isthat now you can resize thewindowhowever youwant, and the frameswill expand and fill the window responsively. Pretty cool!
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The .place() Geometry Manager
You can use the .place() method of a widget to control the preciselocation that it should occupy in a window or Frame. Youmust providetwo keyword arguments, x and y, that specify the x- and y-coordinatesfor the top-left corner of the widget. Both x and y are measured inpixels, not text units.
Keep in mind that the origin, where x and y are both 0, is the top-leftcorner of the Frame or window. You can think of the y argument of
.place() as the number of pixels from the top edge of the window andthe x argument as the number of pixels from the left edge.
Here’s an example of how the .place() geometry manager works:
import tkinter as tk

window = tk.Tk()

# 1

frame = tk.Frame(master=window, width=150, height=150)

frame.pack()

# 2

label1 = tk.Label(master=frame, text="I'm at (0, 0)", bg="red")

label1.place(x=0, y=0)

# 3

label2 = tk.Label(master=frame, text="I'm at (75, 75)", bg="yellow")

label2.place(x=75, y=75)

window.mainloop()

First, you create a new Frame widget called frame that’s 150 pixels wideand 150 pixels tall and pack it into the window with .pack(). Then youcreate a Labelwith a red background called label1 and place it in frame1at position (0, 0). Finally, you create a second Label with a yellowbackground called label2 and place it in frame1 at position (75, 75).
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Here’s the window that the code produces:

.place() isn’t used often. It has two main drawbacks:
1. Layouts can be di cult to manage with .place(), especiallyif your application has lots of widgets.
2. Layouts created with .place() are not responsive. Theydon’t change as the window is resized.
One of the main challenges of cross-platform GUI development ismaking layouts that look good no matter which platform they’reviewed on. In most cases, .place() is a poor choice for makingresponsive and cross-platform layouts.
That’s not to say .place() should never be used. It might be just whatyou need. For example, if you’re creating a GUI interface for a map,then .place()might be the perfect choice to ensure widgets are placedat the correct distance from one another on the map.
.pack() is usually a better choice than .place(), but even .pack() hassome downsides. For example, the placement of widgets depends onthe order in which .pack() is called, so it can be difficult to modifyexisting applicationswithout fully understanding the code controllingthe layout.
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As you’ll see in the next section, the .grid() geometry manager solvesa lot of these issues.
The .grid() Geometry Manager
The geometry manager you’ll likely use most often is .grid(). It pro-vides all the power of .pack() in a format that’s easier to understandand maintain.
.grid() works by splitting a window or Frame into rows and columns.You specify the location of a widget by calling .grid() and passing therow and column indices to the row and column keyword arguments, re-spectively. Both row and column indices start at 0, so a row index of
1 and a column index of 2 tells .grid() to place a widget in the thirdcolumn of the second row.
For example, the following code creates a 3 × 3 grid of frames with
Label widgets packed into them:
import tkinter as tk

window = tk.Tk()

for i in range(3):

for j in range(3):

frame = tk.Frame(

master=window,

relief=tk.RAISED,

borderwidth=1

)

frame.grid(row=i, column=j)

label = tk.Label(master=frame, text=f"Row {i}\nColumn {j}")

label.pack()

window.mainloop()
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Here’s what the resulting window looks like:

Two geometry managers are used in this example. Each Frame is at-tached to the windowwith the .grid() geometrymanager, and each labelis attached to its master Frame with .pack().
The important thing to realize here is that, even though .grid() iscalled on each Frame object, the geometrymanager applies to the windowobject. Similarly, the layout of each frame is controlled by the .pack()geometry manager.
The frames in the previous example are placed tightly next to one an-other. To add some space around each Frame, you can set the paddingof each cell in the grid. Padding is just blank space that surrounds awidget and visually separates it from its contents.
There are two types of padding: external padding and internalpadding. External padding adds space around the outside of a gridcell. It’s controlled with two keyword arguments of .grid():
1. padx adds padding in the horizontal direction.
2. pady adds padding in the vertical direction.
Both padx and pady are measured in pixels, not text units, so settingboth of them to the same valuewill create the same amount of paddingin each direction.
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Let’s add some padding around the outside of the frames in the previ-ous example:
import tkinter as tk

window = tk.Tk()

for i in range(3):

for j in range(3):

frame = tk.Frame(

master=window,

relief=tk.RAISED,

borderwidth=1

)

frame.grid(row=i, column=j, padx=5, pady=5)

label = tk.Label(master=frame, text=f"Row {i}\nColumn {j}")

label.pack()

window.mainloop()

Here’s the resulting window:

.pack() also has padx and pady parameters. The following code isnearly identical to the previous code, except that 5 pixels of additionalpadding have been added around each Label in the both the x and ydirections:
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import tkinter as tk

window = tk.Tk()

for i in range(3):

for j in range(3):

frame = tk.Frame(

master=window,

relief=tk.RAISED,

borderwidth=1

)

frame.grid(row=i, column=j, padx=5, pady=5)

label = tk.Label(master=frame, text=f"Row {i}\nColumn {j}")

label.pack(padx=5, pady=5)

window.mainloop()

The extra padding around the Label widgets gives each cell in the grida little bit of breathing room between the Frame border and the text inthe Label:
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That looks pretty nice! But if you try and expand the window in anydirection, then you’ll notice that the layout isn’t very responsive. Thewhole grid stays in the top-left corner as the window expands.
You can adjust how the rows and columns of the grid grow as the win-dow is resized using the .columnconfigure() and .rowconfigure() meth-ods on the window object. Remember, the grid is attached to window eventhough you’re calling .grid() on each Frame widget.
Both .columnconfigure() and .rowconfigure() take three essential argu-ments:
1. The index of the grid column or row that you want to configure (ora list of indices to configure multiple rows or columns)
2. A keyword argument called weight that determines how the columnor row should respond to window resizing relative to the othercolumns and rows
3. A keyword argument called minsize that sets the minimum size ofthe row height or column width in pixels
weight is set to 0 by default, which means that the column or rowdoesn’t expand as the window resizes. If every column and row isgiven a weight of 1, then they all grow at the same rate. If one columnhas a weight of 1 and another has a weight of 2, then the secondcolumn expands at twice the rate of the first.
Let’s adjust the previous code to better handle window resizing:
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import tkinter as tk

window = tk.Tk()

for i in range(3):

window.columnconfigure(i, weight=1, minsize=75)

window.rowconfigure(i, weight=1, minsize=50)

for j in range(0, 3):

frame = tk.Frame(

master=window,

relief=tk.RAISED,

borderwidth=1

)

frame.grid(row=i, column=j, padx=5, pady=5)

label = tk.Label(master=frame, text=f"Row {i}\nColumn {j}")

label.pack(padx=5, pady=5)

window.mainloop()

The .columnconfigure() and .rowconfigure() methods are placed in thebody of the outer for loop. You could explicitly configure each columnand row outside of the for loop, but that would require writing an ad-ditional six lines of code.
On each iteration of the loop, the ith column and row are configuredto have a weight of 1. This ensures that each row and column expandsat the same rate whenever the window is resized.
The minsize argument is set to 75 for each column and 50 for each row.Thismakes sure the Labelwidget always displays its text without chop-ping off any characters, even if the window size is extremely small.
Try running the code to get a feel for how it works! Play around withthe weight and minsize parameters to see how they affect the grid.
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By default, widgets are centered in their grid cells. For example, thefollowing code creates two Labelwidgets andplaces them in a gridwithone column and two rows:
import tkinter as tk

window = tk.Tk()

window.columnconfigure(0, minsize=250)

window.rowconfigure([0, 1], minsize=100)

label1 = tk.Label(text="A")

label1.grid(row=0, column=0)

label2 = tk.Label(text="B")

label2.grid(row=1, column=0)

window.mainloop()

Each grid cell is 250 pixels wide and 100 pixels tall. The labels areplaced in the center of each cell, as you can see in the following fig-ure:

You can change the location of each label inside the grid cell using the
.grid() method’s sticky parameter. sticky accepts a string containingone or more of the following letters:
• "n" or "N" to align to the top-center part of the cell
• "s" or "S"* to align to the bottom-center part of the cell
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• "e" or "E" to align to the right-center side of the cell
• "w" or "W" to align to the left-center side of the cell

The letters "n", "s", "e", and "w" come from the cardinal directionsnorth, south, east, and west.
For example, setting sticky to "n" on both Labelwidgets in the previouscode positions each Label at the top center of its grid cell:
import tkinter as tk

window = tk.Tk()

window.columnconfigure(0, minsize=250)

window.rowconfigure([0, 1], minsize=100)

label1 = tk.Label(text="A")

label1.grid(row=0, column=0, sticky="n")

label2 = tk.Label(text="B")

label2.grid(row=1, column=0, sticky="n")

window.mainloop()

Here’s the output:
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You can combine multiple letters in a single string to position each
Label in a corner of its grid cell:
import tkinter as tk

window = tk.Tk()

window.columnconfigure(0, minsize=250)

window.rowconfigure([0, 1], minsize=100)

label1 = tk.Label(text="A")

label1.grid(row=0, column=0, sticky="ne")

label2 = tk.Label(text="B")

label2.grid(row=1, column=0, sticky="sw")

window.mainloop()

In this example, the sticky parameter of label1 is set to "ne", whichplaces the label at the top right corner of its grid cell. label2 is posi-tioned in the bottom left corner by passing "sw" to sticky.
Here’s what that looks like in the window:

When you position a widget with sticky, the size of the widget is justbig enough to contain the text and any other content inside the widget.It won’t fill the entire grid cell.
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To fill the grid, you can specify "ns", which forces the widget to fill thecell in the vertical direction, or "ew" to fill the cell in the horizontaldirection. To fill the entire cell, set sticky to "nsew".
The following example illustrates each of these options:
import tkinter as tk

window = tk.Tk()

window.rowconfigure(0, minsize=50)

window.columnconfigure([0, 1, 2, 3], minsize=50)

label1 = tk.Label(text="1", bg="black", fg="white")

label2 = tk.Label(text="2", bg="black", fg="white")

label3 = tk.Label(text="3", bg="black", fg="white")

label4 = tk.Label(text="4", bg="black", fg="white")

label1.grid(row=0, column=0)

label2.grid(row=0, column=1, sticky="ew")

label3.grid(row=0, column=2, sticky="ns")

label4.grid(row=0, column=3, sticky="nsew")

window.mainloop()

Here’s what the output looks like:

The above example illustrates that you can use the .grid() geometrymanager’s sticky parameter to achieve the same effects as the .pack()geometry manager’s fill parameter.
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The correspondence between the sticky and fill parameters is sum-marized in the following table:

.grid() .pack()

sticky="ns" fill=tk.Y

sticky="ew" fill=tk.X

sticky="nsew" fill=tk.BOTH

.grid() is a powerful geometry manager. It’s often easier to under-stand than .pack() and is much more flexible than .place(). Whencreating new Tkinter applications, consider using .grid() as your pri-mary geometry manager.
Note
.grid() offers much more flexibility than you’ve seen here. Forexample, you can configure cells to span multiple rows andcolumns.
Formore information, check out the “Grid GeometryManager”section of the TkDocs tutorial.

Now that you have a handle on the basics of Tkinter’s geometry man-agers, the next step is to bring your applications to life by assigningactions to buttons.
Review Exercises
You can nd the solutions to these exercises and many other bonusresources online at realpython.com/python-basics/resources
1. Try to re-create all the screenshots in this section without lookingat the source code. If you get stuck, check the code and finish yourre-creation. Then wait for ten or fifteen minutes and try again.

Repeat this until you can produce all the screenshots on your own.
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18.7. Making Your Applications Interactive
Focus on the output. It’s okay if your own code is slightly differentfrom the code in the book.

2. Below is an image of a windowmade with Tkinter. Try to re-createthe window using the techniques you’ve learned thus far. Youmayuse any geometry manager you like.

18.7 Making Your ApplicationsInteractive
By now, you have a pretty good idea of how to create a window withTkinter, add some widgets, and control the application layout. That’sgreat! But applications shouldn’t just look good—they need to actuallydo something!
In this section, you’ll learn how to bring your applications to life byperforming actions whenever certain events occur.
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Events and Event Handlers
When you create a Tkinter application, youmust call window.mainloop()to start the event loop. During the event loop, your applicationchecks if an event has occurred. If so, then it can execute some codein response.
The event loop is provided by Tkinter, so you don’t have to write anycode that checks for events. However, you do have to write the codethat executes in response to an event. In Tkinter, you write functionscalled event handlers for the events that you use in your application.
So, what is an event, and what happens when one occurs?
Anevent is any action that occurs during the event loop, such aswhenthe user presses a key ormouse button, thatmight trigger some behav-ior in the application.
When an event occurs, an event object is emitted, which means thatan instance of a class representing the event is instantiated. You don’tneed toworry about creating these classes yourself. Tkinterwill createinstances of event classes for you automatically.
To better understand how Tkinter’s event loop works, you can writeyour own event loop. That way, you can see how Tkinter’s event loopfits into your application and which parts you need to write yourself.
Assume there’s a list called events_list that contains event objects.Whenever an event occurs in your program, a new event object is ap-pended to events_list. You don’t need to implement this updatingmechanism. It just magically happens for you in this make-believeexample.
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Using an infinite loop, you can continually check if any event objectsare in events_list:
# Assume that this list gets updated automatically

events_list = []

# Run the event loop

while True:

# If events_list is empty, then no events have occurred and you

# can skip to the next iteration of the loop

if events_list == []:

continue

# If execution reaches this point, then at least one

# event object is in events_list

event = events_list[0]

Right now, the event loop you’ve created doesn’t do anything with
event. Let’s change that.
Suppose your application needs to respond to key presses. You needto check if event was generated by a user pressing a key on theirkeyboard and, if so, pass event to an event handler function for keypresses.
You can assume that if the event is a keypress event object, then eventhas both a .type attribute set to the string "keypress" and a .char at-tribute containing the character of the key that was pressed.
Let’s add a handle_keypress() function and update the event loop code:
events_list = []

# Create an event handler

def handle_keypress(event):

"""Print the character associated to the key pressed"""

print(event.char)
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while True:

if events_list == []:

continue

event = events_list[0]

# If event is a keypress event object

if event.type == "keypress":

# Call the keypress event handler

handle_keypress(event)

When you call Tkinter’s window.mainloop(), something like the aboveloop is run for you! Specifically, .mainloop() takes care of two parts ofthe loop for you:
1. It maintains a list of events that have occurred.
2. It runs an event handler any time a new event is added to the list.
You can update your event loop to use window.mainloop() instead ofyour own event loop:
import tkinter as tk

# Create a window object

window = tk.Tk()

# Create an event handler

def handle_keypress(event):

"""Print the character associated to the key pressed"""

print(event.char)

# Run the event loop

window.mainloop()

.mainloop() takes care of a lot for you, but there’s something missingfrom the above code. How exactly does Tkinter know when to use
handle_keypress()?
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The answer is that Tkinter widgets have a .bind() method that helpsthem do just that.
The .bind() Method
To call an event handler whenever an event occurs on a widget, youcan use the widget’s .bind() method. The event handler is said to bebound to the event because it’s called every time the event occurs.
Continuing with the keypress example you saw in the the previoussection, you can use .bind() to bind handle_keypress() to the keypressevent:
import tkinter as tk

window = tk.Tk()

def handle_keypress(event):

"""Print the character associated to the key pressed"""

print(event.char)

# Bind keypress event to handle_keypress()

window.bind("<Key>", handle_keypress)

window.mainloop()

Here, you bind the handle_keypress() event handler to a "<Key>" eventusing window.bind(). Whenever a key is pressed while the applicationis running, the character of the key will be printed.
.bind() always takes two arguments:
1. An event represented by a string in the form "<event_name>", where

event_name can be any of Tkinter’s events
2. An event handler, which is the name of the function to be calledwhenever the event occurs
The event handler is bound to the widget on which .bind() is called.
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When the event handler is called, the event object is passed to theevent handler function.
In the above example, the event handler is bound to the window itself,but you can bind an event handler to any widget in your application.
For example, you can bind an event handler to a Button widget thatwill perform some action whenever the button is pressed:
def handle_click(event):

print("The button was clicked!")

button = tk.Button(text="Click me!")

button.bind("<Button-1>", handle_click)

In this example, the "<Button-1>" event on the button widget is boundto the handle_click event handler. The "<Button-1>" event occurs when-ever the left mouse button is pressed while the mouse is over the wid-get.
There are other events for mouse button clicks, including "<Button-2>"for the middle mouse button (if one exists) and "<Button-3>" for theright mouse button.

Note
For a list of commonly used events, see the “Event Types” sec-tion of the Tkinter 8.5 reference.

You can bind any event handler to any kind of widget with .bind(), butthere’s an easier way to bind event handlers to button clicks using the
Button widget’s command attribute.
The command Attribute
Every Button widget has a command attribute that you can assign to afunction. Whenever the button is pressed, the function is executed.
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18.7. Making Your Applications Interactive
Let’s look at an example. First, you’ll create a window with a Labelwidget that holds a numerical value. You’ll put a button on the leftand right sides of the Label. The left button will be used to decreasethe value in the Label, and the right one will increase the value.
Here’s the code for the window:
import tkinter as tk

window = tk.Tk()

window.rowconfigure(0, minsize=50, weight=1)

window.columnconfigure([0, 1, 2], minsize=50, weight=1)

btn_decrease = tk.Button(master=window, text="-")

btn_decrease.grid(row=0, column=0, sticky="nsew")

lbl_value = tk.Label(master=window, text="0")

lbl_value.grid(row=0, column=1)

btn_increase = tk.Button(master=window, text="+")

btn_increase.grid(row=0, column=2, sticky="nsew")

window.mainloop()

The window looks like this:

With the app layout defined, you can bring it to life by giving the but-tons some commands.
Let’s start with the left button. When this button is pressed, it should
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decrease the value in the label by 1. To do this, there are two thingsyou need to know how to do: how to get the text in a Label and how toupdate the text in a Label.
Label widgets don’t have a .get() method like Entry and Text widgetsdo. However, you can retrieve the text from the label by accessing the
text attribute with dictionary-style subscript notation:
label = Tk.Label(text="Hello")

# Retrieve a Label's text

text = label["text"]

# Set new text for the label

label["text"] = "Good bye"

Now that you know how to get and set a label’s text, you can write afunction that increases the value in the label by 1:
def increase():

value = int(lbl_value["text"])

lbl_value["text"] = f"{value + 1}"

increase() gets the text from lbl_value and converts it to an integerwith int(). Then it increases this value by 1 and sets the label’s textattribute to this new value.
You also need to write a decrease() function that decreases the valuein lbl_value by 1:
def decrease():

value = int(lbl_value["text"])

lbl_value["text"] = f"{value - 1}"

Put the increase() and decrease() functions in your code just after the
import statement.
To connect the buttons to the functions, assign the function to thebutton’s command attribute. You can do this when you instantiate the
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button. For example, to assign increase() to btn_increase, update theline that instantiates the button to the following:
btn_increase = tk.Button(master=window, text="+", command=increase)

Now assign decrease() to btn_decrease:
btn_decrease = tk.Button(master=window, text="-", command=decrease)

That’s all you need to do to bind the buttons to increase() and
decrease() and make the program functional. Try saving yourchanges and running the application!
Here’s the full application code for your reference:
import tkinter as tk

def increase():

value = int(lbl_value["text"])

lbl_value["text"] = f"{value + 1}"

def decrease():

value = int(lbl_value["text"])

lbl_value["text"] = f"{value - 1}"

window = tk.Tk()

window.rowconfigure(0, minsize=50, weight=1)

window.columnconfigure([0, 1, 2], minsize=50, weight=1)

btn_decrease = tk.Button(master=window, text="-", command=decrease)

btn_decrease.grid(row=0, column=0, sticky="nsew")

lbl_value = tk.Label(master=window, text="0")

lbl_value.grid(row=0, column=1)
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btn_increase = tk.Button(master=window, text="+", command=increase)

btn_increase.grid(row=0, column=2, sticky="nsew")

window.mainloop()

This app is not particularly useful, but the skills you learnedhere applyto every app you’ll make:
• Usewidgets to create the components of the user interface.
• Use geometry managers to control the layout of the applica-tion.
• Write functions that interactwith various components to captureand transform user input.

In the next two sections, you’ll build apps that do something useful.First, you’ll build a temperature converter that converts a temperatureinput from Fahrenheit to Celsius. After that, you’ll build a text editorthat can open, edit, and save text files!
Review Exercises
You can nd the solutions to these exercises and many other bonusresources online at realpython.com/python-basics/resources
1. Write a program that displays a single button with the defaultbackground color and black text that reads "Click me".

When the user clicks the button, the button background shouldchange to a color randomly selected from the following list:
["red", "orange", "yellow", "blue", "green", "indigo", "violet"]

2. Write a program that simulates rolling a six-sided die. Thereshould be one button with the text "Roll". When the user clicksthe button, a random integer from 1 to 6 should be displayed.
The application window should look something like this:
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18.8. Example App: Temperature Converter

18.8 Example App: TemperatureConverter
In this section, you’ll build a temperature converter that allows theuser to input a temperature in degrees Fahrenheit and push a buttonto convert that temperature to degrees Celsius.
We’ll walk through the code step by step. You can also find the fullsource code at the end of this section for your reference.
To get themost out of this section, open up IDLE’s editor window andfollow along.
Before you start coding, take a moment to design the app. You needthree basic elements:
1. An Entry widget called ent_temperature to enter the Fahrenheitvalue
2. A Label widget called lbl_result to display the Celsius result
3. A Button widget called btn_convert that reads the value from the

Entry widget, converts it from Fahrenheit to Celsius, and sets thetext of the Label widget to the result when clicked
You can arrange these in a grid with a single row and one column foreach widget. That gets you a minimally working application, but itisn’t very user-friendly. Everything needs to have some helpful labels.
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18.8. Example App: Temperature Converter
Let’s put a label containing the ℉ symbol directly to the right of the
ent_temperaturewidget so that the user knows the value ent_temperatureshould be in degrees Fahrenheit. To do this, you’ll set the label text to
"\N{DEGREE FAHRENHEIT}", which uses Python’s named Unicode charac-ter support to display the ℉ symbol.
You can give btn_convert a little flair by setting its text to the value
"\N{RIGHTWARDS BLACK ARROW}", which displays a black arrow pointing tothe right. You can also make sure that lbl_result always has the ℃symbol by using "\N{DEGREE CELSIUS}" at the end to indicate that theresult is in degrees Celsius.
Here’s what the final window will look like:

Now that you know what widgets you need and what their windowis going to look like, you’re ready to start coding it up! First, import
tkinter and create a new window:
import tkinter as tk

window = tk.Tk()

window.title("Temperature Converter")

window.title() sets the title of an existing window. When you finallyrun this application, the window will display "Temperature Converter"in its title bar.
Next, you’ll create the ent_temperature widget along with a label called
lbl_temp and assign both of them to a Frame widget called frm_entry:
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18.8. Example App: Temperature Converter
frm_entry = tk.Frame(master=window)

ent_temperature = tk.Entry(master=frm_entry, width=10)

lbl_temp = tk.Label(master=frm_entry, text="\N{DEGREE FAHRENHEIT}")

ent_temperature is where the user will enter the Fahrenheit value, and
lbl_temp will label ent_temperature with the ℉ symbol. frm_entry is justa container that groups ent_temperature and lbl_temp together.
You want lbl_temp to be placed directly to the right of ent_temperature,so you can lay them out in the frm_entry using the .grid() geometrymanager with one row and two columns:
ent_temperature.grid(row=0, column=0, sticky="e")

lbl_temp.grid(row=0, column=1, sticky="w")

You set the sticky parameter of ent_temperature to "e" so that it alwayssticks to the rightmost edge of its grid cell. You also set the stickyparameter of lbl_temp to "w" to keep it stuck to the leftmost edge ofits grid cell. These steps ensure that lbl_temp will always be locatedimmediately to the right of ent_temperature.
Now you can make the btn_convert and the lbl_result for convertingthe temperature entered into ent_temperature and displaying the re-sults:
btn_convert = tk.Button(

master=window,

text="\N{RIGHTWARDS BLACK ARROW}"

)

lbl_result = tk.Label(master=window, text="\N{DEGREE CELSIUS}")

Like frm_entry, both btn_convert and lbl_result are assigned to window.Together, these three widgets make up the three cells in the main ap-plication grid. Let’s use .grid() to lay them out:
frm_entry.grid(row=0, column=0, padx=10)

btn_convert.grid(row=0, column=1, pady=10)

lbl_result.grid(row=0, column=2, padx=10)
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18.8. Example App: Temperature Converter
Finally, run the application:
window.mainloop()

That looks great, but the button doesn’t do anything yet. At the topof your code file, just below the import line, add a function called
fahrenheit_to_celsius(). This function will read the user-suppliedvalue from ent_temperature, convert it from Fahrenheit to Celsius, andthen display the result in lbl_result:
def fahrenheit_to_celsius():

"""Convert the value from Fahrenheit to Celsius and insert the

result into lbl_result.

"""

fahrenheit = ent_temperature.get()

celsius = (5/9) * (float(fahrenheit) - 32)

lbl_result["text"] = f"{round(celsius, 2)} \N{DEGREE CELSIUS}"

Now go down to the line where you define btn_convert and set its
command parameter to fahrenheit_to_celsius:
btn_convert = tk.Button(

master=window,

text="\N{RIGHTWARDS BLACK ARROW}",

command=fahrenheit_to_celsius # <--- Add this line

)

That’s it! You’ve created a fully functional temperature converter appin just twenty-six lines of code! Pretty cool, right?
Here’s the full program for your reference:
import tkinter as tk

def fahrenheit_to_celsius():

"""Convert the value from Fahrenheit to Celsius and insert the

result into lbl_result.

"""
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18.8. Example App: Temperature Converter
fahrenheit = ent_temperature.get()

celsius = (5/9) * (float(fahrenheit) - 32)

lbl_result["text"] = f"{round(celsius, 2)} \N{DEGREE CELSIUS}"

# Set up the window

window = tk.Tk()

window.title("Temperature Converter")

window.resizable(width=False, height=False)

# Create the Fahrenheit entry frame with an Entry

# widget and Label

frm_entry = tk.Frame(master=window)

ent_temperature = tk.Entry(master=frm_entry, width=10)

lbl_temp = tk.Label(master=frm_entry, text="\N{DEGREE FAHRENHEIT}")

# Lay out the temperature Entry and Label in frm_entry

# using the .grid() geometry manager

ent_temperature.grid(row=0, column=0, sticky="e")

lbl_temp.grid(row=0, column=1, sticky="w")

# Create the conversion Button and result display Label

btn_convert = tk.Button(

master=window,

text="\N{RIGHTWARDS BLACK ARROW}",

command=fahrenheit_to_celsius

)

lbl_result = tk.Label(master=window, text="\N{DEGREE CELSIUS}")

# Set up the layout using the .grid() geometry manager

frm_entry.grid(row=0, column=0, padx=10)

btn_convert.grid(row=0, column=1, pady=10)

lbl_result.grid(row=0, column=2, padx=10)

# Run the application

window.mainloop()

Let’s take things up a notch. Read on to build a simple text editor.
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Review Exercise
You can nd the solutions to these exercises and many other bonusresources online at realpython.com/python-basics/resources
1. Try to re-create the temperature converter app without looking atthe source code. If you get stuck, check the code and finish yourre-creation. Then wait for ten or fifteen minutes and try again.

Repeat this until you can build the app from scratch on yourown. Focus on the output. It’s okay if your own code is slightlydifferent from the code in the book.

18.9 Example App: Text Editor
In this section, you’ll build a text editor app that can create, open, edit,and save text files.
There are three essential elements in the application:
1. A Button widget called btn_open for opening a file for editing
2. A Button widget called btn_save for saving a file
3. A TextBox widget called txt_edit for creating and editing the textfile
The three widgets will be arranged so that the two buttons are on theleft side of the window, and the text box is on the right side.
The whole window should have a minimum height of 800 pixels, and
txt_edit should have aminimumwidth of 800 pixels. Thewhole layoutshould be responsive so that if the window is resized, then txt_edit isresized as well. The width of the Frame holding the buttons should notchange, however.
Here’s a sketch of how the window will look:
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18.9. Example App: Text Editor

You can achieve the desired layout using the .grid() geometry man-ager. The layout contains a single row and two columns: a narrowcolumn on the left for the buttons and a wider column on the right forthe text box.
To set the minimum sizes for the window and txt_edit, you can setthe minsize parameters of the .rowconfigure() and .columnconfigure()window methods to 800. To handle resizing, you can set the weightparameters of these methods to 1.
To get both buttons into the same column, you’ll need to create a Framewidget, which you can call fr_buttons. According to the sketch, the twobuttons should be stacked vertically inside this frame, with btn_open ontop. You can do that with either the .grid() or the .pack() geometrymanager, but let’s stick with .grid() since it’s a little less complicatedto work with.
Now that you have a plan, you can start coding the application. Thefirst step is to create the all the widgets you need:
import tkinter as tk

# 1

window = tk.Tk()

window.title("Simple Text Editor")

# 2
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window.rowconfigure(0, minsize=800, weight=1)

window.columnconfigure(1, minsize=800, weight=1)

# 3

txt_edit = tk.Text(window)

fr_buttons = tk.Frame(window)

btn_open = tk.Button(fr_buttons, text="Open")

btn_save = tk.Button(fr_buttons, text="Save As...")

First (#1), you import tkinter and create a new window with the title
"Simple Text Editor". Then (#2) you set the row and column configura-tions . Finally (#3), you create four widgets: the txt_edit text box, the
fr_buttons frame, and the btn_open and btn_save buttons.
Take a closer look at #2. The minsize parameter of .rowconfigure() isset to 800 and weight is set to 1. The first argument is 0, so this setsthe height of the first row to 800 pixels and makes sure that the heightof the row grows proportionally to the height of the window. There’sonly one row in the application layout, so these settings apply to theentire window.
On the next line, .columnconfigure() is used to set the width and weightattributes of the column with index 1 to 800 and 1, respectively. Re-member, row and column indices are zero-based, so these settingsapply only to the second column.
By configuring just the second column, you ensure that the text boxwill expand and contract naturally when the window is resized, whilethe column containing the buttons will remain at a fixed width.
Now you can work on the application layout. First, you’ll assign thetwo buttons to the fr_buttons frame using the .grid() geometry man-ager:
btn_open.grid(row=0, column=0, sticky="ew", padx=5, pady=5)

btn_save.grid(row=1, column=0, sticky="ew", padx=5)

These two lines of code create a grid with two rows and one column in
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the fr_buttons frame, since both btn_open and btn_save have their masterattribute set to fr_buttons. btn_open is put in the first row and btn_savein the second row so that btn_open appears above btn_save in the layout,just as you planned in your sketch.
Both btn_open and btn_save have their sticky attributes set to "ew",which forces the buttons to expand horizontally in both directionsand fill the entire frame. This makes sure both buttons are the samesize.
You place 5 pixels of padding around each button by setting the padxand pady parameters to 5. Only btn_open has vertical padding. Since
btn_open is on top, the vertical padding offsets the button down fromthe top of the window a bit and makes sure that there’s a small gapbetween btn_open and btn_save.
Now that fr_buttons is laid out and ready to go, you can set up the gridlayout for the rest of the window:
fr_buttons.grid(row=0, column=0, sticky="ns")

txt_edit.grid(row=0, column=1, sticky="nsew")

These two lines of code create a grid with one row and two columnsfor window. fr_buttons is placed in the first column and txt_edit in thesecond column so that fr_buttons appears to the left of txt_edit in thewindow layout.
The sticky parameter for fr_buttons is set to "ns", which forces thewhole frame to expand vertically and fill the entire height of its col-umn. txt_edit fills its entire grid cell because its sticky parameter isset to "nsew", which forces it to expand in every direction.
Now that the application layout is complete, add window.mainloop() tothe bottom of the program, then save and run the file. The followingwindow is displayed:
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That looks great! But it doesn’t do anything yet, so let’s start writingthe commands for the buttons.
The btn_open button needs to show a file open dialog and allow theuser to select a file. Then it needs to open that file and set the text of
txt_edit to the contents of the file.
Here’s a function, open_file(), that does just this:
def open_file():

"""Open a file for editing."""

# 1

filepath = askopenfilename(

filetypes=[("Text Files", "*.txt"), ("All Files", "*.*")]

)

# 2

if not filepath:

return

# 3
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txt_edit.delete("1.0", tk.END)

# 4

with open(filepath, "r") as input_file:

text = input_file.read()

txt_edit.insert(tk.END, text)

# 5

window.title(f"Simple Text Editor - {filepath}")

First (#1), youuse the askopenfilenamedialog from the tkinter.filedialogmodule to display a file open dialog and store the selected file path tothe filepath variable. If the user closes the dialog box or clicks Cancel
(#2), then filepath is None and the function returns without executingany of the code to read the file and set the text of txt_edit.
If the user does choose a file (#3), then the current contents of txt_editare cleared using .delete(). Then (#4) the select file is opened and thecontents of the file are read using .read() and stored as a string in the
text variable. The string text is assigned to txt_edit using .insert().
Finally (#5), the title of the window is set so that it contains the pathof the open file.
Now you can update the program so that btn_open calls open_file()whenever it’s clicked. There are three things you need to do to updatethe program:
1. Import askopenfilename() from tkinter.filedialog by adding thefollowing import to the top of your program:

from tkinter.filedialog import askopenfilename

2. Add the definition of open_file() just below the import statements.
3. Set the command attribute of btn_opn to open_file:

btn_open = tk.Button(fr_buttons, text="Open", command=open_file)
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Save the file and run it to check that everything is working. Try open-ing a text file!

Note
If you have trouble getting the updates to work, then you canskip ahead to the end of this section to see the full code for thetext editor application.

With btn_openworking, let’s work on the function for btn_save. It needsto open a save file dialog box so that the user can choose where theywould like to save the file. You’ll use the asksaveasfilename dialog inthe tkinter.filedialogmodule for this. It also needs to extract the textcurrently in txt_edit and write this to a file at the selected location.
Here’s a function that does just this:
def save_file():

"""Save the current file as a new file."""

# 1

filepath = asksaveasfilename(

defaultextension="txt",

filetypes=[("Text Files", "*.txt"), ("All Files", "*.*")],

)

# 2

if not filepath:

return

# 3

with open(filepath, "w") as output_file:

text = txt_edit.get("1.0", tk.END)

output_file.write(text)

# 4

window.title(f"Simple Text Editor - {filepath}")

First (#1), the asksaveasfilename dialog box gets the desired save loca-
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tion from the user, and the selected file path is stored in the filepathvariable. If the user closes the dialog box or clicks Cancel (#2), then
filepath is None and the function returns without executing any of thecode to save the text to a file.
If the user does select a file path (#3), then a new file is created. Thetext from txt_edit is extracted with the .get()method and assigned tothe variable text and written to the output file.
Finally (#4), the title of the window is updated so that the new file pathis displayed in the window title.
Now you can update the program so that btn_save calls save_file()when it’s clicked. There are three things you need to do in order toupdate the program:
1. Import the asksaveasfilename() function from tkinter.filedialogby updating the import at the top of your program, like so:

from tkinter.filedialog import askopenfilename, asksaveasfilename

2. Add the definition of save_file() just below the open_file() defini-tion.
3. Set the command attribute of btn_save to save_file:

btn_save = tk.Button(

fr_buttons, text="Save As...", command=save_file

)

Save the file and run it. You now have a minimal yet fully functionaltext editor!
Here’s the full program for your reference:
import tkinter as tk

from tkinter.filedialog import askopenfilename, asksaveasfilename

def open_file():
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"""Open a file for editing."""

filepath = askopenfilename(

filetypes=[("Text Files", "*.txt"), ("All Files", "*.*")]

)

if not filepath:

return

txt_edit.delete(1.0, tk.END)

with open(filepath, "r") as input_file:

text = input_file.read()

txt_edit.insert(tk.END, text)

window.title(f"Simple Text Editor - {filepath}")

def save_file():

"""Save the current file as a new file."""

filepath = asksaveasfilename(

defaultextension="txt",

filetypes=[("Text Files", "*.txt"), ("All Files", "*.*")],

)

if not filepath:

return

with open(filepath, "w") as output_file:

text = txt_edit.get(1.0, tk.END)

output_file.write(text)

window.title(f"Simple Text Editor - {filepath}")

window = tk.Tk()

window.title("Simple Text Editor")

window.rowconfigure(0, minsize=800, weight=1)

window.columnconfigure(1, minsize=800, weight=1)

txt_edit = tk.Text(window)

fr_buttons = tk.Frame(window, relief=tk.RAISED, bd=2)

btn_open = tk.Button(fr_buttons, text="Open", command=open_file)

btn_save = tk.Button(fr_buttons, text="Save As...", command=save_file)

btn_open.grid(row=0, column=0, sticky="ew", padx=5, pady=5)
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btn_save.grid(row=1, column=0, sticky="ew", padx=5)

fr_buttons.grid(row=0, column=0, sticky="ns")

txt_edit.grid(row=0, column=1, sticky="nsew")

window.mainloop()

You’ve now built two GUI applications in Python. In doing so, you’veappliedmany of the topics you’ve learned about throughout this book.That’s no small achievement, so take some time to feel good aboutwhat you’ve done!
You’re now ready to tackle some applications on your own!
Review Exercises
You can nd the solutions to these exercises and many other bonusresources online at realpython.com/python-basics/resources
1. Try to re-create the text editor app without looking at the sourcecode. If you get stuck, check the code and finish your re-creation.Then wait for ten or fifteen minutes and try again.

Repeat this until you can build the application from scratchon your own. Focus on the output. It’s okay if your own code isslightly different from the code in the book.

18.10 Challenge: Return of the Poet
For this challenge, you’ll write aGUI application for generating poetry.This application is based on the poem generator from chapter 9.
Visually, the application should look similar to this:
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You may use whichever geometry manager you like, but the applica-tion should do all of the following:
1. The user should be required to enter the correct number of wordsin each Entry widget:• At least three nouns

• At least three verbs
• At least three adjectives
• At least three prepositions
• At least one adverbIf too few words are entered into any of the Entry widgets, then anerrormessage should be displayed in the area where the generatedpoem is shown.

2. The program should randomly choose three nouns, three adverbs,three adjectives, and three prepositions as well as one adverb fromthe user input.
3. The program should generate the poem using the following tem-plate:
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18.11. Summary and Additional Resources
{A/An} {adj1} {noun1}

A {adj1} {noun1} {verb1} {prep1} the {adj2} {noun2}

{adverb1}, the {noun1} {verb2}

the {noun2} {verb3} {prep2} a {adj3} {noun3}

4. The application must allow the user to export their poem to a file.
5. Bonus: Check that the user inputs unique words into each Entrywidget. For example, if the user enters the same noun into thenoun Entry widget twice, then the application should display anerror message when the user tries to generate the poem.
You can nd the solutions to this code challenge andmany other bonusresources online at realpython.com/python-basics/resources

18.11 Summary and AdditionalResources
In this chapter, you learned how to build some basic graphical userinterfaces (GUIs).
First, you learned how to use the EasyGUI package to create dialogboxes that display messages, accept user input, and allow a user toselect files for reading and writing. Then you learned about Tkinter,which is Python’s built-in GUI framework. Tkinter is more complexthan EasyGUI, but it’s also more flexible.
You learned how to work with widgets in Tkinter, including Frame,
Label, Button, Entry, and Text widgets. Widgets can be customized byassigning values to their various attributes. For example, setting the
text attribute of a Label widget assigns some text to the label.
Next, you saw how to use Tkinter’s .pack(), .place(), and .grid() ge-ometry managers to give your GUI applications a layout. You learnedhow to control various aspects of the layout, including internal and ex-ternal padding, and how to create responsive layouts with the .pack()and .grid() managers.
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18.11. Summary and Additional Resources
Finally, you brought all of these skills together to create two full GUIapplications: a temperature converter and a simple text editor.

Interactive Quiz
This chapter comes with a free online quiz to check your learn-ing progress. You can access the quiz using your phone or com-puter at the following web address:
realpython.com/quizzes/pybasics-gui

Additional Resources
To learn more about GUI programming in Python, check out theseresources:
• Tkinter tutorial
For links and additional resources to further deepen your Pythonskills, visit realpython.com/python-basics/resources
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Chapter 19
Final Thoughts and NextSteps
Congratulations! You’ve made it to all the way to the end of this book.You already know enough to do a lot of amazing things with Python,but now the real fun starts: it’s time to explore on your own!
The best way to learn is by solving real problems that you face in ev-eryday life. Sure, your code might not be very pretty or efficient whenyou’re just starting out, but it will be useful. Need some inspiration?Check out “13 Project Ideas for Intermediate Python Developers” forsome ideas to get you started!
Part of whatmakes Python so great is the community. Know someoneelse learning Python? Help them out! The only way to really mastera concept is to explain it to someone else.
Next up, dive into the more advanced material available atrealpython.com or peruse the articles and tutorials featured inthe PyCoder’s Weekly newsletter.
When you feel ready, consider helping out with an open source projecton GitHub. If puzzles are more your style, try working through someof the mathematical challenges on Project Euler.
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If you get stuck somewhere along the way, it’s almost guaranteedthat someone else has encountered (and potentially solved) the exactsame problem before. Search around for answers, particularly atStack Overflow, or find a community of Pythonistas willing to helpout.
If all else fails, import this and take a moment to meditate on thatwhich is Python.
P.S. Come visit us on the Web and continue your Python journey onthe realpython.com website and the @realpython Twitter account.
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19.1. Free Weekly Tips for Python Developers
19.1 FreeWeekly Tips for PythonDevelopers
Are you looking for a weekly dose of Python development tips to im-prove your productivity and streamline your workflows? Good news—we’re running a free email newsletter for Python developers just likeyou.
The newsletter emails we send out are not your typical “here’s a list ofpopular articles” flavor. Instead, we aim to share at least one originalthought per week in a (short) essay-style format.
If you’d like to see what all the fuss is about, then head on overto realpython.com/newsletter and enter your email address in thesignup form. We’re looking forward to meeting you!

19.2 Python Tricks: The Book
Now that you’re familiar with the basics of Python, it’s time to dig indeeper and round out your knowledge.
With Real Python’s Python Tricks book, you’ll discover Python’s bestpractices and the power of beautiful, Pythonic code with simple exam-ples and a step-by-step narrative.
You’ll get one step closer to mastering Python so that you can writebeautiful and idiomatic code that comes to you naturally.
Learning the ins and outs of Python is difficult, and with this bookyou’ll be able to focus on taking your core Python skills to the nextlevel.
Discover the hidden treasures in Python’s standard library and startwriting clean and Pythonic code today. Download a free sample chap-ter at realpython.com/pytricks-book
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19.3. Real Python Video Course Library
19.3 Real Python Video Course Library
Become a well-rounded Pythonista with Real Python’s large (andgrowing) collection of Python tutorials and in-depth training materi-als. With new content published weekly, you’ll always find somethingto boost your skills:
• Master practical, real-worldPython skills: Our tutorials arecreated, curated, and vetted by a community of expert Pythonistas.At Real Python, you’ll get the trusted resources you need on yourpath to Python mastery.
• MeetotherPythonistas: Join theReal PythonCommunity chatand weekly Office Hours Q&A calls to meet the Real Python teamalong with other learners. Get your Python questions answered,discuss coding and career topics, or just hang out with us at thisvirtual water cooler.
• Explore interactive quizzes and learning paths: See whereyou stand and practice what you learn with interactive quizzes,hands-on coding challenges, and skills-focused learning paths.
• Track your learning progress: Mark lessons as completed orin-progress and learn at your own comfortable pace. Bookmarkinteresting lessons and review them later to boost long-term re-tention.
• Earn completion certi cates: For each course you complete,you’ll receive a shareable (and printable) certificate of completion.Embed your certificates in your portfolio, LinkedIn resume, andother websites to show the world that you’re a dedicated Python-ista.
• Stay up to date: Keep your skills fresh and keep up with technol-ogy. We’re constantly releasing new members-only tutorials andwe update our content regularly.

See what’s available at realpython.com/courses
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